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Abstract

This PhD thesis presents a computational study of turbulent boundary layers and their interac-

tion with wall-attached bodies, by means of high-�delity Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)

and Large Eddy Simulations (LES). The main objective is determining if the interaction with

multiscale generated turbulence can potentially suppress, mask or modify the far-�eld signature

originated by a wall-mounted obstacle.

The �rst part of the thesis is a DNS investigation on the fundamental physics of a zero-pressure

gradient turbulent boundary layer at Reynolds numbers up to Reθ = 2130, based on the

momentum thickness and free-stream velocity U∞, which is the baseline �ow for later stages

of the project. This investigation produced new theoretical results in two main topics: the

intermediate region scaling of the Reynolds stresses in wall-bounded �ows and the relation

between wall-shear stress �uctuations and outer �uctuating velocities in turbulent boundary

layers.

Afterwards, the interaction between a solid wall-attached cube and a turbulent boundary layer

is investigated using DNS, at ReH = 3000, and LES, at ReH = 7900, with Reynolds numbers

based on the cube height H and U∞. The �ow structures and frequency response in the near-

wall region are in good agreement with reference data obtained in a channel �ow. However, our

simulations also predict the existence of a low-frequency peak in the far-�eld energy spectra,

which has not previously been reported by other authors.

Finally, the e�ect of multiscale turbulence on the aforementioned far-�eld peak is studied with

LES in two di�erent con�gurations: the interaction between two parallel wall-mounted cubes

and the interaction between the cube and a regular or multiscale grid. The �rst option does

not o�er great potential from an engineering point of view, but the second con�guration pro-

duces promising results: the grids may reduce the frequency of the peak by around a factor 3.

The �exible design of the grids and their inexpensive manufacture could make them excellent

candidates for future industrial applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The fundamental study of turbulence has been one of the main topics in Fluid Mechanics during

the last two centuries. Turbulence physics play a key role in many industrial areas, such as

aerodynamic optimization, noise reduction or e�cient �ow mixing. However, the multiscale

nature of turbulent �ows makes the characterisation and control of turbulent �ows greatly

challenging. The high complexity of the physics of turbulence arises from two fundamental

properties of the governing equations of incompressible �uids: the non-linearity of the convective

terms and the non-local dynamics of the pressure �eld. Notable contributors to the theory of

turbulence are: O. Reynolds, L. Prandtl, T. von Kármán, G.I. Taylor, L. Richardson, A.

Kolmogorov, S. Corrsin, G. Batchelor and A. Townsend, among others. The reader can be

introduced to this topic by reading Pope (2000) or Tennekes and Lumley (1972).

In the past few years, there has been special interest on understanding and exploiting the

multiscale nature of turbulence. At Imperial College London, Hurst and Vassilicos (2007)

and Mazellier and Vassilicos (2010) investigated for the �rst time the use of fractal grids for

the control of turbulent �ows. Di�erent types of fractal grid are presented in Figure 1.1.

The self-similarity of fractal structures resembles the internal structure of turbulent �ows,

in which the energy is transferred non-linearly over a large range of scales. Over the last

decade, numerous experimental and computational studies have found some unusual properties

of fractal grids which can be of great interest for speci�c industrial �ow applications. Among
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the properties of the turbulent �ow around fractal bodies, one can highlight their enhanced

scalar and momentum mixing (Laizet and Vassilicos, 2012; Gomes-Fernandes et al., 2012; Laizet

et al., 2015; Steiros et al., 2017), the non-equilibrium scaling for dissipation and the surprising

properties of the production region that they have revealed (Valente and Vassilicos, 2014,

2011b; Gomes-Fernandes et al., 2015), their acoustic performance (Nedic et al., 2012; Laizet

et al., 2012) and their heat-transfer characteristics (Melina et al., 2016a,b).

Figure 1.1: Three di�erent designs for fractal grids, taken from Hurst and Vassilicos (2007).

However, the interaction between fractal objects and wall-bounded turbulence is a potentially

interesting �eld which has not been investigated much yet. The �rst approach to this topic was

the investigation of Nedic et al. (2012), who studied the performance of fractal spoilers attached

to an aerodynamic wing. Since the fundamental properties of near-wall turbulence are very

di�erent from those of homogeneous �ows, it is very important to gain a better understanding

of the wall turbulence physics and their e�ect on the �ow around fractal bodies.

In the literature, the canonical wall-bounded turbulent �ows are: turbulent Couette �ow, tur-

bulent channels, turbulent pipes and turbulent boundary layers. The reader can �nd a com-

prehensive introduction to wall turbulence in Schlichting and Gersten (2000). A turbulent

boundary layer is de�ned as the spatially developing region generated by a viscous �ow moving

over a solid wall. A canonical boundary layer is therefore bounded by only one wall-surface and

the free-stream region extends up to in�nity in the wall-normal direction. Despite being a small

region, turbulent boundary layers represent a strong in�uence in the overall characteristics of

the �ow. Boundary layers are main contributors, for example, to the aerodynamic performance

of wings or the far-�eld signature of solid bodies.

The study of turbulent boundary layer theory started with the contributions of Prandtl (1925,

1932) and Von Kármán (1931), who formulated the logarithmic law-of-the-wall for the inertial
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layer, still broadly accepted in the present days. The wake-law scaling for the outer region of

boundary layers would be later introduced by Coles (1956). Townsend (1976) formulated the

theory of wall-attached eddies, which was further developed by Perry and Chong (1982) and is

currently one of the most important frameworks for scaling the energy of velocity �uctuations.

This theory, later extended by Perry et al. (1986), Perry and Li (1990) and Perry and Marusic

(1995) among others, will be described in detail in Chapter 3, since it is a fundamental topic

in the present investigation.

Many experimental works have been carried out on turbulent boundary layers from the second

third of the 20th century. The experiments of Kline et al. (1967) are especially important, since

they were the �rst authors to predict the near wall structure of turbulent wall-bounded �ows and

document the existence of low-speed streaks and intermittent bursting and ejections. Other

classical experimental studies were carried out by Schultz-Grunow (1940), Klebano� (1955),

Corino and Brodkey (1969), Brown and Roshko (1974) and Bakewell and Lumley (1967).

In the last 30 years, the development of Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of wall-bounded

�ows has provided much more information about the fundamental turbulence physics. Spalart

(1988) performed the �rst DNS of a zero-pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer up to a

moderate Reynolds number of Reθ = 1410, based on the momentum thickness θ (de�ned in

Section 2.4.1) and the free-stream velocity U∞. Spalart solved the Navier-Stokes equations

using spectral methods, on a computational domain which is transformed in the wall-normal

direction y in order to take into account the spatial evolution of the boundary layer. A year

earlier, Kim et al. (1987) performed th �rst DNS of turbulent channel �ow, at a Reynolds

number equal to 3300, based on the mean centreline velocity and channel half-width.

Simens et al. (2009) developed a second order �nite-di�erence �ow solver especially designed

for turbulent boundary layers, later revisited by Borrell et al. (2013), which uses a recycling

method to prescribe turbulent �ow conditions at the inlet plane. This computational solver has

been used in the simulations of Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013, 2014) to reach

a maximum Reynolds number of Reθ = 6500. The computational �ow database generated

by the previous DNS is currently one of the most important references for validation and

investigation of boundary layers at moderate Reynolds numbers. Additionally, other important

contributions of this investigation group include: the formulation of autonomous near-wall

cycles for the inner and outer �ow dynamics (Jiménez and Pinelli, 1999), the identi�cation

of inverse and direct cascades in turbulent boundary layer (Jiménez, 2011; Cimarelli et al.,
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2016), or the representation of statistical velocity structures associated with the main near-wall

mechanisms (Sillero et al., 2014).

The simulations of Schlatter and Örlü (2010) are performed with a quasi-spectral method and

the velocity �uctuations are damped by a fringe region at the outlet. Turbulence is tripped

near the inlet location and the �ow becomes fully-turbulent after a short transition region.

The Reynolds numbers of their DNS cover the range Reθ = 180 − 4300. Among the main

contributions of this investigation group, it is worth mentioning the comprehensive study of

tripping and in�ow e�ects in boundary layers of Schlatter and Örlü (2012), the investigation

of wall-shear stress �uctuations of Örlü and Schlatter (2011) and the simulation of passive-

scalar transport in turbulent boundary layers by Li et al. (2009). In addition, Schlatter et al.

(2010) and Eitel-Amor et al. (2014) performed �nely resolved Large Eddy Simulations of zero

pressure-gradient boundary layers, reaching a maximum Reynolds number of Reθ = 8300. This

group has recently investigated the fundamental boundary layer physics around a wing section

at moderate Reynolds numbers (Hosseini et al. (2016), Reθ up to 2800).

Other reference DNS of boundary layers include: Khujadze and Oberlack (2004) (spectral

methods, out�ow recycling, up to Reθ = 2240), Wu and Moin (2009) (second order �nite-

di�erences, free-stream receptivity transition, Reθ = 80− 1950), Komminaho and Skote (2002)

(spectral methods, transition tripping, Reθ = 200 − 750), Ferrante and Elghobashi (2005)

(�nite-di�erences, out�ow recycling, up to Reθ = 2900) or Lee and Sung (2011) (second order

�nite di�erences, out�ow recycling, up to Reθ = 2500). It is important to note that DNS of

turbulent boundary layers are generally much more expensive than DNS of turbulent channels

at equivalent Reynolds numbers, due to their spatial evolution in the streamwise direction.

Therefore, the DNS of wall-bounded turbulence with highest Reynolds number published to

date is a turbulent channel (Lee and Moser (2015), up to Reτ = 5200, based on the mean

friction velocity uτ and the channel semi-width δ), and there is a considerably higher number

of studies available for this �ow con�guration than for turbulent boundary layers.

Although there is a considerable number of DNS studies of turbulent channels with rough

walls, only few DNS investigations are available on turbulent boundary layers with surface

roughness or wall-attached objects. We highlight here the DNS investigations of Lee and Sung

(2007) (rod roughness, out�ow, recycling up to Reθ = 1400), Cardillo et al. (2013) (random

topological surface mapping, out�ow recycling, up to Reθ = 2439) and Mishra and Bolotnov

(2015) (hemispherical roughness elements at low Reθ).
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Finally, the turbulent �ow around wall-attached bodies is of special relevance for the study of

multiscale turbulence. Wall-attached bodies generate very complex �ow structures which could

bene�t in interesting ways from the interaction with fractal or multiscale generated turbulence.

The fundamental �ow around wall-mounted circular cylinders has been broadly studied exper-

imentally and computationally, for example, by Wang and Zhou (2009a), Moreau and Doolan

(2013) and Vinuesa et al. (2015). Experiments on wall-mounted cubes were originally performed

by Castro and Robins (1977), and revisited by Martinuzzi and Tropea (1993), Martinuzzi and

Havel (2004) or Hearst et al. (2016), among others. A DNS of this �ow con�guration was

investigated by Yakhot et al. (2006b). An extensive review of the spectral signature of these

�ows, whose near-�eld spectra is characterised by strong tonal peaks, can be found in Porteous

et al. (2014).

1.2 Objectives

The current PhD investigation is part of the European project Multisolve. 13 PhD researchers

have performed individual projects on di�erent applications of multiscale turbulence for in-

dustrial �ow problems. The other industrial applications of the project Multisolve include the

study of fractal static and dynamic mixers, the design of multi-scale trailing-edges for aero-

dynamic wings, the fundamental investigation of multiscale turbulent wakes, the multiscale

generation of thick turbulent boundary layers and the study of the multiscale turbulence e�ect

on the heat transfer from a solid cylinder. The main topic of the present project is the inter-

action between multiscale turbulence and objects immersed in turbulent boundary layers and

it is investigated from a computational point of view. In particular, the main objective of this

thesis is understanding the e�ect of multiscale generated turbulence on the far-�eld signature

of a wall-attached cube, using computational �uid dynamic simulations. Simple wall-mounted

bodies (i.e cylinders or cubes) can generate velocity �uctuations with a clear signature on the

turbulence energy spectra, which might be detected at large distances from the body location.

It is believed that multiscale turbulence, for instance generated by other wall-attached bodies,

may a�ect the �ow behind the solid object and maybe mask or suppress the far-�eld signature

that it generates. This project speci�cation was formulated in collaboration with our industrial

partner BAE Systems, and part of the investigation was developed as a secondment in the

company facilities.
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The study of the turbulent �ow around wall-mounted bodies requires the simulation of turbulent

boundary layers as the baseline �ow solution. Additionally, we used the turbulent boundary

layers simulations to perform fundamental research on boundary layer theory, following the

ideas and theories proposed by Vassilicos et al. (2015). Our research on turbulent boundary

layers tries to answer the following questions:

1.1 Vassilicos et al. (2015) proposed a mixed variable scaling for the intermediate region peak

found in the streamwise turbulence kinetic energy pro�les of turbulent pipes at very high

Reynolds numbers. Is it possible to identify this scaling in turbulent boundary layers and

channels at moderate Reynolds numbers?

1.2 Since Direct Numerical Simulations allow to compute the actual value of the mean dissi-

pation rate, can our results validate the dissipation scaling proposed by Vassilicos et al.

(2015) for the intermediate region in turbulent wall-bounded �ows?

1.3 Long and Chen (1981) and Afzal (1982) identi�ed a mixed variable scaling for the

Reynolds shear stress peak in turbulent channel �ow and proposed the existance of an

intermediate layer known as "mesolayer". Is the scaling of the Reynolds shear stress peak

related to the intermediate layer scaling proposed by Vassilicos et al. (2015)?

1.4 According to the working hypothesis of Townsend (1976) and Perry et al. (1986), a turbu-

lent boundary layer is populated by wall-attached eddies whose size is proportional to the

wall distance. This hypothesis may suggest that the outer velocity �uctuations can induce

a mixed variable scaling on the wall-shear stress �uctuations. DeGraaf and Eaton (2000)

were among the �rst ones to found evidence of a mixed scaling in the inner and overlap

regions, which has later been supported by the experimental results of Österlund (1999)

and Marusic and Kunkel (2003) and the investigation of Örlü and Schlatter (2011) on the

wall-shear stress �uctuations. Can we extend the previous ideas and further investigate

the mixed scaling of wall-shear stress statistics with the results from our DNS?

1.5 Vassilicos et al. (2015) proposed a functional model to relate the �ltered wall-shear stress

�uctuations with the velocity �uctuations inside the boundary layer. However, this model

was not su�ciently developed in the previous reference and it was not validated against

experimental nor numerical results. Can we develop the previous functional model and

validate its working hypothesis and the model itself against our DNS results?
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After this, the next main objective is to characterise and understand the far-�eld signature of

wall-attached solid bodies. This problem is modelled by using a single, simplifed obstacle: a

wall-mounted cube which is completely immersed in a turbulent boundary layer (i.e. its height

is smaller than the local boundary layer thickness). This can be representative of more complex

bodies which are attached to the surface of aircraft or marine vehicles. We intend to �nd an

answer for the following research objectives:

2.1 What is the e�ect of the cube on the near-�eld turbulence spectra and �ow characteristics?

Do our results agree with the numerical investigation of Yakhot et al. (2006b) and the

experimental investigations of Castro and Robins (1977) and Martinuzzi and Tropea

(1993)?

2.2 What are the main dynamic structures generated by a wall-attached cube?

2.3 What is the e�ect of the cube on the growth-rate of the boundary layer thickness?

2.4 What is the cube signature on the �ow statistics and turbulence spectra inside the bound-

ary layer, far downstream of the cube position?

2.5 What is the cube signature on the far-�eld turbulence spectra? Out of the boundary layer

and far downstream of the cube, does the solid cube introduce velocity �uctuations at a

particular characteristic frequency?

2.6 If the cube has a clear signature on the far-�eld spectra, can we relate the associated

velocity �uctuations to the �ow dynamics in the near-�eld region of the cube?

Once the �ow physics are well-understood, we intend to study multiscale �ow con�gurations

which might potentially reduce the far-�eld signature of the cube. With this objective in mind,

the main pertinent questions to be answered by the investigation are:

3.1 Laizet and Vassilicos (2012) proposed that one of the main �ow mechanisms in fractal-

generated turbulence is the wake interaction between bars of several sizes, which meet

at di�erent location. Can the wake interaction between two wall-mounted cubes have a

noticeable e�ect on their far-�eld signature? Can this interaction e�ect mask the signature

generated by each single cube?
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3.2 Can the turbulence �eld generated by a regular or fractal grid, if placed e�ectively, interact

with the �ow around the wall-mounted cube? Can these grids suppress or mask the cube

far-�eld signature?

3.3 What is the e�ect of regular and fractal grids on the statistics of the boundary layer?

3.4 Do regular and fractal wall-attached grids generate an identi�able far-�eld signature?

1.3 Research strategy

This PhD project consists of numerical investigations on the fundamental physics of turbulent

�ows. Our results concerning turbulent boundary layers (Part II of this thesis) and the turbulent

�ow generated by a wall-mounted cube immersed in a turbulent boundary layer (Part III,

Chapter 5) have been obtained with Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS). In DNS, all the

turbulence scales are resolved and no turbulence model term is required in the �ow equations.

Our DNS are obtained with Incompact3D (Laizet and Lamballais, 2009), a high-�delity �nite-

di�erence �ow-solver which computes the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

on a Cartesian computational mesh.

Incompact3D's formulation has the advantage of being potentially more �exible than other com-

putational solvers available for boundary layer simulations, such as those by Schlatter et al.

(2009), Simens et al. (2009) or Wu and Moin (2009). In �rst place, the mesh resolution in the

wall-normal direction can be easily controlled by modifying the parameters of the stretching

function. Secondly, the immersed boundary method formulation provides high �exibility for

modelling wall-attached bodies inside the computational domain, which is one of the main ob-

jectives of this investigation. Finally, the boundary conditions in Incompact3D can be freely

chosen in any of the three spatial directions (e.g. symmetric, periodic or time-dependent Dirich-

let conditions), which allows, for instance, the prescription of di�erent in�ow/out�ow con�gu-

rations. This is not true for spectral methods in general, for which the boundary conditions are

determined by the form of the basis functions. For instance, spectral methods usually impose

periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction and, in spatially developing �ows,

the velocity mean pro�le and �uctuations can be re-scaled (or damped) in the outlet region by

using some sort of fringe zone (e.g. Simens et al. (2009)). However, this re-scaling/recycling

procedure may not be appropriate for cases in which the boundary layer interacts with other
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turbulence sources (e.g. solid objects), since the �ow is no longer canonical nor self-similar in

the entire streamwise extent.

After a proper con�guration of the �ow solver for turbulent wall-bounded �ows, the �rst step

in the present investigation is the simulation of a zero-pressure gradient turbulent boundary

layer at moderate Reynolds numbers. This turbulent boundary layer is the baseline �ow for the

rest of the project, and it is also studied on its own in order to investigate some fundamental

properties of wall-bounded �ows. In order to study the e�ect of a wall-mounted cube on the

boundary layer dynamics, a solid cube has been modelled inside the computational domain by

using an immersed boundary method (IBM) described in Chapter 2. These methods, the �rst

of which was originally proposed by Peskin (1972), represent solid bodies with a volume source

term in the �ow equations, which simpli�es the mesh generation in complex con�gurations and

is compatible with the Cartesian mesh formulation of Incompact3D. The DNS simulations of

the present PhD project have been run in several supercomputer facilities located in UK and

Germany: SuperMUC (Leibniz-Rechenzentrum, Garching bei München), ARCHER (UK Na-

tional Supercomputing Service, University of Edinburgh) and Hartree Centre (STFC Daresbury

Laboratory, Warrington).

After characterising the �ow-�eld around the wall-mounted cube, the next step is placing other

wall-attached bodies inside the computational domain and analyse the e�ect of multiscale-

generated turbulence on the cube signature. However, resolving all the turbulent �ow scales in

this case might be too expensive and the use of turbulence modelling for this �ow con�guration

could therefore be bene�cial. For this purpose, a nine-month project secondment was arranged

in the Computational Engineering Capability of our industrial partner BAE Systems. This

opportunity granted us access to the �ow solver Flare, developed by BAE Systems, which has

been used to run Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of the multiscale interaction �ow. In the LES

formulation, only the largest scales of the �ow are resolved by the Navier-Stokes equations. In

Flare, the smallest scales of the �ow are implicitly �ltered out by the insu�cient resolution of

the LES computational mesh. Since the second-order central schemes used by Flare are under-

dissipative, a subgrid turbulence model is therefore used to mimic the turbulence dissipation

of the non-resolved �ow scales.

The numerical methods used by Flare and Incompact3D are very di�erent: Flare is a compress-

ible �ow solver, it solves the �ow equations in an unstructured domain and the computational

mesh is �tted around immersed solid bodies (i.e. it does not use IBM). It is important to
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carefully compare the solutions obtained with the two �ow solvers and identify any signi�cant

di�erence between them. The Reynolds number used in the LES might be slightly higher that

the Reynolds number used in the DNS, since this is necessary in order to adapt to the working

hypothesis of the turbulence model. However, increasing the Reynolds number is not one of

the main objectives of the LES, and its value has been kept in the range of moderate Reynolds

numbers under 10000, based on the cube height and free-stream velocity.

This investigation is complemented by the experimental PhD project of Eduardo Rodriguez

Lopez, which is also associated with Multisolve's Work Package 3. The background of the

present project and the background of its experimental counterpart have been very similar

although the main objectives have been considerably di�erent. Those two projects share some

common research in boundary layer theory (e.g. study of the wall-shear stress �uctuations),

and the continuous communication between the investigators has been highly bene�cial for the

completion of the projects.

1.4 Organization of this document

The present PhD thesis is organised in four parts, for a total of eight chapters. Two appendices

complement the results presented in the main body of the document. Each chapter has been

structured to be more or less self-contained by including an introduction to the chapter topic

and a conclusion which summarises its main �ndings. This way, the background section of the

present chapter has been kept very general and the speci�c literature review has been written

in the introduction of each Chapter. The three parts of the document divide the thesis into

di�erent thematic blocks, but they have been organised in a convenient order so the reader can

understand the motivations and �ndings of the project while reading along.

Part I of this thesis introduces the background of this project and presents the numerical meth-

ods used for Direct Numerical Simulations of incompressible �ows using Incompact3D (Laizet

and Lamballais, 2009). Special attention is paid to the development of the semi-implicit sub-

routines for stretched computational meshes, as well as its validation for zero-pressure gradient

boundary layers. Two di�erent tripping mechanisms, used for triggering turbulence transition,

are compared in order to justify the choice of one of them for the rest of the investigation.

Part II consists of two chapters which describe the main �ndings of the PhD in turbulent
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boundary layer fundamentals. A canonical turbulent boundary layer at moderate Reynolds

numbers is the baseline �ow for the more complex problems which are investigated in Part III.

However, this turbulent �ow constitutes an interesting and challenging problem on its own and

both chapters in Part II have been dedicated to the study of its fundamental properties. Chapter

3 focuses on the mixed scaling found for the Reynolds shear stress peak and the intermediate

peak of streamwise turbulence kinetic energy in wall-bounded �ows. A potential relation is

suggested for the positions of these two peaks, in which the mean turbulence dissipation plays

a fundamental role. Chapter 4 presents a detailed overview of the turbulent wall shear-stress

statistics and formulates a functional model to relate the statistics of �ltered skin-friction

�uctuations and the �uctuating velocities in turbulent boundary layers.

Part III studies the interaction between a turbulent boundary layer and wall-attached bodies.

Chapter 5 presents the DNS investigation of the turbulent �ow around a wall-mounted cube,

at moderate Reynolds numbers. The near-�eld turbulent features generated by the solid cube

are analysed in detail, but the most important �nding is the presence of a low-frequency peak

detected in the far-�eld region, outside of the boundary layer. Chapter 5 presents and describes

an alternative numerical methodology for the previous problem: Large Eddy Simulations (LES)

obtained with Flare, a compressible �ow solver developed by BAE Systems. The main objective

is to verify if the far-�eld results from the LES of a wall-mounted cube are in good agreement

with the previous DNS. After having a better understanding of the physics of the free-stream

peak, Chapter 7 introduces di�erent �ow mechanisms which might potentially suppress this

peak or reduce its magnitude. In particular, we investigate two di�erent con�gurations: the

interaction between two wall-attached cubes mounted in parallel and the interaction between

a wall-attached cube and a regular or multiscale grid.

Finally, Part IV summarises the main conclusions of the PhD project and highlights some

potential applications and further research opportunities to continue this investigation. The

publications and communications derived from the present PhD research have been enumerated

right after Part IV.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Methods

2.1 Governing Equations

The conservation laws of momentum, known as Navier-Stokes equations, can be written for an

incompressible, Newtonian �uid as follows:

∂u

∂t
+

1

2
[(u · ∇)u +∇(u⊗ u)] = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u + f , (2.1)

where u = [u, v, w] is the vector containing the three velocity components in the streamwise,

wall-normal and spanwise directions respectively (x, y and z), which can also be written as ui

with i = 1, 2, 3 using Einstein's notation. The operator ⊗ stands for the tensor product, p is

the local pressure, ρ is the �uid density and ν represents the dynamic viscosity of the �uid.

In our incompressible formulation, we will assume a �uid with constant density ρ = 1. The

vector f contains all the potential volume forces (e.g. gravity) and can be used to model solid

bodies via an immersed boundary method (IBM). In the incompressible formulation, the mass

conservation equation becomes the incompressibility condition:

∇ · u = 0 . (2.2)

The convective term in the momentum equation (2.1) is written in the skew-symmetric form.

In comparison to other formulations, such as the divergence form ∇(u ⊗ u) or the convec-

tive form (u · ∇)u, the skew-symmetric form produces lower aliasing errors and preserves the
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conservation of energy (Kravchenko and Moin, 1997). If the �ow �eld is divergence-free, all

the previous formulations are formally equivalent from a mathematical point of view . How-

ever, the numerical solution of the equations can present important di�erences depending on

the formulation. The incompressibility condition is imposed at every time-step through the

pressure gradients in the momentum equation. Because of this, the pressure �eld is non-local

and satis�es a non-homogeneous Poisson equation, which is given by taking the divergence of

Equation (2.1) and substituting (2.2): ∇2p =
1

ρ
∇ ·
(

f − 1

2
[(u · ∇)u +∇(u⊗ u)]

)
.

2.1.1 Discretisation schemes

Incompact3D (Laizet and Lamballais, 2009) is a high-resolution �ow solver which uses �nite

di�erence methods to resolve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on a Cartesian mesh,

which can be stretched in one spatial direction. The code is fully parallelised and the numerical

domain is partitioned in mesh pencils oriented in the three spatial directions, as shown in Figure

2.1. When the spatial derivatives are going to be computed, the whole numerical domain is

transposed to one of the three possible decompositions of Figure 2.1 depending on the direction

of the derivative. From left to right, the three decompositions are associated with the computa-

tion of derivatives in the x, y and z directions respectively. Having 3 di�erent decompositions

prevents from wasting communication time while computing the spatial derivatives in each di-

rection, as this computation does not require information stored by other computational cores

(Laizet and Li, 2011). This is especially important given the implicit character of the schemes:

the algorithms for the matrix inversion would be computationally ine�cient if the information

is dispersed among di�erent computational cores.

Figure 2.1: Pencil decomposition of the numerical domain in three di�erent spatial directions:
(a) x, (b) y and (c) z.
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The time advancement of the �ow equations is solved using a fractional step scheme, which

is based on the general principle of projection methods, initially proposed by Chorin (1967),

Chorin (1968) and Temam (1969), and can be expressed as:

u∗ − un

∆t
= anF

n + bnF
n−1 + cnF

n−2 − dn∇p̃n + dnf̃
n

u∗∗ − u∗

∆t
= dn∇p̃n

un+1 − u∗∗

∆t
= −dn∇p̃n+1 ,

(2.3)

where
p̃

ρ

n+1

=
1

dn∆t

∫ tn+1

tn

p dt and f̃n+1 =
1

dn∆t

∫ tn+1

tn

f dt between the discretised time steps

tn and tn+1 with n = 1, 2, ..., N . The integration coe�cients an, bn, cn, dn depend on the

time-advancement scheme. The present investigation uses a 3rd order Adam-Bashford scheme,

which has the following coe�cients: an = 23/12, bn = −16/12, cn = 5/12, dn = an+bn+cn = 1.

This scheme has the advantage that it only requires one sub-time step per physical time-step

and can be easily combined with implicit schemes (e.g. Crank-Nicholson) for the viscous terms

(see Section 2.2). In comparison with methods which use intermediary steps (e.g Runge Kutta

schemes), the Adam-Bashford schemes are more e�cient since they re-use information from

previous time-steps instead of discarding it. However, they are less stable so they may require

a smaller time-step.

In the previous equation (2.3), Fn, Fn−1 and Fn−2 represent the sum of convective and di�usive

terms at the present and the two previous time steps, computed as follows:

Fn = −1

2
[(un · ∇)un +∇(un ⊗ un)] + ν∇2un . (2.4)

Incompact3D uses an immersed boundary method (IBM) to model solid regions inside the

numerical domain. When using the IBM, the body force term in Equation (2.3) takes the form:

dnf̃
n+1 = εIBM

(
−anFn − bnFn−1 − cnFn−2 +∇ · p̃n +

un+1
0 − un

∆t

)
, (2.5)

where coe�cient εIBM switches its value between solid and �uid regions. The simplest approach,

used in this investigation, consists in selecting εIBM = 1 in the solid regions (un+1
0 = 0) and

εIBM = 0 in the �uid regions. This method prescribes the exact value for the intermediate-step

velocity u∗ in regions where εIBM = 1 , so the �nal error in un+1 is second order in time (Choi
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and Moin, 1994).

The computation of derivatives in the previous equations is performed using by 6th order

compact �nite di�erence schemes. Compact schemes provide high-order accuracy while using a

stencil that is narrower than the one used in traditional �nite di�erence schemes. The original

formulation by Lele (1992) produces �quasi-spectral behaviour�, since the schemes have the

capability to represent accurately a wide range of scales. This property is strongly desirable

in high-�delity simulations of turbulent �ows. Let us consider one spatial direction of the

numerical domain [0, Lx], which is discretised in nx nodes i = 1, 2, ..., nx, separated with uniform

spacing ∆x. Given a scalar function f , an approximation of its �rst derivative with compact

�nite di�erence schemes can be expressed as:

αf ′i−1 + f ′i + αf ′i+1 = a
fi+1 − fi−1

2∆x
+ b

fi+2 − fi−2

4∆x
. (2.6)

The coe�cients α = 1/3, a = 4/9 and b = 1/9 make the approximation sixth-order accurate

with the afore-mentioned "quasi-spectral behaviour". The second derivative of f takes the

following form:

αf ′′i−1 + f ′′i + αf ′′i+1 = a
fi+1 − 2fi + fi−1

∆x2
+ b

fi+2 − 2fi + fi−2

4∆x2
+ c

fi+3 − 2fi + fi−3

9∆x2
. (2.7)

The choice α = 2/11, a = 12/11 and b = 13/11 and c = 0 guarantees 6th order accuracy and

�spectral-like� resolution. However, in order to control the aliasing errors, the coe�cients can be

chosen di�erently to the original formulation. An appropriate choice of the values for α, a, b, c

can introduce higher dissipation at the highest wave-numbers while preserving the sixth-order

accuracy. A detailed explanation of the high-order dissipation in these numerical schemes can

be found in Lamballais et al. (2011).

If the vector f = [f1, f2, ..., fnx ] contains all the solution nodes in the x direction, the �rst and

second derivatives for the whole 1-D domain can be written, in matrix form, as:

A1f
′ =

1

∆x
B1f A2f

′′ =
1

∆x2
B2f , (2.8)

where the matrices A1,A2,B1,B2 are a function of the scheme coe�cients only. The matrices

A1 and A2 are tri-diagonal (or cycling for periodic boundary conditions), which can be solved

e�ciently, and B1 and B2 are respectively pentadiagonal and heptadiagonal matrices. The
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calculation of the derivatives using this formulation is therefore cheaper than the computational

expense required by pseudo-spectral methods, mostly due to the non-linearity of the convective

terms (Laizet and Lamballais, 2009).

The 6th order compact derivative schemes allow imposing periodic, free-slip and homogeneous

Neumann boundary conditions automatically. This can be done by using extra nodes (i.e.

ghost nodes) placed outside the domain with values f0, f−1, fnx+1 and fnx+2. The extra nodes

would contain information copied from other nodes inside the �ow domain in order to satisfy

the desired boundary condition. For instance, a periodic condition at the left boundary i = 1

(x = 0) satis�es:

f0 = fnx f−1 = fnx−1 f ′0 = f ′nx f ′′0 = f ′′nx . (2.9)

For free-slip walls and homogeneous Neumann boundaries, the velocity components should

satisfy either symmetry or antisymmetry conditions depending on the case. The symmetry and

antisymmetry conditions at i = 1 respectively lead to:

f0 = f2 f−1 = f3 f ′0 = −f ′2 f ′′0 = f ′′2 , (2.10)

f0 = −f2 f−1 = −f3 f ′0 = f ′2 f ′′0 = −f ′′2 . (2.11)

For the imposition of Dirichlet conditions at the boundaries, nothing is assumed about the

�ow derivatives outside of the computational domain and no extra nodes are needed in the

formulation. On the contrary, the numerical �ow solver uses non-centered schemes on the two

�rst nodes from each boundary and the boundary conditions are imposed at every time-step,

right after the �rst stage of 2.3. The derivative schemes for the �rst and second nodes, which

are respectively third and fourth order accurate in space (Laizet and Lamballais, 2009), can be

written as:

First node (i=1):
f ′1 + 2f ′2 =

1

2∆x
(−5f1 + 4f2 + f3)

f ′′1 + 11f ′′2 =
1

∆x2
(13f1 − 27f2 + 15f3 − f4)

(2.12)

Second node (i=2):

1

4
f ′1 + f ′2 +

1

4
f ′3 =

3

4∆x
(−f1 + f3)

1

10
f ′′1 + f ′′2 +

1

10
f ′′3 =

6

∆5x2
(f1 − f2 + f3) .

(2.13)
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Although all the previous relations have been only written for the left boundary (x = 0), it is

easy to deduce the equivalent relations for the right boundary (x = Lx).

2.1.2 Pressure treatment

In the last integration step of the time-advancement equations (2.1), the pressure gradients

must guarantee the incompresibility condition for the velocity �eld in the next time step n+ 1.

The pressure �eld p̃n+1 can be computed by solving the non-homogeneous Poisson equation

which results from taking the divergence of the third equation in (2.1). However, the Poisson

equation must be modi�ed in any solid regions inside the computational domain, modelled

using the IBM (see Equation (2.5)). As the divergence-free condition is not required outside

the �uid domain, Laizet and Lamballais (2009) proposes to solve an homogeneous Poisson

equation inside the solid regions. This approach can be easily formulated with the coe�cient

εIBM :

∇2p̃n+1 =
∇ · [(1− εIBM) u∗∗]

dn∆t
. (2.14)

Figure 2.2: Sketch representing the computa-
tional mesh for the velocity components and the
staggered mesh for the pressure �eld. Obtained
from Laizet and Lamballais (2009).

The previous condition, proposed by CITE,

guarantees that the divergence level inside the

solid regions is the same of the targeted veloc-

ity �eld u0
n+1, say ∇·un+1 = ∇·u0

n+1. This

way, the velocity �eld prescribed inside the

solid bodies will not be modi�ed by the pres-

sure gradients, and the IBM boundary con-

dition for the velocities will be second order

accurate Laizet and Lamballais (2009).

It can be observed that no boundary condi-

tion is explicitly set for the pressure at the

IBM interface, which according to Equation

2.3 should be
∂p

∂n
=

ρ

ν

∂2v

∂n2
(n is the wall-

normal direction). However, the current formulation has been successfully validated against

di�erent �ow con�gurations in previous studies, such as Parnaudeau et al. (2004), Parnaudeau
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et al. (2008), Laizet and Lamballais (2009), Lamballais et al. (2010), Laizet et al. (2010) Laizet

and Vassilicos (2011) and Gautier et al. (2014). Other IBM formulations do not impose any

particular boundary condition for the pressure between the �uid and solid regions either. For

instance, Fadlun et al. (2000) and Kim et al. (2001) modify the pressure correction inside the

solid bodies attending to mass conservation considerations.

The pressure �eld is computed on a staggered mesh, whose nodes are located in the mid-

point locations of the mesh used to calculate the velocity �eld. The spatial distribution of

the meshes is sketched in Figure 2.2. Laizet (2002) showed that a staggered mesh formulation

results in reduced spurious oscillations in the pressure �eld in comparison to a collocated mesh

con�guration, due to a signi�cantly lower number of singular modes in the spectral domain.

Singular modes are those for which the modi�ed wavenumber k′ is equal to zero (explained

later in this section). The better performance of the staggered mesh against a collocated mesh

is especially evident when used in combination with immersed boundary methods (IBM).

The staggered-mesh formulation requires the use of mid-point interpolators to transmit infor-

mation between the two sets of mesh nodes. The evaluation of the �rst derivative at the nodes

staggered by a half mesh ∆x/2, f ′i+1/2 is computed with the following sixth-order scheme:

αf ′i−1/2 + f ′i+1/2 + αf ′i+3/2 = a
fi+1 − fi−1

∆x
+ b

fi+2 − fi−2

3∆x
, (2.15)

with α = 9/62, a = 63/62 and b = 17/62 (see Lele (1992)). This scheme is used to evaluate the

divergence-free condition (2.2) at the mid-point nodes and to compute the pressure gradients

in Equation (2.3) once the pressure �eld p̃n+1 has been obtained. Additionally, a mid-point

interpolation procedure is required to evaluate fi+1/2, which is given by:

αfi−1/2 + fi+1/2 + αfi+3/2 = a
fi+1 − fi−1

∆x
+ b

fi+2 − fi−2

3∆x
, (2.16)

with α = 3/10, a = 3/4 and b = 1/20.

Solving the Poisson equation (2.14) for the pressure �eld can be computationally very expensive

if this operation is performed in the physical space. The inversion of the Laplacian operator is

particularly challenging when the derivatives are computed with high order schemes. Further-

more, the matrix operations involved in the process cannot be easily parallelised in an e�cient

way. On the contrary, the computation of the Poisson equation can be highly e�cient if solved
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in the Fourier space, where inverting the Laplacian operator in (2.14) becomes a simple divi-

sion. The transformation from physical to spectral space (and viceversa) is performed via 3D

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), which are computationally e�cient, easy to implement and

fully parallelisable. If the physical space distribution of the pressure �eld is given by the node

values p̃ijk, the FFT transform of this distribution can be computed as follows:

̂̃pn+1

lmn =
1

nxnynz

∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

p̃ijkWx(klxi)Wy(kmyj)Wz(knzk) , (2.17)

where kl, km and kn are the discretised values of the spatial wavenumbers in the streamwise,

wall-normal and spanwise directions and Wx, Wy and Wz are the basis functions which cor-

respond to a Fourier transform in cosine series. Such transformation is compatible with the

prescription of symmetry boundary conditions for the pressure, namely f(x) = f(−x) and

f(x + Lx) = f(Lx − x). The discrete Fourier transformation in cosine series of a function f ,

using collocated and staggered mesh formulations, can be respectively written as:

Col.: f̂l =
2

nx − 1

(
f1

2

nx−1∑
i=1

fi cos(klxi) +
(−1)lfnx

2

)
for 0 ≤ l ≤ nx − 1 , (2.18)

Stag.: f̂l =
2

nx − 1

nx−1∑
i=1

fi+1/2 cos(klxi+1/2) for 0 ≤ l ≤ nx − 2 . (2.19)

The Fourier coe�cients f̂ ′l of the centred and staggered derivative schemes (2.6) and (2.15) can

be related to the coe�cients f̂l of the classical Fourier transform f̂l =
nx∑
i=1

fie
klxi via the relation

f̂ ′l = ik′lf̂l, where k
′
l is the so-called modi�ed wavenumber associated with the corresponding

scheme for the spatial �rst derivatives (see Laizet and Lamballais (2009)). The relation between

the modi�ed wavenumber of (2.6) and the actual wavenumber kl, in terms of the derivative

scheme coe�cients α, a and b and the node spacing ∆x, is:

k′l∆x =
a sin(kl∆x) + (b/2) sin(2kl∆x)

1 + 2α cos(kl∆x)
. (2.20)

For the staggered scheme (2.15), the relation for the �rst derivatives holds as:

k′l∆x =
2a sin(kl∆x/2) + (2b/3) sin(3kl∆x/2)

1 + 2α cos(kl∆x)
. (2.21)

It is also possible to de�ne a modi�ed square wavenumber, satisfying f̂ ′′l = −k′′l f̂l, for the second
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derivative scheme (2.7), which reads as:

k′′l ∆x2 =
2a [1− cos(kl∆x)] + b

2
[1− cos(2kl∆x)] + 2c

9
[1− cos(3kl∆x)]

1 + 2α cos(kl∆x)
. (2.22)

While the conventional sixth-order scheme with c = 0 presents a sub-dissipative behaviour,

Lamballais et al. (2011) show that the choice of other subsets of the scheme parameters can

preserve a sixth-order accuracy but highly increase the numerical dissipation at high wavenum-

bers. Controlling the value of the scheme parameters may allow to use this extra numerical

simulation to suppress any potential spurious oscillations in Direct Numerical Simulations or

perform Large Eddy Simulations using the numerical schemes to mimic a spectral vanishing

viscosity (SVV) operator. If the scheme coe�cients are formulated in terms of the value of k′′l

at the cuto� wavenumber, k′′c = k′′l |π, one obtains:

α =
272− 45k′′c∆x2

416− 90k′′c∆x2
a =

48− 135k′′c∆x2

1664− 360k′′c∆x2

b =
528− 81k′′c∆x2

208− 45k′′c∆x2
c =
−432 + 63k′′c∆x2

1664− 360k′′c∆x2
(2.23)

The original formulation of sixth-order compact schemes is equivalent to k′′c∆x2 = 48/7. By

choosing k′′c∆x2 = nπ2, with n ≥ 1, the �nite-di�erence schemes of Incompact3D can be

designed to be over-dissipative at high wavenumbers, as shown in Figure 2.3. We refer to

Lamballais et al. (2011) and Dairay et al. (2017) for further details.

In the same way, the Fourier coe�cients f̂ Il associated with the interpolation scheme (2.16)

can be related to the Fourier coe�cients f̂l on the collocated mesh for the velocity by a sim-

ilar relation f̂ Il = Tx(kl∆x)f̂l given by the transfer functions Tx(kl∆x), Ty(km∆y), Tz(kn∆x),

where ∆x, ∆y and ∆z refer to the mesh spacing in the three spatial directions. The complete

description of this formulation can be found in Laizet and Lamballais (2009). The transfer

function for the discrete wavenumber kl is:

Tx(kl∆x) =
2a cos(kl∆x/2) + (2b/3) cos(3kl∆x/2)

1 + 2α cos(kl∆x)
. (2.24)

Calling the divergence term in (2.14) as D = ∇ · [(1− εIBM) u∗∗], the equivalence between the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Modi�ed square number of the numerical schemes in Incompact3D, plotted for
di�erent values of the cuto� wavenumber k′′c∆2

x = nπ2. Red: Standard compact scheme method
(n = 48

7π
), with a sub-dissipative behaviour. Black: Exact solution k′′∆2

x = k2∆2
x. Blue: di�erent

values for the cuto� wavenumber with n = 1, ..., 10, all showing an over-dissipative behaviour.

physical and spectral formulations of the pressure equation is given by:

D

dn∆t
= ∇2p̃n+1 ⇐⇒

D̂

dn∆t
= ̂̃pn+1

[
(k′lTyTz)

2
+ (Txk

′
mTz)

2
+ (TxTyk

′
n)

2
]
,

(2.25)

where, again, k′l, k
′
m and k′n are the modi�ed wave-numbers on the staggered mesh and Tx, Ty and

Tz are the transfer functions for the mid-point interpolation (2.16). As indicated by this relation,

the inversion of the Laplace operator in the spectral space is a simple division. However, the

denominator may become zero for speci�c sets of Tx, Ty and Tz, known as singular modes

(the constant mode Tx = Ty = Tz = 0 is not relevant because only the pressure derivatives

appear in the Navier-Stokes equations). Laizet and Lamballais (2009) proposes to skip those

modes by just setting them to zero, which is possible to do since the pressure is solved in the

spectral space. As mentioned before, the number of singular modes is lower for the staggered

mesh formulation in comparison with its collocated counterpart (apart from the trivial mode

k′l = k′m = k′n = 0, simultaneous cancellation of the modi�ed wavenumbers leads to 7 singular

modes in the collocated formulation and the cancellation of the transfer functions for k′l∆x =

k′m∆y = k′n∆z = π leads to 4 singular modes in the staggered formulation).
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The cosine Fourier decomposition of the pressure �eld (2.17) assumes that the �ow domain

is periodic or symmetric, due to the mathematical formulation of the basis functions. If the

�ow con�guration is non-periodic or non-symmetric, the use of Fourier transforms can lead to

the appearance of wiggles at the borders of the computational domain, due to the well-known

Gibbs phenomenon. However, Laizet and Lamballais (2009) suggest that the use of the compact

schemes (2.15) in combination with the ghost boundary conditions (2.9) - (2.11) can greatly

reduce the impact of the Gibbs phenomenon and provide an accurate estimation of the �rst

derivatives. While the error is formally second order, the authors found that the accuracy of

these schemes is signi�cantly improved with respect to standard second-order ones.

2.2 Implicit Formulation

The �rst step in the time-advancement equations (2.3), which integrates from un to u∗, de-

termines the temporal stability of the numerical method (see Section 2.4.2 Dairay (2013) for

details on the stability criteria of the schemes). In the near-wall regions, the viscous time-scales,

especially in the wall-normal direction y, are usually smaller than the convective time-scales in

any spatial direction. Moreover, since the computational mesh is stretched over y, the time-

step stability limit will be considerably more critical in the y direction than in the wall-parallel

directions x and z. Therefore, if the time-integration method in (2.3) uses a semi-implicit for-

mulation for the viscous terms in the y direction (e.g. Crank-Nicholson scheme), the time-step

can potentially get much higher values when simulating wall-bounded turbulent �ows.

Part of the present project has included the development of the Crank-Nicholson semi-implicit

formulation described in this section, continuing the work of Dairay (2013) and Flageul (2015).

In particular, the semi-implicit formulation can now be used in conjunction with the mesh

stretching function described in Laizet and Lamballais (2009) (details in next subsection), using

either Dirichlet, Neumann conditions, or the combination of them (Dirichlet at the bottom of

the computational domain and Neumann at the top of the domain).

The Crank-Nicholson semi-implicit scheme for the viscous term in the y direction can be written

for the time-advancement equation (2.3) as follows:

u∗l − unl
∆t

=
ν

2

(
∂2u∗l
∂y2

+
∂2unl
∂y2

)
+ Nn

l + Ln
l,xz −

∂p̃n

∂xl
+ f̃l

n
. (2.26)
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In the previous equation, unl =
(
unl,(i,1,k), u

n
l,(i,2,k), ..., u

n
l,(i,ny ,k)

)
represents the vector which con-

tains the evaluation of a given velocity component (l = 1, 2, 3) on all the ny nodes in the y

direction, for �xed xi and zk. The same notation applies to the other vectors in equation (2.26).

Nn
l contains all the convective terms and Ln

l,xz represents the sum of the di�usive terms of the l

component in the x and z directions. The terms Nn
l and Ln

l,xz, the pressure gradients
∂p̃n

∂xl
and

the body forces f̃l
n
are all treated explicitly in this formulation. To simplify the notation, all

the explicit members are merged into one single term, En
l = Nn

l +Ln
l,xz−

∂p̃n

∂xl
+ f̃l

n
. The second

derivative in the wall-normal direction, treated semi-implicitly, is discretised using the compact

scheme (2.7) and it can be substituted by the matrix notation presented in (2.8). Introducing

this formulation in equation (2.26) results in:(
I− ν∆t

2∆y2
A2
−1B2

)
ul
∗ =

(
I +

ν∆t

2∆y2
A2
−1B2

)
ul
n + ∆tEn

l , (2.27)

which can be rearranged, multiplying the entire equation by A2, as follows:(
A2 −

ν∆t

2∆y2
B2

)
ul
∗ =

(
A2 +

ν∆t

2∆y2
B2

)
ul
n + ∆tA2E

n
l . (2.28)

This is a matrix system of the form M1ul
∗ = b1 that can be solved numerically to obtain the

vector ul
∗ for each of the three velocity components with l = 1, 2, 3. The right hand-side of

equation (2.28) represents the independent term of the system, b1. The left-hand side can be

stored as a septa-diagonal matrix M1, which is sparse and its inversion therefore requires much

less computational e�ort than if it were a fully dense matrix. In particular, an LU decomposition

speci�cally designed for septa-diagonal matrices will be performed, since the inversion of the

resulting triangular matrices is computationally very fast. The LU decomposition only requires

to be performed once, before the initial time-step, and will be stored for the rest of the simulation

(see Dairay (2013) for further details).

Homogeneous Neumann or free-slip boundary conditions can be automatically imposed by the

derivative schemes, using the ghost nodes described in Equations (2.10) and (2.11). On the

other hand, the prescription of Dirichlet boundary conditions for unl,(i,1,k) and unl,(i,ny ,k)can be

done in a direct way by modifying the �rst and last rows of the matrix M1 =
(
A2 − ν∆t

2∆y2
B2

)
to

[1, 0, 0, ... , 0, 0] and [0, 0, ... , 0, 0, 1] respectively. The independent term of these two equations

will simply be the value imposed at the boundary. This procedure is used in conjunction with

the non-centered schemes (2.12) and (2.13).
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2.2.1 Mesh Stretching

As previously mentioned in this section, numerical simulations of wall-bounded �ow usually

require a computational domain which is stretched in the wall-normal direction. For this

purpose, Incompactd3D has been implemented with a mesh stretching function which maps

the mesh stretched in the physical domain into a equally spaced mesh in the mapped domain,

with coordinate s (see Laizet and Lamballais (2009)). Therefore, the mapping y = h(s) can

transform the mapped space s into the physical coordinate y. The metric of the mapping

y = h(s) is given by:

1

h′(s)
=

1

Ly

{
αs
π

+
1

πβ
sin2 (π (γss+ δs))

}
, (2.29)

where αs, β, δs and γs are the control parameters of the stretching function. By integrating

the previous metric, the mesh stretching function h(s) can be written as:

h(s) =
Ly
√
β

γs
√
αs
√

1 + αsβ

{
tan−1

[√
1 + αsβ tan (π(γss+ δs))√

αs
√
β

]
+

+π

[
H

(
s− 1− 2δs

2γs

)
+H

(
s− 3− 2δs

2γs

)]
− tan−1

[√
1 + αsβ tan (πδs)√

αs
√
β

]}
.

(2.30)

This choice of this particular mapping is justi�ed by the fact that its Fourier expansion only

contains three non-zero modes. The product of the metric h(s) and the �rst derivative,
∂f

∂y

∣∣∣∣
i

=

1

h′(si)

∂f

∂s

∣∣∣∣
i

, becomes a convolution product when evaluated in spectral space, say:

∂̂f

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
m

=

ny/2−1∑
p=−ny/2

âp
∂̂f

∂s

∣∣∣∣∣
m−p

for − ny/2 ≤ m ≤ ny/2− 1 . (2.31)

The Fourier expansion of the given metric (2.29) only three non-zero coe�cients:

â0 =
1

Ly

(
αs
π

+
1

2πβ

)
, â1 = â−1 = − 1

Ly

(
cos (2πβ)

4πβ

)
. (2.32)

Thanks to this, the convolution product only requires 3ny multiplications and therefore pre-

serves the numerical accuracy and guarantees a good computational performance. The reader

can refer to Laizet and Vassilicos (2009) for further discussion on the physical/spectral equiv-

alence and the truncation of the convolution product. By introducing the previous transfor-
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mation of the derivative operator in the Poisson equation, we can also obtain the solution for

the pressure �eld in a stretched computational domain. This operation requires the inversion

of nx × nz pentadiagonal matrices, each of those of size ny × ny. See Laizet and Lamballais

(2009) for further details.

For a mesh stretched only on the lower boundary y = 0, the coe�cients are γs = 1/2, δs = 1/2

and a variable parameter β which can be trimmed to modify the ratio between the smallest and

largest node separations ∆y (respectively at the wall and the top boundary). The parameter

αs needs to be adjusted depending on the value of β to ensure h(1) = Ly. For the case

γs = δs = 1/2, one obtains αs =
−1 +

√
1 + 4β2π2

2β
.

When the mesh is stretched in the wall-normal direction, the mesh stretching mapping h(s)

must be introduced in the implicit formulation as well. The �rst and second derivatives of the

velocity components in a stretched mesh can be expressed as:

∂un

∂y
= ω1

∂un

∂s
,

∂2un

∂y2
= −ω2

∂un

∂s
+ ω1ω1

∂2un

∂s2
. (2.33)

In the previous equation, the diagonal matrices ω1 = diag (ω1,j) and ω2 = diag (ω2,j), with

j = 1, 2, ... , ny, contain the derivatives of the stretching coe�cient introduced in (2.29) and

(2.30):

ω1,j =
1

h′(sj)
, ω2,j =

h′′(sj)

h′(sj)3
. (2.34)

The mesh streching can be now used in conjunction with the semi-implicit schemes described

in Section 2.2. Introducing the formulation (2.33) for the second derivative into (2.26), and

after rearranging it as in (2.28), the matrix system results in:(
A2ω

−2
1 −

ν∆t

2∆s2
B2

)
u∗ =

(
A2ω

−2
1 +

ν∆t

2∆s2
B2

)
un + A2ω

−2
1 ∆t

(
En
l − νω2

∂un

∂s

)
, (2.35)

which again is a septa-diagonal system to be solved by proper LU decomposition. Note that

now we have a constant ∆s in the derivative operator, referred to the equally spaced mapping.

The inversion of the matrices ω2 and ω2 is trivial, since they are diagonal and non-singular.

Using the semi-implicit schemes in a stretched mesh allows to increase the time-step in boundary

layer simulations by a factor of 5 to 8, for moderate Reynolds numbers (i.e Reθ0 ≈ 200 − 300

at the inlet, based on the momentum thickness and free-stream velocity). The present mesh

stretching formulation o�ers an interesting alternative to most DNS solvers for boundary layer
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�ow, which generally use pseudo-spectral methods in conjunction with a Chebyshev's streching

function.

2.2.2 Validation of the implicit schemes

The implicit methodology was carefully validated for all the boundary conditions which are

intended to be used for boundary layer simulations. In particular, the boundary condition at the

wall is always speci�ed as a non-slip condition (Dirichlet condition with u = v = w = 0), but the

top condition can be of either Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann type. In the x direction, the

validation tests should use prescribed inlet/convective outlet conditions or periodic boundaries

(which can be useful for turbulent channel simulations).

A simple �rst test-case was used for the veri�cation of schemes in the implicit formulation. A

cosine wave is prescribed only for the u component of velocity, since this �ow has a simple

analytical solution. The initial condition is given by:

u(x, y, z, 0) = U0 cos

(
2πy

Ly

)
v(x, y, z, 0) = 0 w(x, y, z, 0) = 0 , (2.36)

where U0 is a constant velocity and Ly is the height of the domain in the y direction. For this

�ow, the pressure �eld is identically zero, having no e�ect on the �ow equations. The solution

for the velocity u is a decaying function in time: ua(x, y, z, 0) = U0 exp
(
−4π2νt

L2
y

)
cos
(

2πy
Ly

)
,

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the �uid. This test-case is useful because it allows to

verify the formulation of all possible con�gurations, i.e. periodic, Dirichlet and Neumann

conditions. For the veri�cation, we used periodic conditions in the x direction, and the two

available con�gurations of the implicit formulation, Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann, in

the y direction. The computational domain has 129 nodes in the y direction, and the simulation

time-step is ∆t = 10−4Ly/U0 (the maximum Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number, CFL = 1.6 ×
10−3, is kept very low to guarantee that the temporal error is much smaller than the spatial

error). We only used 16 nodes in the x and z directions, with Lx = Lz = Ly, since the resolution

in those directions does not really in�uence the accuracy of the solution. The Reynolds number

ReL = U0Ly/ν is equal to 100. Figure 2.4 shows the results of the u component derivatives

(more sensitive to numerical errors) using Dirichlet condition at the bottom boundary of the

domain and either a Dirichlet or Neumann condition at the top. These conditions, typically used

in boundary layer simulations, were validated against the analytical solution and both showed
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excellent agreement. The non-dimensional error at the time step tn between the computed

streamwise velocity �eld u and the correspondent analytical solution ua is de�ned as follows:

Error =
1

U0

√√√√ 1

nx

1

ny

1

nz

nx∑
i=1

ny∑
j=1

nz∑
k=1

[u(xi, yj, zk, tn)− ua(xi, yj, zk, tn)]2 . (2.37)

While the solution is purely one-dimensional, the computation of the error in a 3-D �eld helps

us to potentially identify unusual concentration of errors on the edges or corners of the domain

(e.g. interaction between two or di�erent boundary planes). In the veri�cation test, after a

period of T = 2.0Ly/U0, the error was very low for both Dirichlet conditions, Error = 2×10−10,

and homogeneous Neumann/symmetry conditions at the top, Error = 3× 10−12.
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Figure 2.4: First (a) and second (b) derivatives in the veri�cation test-case at non-dimensional
time T = 2.0Ly/U0. Comparison of di�erent two boundary conditions against the analytical so-
lution: Dirichlet conditions are time-accurate and are applied at every time-step; homogeneous
Neumann conditions are applied by the ghost nodes of the derivative schemes.

The convergence study for the implicit schemes was performed using a laminar Taylor-Green

vortex as the test case. This �ow con�guration was also used by Laizet and Lamballais (2009)

to validate the explicit schemes of Incompact3D. The laminar Taylor-Green vortex is a two-

dimensional �ow (w(x, y, z, t) = 0) in a square domain Lx = Ly = L with initial condition:

u(x, y, z, 0) = U0 cos

(
2πx

L

)
sin

(
2πy

L

)
v(x, y, z, 0) = −U0 sin

(
2πy

L

)
sin

(
2πx

L

)
, (2.38)

where U0 is a constant value which characterises the maximum velocity of the �ow. The �ow

solution has the form u(x, y, z, t) = F (t)u(x, y, z, 0), v(x, y, z, t) = F (t)v(x, y, z, 0), where the
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temporal decay function is F (t) = exp

(
−8ν

π2t

L2

)
, ν being the �uid viscosity. Unlike in the

previous test-case, the pressure plays now a non-trivial role:

p(x, y, z, t) = −ρ/4 exp

(
−16ν

π2t

L2

)(
cos

(
4πx

L

)
+ sin

(
4πy

L

))
. (2.39)

In the previous equation, ρ is the density of the �uid, which is constant for incompressible �ows

(ρ = 1 in the numerical formulation of Incompact3D). The test-case was performed at Reynolds

number ReL = LU0/ν = 1000, in a numerical domain of size Lx = Ly = L = 1 and run over a

�xed simulation period T = 2L/U0.

In the simulations for the spatial convergence study, the time step was �xed and chosen to be

very small, ∆t = 5× 10−7, in order to prevent any in�uence of the numerical error associated

with the time discretisation. The spatial resolution in those simulations is n × n × 8 nodes,

where n = 9, 17, 37, and 65. The convergence rate in a stretched domain was also tested by

�xing the stretching parameter β = 1. For a given Ly = 1, the choice of β = 1 �xes the ratio

between the minimum and maximum node spacings in the y direction to a value of 1.37. The

computational mesh was stretched symmetrically, concentrating the nodes at both boundaries.

In the time convergence study, the simulations have a �xed resolution of 65 × 65 × 8 nodes

and were also run for a �xed time period T = 2L/U0. The time steps are large enough

thus the time error can be una�ected by the spatial resolution. Since the maximum allowed

time step is given by the numerical stability of the solution (it was empirically found to be

around ∆t = 8× 10−3L/U0 for this resolution), the time-steps tested for this study are: ∆t =

[4, 2, 1.33, 1, 0.67, 0.5] × 10−3L/U0. For both studies, an averaged measure of the numerical

accuracy is quanti�ed at each time-step by calculating the local error of the u component with

the de�nition (2.37) (as by Laizet and Lamballais (2009).

Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) show the integral error for the implicit schemes in the spatial and tem-

poral convergence studies respectively and using di�erent boundary conditions. As indicated

by the results in Figure 2.5(b), the spatial convergence rate is higher than 4th order for both

con�gurations: Dirichlet conditions in both boundaries or the mixed use of Dirichlet conditions

at the bottom and homogenous Neumann conditions at the top. These two con�gurations are

the ones which are potentially going to be used in boundary layer simulations. The 4th order

convergence rate is caused by the non-centred schemes at the Dirichlet boundaries, which limit

the overall convergence rate.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Convergence study for the implicit schemes: a) Spatial convergence using di�erent
number of nodes in the x and y directions for a �xed time-step ∆t = 5 × 10−7. b) Temporal
convergence using di�erent time step ∆t for a �xed simulation total time T and �xed spatial
resolution, 65× 65 nodes.

A 4th order convergence rate is also satis�ed in a stretched domain. It is interesting to notice

in Figure 2.5(a)) that for 8 and 16 nodes in the y direction and mixed boundary conditions,

the error is higher in a stretched domain rather than in a non-stretched one. This is because

the number of solution nodes is small and the resolution (and thus the accuracy) is reduced in

the domain centre whilst we are concentrating some nodes on the top boundary. For higher

number of nodes, the increased resolution at the bottom boundary due to the stretching plays

a bene�cial role (since the local error is higher at the boundaries) and Figure 2.5(b) shows that

the total error is reduced with respect to the non-stretched case. Additionally, the combination

of mixed Dirichlet+Neumann conditions in this test case produced a smaller error than the the

one obtained by using just Dirichlet conditions at both boundaries. The increased accuracy of

this con�guration is encouraging for its application in boundary layer �ows.

The temporal error in Figure 2.5(b) converges with a 2nd order decay rate as we decrease the

time step value (or, equivalently, the number of time-steps for a given �xed period). This is

consistent with the theoretical error of the semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme. The temporal

error in a stretched domain seems to be higher than the error in an unstretched domain when

using the same time-step. Furthermore, the temporal error is smaller in the case of mixed

boundary conditions if compared against imposing Dirichlet conditions on both top and bottom

boundaries.
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2.3 Flow con�guration for boundary layers

2.3.1 Boundary conditions

In the numerical simulations run with Incompact3D, the boundary conditions are the same for

both laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Turbulence transition can be triggered, near the

inlet location, by using two di�erent tripping methods which are explained in Section 2.5. The

boundary conditions for boundary layer �ow are:

• In�ow condition: A prescribed Blasius pro�le (see, for instance, Schlichting and Gersten

(2000)) is generated in accordance with the Reynolds number condition speci�ed at x = 0.

Since the equations are solved in their non-dimensional form, the Reynolds number at the

inlet completely characterises the laminar �ow further downstream. In the �ow equations,

the boundary layer thickness at the inlet, δ0, is used as characteristic length, U∞ is the

free-stream characteristic velocity and Reδ0 is the in�ow Reynolds number, de�ned as

Reδ0 = U∞δ0/ν. The velocity pro�les of u and v at the inlet are approximated by �tting

Blasius' solution with a high-order polynomial function (9th order).

• Outlet condition: A one-dimensional convective equation is solved at x = Lx for the

three velocity components ui, i = 1, 2, 3 (streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise compo-

nents, respectively) :

∂ui
∂t

+ Uc
∂ui
∂x

= 0 . (2.40)

The simplest option is the choice of a constant convection velocity Uc, which can be either

equal to the free-stream velocity U∞ or similar to the averaged convection velocity of the

near-wall turbulent structures, approximately Uc ≈ 0.6 (see Appendix A). However, the

choice of a variable convection velocity, equal to the instantaneous, local value of the

streamwise component, Uc = u(Lx, y, z, t), gave a better performance in our simulations.

Limiters can be imposed to the convection velocity, i.e. Uc = max(Uc, 0), in order to

prevent back�ow events, although these are very rare in canonical boundary layer �ow

(Lenaers et al., 2012).

However, the convection equation (2.40) can induce �ow alignment in the streamwise
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direction and contaminate the �ow solution in the region close to the outlet. In the last

part of the domain, the boundary layer pro�le and the evolution of the integral variables

(subsection 2.4.1) are modi�ed by this e�ect. For laminar �ow, the outlet condition can be

improved by including the convection and di�usion terms in the y direction, as suggested

by Fournier et al. (2008):

∂ui
∂t

+ u
∂ui
∂x

+ v
∂ui
∂y

= ν
∂2ui
∂y2

. (2.41)

This prevents contamination from the outlet boundary and the laminar �ow solution re-

mains accurate in the entire domain. However, this last formulation is not recommendable

for turbulent �ows, since it was noticed that the last term in the equation may introduce

numerical instabilities when the �ow is unsteady. Therefore, the traditional convection

equation (2.40) has been chosen for the turbulent simulations (with Uc equal to the local

streamwise velocity), since it is robust and numerically stable. In order to do so, the �nal

10% region of the numerical domain in the streamwise direction is typically discarded.

• Wall boundary: A non-slip condition models the �at plate at y = 0. This condition is

applied to the three velocity components: u|y=0 = v|y=0 = w|y=0 = 0.

• Free-stream boundary: At the top of the domain, y = Ly, the free-stream condition

can be modelled by either using Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann conditions. Dirichlet

conditions impose u = U∞, v = V∞(Rex), w = 0 at the top of the domain. The value of

the free-stream wall-normal component, V∞(Rex), can be computed from the evolution

of the boundary layer integral parameters (see Equation (2.49)). While this expression

is analytical in laminar �ow, it can only be estimated from empirical correlations in

turbulent �ow. Furthermore, in the transition region, it is not possible to predict the

value of V∞(Rex). For this reason, it is preferable not to use Dirichlet conditions, since

they require information for the wall-normal component that it is generally not known

a priori. On the other hand, homogeneous Neumann conditions impose
∂ui
∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= 0 for

the three velocity components (or just for v and w while u = U∞). Further details of its

formulation can be found in subsection 2.4.2. onvection velocity

• Spanwise boundaries: Periodic conditions are applied to the boundaries in the z-

direction. These can be automatically imposed by the compact schemes in the discretised

pressure and momentum equations.
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2.3.2 Resolution

The numerical schemes Incompact3D have been designed to introduce low levels of numerical

dissipation. Therefore, if the �ow simulations are under-resolved, unstable oscillations may arise

causing the �ow solution to diverge uncontrollably. Di�erent resolutions in the streamwise and

wall-normal directions were tested in order to estimate the minimum resolution requirements for

Incompact3D in laminar boundary layer simulations. Using the 6th order derivative schemes, a

semi-implicit time-advancement and and the �ow con�guration de�ned in the subsection 2.3.1,

the minimum resolution in the streamwise direction which produces a stable solution could

be empirically estimated as ∆x/δ0 ≈ 190Re−1
δ0
. In the wall-normal direction, a minimum of

around 32 solution nodes inside the boundary layer thickness were required in order to guarantee

acceptable accuracy.

On the other hand, the minimum spatial resolution in turbulent boundary layer �ow is deter-

mined by the size of the turbulent structures in the near wall region. This is because Direct

Numerical Simulations (DNS) are meant to simulate all the turbulent scales of the �ow, since

the equations do not include any turbulence model. In wall bounded �ows, the resolution re-

quirements can be written in terms of the wall viscous scale δν = ν/uτ , inversely related to the

wall friction velocity uτ =
√
τw/ρ, where τw is the mean wall shear-stress. The plus notation

is broadly widely use to refer to the dimensionless distances based on the wall viscous scale:

x+ = x/δν , y+ = x/δν and z+ = x/δν . A common criteria for the minimum mesh resolution at

the wall, in order to fully resolve the turbulent boundary layer �ow �eld, is given by Choi and

Moin (2012) ( and followed, for instance, by Jiménez et al. (2010), Schlatter et al. (2009) and

Wu and Moin (2009): ∆x+ ≈ 10 − 20, ∆z+ ≈ 3 − 10 and ∆y+ ≤ 1. The higher limits of the

previous estimates should only be recommended in conjunction with high-order methods.

The wall-normal resolution of the �rst nodes from the wall may be recommended to be kept

even lower, since some budget terms of the turbulent kinetic energy equation (e.g. the pressure

redistribution term has a peak at y+ ≈ 3 ) change signi�cantly very close to the wall. However,

the traditional Chebyshev polynomial approach, used broadly in spectral solvers, imposes by

construction a �rst node distance which is unnecessarily low (i.e. y+ = 0.037 for 513 nodes in

the wall-normal direction and a domain height of L+
y ≈ 4000, Schlatter et al. (2009)). On the

other hand, the stretching method in Incompact3D (Laizet and Lamballais (2009)) allows to

have a better control the resolution close to the wall. This way, we can still have the �rst point
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quite close to the wall but not excessively, and guarantee a high number of nodes inside the

boundary layer thickness. In particular, for 513 nodes in the wall-normal direction, the choice

of the stretching parameter β = 0.8 approximately guarantees y+ ' 0.4 and 98 nodes inside

the �rst 100 viscous units (see section 2.2.1 for details about the stretching formulation).

Figure 2.6 shows, as an example, the mesh stretching used in our turbulent boundary layer

simulations, compared to the Chebyshev stretching used by Schlatter et al. (2009). These

authors use the original Chebyshev's formulation for the location of the mesh nodes: yi =
Ly
2

+
Ly
2

cos

(
2i− 1

2ny
π

)
. The computational domain has approximately the same height in the

two DNS, around L+
y = 3500 at Reθ = 1420. The plot illustrates that the node spacing using

β = 0.8 is smaller that in the traditional (unmodi�ed) Chebyshev stretching up to a distance of

y+ = 550 from the wall. This is especially interesting for the wall-attached cube simulations of

Chapter 5, since the resolution is therefore higher on top of the cube and in the region y ∼ δ.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Wall-normal spacing using di�erent stretching formulations. The height of the
computational domain is equal to L+

y = 3500 and the number of nodes is 513. The stretching
parameter in the formulation of Incompact3D is β = 0.8.

2.4 Laminar boundary layers

The baseline �ow of this PhD investigation is a turbulent zero-pressure gradient (ZPG) bound-

ary layer over a �at plate. The outer �ow has a constant free-stream velocity U∞ and the

surface of the wall is assumed to be perfectly smooth. In all our simulations, the edge of the
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2.4. Laminar boundary layers

plate is su�ciently far upstream of the computational domain, so it does not introduce any

perturbations to the boundary layer solution, which in the laminar case is self-similar.

The main simplifying hypothesis in boundary layer �ow says that the boundary layer thickness

δ, inside which the wall-normal gradients are important, is very small in comparison with

the reference linear dimension L, related to the streamwise position x, i.e. δ � L. Under

laminar conditions, ZPG boundary layer �ow is two-dimensional and stationary (i.e. w = 0 and

∂u/∂t = 0). According to the previous assumptions, the momentum equations are simpli�ed

to:
∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y
= 0

u
∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ ν

∂2u

∂y2

∂p

∂y
= 0 ,

(2.42)

where the Reynolds number is de�ned as Re = U∞L/ν. The continuity equation suggests that

the wall-normal velocity is much smaller than the streamwise component, v ∼ U∞δ/L << U∞.

Additionally, this equation can provide an estimation of the boundary layer thickness δ, de�ned

as the region where the convective and viscous terms are of the same order:

δ

L
∼ 1√

Re
. (2.43)

This relation shows that the �rst hypothesis δ � L requires the Reynolds number of the �ow to

be very high, in order to keep the viscous e�ects only important inside the boundary layer. The

self-similarity hinted by the relation (2.43) can be exploited to solve the �ow equations. The

Blasius solution (see, for example, Schlichting and Gersten (2000)) is obtained by introducing

the self similar variable ηB = y
√

U∞
νx

in the x-momentum equation (2.42), which then simpli�es

into a single ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) for the non-dimensional stream function

f = ψ (2νx/U∞)−1/2 (being ψ =

∫
udy − vdx):

ff ′′ + 2f ′′′ = 0 . (2.44)

The boundary conditions for the stream function f(ηB) are: f = f ′ = 0 for ηB = 0 and f ′ = 1

for ηB → ∞. The velocity components in the streamwise and wall-normal direction can be
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written in terms of the non-dimensional stream-function f(ηB) as:

u(ηB) = U∞f
′

v(ηB) =
1

2

√
νU∞
x

(ηBf
′ − f) .

(2.45)

The previous third-order di�erential equation can be solved numerically with conventional

methods such as the 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. However, since one of the boundary

conditions in the di�erential equation is speci�ed at η →∞, the numerical method requires an

iterative algorithm (e.g. an external while loop) to �nd which value of f ′′(0) makes the function

satisfy f ′ = 1 for η → ∞ under a certain solution tolerance. Blasius boundary layer pro�le

is very important since it constitutes an analytical solution which can be used to prescribe a

laminar in�ow condition in more complex �ow con�gurations. For instance, DNS of turbulent

boundary layers commonly apply a tripping method to a laminar �ow in order to obtain fully-

turbulent conditions after a relatively short transition length.

2.4.1 Integral relations on boundary layers

Since boundary layers are spatially developing �ows, it is useful to de�ne some integral quanti-

ties for estimating the growth of the boundary layer thickness along the x direction. The bound-

ary layer thickness δ (also written as δ99) can be de�ned as the distance from the wall where the

mean �ow reaches 99% of the free-stream velocity U∞. Although this is a very intuitive criterion

to get a measure for the boundary layer height, it does not have strong physical relevance, as

the value 0.99U∞ has been chosen arbitrarily. The previous de�nition is broadly used in numer-

ical studies (e.g. Jiménez et al. (2010) and Schlatter and Örlü (2010)). However, this criterion

may be inaccurate for predicting the position of δ in experiments. Monkewitz et al. (2007)

highlights this problem and proposes an alternative criterion in which δ is one optimisation pa-

rameter used to �t the mean velocity by a semi-empirical pro�le u = uτf(y/δν , y/δ, U∞/uτ ). In

the previous optimisation problem, the boundary layer pro�le is approximated by well-known

scaling laws, typically the log-law for the inertial region (Von Kármán, 1931) and Cole's wake

pro�le for the outer layer (Coles, 1956). The boundary layer thickness computed in this way is

approximately equal to 1.3δ99. When comparing boundary layer data from di�erent sources, it

is very important to check which criterion has been used for δ, since this quantity appears in

one of the most important de�nitions of the Reynolds number, Reτ = uτδ/ν.
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Another measure to quantify the boundary layer height is the displacement thickness δ∗. The

displacement thickness represents the distance that the wall should be moved upwards in order

to have an uniform velocity pro�le with the same �ow rate than the real �ow (which includes

the boundary layer region). Whilst the de�nition of δ∗ is associated to mass conservation, it is

also possible to de�ne an analogous thickness quantity from the momentum conservation law.

The momentum thickness θ represents the distance that the wall should be moved upwards in

order to have an uniform velocity pro�le with the same momentum rate than the real �ow. The

displacement thickness and the momentum thickness are computed as:

δ∗ =

∫ ∞
0

(
1− u(y)

U∞

)
dy , θ =

∫ ∞
0

u(y)

U∞

(
1− u(y)

U∞

)
dy . (2.46)

If the previous de�nitions are applied to the Blasius boundary layer solution, one obtains the

following analytical relations:

δ ' 4.91

√
xν

U∞
δ∗ ' 1.721

√
xν

U∞
θ ' 0.664

√
xν

U∞
. (2.47)

For turbulent boundary layers, there is no analytical solution for δ, δ∗ or θ. However, di�erent

empirical correlations have been proposed for high Reynolds number �ow. Prandtl (1925) was

the �rst one to formulate a power law for the boundary layer thickness, in which the ratio

δ/x is inversely proportional to Re1/5
x . Another simple but popular set of correlations, broadly

extended in turbulence modelling (White, 2011), is:

δ

x
' 0.16

Re
1/7
x

δ∗

x
' 0.02

Re
1/7
x

θ

x
' 0.0156

Re
1/7
x

. (2.48)

Mass conservation provides, at the same time, an analytical relation between the free-stream

wall-normal velocity v∞ and the growth rate of the boundary layer thickness. Since the �ow is

spatially developing in the streamwise direction x, v∞ needs to be non-zero and positive in order

to preserve incompressibility and compensate the increasing defect of velocity introduced by

the boundary layer growth. The analytical relation can be written in terms of the displacement

thickness as:

v∞ = U∞
∂δ∗

∂x
. (2.49)
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2.4.2 Laminar simulations with Incompact3D

Laminar boundary layers in Incompact3D are simulated according to the boundary conditions

and resolution discussed in section 2.3. The results presented in this section were computed in

a computational domain with 129 × 129 × 8 nodes and of size Lx = 70δ0, Ly = 5δ0, Lz = δ0.

The Reynolds number of the boundary layer prescribed at the inlet is Reδ0 = 370, based on the

free-stream velocity U∞ and the boundary layer thickness δ0 = δ|x=0 (de�ned in the previous

subsection). The mesh stretching parameter is chosen to be β = 1.5 (see section 2.2.1 for the

formulation details), which imposes a mesh spacing of ∆ymin = 0.018δ0 at the �rst node from

the wall when using 129 nodes in this direction. We ran laminar simulations using di�erent

time-steps ∆t for both explicit and implicit schemes in order to determine the time stability

limits of our numerical schemes. According to theory, these limits can be estimated from the

following conditions (Laizet, 2002):

CFL cond.:
|Umax|∆t

∆ζ
≤ σi
k′max∆ζ

, (2.50)

Di�usion cond.:
ν∆t

∆ζ2
≤ σr
k′′max∆ζ

2
, (2.51)

where ∆ζ refers to the minimum spacing in any of the three directions and Umax is the maximum

velocity magnitude inside the numerical domain. The parameters k′max and k
′′
max are the max-

imum modi�ed wavenumbers of the discretisation schemes for the �rst and second derivative

respectively. The modi�ed wavenumbers of the sixth order compact di�erence schemes used in

Incompact3D were de�ned in Section 2.1.1 (see equations 2.20 and 2.22). For the choice of the

scheme parameters (a, b, c and α) which correspond to the original sixh-order formulation, the

modi�ed wavenumbers are k′max∆ζ = 1.989 k′′max∆ζ
2 = 6.857 (Lele, 1992). The limits [−σr, σr]

bound the stability region of the time-advancement schemes in the real axis and [−σi, σi] de-
limit the stability region in the imaginary axis. For 3rd order Adam-Bashford (AB3) schemes,

these are σr = 0.54 and σi = 0.72 (Dairay, 2013).

In laminar boundary layer simulations, the stability limit for explicit schemes is imposed by the

viscous condition on the smallest ∆y spacing. For the current computational mesh, that means

a theoretical maximum ∆t = 0.009δ0/U∞. However, when using semi-implicit schemes, the

important stability limit is the convective or CFL condition. Once the �ow �eld has converged,

only the streamwise velocity component and ∆x are relevant for this analysis, since the wall-
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normal velocity component is very small for moderate and high Reynolds numbers. On the

other hand, in the transient period, there may be strong gradients and locally high values of

the two velocity components u and v. If the highest velocity magnitude in the transient period

is estimated to be umax ≈ 1.5U∞, the CFL condition in the x direction predicts a maximum

∆t ≈ 0.026.

In our simulations, we empirically found that the maximum stable time step for the explicit

AB3 schemes is around ∆t = 0.005− 0.007δ0/U∞, a bit lower than the value predicted by the

theoretical di�usion condition. The use of implicit schemes allows increasing the simulation

time step at least up to ∆t = 0.02δ0/U∞, which is in the order of the value predicted by the

CFL condition. The results presented in this and future sections have been obtained with the

implicit schemes, since the solution can be converged in a shorter number of time-steps.

The boundary condition at the top of the domain can be modelled using either Dirichlet or

homogeneous Neumann conditions and no signi�cant di�erences were found in the results.

However, the latter condition is much more interesting for turbulent boundary layers, since we

do not know the value of the wall-normal velocity component in the free-stream a priori for

each streamwise position x in transitional or turbulent �ow. The results in this section were

computed using a homogeneous Neumann condition at the top boundary of the simulation

domain (see subsection in page 71).

The simulated boundary layer reproduces with excellent accuracy the boundary layer growth

predicted by the theory. Figure 2.7 left represents the evolution of the displacement thickness

(de�ned in Equation (2.46)) and shows that the numerical solution is in good agreement with

the theoretical prediction. At the outlet plane, the convective equation was properly adapted

for wall-bounded �ows, as in Equation (2.41). By using this boundary condition, the obtained

solution remains accurate over the entire computational domain, even in the outlet near-region.

Figure 2.7 right shows the streamwise velocity pro�le u(y)/U∞ at di�erent streamwise positions

x/δ0, evidencing the boundary layer growth in the x direction. The velocity pro�les are self-

similar and collapse in good agreement with the analytical Blasius pro�le prescribed at the inlet

(x = 0). To produce this collapse, the wall-normal distance y is scaled as η = y

√
U∞

ν(x+ x0)
,

where x0 is the virtual origin of the boundary layer which can be computed as x0 =
δ0

4.91

√
Reδ0.
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Figure 2.7: Boundary layer displacement thickness and streamwise velocity pro�le u(y) in
laminar �ow simulations computed with Incompact3D. The displacement thickness δ∗ is com-
pared

E�ect of the out�ow condition

The corrected formulation for the outlet convection equation de�ned in Equation (2.41) guar-

antees a boundary condition which is consistent with the physics of laminar boundary layers.

As seen in Figure 2.8(a), the value of the derivatives in the y direction is comparable to the

convection derivative in the x direction. A traditional convection equation is not recommended

for laminar boundary layers, since it does not take in account these terms and the solution may

not be accurate near the outlet. Indeed, Figure 2.8(b) shows that the boundary layer growth

in the last part of the domain is not obtained accurately if a traditional convective equation

is used. This outlet condition contaminates the numerical domain in that region by forcing

the �ow to become parallel to the streamwise direction at x = Lx. If the domain extends for

su�ciently long in the x direction, this inaccuracy will be con�ned only to a relatively small

region close to the outlet. Figure 2.8(b) suggests that the length of the region a�ected by the

convective outlet may be in the order of 45δ0 for Reδ0 = 370.

However, this corrected formulation is not appropriate for turbulent �ow. Our simulations

suggested that the inclusion of �rst and second order wall-normal derivatives in the outlet con-

vection equation can introduce instabilities when the �ow is highly unsteady, which can grow

into spurious oscillations and eventually cause the crash of the simulation. These instabilities

might be caused by the interaction between the highly �uctuating values of the wall-normal

derivatives at x = Lx and the Gibbs phenomenon induced by the pressure gradients at the

boundaries (discussed in section 2.1.2). Therefore, in turbulent boundary layer simulations,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: a) Pro�les of the velocity derivatives in a laminar boundary layer at the domain
outlet, with local Reynolds number Reδ0 = 898 (Reδ∗ = 315). b) E�ect of the traditional
convective outlet on the growth rate of a laminar boundary layer with Reδ0 = 370 (Reδ∗ = 110).

we use the traditional outlet equation by accepting that the last 10-15% of the domain in the

streamwise direction cannot be used to produce any reliable result. An alternative solution

would be the creation of a fringe zone in which we impose the velocity �uctuations to be zero.

In the fringe zone, the computed �ow solution ucomp can be blended with a prescribed mean-�ow

pro�le Um(x, y) as u(x, y, z, t) = ucomp(x, y, z, t) + exp

[
(x− Lx)2

L2
f

]
[Um(x, y)− ucomp(x, y, z, t)],

where the parameter Lf controls the e�ective length of the fringe region. However, our experi-

ence was that when using a fringe region in unsteady �ows, even if Lf was small, the domain

region to be discarded was larger than when using a conventional convective equation. More-

over, in turbulent �ows it is di�cult to predict a priori what is the mean pro�le that we want

to prescribe at the end of the domain.

E�ect of the top boundary condition

In the free-stream of a spatially developing boundary layer, the wall-normal velocity v∞ is non-

negligible and satis�es the expression (2.49). The momentum equation for the v component,

for y � δ is:

1

ρ

∂p

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=∞

= −U∞
∂v∞
∂x

+ ν
∂2v∞
∂x2

≈ −U∞
∂v∞
∂x

. (2.52)
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Since v∞ is a non-constant function of the streamwise position x, the pressure gradient in the

wall-normal direction is not negligible at y → ∞ . In fact, the value of
∂p

∂y
is positive and

constant in the y direction for y � δ. However, the spectral formulation used to solve the

pressure �eld in Incompact3D is based on cosine wave functions (see section 2.1.2) and only

allows imposing homogeneous Neumann conditions for the pressure in non-periodic directions.

This can produce an incompatibility with the theoretical formulation of the Navier-Stokes

equations at the top boundary.

The theoretical value of the free-stream pressure gradient is a non-zero constant but the nu-

merical code is nevertheless trying to impose
∂p

∂y
= 0 on the top of the domain, which is the

boundary condition imposed by the pressure solver. As explained in section 2.1.2, the origi-

nal way to impose a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition in Incompact3D consists in

modifying the derivatives schemes on the boundaries, in order to guarantee, by construction,

that the derivatives in the normal direction are zero. This is achieved by creating ghost nodes

outside of the numerical domain which impose a symmetry condition at the boundary (Laizet

and Lamballais, 2009). If the homogeneous Neumann condition is imposed in this way for

the velocity �eld, the pressure solver condition
∂p

∂y
= 0 seems to dominate the �ow solution

and the results are not consistent with the natural growth of the boundary layer. Therefore,

Incompact3D's original formulation for Neumann boundary conditions should not be used to

simulate zero-pressure gradient boundary layers.

In the results obtained with the original Neumann formulation, we observed that the verti-

cal velocity at the top of the domain remains constant, which suggest that the �ow adapts

to the pressure boundary condition
∂p

∂y
. This e�ect is shown in Figure 2.9(a). Obtaining a

wrong suction velocity at the top of the domain therefore implies that the growth rate of the

boundary layer will not be reproduced accurately and the �ow-�eld solution is not satisfactory.

Additionally, the incorrect growth rate results in a free-stream acceleration of the streamwise

component, which is not also not consistent with a canonical zero-pressure gradient boundary

layer. An e�ective solution for this problem can be applied by changing the formulation of

homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions in Incompact3D. Instead of imposing symmetric

polynomials, we chose non-centered schemes for the velocity components at the boundary, and

then we impose zero-gradients locally through a Dirichlet-type condition for the three velocity

components:

ui,ny ,k = ui,ny−1,k . (2.53)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Free-stream wall-normal velocity v∞ in a laminar boundary layer with Reδ0 = 370,
compared against Blasius' analytical solution: a) Homogeneous Neumann condition at the free-
stream boundary is imposed with the original ghost-node schemes. b) Homogeneous Neumann
condition is imposed at the last node using non-centred schemes.

This condition is imposed at every time-step, and the position index ny makes reference to the

end boundary node. With this modi�ed Neumann condition, the solution seems to reproduce

the �ow physics accurately and the boundary layer growth-rate is consistent with the theoretical

solution. The value obtained for v∞ using this formulation is in very good agreement with the

value predicted by the Blasius solution, as seen in Figure 2.9(b). This particular formulation

of the homogeneous Neumann free-stream is the one used to compute the accurate results that

have been previously discussed in this section. The derivative formulation of the boundary

condition is only �rst order accurate, but since the free-stream velocity �eld is constant in the

y direction, this has not a relevant impact in the overall accuracy, as long as the top boundary

is su�ciently far from the wall. The advantage of using a Neumann condition at the top of the

domain is that no suction velocity has to be prescribed to control the boundary layer growth:

the boundary layer can grow in accordance with the �ow physics of the near-wall region.

The use of a Dirichlet condition for the streamwise component u = U∞ and homogeneous

Neumann conditions for v and w did not improve the results obtained by using homogeneous

Neumann for the three velocity components. Therefore, it is preferable to use an homogeneous

Neumann condition for the three components, thus the values at the boundary can adapt in

a better way to local �ow accelerations/decelerations, even if they have a very low magnitude

at y = Ly (i.e typical in the initial transient period or when a solid body is immersed in the
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domain as in Chapter 5).

2.5 Tripping mechanisms

The inlet condition in DNS of turbulent boundary layers is typically prescribed as a laminar

�ow pro�le, which becomes turbulent further downstream after a natural or forced transition

region. Bypass mechanisms are an e�ective way to reduce the length of the transition region, by

introducing numerical or physical perturbations which can trigger �ow instabilities inside the

computational domain. Previous studies, such as the experimental work of Erm and Joubert

(1991) and the numerical study of Schlatter and Örlü (2012), investigate the e�ect of di�erent

bypass methods on the �ow statistics at moderate Reynolds numbers. The choice of appropriate

bypass methods is very important, since the low-Reynolds numbers e�ects associated with the

transition mechanisms may persist up to Reθ ≈ 2150, according to Erm and Joubert (1991).

In particular, Schlatter and Örlü (2012) points out the integral diagnostics of the boundary

layer, such as the ratios H12 = δ∗/θ and δ/θ, as potentially the most sensitive indicators of

low-Reynolds or in�ow e�ects. The main bypass transition mechanisms found in DNS literature

for zero-pressure gradient boundary layers can essentially be classi�ed into three categories:

• Rescaling & recycling methods, which use periodic conditions in the streamwise direction

and adapt the outlet velocity mean pro�le and �uctuations to the in�ow Reynolds number

condition. These methods, originally proposed by Lund et al. (1998), have been used, for

instance, by Ferrante and Elghobashi (2005), Jiménez et al. (2010), Lee and Sung (2011),

Sillero et al. (2013) and Yang and Meneveau (2016).

• Methods exploiting the receptivity of the boundary layer to free-stream disturbances.

For example, Wu and Moin (2009) applies random cubic patches of isotropic decaying

turbulence to the free-stream �ow, Brandt et al. (2004) uses a synthetic in�ow pro�le

obtained as a superimposition of spectral modes based on the Orr-Sommer�eld operators

and Schlatter et al. (2011) generates a series of Tollmien-Schlichting waves which are

unstabilised with random free-stream noise.

• Tripping methods, which introduce �ow disturbances in the near �ow region in order to

trigger the turbulence transition process. The trip mechanism can be: one or several solid

bodies immersed in the boundary layer, like in the simulations of Orlandi et al. (2015)
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and Gloerfelt and Berland (2013); a series of physical roughness elements, as in Cardillo

et al. (2013), or a numerical forcing, such as in the methods used by Schlatter and Örlü

(2010), Komminaho and Skote (2002) and Khujadze and Oberlack (2004).

For more information, the review of Wu (2017) summarises a long list of available methods

which can be implemented for DNS and LES. The use of recycling methods requires special care,

since the periodicity of the �ow can introduce spurious correlations into the velocity �eld. With

this issue in mind, Sillero et al. (2013) uses an auxiliary simulation box to generate the time-

dependent �ow �eld which will be prescribed at the inlet plane. However, Schlatter and Örlü

(2012) reports that even in the large-scale simulations of Sillero et al. (2013), up to Reθ = 6650,

fully-developed turbulence conditions are only achieved towards the end of the computational

domain. For this reason, and due to the high computational cost required for preventing

the appearance of spurious correlations, this methodology was not considered for the present

investigation. Between the last two families of methods, we decided to use a near-wall tripping

method since the simulation data of Schlatter and Örlü (2012) suggests that the total transition

length can be shorter than for methods which exploit the free-stream receptivity of the boundary

layer. Moreover, random tripping mechanisms have a strong physical signi�cance, since their

e�ect on the �ow can resemble the use of tripping devices in boundary layer experiments (e.g.

sandpaper strips, oscillating wires or roughness elements). For the present investigation, two

tripping mechanisms have been tested and compared:

• The random velocity forcing method formulated by Schlatter and Örlü (2012)

• A solid hump attached to the wall-surface, modelled via an immersed boundary method

(IBM).

This section describes in detail the formulation and performance of both tripping methods.

2.5.1 Volume forcing method

Schlatter and Örlü (2012) proposes a tripping mechanism based on prescribing a random volume

forcing in the momentum equation of the wall-normal component v. This formulation may be

considered equivalent to introduce some high-roughness elements on the wall surface, similar

to a sandpaper strip. The forcing is localised on a band region centred at x = x0,f , y = 0 and
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of size Xf , Yf in the streamwise and wall-normal directions. The band region extends up to

the boundaries in the spanwise direction. The random volume forcing is implemented via the

following source term in the non-dimensional v momentum equation:

F2 = g(z, t)e−[(x−x0,f )/Xf ]2−[y/Yf ]2 . (2.54)

The temporal and spatial �uctuations introduced by the tripping are contained in the function

g(z, t). The frequency spectrum of g(z, t), written as G(f), decreases very fast for increasing

frequencies f above the threshold f = 1/Tf . For f > 1/Tf , the frequency spectra G(f) has a

decay rate proportional to f−6 and it is presented in Figure 2.10. For f < 1/Tf , the spectrum is

approximately constant, resembling a white noise generator. This way, the range of frequencies

excited by the tripping is controlled and, in theory, it is possible to minimize the impact of the

tripping on the spectra of the turbulent boundary layer generated downstream. The function

g(z, t) is de�ned as:

g(z, t) = Af
[
((1− b(t))hi(z) + b(t)hi+1(z)

]
, (2.55)

b(t) = 3

(
t

Tf
− i
)2

− 2

(
t

Tf
− i
)3

, i = int

(
t

Tf

)
. (2.56)

Figure 2.10: Frequency spectra of the term g(z, t) in the
volume forcing tripping method. The threshold frequency
f = 1/Tf has chosen to be f ∗ = U∞/(4δ

∗) (indicated with
a circle).

The random component of the trip-

ping will be given by the function

hi(z), represented by a Fourier se-

ries with random coe�cients. Those

coe�cients would be generated with

the pseudo-random number genera-

tor of the compiler, which has a pe-

riod long enough to avoid any repe-

tition during the simulation. Every

Fourier mode of the series is a pe-

riodic cosine wave. Therefore, the

global contribution of each term is
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zero when integrated over [−Lz, Lz]
and does not modify the incoming �ow rate from the inlet plane. The sum of random Fourier

modes can be written as:

hi(z) =

Nf∑
j=1

αj cos

(
2πjz

Lz

)
, (2.57)

where αj are Fourier coe�cients randomly generated by the computer. The standard deviation

of the generated numbers depends on Nf , the number of Fourier modes in the series. In

order to make the formulation independent of Nf , the maximum absolute value of the random

parameters αi is scaled as αi,max = 1/
√
Nf . Zf is the spanwise wavelength associated to the

highest wavenumber mode Nf , i.e Zf = Lz/Nf .

Schlatter and Örlü (2012) investigated the e�ect of di�erent tripping conditions on the boundary

layer transition. This study suggests that the optimal parameters of the present tripping method

are: Xf = 4δ∗, Yf = 2δ∗, Zf = 1.8δ∗, Tf = 4δ∗/U∞. However, in their published research there

is no reference about the optimal value for Af , the magnitude of the forcing.

In our test simulations, the forcing magnitude was required to be relatively high to produce a

sustained turbulent state. The forcing term induces random, unstable �uctuations of the wall-

normal velocity component v and the �ow quickly becomes unsteady and three-dimensional.

If the source term magnitude is not strong enough, the perturbed �ow returns into a laminar

boundary layer state some distance downstream of the tripping. On the other hand, if the

forcing magnitude is su�ciently high, the turbulent state behind is self-sustained and does not

return to laminar conditions at any location further downstream.

The friction coe�cient Cf is an e�ective indicator of the response of the �ow to the tripping

mechanism. The pro�le of Cf in the streamwise direction presents a sharp peak right on the

location of the tripping band region and, further downstream, it increases again if the �ow

becomes transitional. If the �ow relaminarises, the friction coe�cient decreases monotonically

after the peak induced by the tripping method.

For the parametric study, di�erent simulations were run in a small box of size 70δ0×12δ0×12δ0

and 385 × 257 × 192 nodes as standard con�guration. The Reynolds number is Reδ0 = 1285

or equivalently Reθ,0 = 175. A value of the stretching parameter β = 0.8 imposes a node

spacing of ∆y = 0.0096δ0 at the wall. The centre of the tripping band region is located at

x0,f = 12δ0. The time-step in turbulent boundary layer simulations is limited by the CFL
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condition (2.51) in the y direction. The velocity �uctuations can be high even very close to

the wall, since the turbulence kinetic energy has its maximum approximately at 15 viscous

units from the wall. Therefore, using ∆y = 0.0096δ0 and estimating a conservative value for

the instantaneous maximum value of vmax ≈ 0.5U∞ in the near-wall region, the CFL condition

predicts a maximum stable time step of ∆t ≈ 0.007δ0/U∞. This value of ∆t = 0.007δ0/U∞

was chosen for the current simulation, after checking that no numerical instabilities or spurious

oscillation were found in the �ow solution.

Figure 2.11 shows the friction coe�cient pro�les Cf in the streamwise direction for four sim-

ulations using di�erent forcing magnitudes Af . The �ow in the case with lower magnitude,

Af = 1.5, does not become transitional since perturbations decay after a short streamwise dis-

tance. This can be noticed by the trend of Cf , which is approximately �tted by the theoretical

correlation of laminar boundary layers (Cf = 0.664Re
−1/2
θ , see Schlichting and Gersten (2000))

for Reθ > 200 roughly. The curves of the other cases suggest that the transition process may

be faster for increasing values of Af . However, if the peak of Cf becomes too high (i.e. higher

than Af ≈ 5 − 6), the tripping method may introduce spurious oscillations in the simulation.

Our parametric study suggests that, in general, the �ow becomes turbulent if the peak in Cf

generated by the forcing is approximately equal or higher than Cf = 0.004.

The tripping parameters and the con�guration of the computational domain also have an

important in�uence on the forcing e�ect. The main e�ects are summarised as follows:

• Increasing the resolution in the y direction makes the �ow more stable to the tripping

e�ects. To study this e�ect, we performed another simulation with increased y resolution,

513 nodes and y = 0.0048δ0, and keeping the same value for all the other parameters.

In order to prevent the appearance of any spurious oscillation, the simulation time-step

needs to be reduced to ∆t = 0.0035δ0/U∞ to guarantee the same CFL condition of the

previous case, since the y-spacing in the near-wall region has been approximately halved.

The e�ect of this increased resolution can be appreciated in Figure 2.12. The friction

coe�cient peak is reduced in magnitude and it is sharper, con�ned in a shorter distance.

Further downstream, the �ow requires a longer region to become fully turbulent. The

same e�ect was also observed when increasing the resolution in x but the e�ect of modi-

fying the resolution in z on the transition was not as important.
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Figure 2.11: E�ect of the trip forcing mag-
nitude, Af , on the friction coe�cient. For low
forcing values, i.e Af = 1.5, the friction coef-
�cient is in good agreement ( for Reθ > 200)
with the correlation predicted by Blasius the-
ory for laminar boundary layers, which sug-
gests that the boundary layer has not become
turbulent.

Figure 2.12: E�ect of changing di�erent pa-
rameters of the random forcing method on the
magnitude of the forcing. Standard resolution:
257 nodes in the y direction and ∆y = 0.0096δ0

at the wall. High resolution: 513 nodes and
y = 0.0048δ0

• Increasing the height of the domain results in a slight reduction of the friction coe�cient

downstream of the trip position.

• Reducing the frequency parameter of the tripping formulation or the maximum wavenum-

ber in z of the Fourier series also reduces the magnitude of the friction coe�cient peak.

Figure 2.12 shows the e�ect of reducing the maximum wavenumber of the tripping method,

by increasing the parameter Zf from 1.8 to 3.0.

The �rst turbulent spots generated by the tripping method are quasi-streamwise streaks which

sometimes become unstable and may produce sparse hairpin vortices, associated with localised

ejections. The interaction between these hairpin vortices and the streaks initiates the au-

tonomous cycle of near-wall turbulence (see Jiménez and Pinelli (1999)) and shortly further

downstream the �ow becomes fully turbulent. However, the transition and tripping conditions

may a�ect the �ow over a long streamwise distance, since previous studies have suggested that

turbulent boundary layers are not completely independent of the transition mechanism until

reaching Reθ > 2175 (Schlatter and Örlü, 2012). Figure 2.13 shows the e�ect of the trip-

ping magnitude on the generation of the �rst turbulent spots, by comparing the iso-contours of
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λ2 = −0.01U2
∞/δ

2
0 in di�erent simulations. λ2 is the second eigenvalue of S2+Ω2 (λ1 < λ2 < λ3),

where S is the strain rate tensor and Ω is the vorticity tensor. λ2 may be associated to the

value of the local pressure gradient, as suggested by Jeong and Hussain (1995), and if λ2(x) is

negative, the location x is said to belong to a vortex core. Plotting the regions with a negative

threshold value of λ2 is a vortex visualisation criterion widely used for turbulent boundary

layers. The �rst plot in Figure 2.13 corresponds to the case Af = 1.5, in which the transition

process of the boundary layer has not been triggered due to the low magnitude of the tripping.

A B

C D

Figure 2.13: E�ect of the tripping magnitude on the �ow �eld. Iso-contours of the strain
tensor second eigenvalue λ2 = −0.01U2

∞/δ
2
0, coloured by distance from the wall. From A to D,

the tripping magnitude Af is 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.

2.5.2 Solid hump method

As an alternative tripping method, a solid step or hump is attached to the wall surface. The solid

blu� body produces an unstable recirculation behind it and introduces unsteady �uctuations

in a wide range of frequencies. If the Reynolds number of the incoming boundary layer is

su�ciently high (i.e Reθ > 150), the generated turbulence is self-sustaining and the boundary

layer is not relaminarised further downstream. In our numerical simulations, the solid body is

modelled using the immersed boundary method (IBM) previously described in this chapter.
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Gloerfelt and Berland (2013) used a rectangular solid step trip in their Large Eddy Simulations

(LES) of compressible boundary layer at Mach 0.5. In their acoustic investigation, the authors

found no trace of the step in the far-�eld sound, but the energy spectra of the velocity �uc-

tuations showed distinct high-frequency peaks originated from the step. In their investigation,

the solid step was designed with height Hs = 0.14δ0, streamwise length Xs = 5δ0 and spanwise

width Zs equal to the whole spanwise extent of the computational domain.

In the current study, the step shape was modi�ed to be a smooth hump in order to avoid the

presence of sharp edges. The dimensions of the solid hump, plotted in Figure 2.14, are given

by the equation:

Hs(x) = Hs0e
−as(x−x0,s)2

 as = 1 if x < x0,s

as = 2 if x > x0,s

. (2.58)

The streamwise location of the centre of the hump is chosen to be x0,s = 12δ0, placed su�ciently

far from the inlet in order to prevent spurious oscillations on the in�ow plane. The streamwise

length of the step, selected through the values of the parameter as at each side of x0,s, is

Xs ≈ 3.5δ0. This value for Xs guarantees a large length-to-height ratio, around 9. According

to Gloerfelt and Berland (2013), a large value for this ratio can minimise the impact of the step

on the mean �ow.

The height of the hump, at x0,s, is Hs,0 = 0.4. We performed simulations with smaller values

of Hs,0 but these humps did not generate a turbulent �ow for a Reynolds number Reθ = 175

at the inlet (the same Reθ used for the forcing method in the previous subsection). The reader

may note that the solid hump is higher (Hs,0 = 0.4) than the steps used in the investigation

of Gloerfelt and Berland (2013) (Hs = 0.14 and Hs = 0.26). However, this is not necessarily

surprising, since the coarser mesh resolution in LES can favour local �ow instabilities and,

therefore, this may justify why DNS simulations require a higher step or hump. Indeed, Gloerfelt

and Berland (2013) performed two LES with di�erent mesh resolutions (∆x = 0.39δ0 and

∆x = 0.2δ0) and the solid step has a bigger size in the simulation with �ner computational

mesh. Additionally, the shape of the solid body is not the same in our DNS as in the LES of

Gloerfelt and Berland (2013) and the di�erences between incompressible and compressible �ow

formulations and Mach number may also play an important role.

If the solid hump is chosen to be higher than Hs,0 = 0.4 in our DNS (i.e. Hs,0 = 0.6 − 0.7),
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turbulent �ow conditions may be reached in a shorter distance downstream of the recirculation

region behind the hump. However, a higher step does not necessarily guarantee that the

�ow statistics would converge to the canonical turbulent boundary layer solution in a shorter

distance, especially in the outer region y ∼ δ.

The simulation parameters are the same than the ones used in the previous subsection for the

case with 513 nodes in the y direction, with ∆ymin = 0.0048δ0 at the wall. The only exception is

the time-step, which must be lower, ∆t = 0.0017δ0/U∞ , to guarantee the simulation stability.

This is due to the higher �uctuations of the wall-normal velocity component in the region

near the solid hump. In particular, in the recirculation region, there can be instantaneous

�uctuations of the order of vmax ≈ U∞ very close to the wall, where ∆y ≈ ∆ymin. The �ow �eld

generated by the solid step concentrates the turbulent kinetic energy at y ∼ Hs,0. Therefore,

on the contrary of the volume forcing, the transition process starts from the outer region of the

boundary layer and propagates towards the wall. Figure 2.15 shows the isocontours of λ2 from

a hump simulation obtained with the same computational box size, resolution and Reθ,0 as the

previous tripping study. The vortex visualisations suggest that the hump generates a street

of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices, which develop three-dimensional instabilities and evolve further

downstream into a turbulent �ow.

Figure 2.14: Shape of the solid hump used
to trigger turbulence transition. The y axis has
been scaled up using Hs,0

Figure 2.15: Transition region after the
solid hump at Reθ = 175, with Hb =
0.4δ0. Iso-contours of the strain tensor sec-
ond eigenvalue λ2 = −0.008U2

∞/δ
2
0, coloured

by distance from the wall.
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2.5.3 Comparison between the tripping mechanisms

The previous tripping methods have been used to run and compare two di�erent Direct Numeri-

cal Simulations of turbulent boundary layers at moderate Reynolds numbers. These simulations

have the same computational parameters and the same boundary conditions. The con�guration

of the simulations is summarised in Table 2.1. The only parameter which is di�erent in the two

cases is the simulation time-step, which must be lower in the solid-step con�guration since the

velocity gradients are higher near the solid obstacle.

Number of nodes Domain size
Lx × Ly × Lz

Reδ0 Reθ0 ∆ymin ∆ymax ∆t(forcing) ∆t(step)

4097× 513× 256 480× 40× 15 δ0 2000 270 4.8× 10−3δ0 1.25δ0 0.0035δ0/U∞ 0.0017δ0/U∞

Table 2.1: Computational parameters in the boundary layer simulations: solid step and
random forcing trippings.

The spatial resolution, written in non-dimensional plus units by using the wall viscous scale

δν = ν2/uτ computed at Reθ = 1470, is ∆x+ = 10.2, ∆z+ = 5.1 and ∆y+
min = 0.42 at the

wall and ∆y+
max = 108.8 at the top of the domain. This scaling is based on the local value of

the friction velocity uτ =
√
τw/ρ , where τw is the mean wall shear-stress for every Reynolds

number position and ρ is the density of the �uid. In the turbulent boundary layer region of

the simulations, the maximum wall-parallel spacing in Kolmogorov units ηK = (ν3/ε)1/4 is

∆x = 7.3ηK and ∆z = 3.6ηK , since η
+
K ≈ 1.4 at the wall. In the wall-normal direction, the

maximum value of ∆y/ηK occurs at y+ = 702 (approximately at y ≈ δ) and near the outlet,

where ∆y = 1.9ηK (∆y+ = 10.2).

The time-step value ∆t selected for the two DNS guarantees a maximum value of the instan-

taneous CFL number approximately equal to 0.3. In the simulation tripped with the volume

forcing method, this maximum CFL number can be found in the bu�er and early inertial re-

gions of the boundary layer: vmax ≈ 0.5U∞, ∆y ≈ 0.006. In the simulation tripped with a solid

hump, the maximum CFL condition occurs just behind the cube, where high �uctuating values

of v ≈ U∞ are possible. The condition CFL = 0.3 is just below the stability limit predicted

for the 3rd order Adam-Bashford scheme, CFLmax = 0.36.

The transition region may present di�erent dynamic �ow features depending on the choice of the
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tripping mechanism. Figure 2.16 suggests that the volume forcing generates isolated turbulence

spots, which interact with the near-wall dynamics to trigger the turbulence transition process.

Behind the solid hump, the �ow �eld in Figure 2.17 shows a a laminar recirculation region

with no turbulence activity. The hump may generate Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities which

become unstable after the recirculation region and trigger the transition process downstream of

this location. The two �ows can be visually compared in Figure 2.18, which shows the contours

of λ2 for the di�erent tripping conditions at the same Reynolds number.

Figure 2.16: Contours of streamwise velocity in the �ow �eld behind the tripping forcing in
the X − Y plane at z = 0 and in the X − Z plane at y = 0.7δ0. The colourmap range is
u/U∞ ∈ [−0.2, 1.2].

Figure 2.17: Contours of streamwise velocity in the �ow �eld behind a solid step, in the X−Y
plane at z = 0 and in the X−Z plane at y = 0.7δ0. The colourmap range is u/U∞ ∈ [−0.2, 1.2].

The Reynolds number at the end of the numerical domain (x = 480δ0) is higher in the case

of the volume forcing tripping, with a value of Reθ ≈ 2130, as seen in Figure 2.19(a). Once

the �ow becomes fully turbulent, the growth rate of the boundary layer is the same in both

cases. However, the �ow behind the solid hump �rst needs to adapt over a long region before

it starts developing with the expected growth rate of a zero-pressure gradient boundary layer.

The friction coe�cient pro�les in Figure 2.19(a) also show a lag in the case of the solid hump

tripping, therefore suggesting that a longer streamwise distance from the trip location is required

to obtain a �ow state with the same Reθ and Reτ .
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of the �ow-�eld turbulent structures when using di�erent trip-
ping mechanisms. Vortices are represented by iso-contours of λ2 = −0.01U2

∞/δ
2
0, coloured by

streamwise velocity from −0.05U∞ (blue) to 1.1U∞ (red).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.19: Streamwise evolution of the boundary layer a) momentum thickness and b) wall-
friction coe�cient in the streamwise direction. Comparison between the two tripping methods.

The mean velocity pro�les, plotted at di�erent Reθ for the two tripping mechanisms in Figure

2.20(a), show an accelerated region on the edge of the boundary layer in the hump simulation.

This introduces important deviations from the canonical boundary layer state. At Reθ = 1470,

the acceleration is still present, although it is notably reduced with respect to the other pro�les

obtained further upstream. The �ow acceleration generated by the step is �felt� by the boundary

layer as an increment of the local free-stream velocity at y ∼ δ. Due to the higher free-stream

apparent value, the velocity pro�les may appear closer to those expected at higher Reynolds

numbers. Figure 2.20(a) shows that this phenomenon is particularly intense at low Reynolds

numbers, i.e. Reθ = 670 and gets progressively reduced further downstream.

The root mean squared (rms) �uctuation pro�le of the streamwise velocity component, urms,
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is presented in Figure 2.20(b). The choice of the tripping mechanism has a strong in�uence

on this quantity, as evidenced by the large deviations between the velocity pro�les using the

two di�erent methods. This is mainly due to the reason cited above in this paragraph and also

because the step generates high velocity �uctuations at y ≈ Hs,0, located in the outer region

of the boundary layer. Even though the mean velocity pro�le is relatively well converged at

Reθ = 1470, the rms streamwise velocity �uctuations urms in the hump simulation are much

higher than in a gently tripped boundary layer with same Reynolds number. In essence, the

turbulence generated at the solid hump, mainly concentrated at y ∼ Hs,0, requires a very long

distance before it becomes independent of its initial conditions. This is because these turbulent

�uctuations are far from the wall and the mean �ow gradients are not strong enough to act

in a short distance. As a consequence, the recommended method to trigger the turbulence

transition is the volume forcing mechanism, as well as any other tripping method focused on

inducing instabilities in the near-wall region or just over the wall surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.20: Comparison between the two tripping methods: a) streamwise velocity mean
pro�les u+ and b) streamwise velocity rms pro�les u+

rms. Reference data from Schlatter and
Örlü (2010).

Summarising, the previous results suggest that the �ow tripped using the random forcing

method converges to a quasi-canonical state in a shorter distance and, also, that the Reynolds

number at the end of the domain was considerably higher (Reθ ≈ 2130 against Reθ ≈ 1800).

Therefore, we used this method for the numerical investigation of turbulent boundary layers

with Incompact3D and these simulations will constitute the baseline �ow when studying the

interaction between wall turbulence and wall-attached solid bodies.
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Turbulent Boundary Layers
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Chapter 3

The Intermediate Region in Turbulent

Boundary Layers

In wall-bounded �ows, the presence of an outer peak in the turbulent kinetic energy pro�les

suggests the existence of an intermediate region, where the traditional scalings derived from

the Townsend-Perry theory tend to fail. Following the study in Vassilicos et al. (2015), this

chapter revisits di�erent models proposed for this region in turbulent channels and pipes

�ow and validates their hypotheses against turbulent boundary layer data. The dataset for

this investigation consists of di�erent Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of wall-bounded

turbulence available in literature and our DNS performed with Incompact3D. The range of

Reynolds number in this study is kept moderate, with Reτ = 180− 4000 for channels and

Reτ = 387− 2000 for boundary layers. Although the outer energy peak is only incipient,

some of the evidence presented here suggests a possible correlation with the Reynolds shear

stress peak position, located in the so-called mesolayer. In channels, the mesolayer scales

as Re0.5
τ , which can be obtained theoretically for this �ow, but DNS results suggest that the

peak position in boundary layers scales as Re0.6
τ , at least for moderate Reynolds numbers.

Invoking the hypothesis of turbulence equilibrium, alternative dissipation scalings are used

to relate the outer peaks in the shear stress and energy pro�les. The hypothesis of a linear

dissipation time in contrast to linear 1/ε is revisited, suggesting di�erent behaviour in

boundary layers and channels. Alternatively, a constant shear-rate parameter S∗ can also

constitute an appropriate scaling for dissipation at moderate Reynolds numbers, since it

seems to depend weakly on the Reynolds number and extends up to the early outer layer

in both �ows. The alternative dissipation scalings may provide a physical relation between

the mesolayer and the intermediate region scaling for the turbulence kinetic energy.
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3.1 Introduction

Intermediate region in the energy pro�les

The traditional scaling for the turbulence kinetic energy in wall bounded �ows is derived from

the theory developed by Townsend (1976), which associates the turbulent �ow motion with

wall-attached eddies of size proportional to the wall distance y. The starting hypothesis of this

theory is the existence of an inertial or overlap range within the turbulent boundary layer, for

y much greater than the viscous wall unit δν and much lower than the boundary layer thickness

δ, which is independent of both ν and δ. In this overlap region, the mean velocity u(y) follows

the log-law proposed by Prandtl (1932) and Von Kármán (1931), u+ = 1
κ

ln y+ + B, being κ

and B constant and y+ = y/δν , u+ = u/uτ . Following the same dimensional considerations,

the momentum equation predicts, in �rst approximation, a constant Reynolds shear stress,

u′v′ = −u2
τ , and, under turbulence equilibrium hypothesis (P = ε), the dissipation rate is

inversely proportional to the wall distance, ε =
u3
τ

κy
. Townsend (1976) suggests that the only

way in which the wall can impose a dissipation length-scale proportional to the wall distance

is via wall-attached eddies. The size of a wall-attached eddy is proportional to the distance

between its centre and the wall.

By assuming local homogeneity in the streamwise and spanwise directions, Townsend (1976)

simpli�es the contribution of the wall-attached eddies to the Reynolds shear stresses as:

u′iu
′
j(y) =

∫ δ

δν

P (ya)Iij(y/ya)dya , (3.1)

where ya is the characteristic scale of the eddies, in the range δν � ya � δ. Iij(y/ya) measures

the contribution from eddies of size ya to the Reynolds stresses at a distance y from the wall

and assumes a similar velocity distribution for all the attached eddies. P (ya) represents the

probability density of �nding eddies with size ya (Townsend's original notation refers to the

intensity of eddies N(ya) = P (ya)ya).

All the contributions Iij become very small for large values of y/ya, since the eddies are �nite

structures. Furthermore, the presence of the wall constraints the behaviour of I12 and I22 to be

I12 ∝ y/ya and I22 ∝ (y/ya)
2 for small values of y/ya (simply due to Taylor expansion). This

means that the contribution from a given eddy to I12 and I22 is concentrated around y ∼ ya On
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the other hand, I11 and I33 are not constrained by the wall and approach non-zero values near

the lower bound y/ya = δν/ya. In order to guarantee a constant Reynolds shear stress in the

overlap region, Townsend (1976) proposes a eddy probability function inversely proportional

to the eddy size, P (ya) = K/ya, with K being an arbitrary constant. By introducing all the

previous assumptions in the integral (3.1), one can derive:

u′2 = u2
τ (C∞ + C0 ln(δ/y)) w′2 = u2

τ (D∞ +D0 ln(δ/y))

u′v′ = −u2
τ v′2 = E0 (3.2)

where C∞, C0, D∞, D0, E0 are all constants which depend on the form of the attached eddies

and uτ is the local mean skin friction generated by the eddies. Townsend identi�es two di�erent

contributions from attached eddies: the active motions, which contribute to the Reynolds shear

stress and are concentrated around the vortex centres ya, and inactive motions, which are large-

scale swirling structures oriented in planes parallel to the wall and extending down to y/ya → 0.

Inactive motions do not mix mean �ow momentum between layers with di�erent y and they

therefore contribute little to I12 or I22. Townsend suggest that these inactive motions might

be responsible for the �uctuations of the wall-shear stress, but did not further investigate this

potential relation.

Perry and Chong (1982) developed a physical model based on attached eddies in order to

explain the main mechanisms of wall turbulence and to give a more comprehensive framework

to Townsend's theory. Perry and Chong (1982) models boundary layer turbulence as a random

array of Λ-vortices, surrounded by an otherwise irrotational �ow �eld. Λ-vortices in wall-

bounded turbulence were �rst predicted by Theodorsen (1952). Nevertheless, Perry and Chong

(1982) prove that the speci�c shape of the eddies is not relevant for their theoretical �ndings

and similar models based on di�erent vortex shapes also lead to the same fundamental results.

In the �ow �eld around a typical arch-type vortex, only the region near the head of the eddy

contributes to the Reynolds shear stress and this fact is consistent with the wall constraints on

I12 and I22 proposed by Townsend (1976).

In order to preserve the inner-layer scaling for the near-wall streaks predicted by Kline et al.

(1967), Perry and Chong (1982) introduce the concept of hierarchies of self-similar eddies, in

which the smallest hierarchy scale with δν and uτ . The authors propose working with either

a discrete system of hierarchies, whose eddy sizes ya grow in geometrical progression, and a
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continuous distributed system, which may result from the introduction of random jitter in the

discrete system. Interestingly, it is proven that the geometrical progression (with factor 2) of

the discrete distribution is mathematically equivalent to the continuous probability distribution

P (ya) = K/ya originally proposed by Townsend. Under the assumtion of plane-strain behaviour

for the eddies (the product of the eddy height and width remains constant during strain) and

an eddy probability distribution P (ya) = K/ya, Perry and Chong (1982) obtain the log-law for

the mean velocity by integrating the vorticity contribution of all the eddy hierarchies. As well,

the authors recover (3.1) and obtain the relations (3.2), by accepting Townsend's hypotheses

for the terms Iij. The geometrical progression of eddy sizes in the discrete hierarchy model

may suggest a vortex pairing mechanism, in which two eddies from one hierarchy are merged

to form a new eddy in the next one. However, the authors remark that this is not the only

possible mechanism which explains the physics of their model.

The most important contribution of Perry and Chong (1982) is the prediction of the attached-

eddy region of the turbulence energy spectra E11(k1, y), for streamwise wave-numbers 1/δ <

k1 < 1/y. Perry and Chong (1982) make the following assumptions: a) the spectral contribu-

tion from each hierarchy can be derived from one representative eddy, b) validity of Taylor's

hypothesis of frozen turbulence, c) the velocity �eld generated by an eddy is given by the

Biot-Savart law and d) random vortex distribution with a given mean spacing between vor-

tices. Under these assumptions, the authors predict E11(k1, y) ∝ u2
τk
−1
1 for the wave-numbers

associated with the attached-eddy range. Perry et al. (1986) extended the previous model to

include the e�ect of small isotropic eddies, which are detached from the wall. This analysis

predicts a Kolmogorov scaling proportional to k−5/3
1 at high wave-numbers. The existence of

such regions in the energy spectra scaling as k−1
1 and k−5/3

1 is supported by experimental data

at high Reynolds numbers.

Putting it all together, the one-dimensional energy spectrum of the �uctuating streamwise

velocity component, E11(k1, y) (k1 being the streamwise wave-number), measured in the inertial

range δν � y � δ, can be divided in three di�erent regions.:

1. For the largest scales of the �ow, k1 < 1/δ, the spectrum is E11 ≈ C∞u
2
τδ, independent

of y and k1, and C∞ being a dimensionless constant.

2. For 1/δ < k1 < 1/y, the spectrum corresponds to the attached-eddy range, with E11 ≈
C0u

2
τk
−1
1 .
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3. For the smallest scales of the �ow 1/y < k1 < 1/ηK , where ηK is the Kolmogorov mi-

croscale, the turbulent motions are nearly isotropic and follow Kolmogorov's law E11 ∝
ε2/3k

−5/3
1 , ε being the turbulence dissipation rate.

Integrating the energy spectral density, one obtains the expression proposed by Townsend for

u′2, i.e. u′2 = u2
τ (C∞ + C0 ln(δ/y)), since the integral over Kolmogorov's range is negligibly

small compared to the total. Another consequence, based on πE11(0, y) = u′2(y)L11(y), is that

the integral scale L11 has a weak dependence on the wall distance: L11(y) ≈ πC∞δ/(C∞ +

C0 ln(δ/y)) (see Vassilicos et al. (2015)). It is important to remark that Perry and Chong

(1982) and Perry et al. (1986) assume that the velocity jump introduced by the eddies scale

with uτ , since all the vortices are made of the same inner-layer material. However, the authors

do not further investigate the potential e�ect of wall shear-stress �uctuations on the attached-

eddy velocities. In Chapter 4, we study the relation between wall shear-stress and velocity

�uctuations far away from the wall, and propose a functional model which may slightly modify

the prediction of Perry and Chong (1982) for the attached-eddy range of the turbulence energy

spectra.

For su�ciently high Reynolds numbers, experimental results over many decades have shown

that the log-law o�ers a close approximation of the mean �ow pro�le in the overlap region

(Smits et al., 2011; Klewicki et al., 2009). However, in the last few years, the existence of an

intermediate layer has been hypothesised, where Townsend's logarithmic decay law for turbu-

lence kinetic energy would not hold. This intermediate layer, closer to the wall than the inertial

layer, would be a region where both viscous and inertial e�ects are important and a�ect the

turbulence scaling.

At very high Reynolds numbers, the turbulent kinetic energy pro�le seems to exhibit a sec-

ondary peak, whose position scales with mixed variables and may lie within the aforementioned

intermediate layer. This peak has been noticed in experimental data from both boundary layers

(Fernholz et al., 1995; Fernholz and Finley, 1996) and pipes (Hultmark et al., 2013; Morrison

et al., 2004). To model this peak, Vassilicos et al. (2015) proposed a new wave-number region for

the energy spectra at locations δν � y � δ, say 1/δ∞ < k1 < δ1, in which E11 ≈ C1u
2
τδ(k1δ)

−m,

with 0 < m < 1 and C1 being a new dimensionless constant. The scale δ1 proposed in this

model would bound the Townsend attached-eddy range to 1/δ1 < k1 < 1/y, and δ∞ would

specify where the constant region of the spectrum begins. The ratios δ∞/δ1 and δ1/δ depend

on Reτ = uτδ/ν = δ/δν and y+. After integrating the spectra over the whole wave-number
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space, the proposed model predicts the outer peak of the u′2(y), at the position ypeak ∼ δνRe
α
τ .

The exponent α is a function of the model parameters, which are obtained by �tting the ex-

perimental data. As this power law exponent lies in the range 0 < α < 1, the model predicts a

mixed scaling for ypeak, supporting the existence of an intermediate layer. The authors tested

this model against extensive pipe �ow data from Hultmark et al. (2013) for moderate and high

Reynolds numbers, showing good agreement and matching location and magnitude of the peak.

The Reynolds number scaling for the peak location predicted by the model also agrees with the

relation proposed by Hultmark et al. (2013), y+
peak ≈ 0.23Re0.67

τ .

An alternative formulation for the streamwise turbulence intensity pro�le was performed by

Alfredsson et al. (2011), using the diagnostic plot urms = f(u). A semi-empirical pro�le for

urms can be written as a function of the local mean velocity, based on the scaling of the

diagnostic plot. This formulation also predicts the outer peak existence and, if we assume that

the peak lies in a region where the mean pro�le satis�es the log-law, the peak position might be

predicted by the formula y+
peak = 0.81Re0.56

τ . Also, these authors' data suggest that the outer

peak magnitude is constant when scaling with outer variables, as urms/U∞.

Intermediate region in the Reynolds stress pro�les

A secondary peak has also been observed in the full pre-multiplied energy spectra k1E11(k1, y),

when the Reynolds number is su�ciently high (Reτ greater than 1700-4000) thus a separation of

scales may exist between the smallest and largest turbulent structures (Hutchins and Marusic,

2007; Mathis et al., 2009; Marusic et al., 2010; Smits et al., 2011). The peak is located at a

position
(
λ∗x = k∗−1

1 , y∗
)
whose values lie respectively in the low wave-number range and in the

middle of the logarithmic region, y∗/δ ≈ 0.06 and λ∗x/δ ≈ 6 for Reτ = 7300. Mathis et al.

(2009) proposed a mixed scaling for the position of this peak: y∗/δν = 3.9Re
1/2
τ . Although the

energy spectrum peaks and energy pro�le peaks are related by de�nition, their y locations are

not necessarily the same and their scaling with Reτ can be di�erent.

In an earlier and parallel development, based on the mixed scaling of the Reynolds shear stress,

an intermediate region, known as mesolayer, was proposed by Long and Chen (1981) and

Afzal (1982). The existence of the mesolayer points to the weaknesses of the overlap region

assumptions when higher order approximations are considered. Since the viscous e�ects would

still be important until the end of the mesolayer, this region can be understood as a transition
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between inner and outer behaviour. The Reynolds number dependence for the position of the

maximum Reynolds shear stress, scaling as yRSmax/δν ∼ Re
1/2
τ , can be obtained theoretically

from the integrated momentum balance equation in channel and pipe �ows. While the validity

of this result does not extend in a straight-forward way to spatially developing boundary layers,

it is often assumed to be a general result for all canonical wall-bounded �ows.

Recent works in this �eld feature the studies of Panton (1997), Panton (2005) and Panton

(2007), with the development of a composite pro�le for the Reynolds shear stress, using separate

outer and inner contributions. Klewicki et al. (2007) and Wei et al. (2005) formulated a balance

between di�erent terms of the momentum equation as a way to classify the di�erent regions of

wall bounded �ows. According to that classi�cation, the mesolayer, which scales with the shear

stress peak location, is the region where the gradient of the Reynolds shear stress is small and the

viscous stresses balance the pressure and convective terms. According to the criteria described

in Wei et al. (2005) and experimental/numerical data from channels, pipes and boundary layers,

the upper boundary for the mesolayer may be in the range 1.6Re
1/2
τ < y+ < 2.6Re

1/2
τ . Smits

et al. (2011) compile several references to other studies that also hypothesise the existence of

an intermediate layer or mesolayer.

Some authors, like Klewicki et al. (2009), extend this argument and suggest that an alternative

scaling should be also proposed for the mean velocity pro�le in the mesolayer, since the log-

law would only strictly be valid above the position of the maximum Reynolds stress, yRSmax.

Authors like Zagarola and Smits (1998) and McKeon et al. (2004) propose a fully empirical

power-law relation for the mean pro�le along this intermediate region, in the range y+ ≈
60 − 600. However, McKeon et al. (2004) suggests that, for pipe �ow at Reτ > 200 × 103, a

power law only �ts the data in the range y+ = 50− 300. The review of Buschmann and Gad-el

Hak (2007) compiles and compares most of the work previously done in this topic.

Potential relations between the intermediate region and the mesolayer

The previous two discussions suggest that there might be a relation between the intermediate

region predicted by the outer streamwise energy peak and the mesolayer induced by the maxi-

mum Reynolds shear stress. In both cases, a mixed scaling re�ects the in�uence of both viscous

stresses and inertial terms in a subregion δν � y � δ, and this has important implications

for the classical theories. Panton (2005) recalls Townsend's distinction between active (those
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who contribute to the Reynolds shear stress) and inactive motions in turbulent wall bounded

�ow, and proposes a composite pro�le for u′2 with distinct contributions from these terms.

This could imply some degree of relation between the position of the peak in −u′v′ and the

outer peak in u′2. However, as hinted by Morrison et al. (2004), the energy and shear-stress

scalings may not be the same. Sillero et al. (2013) also relate the existence of an interme-

diate layer located around y/δν ∼ Re
1/2
τ with the scaling of the bu�er region energy peak,

u′2
+

max = 3.63 + 0.65 ln(Reτ ). The logarithmic slope of this correlation would be two times

this value if Townsend's scalings were valid from the end of the bu�er region. An intermediate

region for the energy with mixed scaling would therefore be required to explain the trend of

u′2
+

max.

It is important to remark that most of the mesolayer and intermediate region theories have been

initially developed for channel �ow, since the momentum balance equation can provide a closed

expression for the Reynolds shear stress. Di�erences between turbulent channel and boundary

layer �ows need to be better understood in order to extend this analysis to turbulent boundary

layers. The scaling laws obtained theoretically for channel �ow can signi�cantly change for

turbulent boundary layers. One of the aims of this study is to address these di�erences and

gain a better understanding of the di�erent physics. The other main objective is to relate

the scalings of the energy and shear-stress peaks, by using the potential dependence of the

dissipation rate on the turbulent kinetic energy, as suggested by Vassilicos et al. (2015).

In this context, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) are a powerful tool for the study of fun-

damental properties of turbulent �ows, since they allow the collection of high order statistics

and correlations, with good resolution in space and time. Also, they permit reaching closer

distances to the wall surface in comparison to experiments, and capture the dynamic behaviour

of the near wall structures accurately. However, their main limitation is that the maximum

Reynolds number of the simulated �ow must be kept moderate, constrained by the computa-

tional resources. High-�delity Large Eddy Simulations (LES) also represent a good alternative

to perform a numerical study of boundary layer �ow, in which the smallest scales of the �ow are

modelled. However, this makes some fundamental properties of the �ow, such as dissipation,

not reliable in part or the whole extent of the domain. Since dissipation scaling is an important

topic in the present study, no LES data is included for comparison.
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3.2 Numerical validation

The numerical investigation of this article is based on results from a high resolution DNS of

a zero-pressure gradient boundary layer using Incompact3D. The computational setup of the

simulation has been fully described in Chapter 2. The computational domain has 4097× 513×
256 nodes, a size of 480δ0 × 40δ0 × 15δ0 and a Reynolds number at the inlet location equal

to Reθ0 = 272, or equivalently, Reδ0 = 2000. The last part of the computational box (around

15%) must be discarded as the �ow statistics are inaccurate in this region, due to contamination

from the outlet. Therefore, although the Reynolds number reaches the value Reθ = 2130 at

the outlet, reliable statistics can only be collected up to Reθ = 1900.

The resolution of the computational domain, in wall viscous units (at Reθ = 1470), is: ∆x+ =

10.2, ∆z+ = 5.1, and the numerical mesh is stretched in the wall-normal direction, with ∆y+ =

0.42 at the wall and ∆y+ = 108.8 at the top of the domain. The transition to a turbulent

state is triggered, at 15δ0 from the inlet, via the random-forcing method of Schlatter and Örlü

(2012), described in Section 2.5. An initial period of T ≈ 2000δ0/U∞ was run in order to let the

�ow develop in the entire computational box. After this, mean quantities and statistics have

been averaged over a time T = 3000δ0/U∞, equivalent to T+ = Tuτ/δν = 11000 or Tuτ/δ = 21

at Reθ = 1400. To improve statistical convergence, variables were also averaged along the

spanwise direction, in which the �ow is statistically homogeneous. The collection time, in wall

units, is of the same order as other similar simulations found in the literature (Jiménez et al.

(2010), T+ ≈ 11000, Schlatter et al. (2009), T+ = 24000, and Li et al. (2009), T+ = 13500).

The simulation results were validated against computational results from Schlatter and Örlü

(2010) and Jiménez et al. (2010). Mean�ow statistics are compared at the locations Reθ = 1420

and Reθ = 1550, where the in�uence of the tripping conditions and the transition is small.

Figure 3.1 shows that our DNS results are in very good agreement with the reference data.

For Reθ smaller than approximately 1000, we could observe some deviations, especially in the

outer region, which are caused by the in�uence of the transition conditions. The mean velocity

pro�les are also in good agreement with experimental results, in particular those of Erm (1988),

DeGraaf and Eaton (2000) and Rodríguez-López et al. (2016) (see Figure 3.1).

The quality of the simulation can be quanti�ed by the balance of the di�erent terms in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: a) Mean pro�les and standard deviation of streamwise velocity, compared with
simulation reference data (Schlatter and Örlü, 2010; Jiménez et al., 2010).b) Mean velocity
pro�les compared against experimental data (Rodríguez-López et al., 2016; Erm, 1988; DeGraaf
and Eaton, 2000).

mean turbulent kinetic energy equation (Figure 3.2):

∂k

∂t︸︷︷︸
Temporal
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+ ui
∂k

∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
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= −1

ρ

∂u′ip
′

∂xi
− 1

2

∂u′iu
′
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′
j
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+ ν
∂2k

∂x2
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−u′iu′j
∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

Production
P

− ν ∂u
′
i

∂xj

∂u′i
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dissipation
ε

. (3.3)

The computed budget terms compare well with Schlatter and Örlü (2010) at Reθ = 1420. The

residual (computed as P + T − ε + ν∇2k − u · ∇k), which measures both the deviation from

statistical convergence and the cumulative error of the di�erent terms, stays under 1 % of the

wall dissipation rate over the entire domain. This level of convergence is lower than the one of

Schlatter and Örlü (2010) (their statistics were collected over a longer period) but similar to the

convergence level of Jiménez et al. (2010) (similar period length for collecting the statistics).

On the wall, kinematic constraints impose that the viscous di�usion must balance the mean

dissipation rate, since those are the only two terms in the TKE equation which are not identi-

cally zero at y = 0. In our simulation, this balance is kept within 1% error for the entire range

of Reynolds numbers. This small deviation is mainly caused by the ∂pv/∂y component of the

pressure di�usion term. Since the peak of the pressure difusion term is located very close to

the wall (y+ ≈ 2− 3), very high resolution is required to get ∂pv/∂y close to zero on the wall.

Higher resolution would reduce the di�erence between viscous di�usion and dissipation, but it
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is already satisfyingly low in our simulation.

The evolution of the integral parameters of turbulent boundary layers can be compared against

published correlations, which are based on results from many experimental and numerical

studies. For Reθ > 900, the mean friction coe�cient in our simulation agrees within ±4% error

with the correlation from Nagib et al. (2007) (the next Chapter will analyse the wall-shear

stress statistics in detail). The shape factor H12 lies within ±2% error from the correlation in

Chauhan et al. (2009), as shown in Figure 3.2. The wake-strength factor, Π, slowly converges

to 0.55, the classical value suggested by Coles (1956). Π appears in the traditional de�nition

of the outer region scaling of the mean velocity u = 1/κ ln y+ + Π/κW (y/δ). At the end of the

domain, Π is very close to 0.55 (di�erence under 4%), suggesting that despite the low Reynolds

number condition, the boundary layer has almost reached a fully turbulent canonical state, and

transitional e�ects should be small.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: a) Budgets of the turbulent kinetic energy equation. Current simulation (lines)
compared to data from Schlatter and Örlü (2010) (symbols). b) Shape factor of the boundary
layer H12, compared within ±2% against the correlation from Chauhan et al. (2009).

According to our simulation data, the relation between Reτ = uτδ/ν and Reθ = U∞θ/ν can

be approximated by the �t Reτ = 86.16 + 0.296Reθ in the range Reθ = 1000 − 2000. This

linear �t is specially in good agreement with the boundary layer simulations of Jiménez et al.

(2010) and Sillero et al. (2013), which would extend the validity range up to Reθ = 6500.

Alternatively, Schlatter and Örlü (2010) proposes a power-law trend Reτ = 1.14Re0.83
θ in the

range Reθ = 300− 4300, which �ts their boundary layer results in better agreement.
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In the following section, the results from the current DNS are used along with DNS data

from other authors. Boundary layer data from Schlatter et al. (2010, 2009), and Sillero et al.

(2013) have been included in order to extend the validity of our arguments to a wider range of

Reynolds numbers. Channel data from Hoyas and Jiménez (2008), Lozano-Durán and Jiménez

(2014), Bernardini et al. (2014) and Lee and Moser (2015) are also used to compare and analyse

the di�erences between the two wall bounded �ow con�gurations. Due to the computational

requirements of DNS, the maximum Reynolds numbers available in the literature are Reτ =

2000 for boundary layers, and Reτ = 5200 for turbulent channels. Therefore, the validity of

the results and conclusions detailed in this document will apply only to moderate Reynolds

numbers, and any extensions to higher Reτ must be made very carefully.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Reynolds shear stress

Channel �ow theory

The theory of the mesolayer, originally proposed by Long and Chen (1981) and Afzal (1982),

predicts the existence of an intermediate region near the wall where both viscous and convective

terms contribute to the mean velocity and energy pro�les. This region scales with the position

of the Reynolds shear stress peak. In constant pressure gradient channel �ow, the scaling of

the maximum Reynolds shear stress u′v′ (plotted in the left Figure 3.3) can be obtained, theo-

retically, from the mean momentum balance equation. Since the pressure gradient is constant

along the wall normal direction, the integration of the streamwise Navier-Stokes momentum

equation is exact. This integration predicts that the total shear stress τ12 = −ρu′v′ + µdu/dy

decays linearly with wall distance and allows to write:

−u′v′+ = 1− y+

Reτ
− du+

dy+
. (3.4)

Simple di�erentiation of Equation (3.4) with respect to y+ and assuming u+ =
1

2
ln y+ + B,

results in predictions for the maximum Reynolds shear stress, −u′v′+max, and its location, y+
RSmax,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Reynolds shear stress pro�les for several Reynolds numbers. a) Channel �ow data
from Hoyas and Jiménez (2008) and Sillero et al. (2013) (dashed lines), Bernardini et al. (2014)
(solid, Reτ = 4000), Lee and Moser (2015) (Reτ = 5200). b)Boundary Layers. Reference data
from Schlatter and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013). Filled symbol
lines from turbulent channel �ow (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2008) and turbulent pipe �ow (Hultmark
et al., 2013) for comparison).

without neglecting any term:

du′v′
+

dy+
=

1

Reτ
− 1

κy+2
= 0 −→ y+

RSmax =

√
Reτ
κ

, −u′v′+max = 1− 2√
κReτ

. (3.5)

This peak is therefore located within the region δν � y � δ, and is nevertheless determined by

a balance between viscous and outer contributions. The existence of such intermediate layer

arises when higher-order corrections are introduced to the classical theory for the mean �ow,

instead of assuming that the entire inertial layer is a region independent of both δν and δ

(Monkewitz et al., 2007).

The only approximation in the previous relation has been the assumption of a logarithmic

law for the mean pro�le. A better model for du+/dy+ is provided by Panton (2005), who

formulates a composite pro�le valid from the wall up to the end of the inertial layer, still under

the hypothesis of the log-law in the inertial range. This composite pro�le provides a Reynolds

independent �t which corrects the mean velocity gradient along inner and bu�er regions:

du+

dy+
=

2

π
arctan

(
2κy+

π

)[
1− e−

y+

Ci

]5/2

. (3.6)
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The previous expression is presumably valid for all wall-bounded canonical �ows, with only

slight changes in the parameters κ and Ci from �ow to �ow. For y+ � 1, du+/dy+, the

composite pro�le converges to 1/κy+, recovering the log-law for the inertial region. In channel

�ow, in accordance to Panton (2005), the best pro�le �t in the inner and bu�er layers is achieved

by using κ = 0.39 and Ci = 6.9. In boundary layer �ow, the agreement is best when using the

values κ = 0.41 and Ci = 7.5.

For y+ > 60, the di�erence between the theoretical log-law and the pro�le given by the model

is smaller than 0.1%. Therefore, the scaling for the shear stress peak obtained with this model

is essentially the same which was given by Equation (3.5). Figure 3.4 shows the pre-multiplied

mean �ow gradient y+du+/dy+ for channels and boundary layers along with the model equation,

and suggests that this model provides a good approximation of the inner layer but fails to recover

the local minima found at the end of the bu�er region, around y+ = 70. The composite pro�le

does not capture the behaviour of the outer region, but provided enough scale separation, this

would have small in�uence over the mesolayer scaling.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Indicator (or diagnostic) function y+du
+

dy+
for: a) Turbulent channels (dashed

lines from Hoyas and Jiménez (2008) and Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014), solid line from
Bernardini et al. (2014) and Lee and Moser (2015)). b) Turbulent boundary layers. Reference
data from Schlatter and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013). The model
proposed by Panton (2005) is included as a dotted black line in both plots.

Since the high-order corrections around the−u′v′+max can also modify the mean �ow pro�le along

the mesolayer, the log-law can only be valid (if at all) once past this intermediate layer, above

the Reynolds stress peak (Klewicki et al., 2009). To correct the mean velocity pro�le, power-
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law scalings have been proposed, which introduce a higher degree of generality. Buschmann

and Gad-el Hak (2007) compare several power-law scalings against the log-law for di�erent

wall-bounded �ows, suggesting that some of them may provide a better �t below y+ ∼ Reτ .

A simple power-law relation takes the form u+ = β/κy+α, with 0 < α < 1 to guarantee an

increasing mean-�ow pro�le and a peak in −u′v′+max. Based on empirical evidence and previous

authors' results (e.g. McKeon et al. (2004) or Zagarola and Smits (1998)), Buschmann and

Gad-el Hak (2007) propose α = 1/7 and β = 8.5κ as the optimal parameters for this model.

Introducing the previous scaling in Equation (3.4), one obtains the following expression for the

maximum Reynolds stress position:

du′v′
+

dy+
=

1

Reτ
− βα(1− α)

κy+(2−α)
= 0 −→ y+

RSmax =

(
α(1− α)β

κ
Reτ

) 1
2−α

. (3.7)

The original value of β proposed by Buschmann and Gad-el Hak (2007) underestimates y+
RSmax

with respect the available DNS results by more than a 10%. Changing the value of this coe�-

cient to β = 10.5κ, Equation (3.7) provides a reasonable �t for the highest Reynolds numbers, as

shown in Figure 3.5. However, the peak magnitude −u′v′+max predicted by the log-law (Equation

(3.5)) is still in better agreement with the simulation data than the peak magnitude predicted

by the 1/7th power-law (3.7). Therefore, the hypothesis of a power-law for the mean �ow

pro�le does not either improve nor change signi�cantly the predictions for y+
RSmax and −u′v′

+

max

in the Reτ range of interest. On the other hand, the prediction of the two scaling laws would

be signi�cantly di�erent for very high Reynolds numbers, which may then justify the choice of

one scaling against the other.

Boundary layer corrections

Until this point, the semi-empirical predictions for y+
RSmax have proven to be in good agreement

with channel �ow simulations at Reτ > 1000. Nevertheless, neither of the previous expressions

for y+
RSmax and −u′v′

+

max (Equations (3.5) and (3.7)) �ts accurately the results from boundary

layer simulations comprised in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1. The main reason is that the expres-

sion obtained for the total shear stress from the momentum balance equation of channels and

pipes, τ+
12 = 1 − y+/Reτ (see Equation (3.4)), cannot be directly extrapolated to boundary

layers, since the �ow physics are fundamentally di�erent. Indeed, Figure 3.3 shows signi�cant

di�erences between the Reynolds shear stress pro�le in boundary layers and channels/pipes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Scaling for a) position and b) value of the Reynolds stress peak. Boundary
layer data from the current simulation (circles), from Schlatter and Örlü (2010) (triangles)
and Jiménez et al. (2010), Sillero et al. (2013) (hollow squares). Channel data from Hoyas and
Jiménez (2008), Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014), Bernardini et al. (2014) and Lee and Moser
(2015).

These deviations are re�ected in the scaling of the maximum Reynolds shear stress position

(see Figure 3.5), which seems to follow a di�erent trend in boundary layer simulations.

Interestingly, the data points from di�erent boundary layer simulations seem to have a higher

dispersion than the available channel �ow data. This is because boundary layer simulations are

a�ected by tripping e�ects which can persist far downstream of the transition region. In the

case of turbulent channel simulations, which most often use periodic inlet-outlet conditions, the

entire channel is fully developed and the dispersion due to low Reynolds-number e�ects should

be minimal.

In all wall bounded �ows, the principal sink of mean momentum is the contribution of the mean

wall shear stress τw. However, the main source of mean momentum can be di�erent depending

on the �ow con�guration. In turbulent channels and pipes, the main momentum source is

the pressure gradient, which balances out the wall shear stress term, i.e. dp/dx = 2τw/δ

(where δ refers either to the channel semi-width or to the pipe radius). In boundary layer

�ow, the source of momentum is the free-stream velocity. A turbulent boundary layer extracts

energy from the convective terms, u∂u/∂x+ v∂u/∂y, as the momentum thickness grows in the

streamwise direction (i.e. 2dθ/dx = τw/ρ under boundary layer approximations, see Schlichting

and Gersten (2000)). In a general way, the integrated momentum balance equation for canonical
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Reθ Reτ y+
RSmax −u′v′+max ∆channel

yRSmax
∆composite
yRSmax

∆fit
yRSmax

1000 (Incompact3D) 387 48.5 0.900 -37% -20% -7.9%
1420 (Schlatter and Örlü (2010)) 490 53.7 0.922 -35% -17% -4.1%

1420 (Incompact3D) 509 52.5 0.920 -33% -16% -1.8%
1800 (Incompact3D) 622 60.4 0.924 -35% -18% -1.3%

1968 (Jiménez et al. (2010)) 690 60.5 0.936 -32% -13% 5.1%
4060 (Schlatter and Örlü (2010)) 1271 84.2 0.954 -34% -15% 9.3%

6500 (Sillero et al. (2013)) 1989 122.8 0.973 -43% -27% -1.6%

Table 3.1: Position and magnitude of the peak found in the Reynolds shear stress pro�les of
turbulent boundary layers. The �fth, sixth and seventh columns show the relative di�erence
between the peak location and the prediction made by the di�erent scaling laws: channel
analytical scaling based on the log-law (∆channel

yRSmax
), Panton's composite wake-law pro�le (∆fit

yRSmax
)

and power-law �t (∆composite
yRSmax

).

wall-bounded �ows can be written as:

P+
0 +K+

0 + 1 = −u′v′+ +
du+

dy+
. (3.8)

In the previous equation, P+
0 =

∫ y
0
∂p+

∂x
dy is the total contribution of the pressure gradient term

and K+
0 =

∫ y
0

(
u+ ∂u+

∂x
+ v+ ∂u+

∂y

)
dy is the total contribution of the convective terms. In channel

�ow, for instance, K+
0 = 0 and P+

0 = −y+/Reτ . The zero pressure-gradient boundary layer

would have theoretically a null contribution of the pressure term P+
0 . In experimental facilities,

it is very di�cult to achieve these ideal conditions and the boundary layers can present a small

but non-negligible pressure-gradient in the streamwise direction. Once integrated, this small

pressure gradient can result in an important contribution to the momentum balance. Numerical

simulations can reduce this e�ect using appropriate boundary conditions, and in our simulation,

we con�rmed that the total contribution of the integrated pressure gradient was kept small.

At the highest Reynolds position, where Reτ = 622 and the pressure gradient is highest due to

outlet proximity, the integrated term P+
0 is under 3% of the wall shear stress.

In order to obtain a closed expression for K+
0 in boundary layer �ow, one needs to introduce

further assumptions for the convective terms. Conventionally, one could neglect their contribu-

tion in the inner region and only integrate the convective terms along the logarithmic and outer

layers, where their value can be related to a closed form of the mean velocity pro�le, given by

Cole's law of the wake (1956).

The di�erent components of the term K+
0 can be all obtained from the wake pro�le for the
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mean velocity (Panton, 2005; Mellor and Gibson, 1966). If the mean velocity follows a wake-law

F (η) =
U∞ − u
uτ

, which depends exclusively on η = y/δ, and the boundary layer thickness δ is a

function of Reτ , the momentum balance in the outer region of zero-pressure gradient boundary

layers can be simpli�ed to:

η
dF

dη
≈ −1 + Π

κ

dK+
0

dη
, (3.9)

where Π is the wake-strength factor, typically Π ≈ 0.55. For the outer region, Coles (1956)

suggested a Reynolds number independent law of the wake for the mean pro�le:

F (η) = C0 + κ ln η +W (η)− U∞
uτ

(3.10)

The constants are κ = 0.41, C0 ≈ −2.6 and the empirical wake-function pro�le W (η) is simply

approximated by W (η) =
2Π

κ
sin2(

πη

2
), or in polynomial form W (η) =

2Π

κ
η(3η − 2η2). A

corner correction is usually added to this pro�le in order to get a zero gradient on the edge

of the boundary layer y/δ = 1, for instance, Wcorner(η) = −1

κ
(2η3 − 3η2 + η). According to

this analysis, the outer contribution term, equivalent to the value of total shear stress, can be

obtained from Equation (3.9) as follows:

K+
0 (η) = 1 +

1

1 + Π

[
8

5
η5 +

12Π− 9

4
η4 +

2− 12Π

4
η3 − η

]
. (3.11)

One can introduce this expression (3.11) and the approximation for du+/dy+ (Equation (3.6),

Figure 3.6 left and Figure 3.4 right) in the momentum balance equation and take the derivative

with respect to y+ to obtain the position and value of the maximum Reynolds stress. Since the

high order terms decay with increasing Reτ , the solution converges, for large Reynolds numbers,

to:

y+
RSmax '

√
1 + Π

κ
Reτ , −u′v′+max ' 1− 2√

(1 + Π)κReτ
. (3.12)

The exact solution has been plotted along the simulation results in Figure 3.5. Interestingly, this

formulation predicts that, for high Reynolds numbers, the position of the maximum Reynolds

stress scales with (Reτ/κ)0.5, as in channels, but multiplied by a factor
√

1 + Π ≈ 1.24. This

scaling can change if one assumes a power-law for the mean velocity pro�le along the inertial

region instead of the log-law. However, for the Reynolds number range of interest, the resulting

y+
RSpeak in channel �ow was not very di�erent whether using one formulation or another (Equa-

tion (3.5) and Equation (3.7)). Therefore, this analysis will be limited to use the traditional

log-law scaling, since the choice of a satisfactory model for K+
0 has a higher in�uence on y+

RSpeak.
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If the law of the wake provides an accurate representation of the defect of velocity for high y+,

the analysis of Panton (2005) will be fundamentally correct along the outer region. However,

Figure 3.6 shows that the agreement of K+
0 with the computed total shear stress in the simu-

lations is not completely satisfactory, specially for small and moderate wall-normal distances.

Since the convective term K+
0 in Equation (3.8) is an integrated contribution from the wall

until the height y where the Reynolds shear stress is computed, outer layer assumptions may

not be appropriate. Even if the convective terms are small within the inner layer, using wake

region hypotheses to compute this integral can introduce important deviations in the shape of

K+
0 for small y/δ. A notable shortcoming is that, at y = 0, the wake layer analysis predicts

∂τ+
12/∂η = −(1 + Π)−1, contradicting the �ow constraint of zero shear stress gradient at the

wall.

Failing in �tting the outer function K+
0 results in important errors when estimating the position

of the Reynolds stress peak position. Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1 show a relative error between

13-40% and suggest that the power coe�cient of the trend could be di�erent than Re0.5
τ , at

least for boundary layers at moderate Reynolds numbers. This fact is also evident in the scaling

of the actual value of the maximum Reynolds shear stress, u′v′
+

max. Since the Reynolds stress

peak occurs in an intermediate region, where y << δ for high Reτ , the scaling of yRSmax can

be a�ected if the mean velocity in the outer function K+
0 does not take in account inner region

e�ects. That is the major drawback of the composite model of Panton (2005), which seems

to fail to provide an accurate scaling for the mesolayer but otherwise provides a satisfactory

representation of the inner and outer regions of u′v′
+
. In Panton's compound model, the mean

velocity is assumed to follow a logarithmic pro�le plus wake layer terms, but no additional

corrections for y/δ → 0 have been introduced when integrating K+
0 . Failing to capture the

condition ∂τ+/∂η = 0 at the wall could be one major reason to explain why Panton's original

formulation does not provide the correct yRSmax scaling.

An alternative could be to approximate the outer contribution K+
0 using a simple empirical

�t of the available simulation data (Figure 3.6). A Reynolds number independent power law

for y/δ seems to adjust better to the trend of the shear stress, at least in the inner region

and mesolayer, and satis�es the physical constraint ∂τ+
12/∂η = 0. In particular, we propose

τ12 = 1 − A0 (y/δ)n, where n ≈ 1.5 − 1.7 provides the best �t of the curves. Figure 3.6 shows

that the total stress pro�les are approximately Reynolds number independent, and the proposed

expression is in better agreement than Panton's model for small y/δ and the moderate range of
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: a) Viscous term in the integrated balance equation of TBL. The empirical �t by
Panton (2005) is represented as a dashed green line, showing good agreement with simulation
data. b) Total shear stress in TBL, τ12(y). Dashed (black) line represents the linear trend
followed in channels, dotted (green) line is obtained using Panton's formulation and dash-
dotted (blue) line represents a power-law �t τ12/τw = 1− (y/δ)n with n = 1.7. Reference data
from Schlatter and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013)

Reynolds numbers. Taking the derivative of the Reynolds shear stress in the previous equation

(and assuming that the log-law is approximately valid for the mean �ow pro�le), one can �nd

the position and value of the maximum and, which are:

y+
RSmax =

Re
n
n+1
τ

n+1
√
nA0κ

, −u′v′+max = 1− 1

Re
n
n+1
τ

(
A0(

n+1
√
nA0κ

)n +
n+1
√
nA0κ

κ

)
. (3.13)

By choosing n = 1.6, A0 = 1 and the typical value κ = 0.41, this �t is in good agreement

with the available data in Figure 3.6 and this implies y+
RSmax ' 1.17Re0.62

τ and −u′v′+max '
1− 3.42Re−0.62

τ . This new scaling for the peak position and magnitude considerably improves

the agreement with the simulation data available at moderate Reynolds numbers, as seen in

Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1. The error in the peak position at Reτ = 1271 (from Schlatter and

Örlü (2010)) is unexpectedly high (9.3% error), but it is still lower that the error obtained using

the other correlations. This power-law scaling is consistent with the empirical �t proposed by

Fernholz and Finley (1996), y+
RSmax = Re0.61

θ , which is based on experimental data in the range

Reθ = 200− 60000. If the linear relationship proposed in Section 2 between Reτ and Reθ holds

(Reτ = 86.16 + 0.296Reθ), the resulting expression y+
RSmax ≈ 1.8Re0.61

τ would be similar to the

proposed scaling.
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Summarising, if the mean �ow pro�le approximately satis�es the log-law, the scaling of the

Reynolds shear stress peak in channel �ow follows the relation (3.5), in very good agreement

for Reτ > 2000. However, the momentum balance equation for turbulent boundary layers does

have an exact form, since there is no analytical expression for the convective terms. The scaling

of yRSpeak obtained for channel does not �t accurately the DNS data from boundary layers, and

therefore, an appropriate model for the convective term K+
0 must be included in Equation (3.8).

Panton (2005) proposes a model for the convective terms based on the wake-law similarity of the

outer region of turbulent boundary layers, which neglects the contribution of the inner layers.

However, the resulting scaling, which converges to the expression (3.12) for high Reynolds

numbers, also fails to provide an accurate �t of the results. The model hypotheses, originally

formulated for the inertial and outer regions, may not hold for the mesolayer where yRSpeak

is located. We propose an alternative scaling, based on a simple power-law formulation for

τ+
12(y) = 1−K+

0 (y). The resulting model, which provides a better prediction of both the peak

position and magnitude, predicts that yRSpeak scales with a higher power of Reτ , in consistency

with the DNS data.

3.3.2 The production peak

One of the main results suggested by the theories of Vassilicos et al. (2015) is that the outer

peaks of the production rate P (pre-multiplied by y) and streamwise kinetic energy pro�les are

placed in the same position. This result relies mostly on two hypotheses. Firstly, equilibrium

between production and dissipation is assumed, i.e. P = ε. Secondly, the dissipation rate ε is

directly proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy since the eddy turn-over time τε = k/ε is

assumed to scale as y/uτ . The analysis of that article concludes that, as the classical theory

predicts a constant u′v′, then the outer production peak would therefore induce a peak in the

mean �ow gradient pro�le du+/dy+. However, the Reynolds shear stress has indeed a well-

localised peak, which characterises the mesolayer. The outer production peak could actually

be caused by the shape of u′v′, instead of by a peak in du+/dy+. For this reason, we examine

whether the Reynolds shear stress and production peaks are in the same location or not. To

avoid confusion between the peaks for di�erent functions discussed in the following sections,

the notation used in this Chapter is summarised in Table 3.2.

In the available DNS channel data, the production rate P presents a peak at y+
p which, in
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yRSpeak Reynolds shear stress, u′v′

ypeak Streamwise turbulence kinetic energy, u′2

yp Pre-multiplied production, yP
yp,0 Indicator function, ydu/dy
yp,1 Production-over-dissipation ratio, P/ε

Table 3.2: Notation for the location of di�erent peaks in wall-bounded turbulence, indicating
the function where the peak appears.

the available range of Reynolds numbers, scales approximately as Re0.4
τ (Figure 3.7 left). This

dependence with Reynolds number is similar to the scaling of the Reynolds shear stress, but

when we compare their position, there is a factor of 2.5 − 3 between them, as shown is Table

3.3. Since the de�nition of P only includes the Reynolds shear stress and the mean gradient

du+/dy+, the evolution of the latter must explain this factor. In the DNS channel �ow pro�les,

in the region around the production peak, the indicator function y+du+/dy+ does not present

a peak, but it is not constant either, at least for the moderate Reynolds range of study (Figure

3.4). Since it is a monotonically increasing function for y+ > 70, it shifts the position of the

production peak, y+
p , towards higher values, which is consistent with the results. For higher

Reynolds numbers, y+du+/dy+ is expected to reach a plateau after an approximately �xed

location y+ ≈ 300, where the velocity pro�le should be roughly logarithmic. This behaviour

starts to be noticed for the highest Reynolds numbers in Figure 3.7. If there is enough separation

of scales (very high Reτ ), the Reynolds stress peak can be assumed to located in a region where

y+du+/dy+ is approximately constant. Therefore, for su�ciently high Reynolds numbers, if the

mean pro�le approximately follows a log-law around y+ ∼ Re0.5
τ , the peaks in Reynolds shear

stress and pre-multiplied production Py will fall in the same position. However, if the mean

pro�le is di�erent, this might not be the case.

Although there is a secondary peak in the indicator function pro�les of turbulent channels and

boundary layers at y+
p,0 (Figure 3.4), it is not related to the intermediate region discussed in

this Chapter. This peak is actually located in the outer region and it is related to the wake-like

behaviour of the mean pro�le above the inertial region. Table 3.3 con�rms this for channel �ow

by showing that the ratio yp,0/H remains roughly constant for the di�erent Reynolds numbers.

Since this peak is not very intense and, at this region, the Reynolds shear stress decays linearly,

the production rate P does not show any related peak at its location (Figure 3.7).

In boundary layer �ow, the pre-multiplied production pro�les are signi�cantly di�erent in com-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Premultiplied turbulence production rate in: a) Channel �ow (dashed lines from
Hoyas and Jiménez (2008) and Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014); solid lines from Bernardini
et al. (2014) and Lee and Moser (2015)). b) Turbulent boundary layers. Reference data from
Schlatter and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

parison to channels (Figure 3.4, right). No peak is found in the intermediate region because

the production rate is dominated by the outer peak of the indicator function, located at y+
p,0.

The indicator function peak is generated by the law-of-the-wake of the mean velocity, as the

pro�les of u+ depart from the logarithmic law in the outer layer. The peak in the indicator

function is very strong and the intermediate region of the production pro�les becomes a function

which monotonically increases from y+ ≈ 80. Figure 3.7 (right) compares the production rate

in boundary layers against two reference channel and pipe pro�les, showing the dramatically

di�erent behaviour in the intermediate and outer layers. The outer peak position in the indi-

cator function (yp,0) and production rate (yp) is summarised in Table 3.4 for di�erent Reynolds

numbers. The location of both peaks shows a clear linear dependence on Reτ , con�rming that

they are located on the outer region (constant y/δ) and not in an intermediate layer. This

con�rms that the secondary production peak in the boundary layer pro�les is related to the

law-of-the-wake. Therefore, for moderate Reynolds numbers, no production peak is identi�ed

within the intermediate region.

However, if the Reynolds number is su�ciently high, there would be enough separation of scales

between outer (y+ ∼ Reτ ) and intermediate (y+ ∼ Re0.5
τ ) layers, and the in�uence of the outer

peak on the intermediate region would be much smaller. This way, a secondary production

peak related to the Reynolds shear stress might be visible in the mesolayer, but the minimum
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Reτ y+
RSmax y+

p y+
p,0 y+

p,1 yp,0/δ

180 (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2008) 31 - 104 78 0.58
550 (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2008) 44 - 301 199 0.60
950 (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2008) 52 166 542 284 0.57
2000 (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2008) 70 223 1101 298 0.55

4000 (Lozano-Durán and Jiménez, 2014) 102 271 2486 - 0.62
4000 (Bernardini et al., 2014) 112 258 2501 299 0.63
5200 (Lee and Moser, 2015) 109 271 3015 327 0.58

Table 3.3: Peak position, for channel �ow data, in the pro�les of: a)Reynolds stress (y+
RSmax),

b) pre-multiplied production rate P+y+ (y+
p ), c) indicator function y

+du+/dy+ (y+
p,0) and d)

poduction-dissipation ratio P/ε (y+
p,1). Missing y+

p data indicates that there is no secondary
peak in P+y+ at those Reynolds numbers. Missing y+

p,1 data indicates that ε was not available
in the reference data.

Reθ Reτ y+
p,0 yp,1/yp,0 yp/yp,0 yp,0/δ

1000 (Incompact3D) 387 266 0.87 0.58 0.686
1420 (Schlatter and Örlü (2010)) 490 340 0.90 0.59 0.693

1420 (Incompact3D) 509 360 0.82 0.61 0.707
1800 (Incompact3D) 622 439 0.91 0.64 0.706

1968 (Jiménez et al. (2010)) 690 465 0.89 0.63 0.674
4060 (Schlatter and Örlü (2010)) 1271 888 0.84 0.61 0.699

6500 (Sillero et al. (2013)) 1989 1364 0.98 0.61 0.699

Table 3.4: Position of the peak in the indicator function y+du+/dy+ (yp,0) in turbulent bound-
ary layers and relative position of the peaks in P/ε (yp,1) and P+y+, (yp).

Reynolds number for this would be considerably higher than in channels.

3.3.3 Balance between production and dissipation

In order to relate energy and production peaks using the dissipation scaling, an equilibrium

between turbulence production and dissipation rates must be satis�ed in the intermediate

region. This hypothesis of turbulence equilibrium in the inertial layer is used in many theory

formulations and was originally introduced by Townsend (1976). It is, as well, one of the

accepted assumptions used by the theories Vassilicos et al. (2015). However, when computing

the ratio between production and dissipation (Figure 3.8), it can be noted that, in the range of

moderate values of the Reynolds number, this hypothesis appears accurate only up to a point.

An assessment of this hypothesis for turbulent channel �ows was done before by Dallas et al.
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(2009).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Ratio between mean turbulent production and dissipation rates for di�erent
Reynolds numbers. a) Channel �ow data from Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) (dashed) and Bernar-
dini et al. (2014) (solid). b) Turbulent boundary layer results. Reference data from Schlatter
and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

In channel �ow, the ratio P/ε has a local minimum with �xed value of 0.85 at y+ = 80 and

it increases after this position until reaching a maximum in an intermediate position of the

channel pro�le (Figure 3.8 left). The peak magnitude converges to 1.05 and di�erences from

this value for the highest Reynolds numbers (Reτ = 1000− 4000) are very small. The position

of this peak also seems to converge to a �xed value, around y+ ≈ 300. Table 3.3 shows the

numerical values for the peak position y+
p,1 in the available range of Reynolds numbers. If we

try to �t the trend of this values to a power law, the scaling would be considerably slower than

Re0.5
τ , closer to Reτ ∼ 0.1 for the range Reτ = 1000− 4000. This supports the hypothesis that

this peak converges to a �xed location and does not scale as the Reynolds shear stress peak or

the mesolayer. Therefore, when the Reynolds number increases, there would be potentially a

constant region, whose width increases with Reτ , and where turbulence equilibrium is satis�ed.

The intermediate region peaks would therefore lie at positions where P ≈ ε. Moreover, even if

the Reynolds number is relatively small, the ratio P/ε would always be in the range 0.85−1.05,

which means, at maximum, only a 15% deviation from turbulence equilibrium.

The P/ε pro�les from boundary layers (Figure 3.8 right) are similar to the channel �ow pro�les

only close to the wall, up to y+ ≈ 100, and they also present a local minimum at y+ ≈ 80,

with value around 0.85. However, the intense outer peak of the production rate found for
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boundary layers appears also in their ratio P/ε , and imposes a strong gradient above the local

minimum. The local maximum around y+ ≈ 300 noticed in channel �ow data is not shown by

the boundary layers pro�les. Table 3.4 con�rms that, in boundary layers, the position of this

secondary peak, yp,1 scales with outer variables, as the ratio between yp,1 and yp,0 (the peak in

ydu/dy) remains constant.

In the current simulation and in the data of Schlatter and Örlü (2010), the magnitude of

the outer peak in P/ε slowly grows with the Reynolds number from 1.14 (Reτ = 387) to

1.18 (Reτ = 1281). However, in the pro�les of Sillero et al. (2013), the magnitude of this

peak is noticeably smaller (around 1.08), despite being higher Reτ data. This suggests that

the peak may be strongly a�ected by computational parameters, such as spatial resolution or

boundary conditions. In any case, the magnitude of the peak seems to converge to a �xed

value no greater than 1.2-1.3. On the other hand, as the Reynolds number becomes higher,

the separation between the local minimum and the outer peak increases. Therefore, at high

Reynolds numbers, the equilibrium condition would be satis�ed with better approximation.

In summary, the evidence supports that the local maxima in P/ε found for channel and bound-

ary layer �ows are not referring to the same phenomena. However, in both �ows, the secondary

peaks converge to a �xed value (around 1.05 in channels and 1.2 in boundary layers) and the

local minimum has a constant value of 0.85. With this, the equilibrium conditions are satis�ed

with enough accuracy to accept the approximate validity of P = ε in our analysis (always under

20% error). Having this relation validated, we can now investigate the scaling for dissipation

in order to con�rm the potential relation between energy and production in the intermediate

layer.

3.3.4 Dissipation scalings and the energy peak

The observation of an incipient plateau in the turbulent kinetic energy pro�les evidences the

existence of an intermediate region, which scales with mixed variables. Vassilicos et al. (2015)

proposed a model to take this physical phenomenon in account which, once calibrated against

experimental pipe data, predicts an outer peak whose position scales as y+
peak ∼ Re0.6

τ . However,

in order to observe an actual peak inside the intermediate region of the u′2 pro�les, the local

Reynolds number of the boundary layer needs to be very high. Since the range of Reynolds

number available in DNS studies is only moderate, the secondary peak in the streamwise energy
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pro�les is not developed yet (Figure 3.9).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Streamwise turbulence kinetic energy in: a) Turbulent channel �ow. Data from
Hoyas and Jiménez (2008) and Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014), in dashed lines, and Bernar-
dini et al. (2014), in a solid line. b) Turbulent boundary layers. Reference data from Schlatter
and Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013). Closed symbols are channel
�ow data by Hoyas and Jiménez (2008) and pipe �ow data by Hultmark et al. (2013), for com-
parison purposes. The solid line corresponds with the Townsend's law �t proposed by Marusic
et al. (2013) for high Reynolds numbers.

In the available DNS pro�les, this intermediate region is followed by an early stage of the

logarithmic decay predicted by Townsend's theory. For turbulent wall-bounded �ows at high

Reynolds numbers, Marusic et al. (2013) suggest the following �t for Townsend's logarithmic

region: u′2
+ ≈ 2.20 − 1.26 ln(y/h), in the range 3Re0.5

τ < y+ < 0.15Reτ . These authors

observed a similar behaviour in di�erent wall-bounded �ow con�gurations at Reτ > 18000. We

have included the previous correlation, valid for high Reynolds numbers, just for comparison

purposes.

In Figure 3.9, superimposed on the boundary layer results, we have included a curve from

turbulent channel �ow and another one from turbulent pipe �ow, in order to to allow cross-

comparison between the three �ow con�gurations. The streamwise component of energy in

pipe and channel �ow are in excellent agreement, con�rming that the physics are equivalent in

both �ows, as the e�ect of the pipe curvature is not important (deviations in the inner region

in the data from Hultmark et al. (2013) are due to experimental accuracy). The u′2 pro�les

in turbulent boundary layers are also similar to the channel �ow ones for equal Reτ , but the

streamwise energy takes slightly higher values in the inertial region.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Turbulence dissipation in turbulent channels and boundary layers for di�erent
Reynolds numbers. a) Channel �ow data from Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) (dashed) and Bernar-
dini et al. (2014) (solid). b) Boundary layer �ow results. Reference data from Schlatter and
Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

Sillero et al. (2013) mention the scaling of the inner peak as another potential evidence of the

existence of the intermediate layer or mesolayer. By �tting several computational studies, these

authors predict that the inner peak value increases as u′2
+

max = 3.63 + 0.65 ln(Reτ ). The mixed

scaling for the inner peak had previously been addressed by DeGraaf and Eaton (2000) and

Marusic and Kunkel (2003). If Townsend's logarithmic law remained valid until the end of the

bu�er region (this location scales proportionally to δν and δν/δ = 1/Reτ ), the coe�cient 0.65

in the log �t presented earlier for u′2
+

max would have a much higher value. Indeed, there exists

approximately a factor 2 between the actual value of the coe�cient, 0.65, and the one predicted

by Townsend's law if the logarithmic decay starts at the end of the bu�er region, which is around

1.3. Therefore, this suggests that the logarithmic decay should start in an intermediate location

which scales with mixed inner/outer variables and is potentially consistent with the mesolayer

theory.

As advanced in previous sections, the aim now is to relate the intermediate region peaks found

in the turbulent kinetic energy and pre-multiplied production pro�les. Since the ratio P/ε
has been proven to be approximately 1, a dissipation scaling can be proposed to stablish a

functional relation between energy and production within the region of interest. The mean

dissipation rate, for di�erent Reynolds numbers, is presented in Figure 3.10 both for channel

and boundary layer �ow.
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The traditional scaling for dissipation along the inertial region assumes turbulence equilibrium

P = ε and a constant Reynolds shear stress, u′v′ ≈ u2
τ , and it introduces the hypothesis of a

log law for the mean �ow pro�le,
du

dy
≈ uτ/(κy). Under these assumptions, the dissipation rate

becomes inversely proportional to the wall distance and scales in inner variables: ε ∼ u3
τ/(κy)

or ε+ ∼ 1/(κy+). According to this, the pro�les of 1/(ε+y+) should exhibit a constant value

κ along the inertial region. Figure 3.11 shows that the classical scaling, in boundary layers,

is accurate up to a distance around y+ ≈ 80 − 120 for the range of Reynolds considered.

The plateau value for 1/(ε+y+) is consistent with the conventional κ = 0.41 and it is Reynolds

number independent. After the departure point from the constant trend, the curves decrease to

a local minimum, meaning that there may exist an intermediate region with higher dissipation.

The departure point occurs relatively close to the wall (y+ ≈ 200 for the highest Reynolds

number, Reτ = 1989), so it is not clear whether this scaling extends up to the mesolayer or

the inertial region. The pro�les of 1/(ε+y+) diverge strongly in the outer region, since the

dissipation rate decreases very fast towards the end of the boundary layer.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: a) Inverse of the mean dissipation rate, 1/ε, for boundary layer �ow. b) 1/(εy),
representing the slope of this function to check the proportionality with y. Reference data from
Schlatter and Örlü (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

In channel �ows (Figure 3.13), the traditional scaling does not provide a constant κ = 1/(ε+y+),

as its value increases moderately along the inertial region. Also, in a similar Reynolds number

range, the dependence on Reynolds number is much stronger than in boundary layers. For the

available range of Reynolds numbers, dissipation is not Reynolds number independent in the

inertial region and the classical scaling seems to be inaccurate. For higher Reynolds numbers,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: a) Dissipation time τε = k/ε for turbulent boundary layers. b) τε/y, representing
the slope of the previous quantity to check its proportionality with y. Reference data from
Schlatter and Örlü (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

data suggest that the curves might approach approximately a constant for the inertial range

but it is closer to κ ≈ 0.5 than to κ ≈ 0.38, which corresponds with the best �t for the log-law

of the mean velocity pro�le (see Figure 3.4 and Smits et al. (2011)). The outer region peak

found in boundary layers is not present. Therefore, it is possible that such peak was related to

the outer production peak caused by the mean pro�le gradient.

The strong departure at the beginning of the outer layer, and the non-satisfactory �t in channel

�ows induce us to propose an alternative scaling for the dissipation rate. In a general way, the

dissipation rate can be expressed as a local ratio between the energy of turbulent eddies and

their turn-over time, ε = k/τε (Vassilicos et al., 2015; Dallas et al., 2009). The turn-over time

can be seen as the average time in which eddies dissipate by transferring their energy to smaller

scales. With this, the classical scaling seems not appropriate in principle, since its formulation

is assuming a constant energy proportional to u2
τ , which is not accurate according to the energy

pro�le scaling. Then, it may be a better option to use the turbulence kinetic energy pro�les in

the dissipation scaling and make an educated guess for the turn-over time.

Based on channel �ow computational results from Dallas et al. (2009), Vassilicos et al. (2015)

suggest that the eddy turn-over time τε scales as τε ∝ y/uτ . This scaling can be used to establish

the relation between turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation, since the quantity τε/y = k/(εy)

is presumably a Reynolds number independent constant. Nevertheless, our simulations seem to
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(b)

Figure 3.13: Validation of the di�erent dissipation scalings in turbulent channel �ow. Data
from Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) (dashed) and Bernardini et al. (2014) (solid). a) Inverse of the
dissipation rate, 1/(ε+y+), which should be equal to constant κ in the traditional Townsend
scaling. b) τ+

ε /y
+, assumed constant in the theory of Vassilicos et al. (2015).

show that, although the dissipation time increases monotonically with y, τε/y is neither exactly

constant or Reynolds number independent for the considered range of Reτ . Figure 3.12 shows

that in the inertial region of boundary layers, τε/y increases with Reτ . However, these results

suggest that for higher Reynolds numbers, a constant value for τε/y could be asymptotically

reached. We hypothesise that, if Reτ is su�ciently high, there would be an inertial region with

constant slope. Results at higher Reynolds are needed to support this hypothesis. However,

the constant reached by τε/y does not seem to be Reynolds independent based on evidence

from the data.

In channel �ows (Figure 3.13 right), the turn over time scaling presents the same drawbacks

for low Reynolds numbers but, for the highest Reynolds numbers available, τ+
ε /y

+ seems to

approach a constant plateau. For Reynolds Reτ = 4000 and Reτ = 5200, in Figure 3.13, a

constant region is evident approximately within 40 < y+ < 120. The plateau value reached in

the intermediate region increases with Reτ , but for the highest Reynolds numbers, it seems to

have converged to a constant τ+
ε /y

+ ' 2. Higher Reynolds number data would be bene�cial for

further validating this scaling and con�rm that the constant is Reynolds number independent.

An alternative hypothesis can be formulated for the dissipation time. Instead of assuming that

τε is linear with y, one can suggest a proportionality between the eddy turn-over time and

the mean shear time-scale. This ratio was introduced by Lee et al. (1990), under the name of
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shear-rate parameter: S∗ =
2k

ε

du

dy
. Figure 3.14 shows that, for moderate Reynolds numbers,

S∗ tends to a constant value along the inertial region both in boundary layer and channel

�ows. Unlike the other tested scalings, this one also works well up to some extent of the outer

region. In boundary layer �ows, this constant seem to become approximately Reynolds number

independent in the outer region and starts as early as y+ ≈ 100 for the highest Reτ . In channels,

the value of S∗ along the approximately constant region is higher than in boundary layer �ow

and it presents some dependence on the Reynolds number, which seems to become weaker for

higher Reτ . For the highest Reτ simulations (Bernardini et al., 2014; Lee and Moser, 2015),

an intermediate peak is hinted. For this reason, a larger study comprising a wider range of

Reynolds numbers would be required to extrapolate these results, and con�rm if S∗ can deliver

a satisfactory scaling for dissipation. More importantly, if a log-law dominates the intermediate

and inertial layers at high Reynolds numbers, the hypotheses of constant τ/y and constant S∗

become equivalent along this region.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Shear-rate parameter S∗ = 2kS/ε: a) Channel �ow data from Hoyas and
Jiménez (2006) (dashed) and Bernardini et al. (2014) (solid). b) Turbulent boundary layer
results. Reference data from Schlatter and Örlü (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

Additionally, Lee et al. (1990) suggest that this ratio can be used to determine when the mean

shear time-scale is high enough to produce elongated streamwise structures. Orlandi et al.

(2015) propose S∗ = 10 as a reasonable threshold and distinguishes between Couette and

Poiseuille �ows because the former has a ratio higher than 10 (close to 20) in the outer region.

This means that very big structures can occupy the entire channel. However, since the ratio is

below 10 for moderate Reynolds numbers in channel and boundary layers (Figure 3.14), these
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�ow con�gurations would not present big streamwise vortices in the outer region. Of course,

according to this criterion, all wall-bounded canonical �ows will develop streamwise vortices in

the bu�er layer, since a high peak is located in this region with magnitude S∗ = 35− 40.

Summarising, it seems that the last hypothesis, involving a constant shear-rate parameter S∗,

seems to be the one that remains approximately valid for a larger range of y+. Despite not

being completely Reynolds number independent, this dependence on Reτ seems weaker than in

the scaling τε/y. Compared to the classical law, the new scaling is more satisfactory in channel

�ow, and S∗ remains constant also in the outer region in both channel in boundary layer �ow,

which was one of the major drawbacks of the scaling based on 1/(ε+y+). Since the study has

been limited to a relatively short range of Reynolds numbers, results at high Reτ are required

to con�rm which dissipation scalings are more appropriate.

Vassilicos et al. (2015) noticed that if τε/y is constant along the intermediate region, then the

outer energy peak is re�ected in a secondary peak in the pre-multiplied production Py. If the
scaling for dissipation based on constant S∗ holds and the hypothesis of turbulence equilibrium

P = ε is accepted, one can write:

−u′v′∂u
∂y

=
2

K

∂u

∂y
k , (3.14)

where K is the constant around 7 found for S∗ in boundary layers (or around 10 in channels).

Eliminating the mean velocity gradient from both sides of the equation,the Reynolds shear

stress peak directly re�ects on the streamwise energy pro�les. This result would support a

correlation between the intermediate region where the streamwise energy peak is located and

the so-called mesolayer, which contains the position of the Reynolds shear stress peak. The

cancellation of the mean velocity gradient on both sides of the equation eliminates the e�ect

of the outer wake region peak, which masked the intermediate layer scaling in the production

pro�les.

As a closing remark, it is worth mentioning an alternative scaling for the streamwise energy

pro�les, suggested by Alfredsson et al. (2011). In particular, these authors propose that the non-

dimensional quantity urms/u, written as a function of u/U∞, satis�es well-de�ned correlations

on the Reynolds number in the outer and inertial regions. Moreover, the pro�les have an

intermediate region up to u/U∞ = 0.85− 0.9, where the non-dimensional relation is Reynolds
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number independent and can be approximated by

urms
u

= a+ b
u

U∞
. (3.15)

The previous authors suggest using a = 0.314, b = −0.267 for channel �ow and a = 0.286,

b = −0.255 for boundary layers. The lower bound of u/U∞ for which this scaling is valid

decreases for increasing Reynolds numbers. As seen in Figure 3.15, the expression proposed by

Alfredsson et al. (2011) �ts a reasonable region in the pro�les generated with the present data,

even at moderate Reynolds numbers.

Taking the derivative of urms/u, the expression (3.15) predicts a peak in the pro�les of urms

with value urms ≈ 0.081U∞, at the y position where u/U∞ =
a+ b

2b
. We may assume that the

peak lies in the inertial region, where the mean velocity pro�le approximately follows the log-

law, and the skin-friction may also be assumed to follow a logarithmic law U+
∞ = 1

κ
ln(Reτ )+C,

with C ≈ 6.85 Monkewitz et al. (2008). Then, the position of the peak is predicted to scale

as y+
peak = 0.81Re0.56

τ , as pointed out by Alfredsson et al. (2011). It is very interesting to note

that the scaling obtained here is similar to what was previously discussed, even though the

approach has been completely di�erent. According to this analysis, the exponent in the mixed

scaling of y+
peak is equal to the value of u/U∞ at the peak location, which is Reynolds number

independent by hypothesis.

3.4 Conclusion

In wall bounded �ows, the existence of an intermediate layer or mesolayer is suggested by the

mixed scaling of the maximum Reynolds shear stress. An intermediate region is also found for

the turbulent kinetic energy, where u′2 reaches a plateau before the logarithmic decay region

predicted by Townsend's theory. Moreover, for very high Reynolds numbers, u′2 reaches a

secondary peak in this region. In this document, we have tested di�erent hypothesis which

could establish a relation between the position of the Reynolds shear stress peak and the

secondary energy peak. This potential relation would suggest that the mesolayer related to the

Reynolds shear stress and the intermediate region related to the turbulence kinetic energy are

linked to the same physical phenomenon.

The position of the shear stress peak scales as y+
RSmax ≈ Re

1/2
τ /
√
κ in turbulent pipe and channel
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: Streamwise turbulence kinetic energy normalised and plotted against the local
mean velocity, evidencing a linear trend which collapses for su�ciently high Reτ . a) Channel
�ow data from Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) (dashed) and Bernardini et al. (2014) (solid). b)
Turbulent boundary layer results. Reference data from Schlatter and Örlü (2010) and Sillero
et al. (2013).

�ows, and this relation can be derived analytically. A similar semi-analytical analysis was

presented for turbulent boundary layers, which suggests that, for moderate Reynolds numbers

102 < Reτ < 104, the mesolayer location may scale as y+
RSmax ≈ 1.17Re0.62

τ . The Reynolds

shear stress appears in the production rate de�nition and, due to this, Py also presents a

secondary peak in the mesolayer for channel �ow. As the mean pro�le has not converged to

the log-law in the considered Reynolds number range, the peak position scales di�erently in

the simulation data. On the other hand, in boundary layer �ow, the strong outer peak of the

mean velocity pro�le dominates the production rate, and the shear stress peak is not re�ected

in the intermediate region of Py.

Since turbulence equilibrium holds relatively well, a relation between energy and production can

be formulated assuming di�erent dissipation laws. For the current range of Reynolds numbers,

the balance P/ε moves between approximately 0.85 and 1.2 in boundary layers and 0.85 and

1.05 in channel �ow. Although this can suggest a constant value around one, it is important

to keep in mind that a small deviation from equilibrium exists. Also, the ratio P/ε can be

sensitive to the secondary production peak. In boundary layers, a peak in P/ε appears in the

outer region, and in channels it converges to a �x position around y+ ≈ 300.

The classical scaling for dissipation only works well for a short range up to y+ ≈ 150, and
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it is not appropriate from a fundamental point of view, since it does not include the local

energy scaling in its formulation. Then, alternative scalings of the form ε = k/τε, valid for a

wider range of y+, are of special interest. Vassilicos et al. (2015) proposed a linear scaling for

τε = y/uτ , but this quantity seems to depend on the Reynolds number: while dissipation in the

inertial layer increases very weakly with Reτ , the turbulent kinetic energy grows at a moderate

rate. However, the curves hinted an incipient plateau within the inertial layer for the highest

Reynolds number, showing good potential for this scaling.

Another alternative is considering a constant shear-rate parameter S∗ =
k

ε

du

dy
, which would

imply a dissipation time that scales as τε =

(
du

dy

)−1

. This scaling seems to hold relatively

well for y+ > 100, especially in boundary layers, although S∗ is not completely Reynolds

independent in channel �ow. Higher Reτ data is required to con�rm a possible convergence

to a �xed value. The present scaling implies that a peak on the Reynolds shear stress would

translate to a peak on the turbulence kinetic energy. This would con�rm that the mesolayer

surrounding the Reynolds shear stress peak would refer to the same intermediate region hinted

by the u′2 energy pro�les and modelled by Vassilicos et al. (2015). Although we do not capture

the secondary peak on the energy curves (the Reynolds number is not high enough), there is

evidence supporting this relation. Higher Reynolds data would help to validate the proposed

scalings and hypotheses.
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Wall shear stress �uctuations: mixed

scaling and their e�ects on velocity

�uctuations in a turbulent boundary layer

The present work investigates numerically the statistics of the wall-shear stress �uctuations

in a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) and their relation to the velocity �uctuations outside

of the near-wall region. The �ow data is obtained from the Direct Numerical Simulation

(DNS) of a zero pressure-gradient TBL used in the previous Chapter. The maximum

Reynolds number of the simulation is Reθ ≈ 2130, based on the free-stream velocity and

the momentum thickness of the boundary layer. The simulation data suggest that the root

mean-squared �uctuations of the streamwise and spanwise wall shear-stress components

τx and τz follow a logarithmic dependence on the Reynolds number, consistent with the

empirical correlation of Örlü and Schlatter (2011). These functional dependencies can be

used to estimate the Reynolds number dependence of the wall turbulence dissipation rate,

in good agreement with reference DNS data. Our results suggest that the rare negative

events of τx can be associated with extreme values of τz and are related to the presence of

coherent structures in the bu�er layer, mainly quasi-streamwise vortices. We also develop a

theoretical model, based on a generalisation of the the Townsend-Perry hypothesis of wall-

attached eddies, to link the statistical moments of the �ltered wall shear stress �uctuations

and the second order structure function of �uctuating velocities at a distance y from the

wall. This model suggests that the wall-shear stress �uctuations may induce a higher slope

in the turbulence energy spectra of streamwise velocities than the one predicted by the

Townsend-Perry attached-eddy model.
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4.1 Introduction

The mean wall shear stress, τw, is of obvious importance in turbulent boundary layers and a

fundamental variable for their scalings. For �uids with constant density ρ and for su�ciently

small wall-normal distances, the mean streamwise velocity pro�le u of a zero-pressure gradient

turbulent boundary layer follows a universal �law of the wall� which is typically believed to

only depend on the friction velocity uτ =
√
τw/ρ (where τw is the mean wall shear stress and

ρ is the density of the �uid), the kinematic viscosity ν and the wall-normal distance y (Pope,

2000).

However, the wall shear stress (and the resulting friction velocity) is actually a �uctuating

signal and the dynamics of some near-wall mechanisms may not only depend on its mean

value τw, but also on the statistics of its �uctuations. Even if this has little impact on the

non-dimensionalisation of u, for which the traditional �inner� scaling based only on uτ and

ν may often provide a satisfactory collapse, it nevertheless has profound implications. For

instance, the Townsend-Perry attached-eddy model of �uctuating velocities (Townsend, 1976;

Perry and Chong, 1982) may need to be revisited, since its formulation is only based on the mean

friction velocity uτ . Townsend (1976) discussed the e�ect of wall-shear stress �uctuations on

the attached-eddy velocities through the existence of active and inactive motions. However, the

original formulation of the wall-attached eddy model does not take in account the statistics of

the wall-shear stress �uctuations to scale the velocities in the inertial region. The intermittency

of the shear stress must surely a�ect the attached-eddy velocity �uctuations and this could

modify the structure functions and the power spectra of velocity in the range of wave-numbers

associated with the attached eddies.

While the mean skin friction coe�cient has been measured experimentally for many years and

its Reynolds number dependence is well documented (Nagib et al., 2007; Chauhan et al., 2009),

there has been much less attention on the statistics and dynamics of the wall shear stress �uc-

tuations. Only during the last few decades, experiments and, later, numerical simulations have

been able to measure the instantaneous wall shear stress with enough temporal and spatial res-

olution. However, an accurate estimation of the wall shear stress �uctuations is very important,

as they are main agents, for instance, in noise radiation, structural vibration, drag properties

and wall heat transfer mechanisms.
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Early experiments (Chambers et al., 1983; Madavan et al., 1985; Eckelmann, 1974; Karlsson

and Johansson, 1986), measuring the root-mean squared (rms) �uctuations of the streamwise

wall shear stress, τx,rms, led to high discrepancies with values ranging within 0.06 − 0.40τw .

Alfredsson et al. (1988) noticed that this large uncertainty was mostly caused by experimental

errors, since the dynamic and static response of the hot-�lm/hot-wire probes can be di�erent

due to the large thermal inertia of the wall. These experiments suggested a consistent value

τx,rms = 0.4τw and a normalised skewness and �atness equal to 1.0 and 4.8 respectively. The

authors also gave a preliminary estimation of the spanwise shear-stress root mean-squared

�uctuations (rms), τz,rms ' 0.2τw. Later experimental measurements (Miyagi et al., 2000;

Grosse and Schroder, 2009; Sheng et al., 2008; Marusic et al., 2011; Örlü and Schlatter, 2011)

obtained similar results.

In recent years, numerical simulations of wall bounded �ows at moderate Reynolds numbers

have con�rmed the results obtained in experiments and have given further information about

the shear stress. In experiments, the spatial resolution of hot-�lms and hot-wires decreases as

the Reynolds numbers gets higher and this can lead to erroneously estimating that τ+
x,rms =

τx,rms/τw decreases when increasing the Reynolds number. However, results from recent Direct

Numerical Simulations (DNS) (Örlü and Schlatter, 2011; Hu et al., 2006; Abe et al., 2004) and

laser-Doppler anemometry experiments (Fischer et al., 2001) suggest that τ+
x,rms actually follows

an increasing trend with the Reynolds number, which can be �tted by a logarithmic function.

A similar trend has also been proposed for the magnitude of the inner peak found in the rms

pro�les of the streamwise velocity (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2006; Sillero et al., 2013). Regarding

the spanwise shear-stress �uctuations, there is much less discussion in literature. While this

quantity is di�cult to obtain in experiments, it can be easily extracted from DNS statistics.

For channel �ow, Hu et al. (2006) also found an increasing dependence of the rms �uctuations

τz,rms on Reynolds number and suggested that the ratio τx,rms/τz,rms stays bounded between

1.5 and 2.

The dependence of the shear stress �uctuations on the Reynolds number is very important from

a fundamental point of view, because it evidences a mixed scaling of inner and outer units.

Large scale structures, with size associated with the total boundary layer thickness δ, may have

a direct in�uence on shear stress �uctuations at the wall, possibly through the attached-eddy

mechanism proposed by Townsend (1976). Recent computational and experimental studies

have provided further evidence on the attached-eddy hypothesis, both in turbulent boundary
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layers and channel �ow. Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) and Sillero et al. (2013) suggest that the

spanwise integral scale of velocities indeed grows linearly for increasing wall-normal distances

y, in accordance to the wall-attached eddy theory. Furthermore, the numerical experiments of

del Álamo et al. (2006) and Hwang and Cossu (2010), among others, suggest that the energy-

containing motions of the logarithmic and outer regions are "self-sustaining" and they may

appear even without the presence of near-wall turbulence. Based on this assumption, Hwang

(2015) simulated the evolution of self-sustaining wall-attached eddies at speci�c spanwise scales,

proportional to y, revealing that their statistical and energy properties are in good agreement

with those predicted by Townsend's theory. The numerical investigation of de Giovanetti et al.

(2016) suggest that if the wall-attached eddies, larger than a given scale, are arti�cially removed,

this may lead to an important reduction of the mean skin friction coe�cient. Based on their

results, the authors suggest that, at Reτ = 2000, the very-large-scale and large-scale motions

may be responsible for the 20-30% of total skin friction.

The histogram of the �uctuating streamwise shear-stress signal approximately �ts a log-normal

distribution, which has an increased probability of extreme positive events (Örlü and Schlatter,

2011; Hu et al., 2006). The shape of this distribution and the high kurtosis value are evidence

that the wall shear stress is a highly intermittent signal. While mixed scaling in a �ow quantity

does not necessarily imply intermittency in the time signal, if a turbulent �ow variable is

intermittent, this may indicate mixed scaling. For isotropic turbulence, Kolmogorov (1962)

proved, under some appropriate hypotheses, that the intermittency of the dissipation rate ε

introduces a mixed scaling in the inertial range of the velocity structure function: 〈(u′(x +

r) − u′(x))2〉 ∝ r2/3ε−2/3 (L/r)−a, where the operator 〈 〉 denotes spatial averaging, u′ is the
�uctuating velocity component in the x-direction, r is the spatial separation, L is the integral

scale and a is a constant associated with the �ltered statistics of the dissipation rate. The

last term in the expression arises from the intermittency of the turbulence dissipation rate

and introduces a mixed scaling whereby the large scales in�uence the velocity �uctuations

throughout the inertial range of scales.

Along the lines of Kolmogorov (1962), a similar mechanism could also be present in wall-

bounded turbulent �ows, since the wall shear stress and velocity �uctuations inside the bound-

ary layer are linked by the wall-attached eddies. The intermittent �uctuations of the wall shear

stress could introduce a mixed scaling to the velocity structure function in the attached-eddy

range, thereby modifying the shape of these structure functions and their associated energy
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spectra. All in all, the wall shear stress does not only present a mixed scaling itself, it can also,

via its intermittency, introduce a mixed scaling in the �uctuating velocity �eld too.

In this Chapter, we start by investigating the wall shear stress statistics using a Direct Nu-

merical Simulation (DNS) of a zero pressure-gradient boundary layer. Some extensive compu-

tational studies of the �uctuating shear stress, including correlations, histograms and spectra,

are available for channel �ows (Hu et al., 2006; Jeon et al., 1999), but there is little published

on space-developing boundary layers except by Örlü and Schlatter (2011). We present here

our results on both the streamwise and spanwise components of the shear stress, and compare

them with results found in channel �ows. In this �rst part (Section 4.2.1), we also study the

in�uence of the outer variables on the wall shear-stress statistics. In the second part (Section

4.3) we develop a suggestion made by Vassilicos et al. (2015) and propose a theoretical model

which relates the intermittency of the wall shear-stress �uctuations to the velocity �uctuations

away from the wall. We then use our simulation results to assess the validity of this model.

Finally, the main conclusions are summarised in Section 4.4.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Statistics for the wall shear-stress �uctuations

The mean friction coe�cient Cf = τw/(0.5ρU
2
∞), plotted in Figure 4.1(a) and directly related

to the mean skin friction velocity uτ = U∞
√
Cf/2, has been validated by comparison to well-

documented empirical correlations based on extensive experimental data (Nagib et al., 2007),

and the error is below 4% for Reθ > 900. The root mean-squared �uctuations of the streamwise

shear stress, shown in Figure 4.1(b), are in good agreement with the correlation proposed by

Örlü and Schlatter (2011):

τ+
x,rms = τx,rms/τw = 0.298 + 0.018 lnReτ , (4.1)

which is based on previous computational and experimental results and evidences the in�uence

of the outer structures on the inner region. This expression also �ts channel data (Hu et al.,

2006) with fair agreement. A relation between Reθ and Reτ , used in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b),

is given in Section 3.2. The peak found in Figure 4.1(b) is related to the turbulence transition
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and the tripping method and is also present in the results of Schlatter and Örlü (2012). The

transition e�ects on this variable do not seem to be of relevance for Reynolds numbers above

Reτ = 250.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: a) Reynolds number dependence of the mean friction coe�cient compared against
empirical correlations by Nagib et al. (2007). Dashed lines represent an uncertainty of ±4%.
b) Root-mean squared �uctuations of the streamwise wall shear-stress τ+

x,rms as a function of
Reynolds number.

In addition, the current simulation data suggest that the spanwise mean shear-stress �uc-

tuations τ+
z,rms satisfy a similar logarithmic dependence on the Reynolds number. The only

di�erence between the expressions �tting τ+
x,rms and τ

+
z,rms seems to be a constant displacement,

as seen in Figure 4.2(a):

τ+
z,rms = 0.164 + 0.018 lnReτ . (4.2)

The dependence of τx,rms and τz,rms on Reynolds number seen in Figure 4.2(a) suggests that

the in�uence of the outer motions is similar on τ+
x,rms and τ

+
z,rms, as the curves have the same

logarithmic slope. On the other hand, the di�erent constants, 0.298 in Equation ((4.1)) and

0.164 in Equation ((4.2)), suggest that the baseline levels of skin friction �uctuations are not

the same in the x and z directions, since the near-wall �ow �eld is considerably di�erent for

the streamwise and spanwise instantaneous velocity components, u and w respectively.

The expression for the time-averaged turbulence dissipation rate ε = ν
∂u′i
∂xj

∂u′i
∂xj

simpli�es at the

wall, due to the no-slip and incompressibility conditions, to become a function only of the wall

shear stress �uctuations: ε+
w =

(
τ+
z,rms

)2
+
(
τ+
z,rms

)2
(see book of Pope (2000)), where the plus
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notation refers to inner variable scaling. It is clear from this relation that the wall shear stress

�uctuations could have never been zero. Furthermore, the Reynolds number dependencies

((4.1)) and ((4.2)) of the mean squared wall shear-stress �uctuations can be used to write

an expression for the mean wall dissipation rate. Figure 4.2(b) compares this expression with

DNS data from turbulent channel and boundary layer �ows, and shows that it remains accurate

within 5% error, at least for the available moderate Reynolds numbers lower than about Reτ =

4000. The dispersion of the ε values from the simulation data is higher than the dispersion of

τx,rms and τz,rms because of the square operator in the relation between dissipation and shear

stress components. It is important to remark that this dispersion is not related to the previous

simpli�cation made to the dissipation expression, which is exact at the wall. An algebraic

dependence on Reτ for the wall dissipation rate can be of relevance to turbulence modelling in

order to improve the boundary condition prescription for ε.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: a) Root-mean squared �uctuations of the streamwise and spanwise shear stress
at the wall. In dashed lines, correlations in the form τ+

rms = C + 0.018 lnReτ where C is 0.298
for τx and 0.164 for τz. The symbol legend can be found in the right Figure. b) Turbulence
dissipation rate in boundary layers and channels. The shaded area represents an uncertainty
of ±5% from the expression ε+ = τ ′2x + τ ′2z using the previous correlations.

The shape of the histograms of the �uctuations of τx, τz shows important di�erences between

them. While the signal of τx is highly (positively) skewed and partly follows a log-normal

distribution, the �uctuations of τz are not preferentially positive or negative. Alfredsson et al.

(2011) provide a detailed discussion on the log-normal probability distribution of τx. However,

the kurtosis of τz, normalised with the root-mean squared �uctuations, presents high values

around K(τz) = 7 − 8 (a normal Gaussian distribution has K = 3), meaning that extreme
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events have an increased probability. The numerical value of the statistical moments are in-

cluded in Table 4.1. The current statistical convergence does not allow to establish a clear

dependence of skewness and kurtosis on the Reynolds number. Additionally, the last probe

station (Reθ = 1820) seems to be a�ected by the outlet, which may lead to an under-prediction

of the distribution higher moments.

Reθ Reτ S(τ ′x) K(τ ′x) K(τ ′z) σ(ψτ ) K(ψτ ) P (τx < 0)

1090 409 0.94 4.40 7.20 15.14 13.89 4.71× 10−4

1280 465 0.98 4.62 8.29 15.40 18.75 6.21× 10−4

1470 521 0.98 4.47 7.10 15.16 14.00 4.02× 10−4

1650 574 1.03 4.90 8.94 15.35 17.18 5.28× 10−4

1820 625 1.02 4.84 7.99 15.20 13.36 4.38× 10−4

[Channel] Reτ = 720 1.02 4.97 9.57 - - 6.23× 10−4

Table 4.1: Statistical properties of the wall shear-stress components τx, τz and yaw angle ψτ :
skewness S(·), kurtosis K(·) and standard deviation σ(·). The last row presents results, for
comparison purposes, from the channel �ow simulation of Hu et al. (2006).

The probability distribution function (PDF) of these variables (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) suggest that

the probability of extreme events becomes higher with increasing Reθ, as the probability density

in the distribution tails becomes higher, in accordance with previous studies. To eliminate the

Reτ e�ects on the variance, the PDF can be normalised by subtracting the mean and dividing

by the rms value (Figures 4.3(b) and 4.4(b)). This provides a better collapse of the tails but

there is still some dependence on the Reynolds number, especially for the extreme positive

events of τx, suggesting that the higher moments increase even further with Reθ.

In the past, insu�cient resolution of experimental data has sometimes led to suggest that there

are no �ow reversals at the wall, τx < 0 (Colella and Keith, 2003; Wietrzak and Lueptow,

1994). However, the present results con�rm a small non-zero probability for extreme events

where τx < 0, in the order of 5× 10−4, as shown in Table 4.1, which is consistent with previous

numerical studies (Lenaers et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2006).

The relation between the components of the instantaneous shear stress vector τ (t) = [τx(t), τz(t)]

can provide an estimation of the yaw angle of the inner layer �uctuations. In channel �ows,

Jeon et al. (1999) found that events with shear-stress yaw angles outside the range −45◦ to

45◦ have a very small probability. Indeed, the probability distribution of the shear-stress yaw

angle ψτ (t) = tan−1(τz(t)/τx(t)), shown in Figure 4.5(a), con�rms that the probability of events

with angles above 45 degrees is small, below 7× 10−4 (see Table 4.1). However, the normalised
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: a) Probability distribution function of the streamwise wall shear-stress for di�erent
Reynolds numbers. The PDF of τ+

x is compared to a log-normal distribution. b) PDF of the
streamwise shear-stress �uctuations, made non-dimensional using the rms value, which produces
a better collapse of the curves.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: a) Probability distribution function of the spanwise shear-stress for di�erent
Reynolds numbers. The PDF of τ+

z is compared to a Gaussian distribution. b) PDF of the
spanwise shear-stress �uctuations, made non-dimensional using the rms value, which produces
a better collapse of the curves

kurtosis of this distribution is very high, around 18, meaning that the wall shear stress signal

is dominated by rare events with extreme angle values, explaining the occurrences of τx < 0.

Since the probability density of ψτ > 120◦ is much smaller than the probability of ψτ ≈ 90◦,

the negative values of the streamwise shear stress �uctuations may be associated with high
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spanwise �uctuations τz. These results are consistent with the �ndings of Lenaers et al. (2012)

in turbulent channel �ows.

To further investigate this, Figure 4.5(b) shows the joint PDF of the vector magnitude and angle

of τ (t) = [τx(t), τz(t)], which presents very interesting features. In �rst place, the probability

of events with very low shear-stress magnitude ||τ || is negligible, supporting the view that the

zero and negative events of τx must be associated with a non-negligible spanwise �uctuation

τz. Secondly, the relative maximum of the PDF for high values of |ψτ | is related to a value of

||τ || which is close to its mean value. The probability of �nding high-magnitude �uctuations

is maximum when the shear-stress vector is aligned with the mean �ow direction, |ψτ | = 0.

Recently, Brücker (2015) has performed a similar analysis on micropillar imaging measurements

of the wall-shear stress, which also suggest that the probability of high magnitude events

decreases dramatically when the yaw angle is higher than 10 − 20◦. The total probability

of back�ow events ( |ψτ | > 90◦ ) reported by these authors, about 0.05%, is in the order of the

values found in our DNS (shown in Table 4.1). It is also interesting to compare the analysis

presented here for a zero pressure-gradient boundary layer with the results of Vinuesa et al.

(2017) for a wing section, which presents a strong adverse pressure gradient. These authors

suggest that the probability of �nding back�ow events is much higher in adverse pressure

gradient conditions. Moreover, for increasing values of the adverse pressure gradient, their

wind rose histograms predict a statistically weaker alignment of the wall shear-stress vector

with the streamwise direction.

The yaw angle statistics and the wall dynamics may be related to each other via the turbulence

coherent structures found in the inner and bu�er regions (described by Jeong et al. (1997)). The

holographic microscopy study of Sheng et al. (2008) suggested that the most probable coherent

structure occurrences in the near-wall region are pairs of counter rotating streamwise vortices.

In our simulation, iso-contours of the λ2 criterion (Jeong and Hussain, 1995), with λ+
2 = −0.01

restricted to the region y+ < 100, suggest that this region is mainly populated by streamwise

vortices, as shown in Figure 4.6(a). A streamwise vortex induces velocity �uctuations in the

y and z directions and, if the vortex is attached to the wall, this may have an imprint on the

spanwise component of the shear-stress. Indeed, Figure 4.6(a) suggests that the location of

vortices might be correlated with regions with high |ψτ |. In an arbitrary cross plane y − z

at Reθ = 1500, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.6(b), the �uctuating velocity �eld

reveals locally high near-wall spanwise velocity �uctuations w′ in locations below the centre of
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: a) Probability distribution of the angle formed between the shear-stress vector and
the streamwise direction. The PDF of ψτ is compared to a Gaussian distribution for reference.
b) Two-dimensional probability density function of the norm and angle absolute value of the
wall shear-stress vector.

attached streamwise vortices. If these passing quasi-streamwise vortices are tilted with respect

to the x direction, they can induce small negative �uctuations to the streamwise component

of the wall shear-stress. These kind of structures, also suggested by Lenaers et al. (2012), may

explain the negative events of τx and the yaw angle statistics.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: a) Iso-contours of λ+
2 = −0.01 in the region y+ < 100 superimposed on contours

of the wall shear-stress yaw angle, plotted in the x−z plane, showing good correlation between
the structures and regions with high local yaw angle. b) Contours on a y−z plane of λ2 against
a planar velocity vector �eld at Reθ = 1500. One can see that high magnitude of spanwise
velocities close to the wall are due to the presence of quasi-streamwise vortices.

We close this section with temporal energy spectra of the wall shear-stress components Eτx ,

Eτz , presented in Figure 4.7 as functions of the angular frequency ω = 2πf , where f is the
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time frequency. The time resolution, ∆t+ = 0.12, gives a maximum Nyquist angular frequency

of ω+
max = 26. In order to improve the statistical convergence of the energy spectra, the time

period T+ = 6000 was split and windowed in 16 intervals with 50% overlap, which results in a

frequency resolution of ∆ω+ = 8.2×10−3. Additionally, the energy spectra were computed and

averaged over 64 positions in the spanwise direction. The entire frequency range presented in

the plots of Eτx and Eτz is below the cuto� frequency ωcutoff =
πUc
∆x

, where Uc = 11uτ ≈ 0.5U∞

is the convection velocity of the wall-shear stress �uctuations (see Appendix A). The cuto�

frequency of the present simulation approximately corresponds to ω+
cutoff = 3.5.

In the curves of wall shear-stress energy spectra, the medium and high frequency regions are in

good collapse for di�erent Reynolds numbers when using inner variables (uτ and ν), as seen in

Figure 4.7. In the plots, the power spectra have been pre-multiplied by the frequency variable ω

to give them squared energy dimensions. Örlü and Schlatter (2011) also found that these curves

collapse for medium and high frequencies but suggested that the low frequency region contains

more energy when the Reynolds number increases. This trend is very slow and, for the limited

range of Reynolds numbers covered in our simulations, this dependence is not well captured in

Figure 4.7, due to the limited low frequency resolution of the spectra. The mean statistics were

averaged over a longer period and, in particular, the rms �uctuations τx,rms and τz,rms, equal

to the integral of the corresponding energy spectra in Figure 4.7, increase logarithmically with

Reτ , as seen in Figure 4.2(a). This increasing trend is not manifest in the low frequencies of the

energy spectra in Figure 4.2(a) because the time series which have produced them are shorter

by a factor of 2 than the time series that we used to estimate τx,rms and τz,rms. Moreover, the

statistics τx,rms and τz,rms were averaged over all the nodes in the spanwise direction, while we

only used 64 temporal probes equally spaced in the z direction to average the energy spectra.

Hutchins and Marusic (2007) suggest that the peak of the premultiplied energy spectra of the

streamwise velocity is related to the size of the streamwise streaks which populate the inner

region of the boundary layer. Since E11ω has energy dimensions, the peak frequency ωmax

may be an indicator of the most energetic turbulence scales, presumably linked to the velocity

streaks which dominate the inner region dynamics. The peak frequencies for the spectra of

the shear-stress components are ω+
x = 0.07, ω+

z = 0.26. Using the convection velocity of the

streamwise component of the wall shear stress, computed in Appendix A, these peak frequencies

can be related to the following streamwise wavelengths Λ = 2πUc/ω: Λ+
τx ≈ 1030, Λ+

τz ≈ 300

and Λ+
pw ≈ 240. As expected, for the streamwise wall shear-stress, the energy-containing scale
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Figure 4.7: Temporal energy spectra of τx and τz for several Reynolds number.

Λ+
τx is much larger than those of the spanwise wall shear-stress and wall pressure. Its value,

around 1000 plus units, is consistent with those found in previous studies, as Hutchins and

Marusic (2007).

4.3 Model for the velocity �uctuations dependence with

the wall-shear stress

4.3.1 Theoretical description

In the previous section, we have investigated the wall shear stress �uctuations and their mixed

scaling. Now, the focus of the study is how the intermittency of the wall shear stress �uctuations

may modify the structure function of �uctuating velocities inside the boundary layer and may

induce a mixed scaling for the velocity �uctuations due to the attached-eddy mechanism. We

propose an analogy with the theoretical study of Kolmogorov (1962), who suggested that the

dissipation rate �uctuations in free-shear turbulence could a�ect the inertial range of turbulence

energy spectra. In the case of turbulent boundary layers, as suggested in Vassilicos et al.

(2015), the turbulent �uctuations at a distance from the wall are correlated with the wall shear

stress �uctuations by wall-attached eddies, according to Townsend's hypothesis. Therefore,

the intermittent �uctuations of the former can have an in�uence on the energy spectra of the

latter, in the same way that Kolmogorov (1962) derived the e�ect of the dissipation rate's
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intermittency on the turbulence energy spectra.

The main motivation for this model is to write a simple functional relation which can illustrate

how the intermittency of the wall shear-stress can modify the structure function of the velocity

�uctuations far away from the wall. Such hypothesis arises from recent observations by Vas-

silicos et al. (2015), who pointed out that the slope of the streamwise energy spectra E11 may

deviate from the scaling k−1
1 predicted by Perry and Chong (1982) (where k1 is the streamwise

wavenumber) and may follow a slighlty steeper slope. A model based on the �uctuating wall-

shear stress statistics could therefore extend the theory developed by Townsend (1976) and

Perry et al. (1986) and take in account the intermittent �utuations of the wall shear-stress in

its formulation. The corrections to the energy spectra predicted by our functional model can

complete the modi�ed Townsend-Perry spectra model developed by Vassilicos et al. (2015).

According to the Townsend-Perry attached-eddy hypothesis (Townsend, 1976; Perry et al.,

1986), in the wall-normal range δν � y � δ of the boundary layer, the turbulence energy spectra

are dominated by "attached" eddies of wall-normal size r varying in the range y < r � δ. If

the skin friction is constant, the attached-eddy region of the energy spectra would only depend

on u2
τ and k1, so that E11(k1, y) ∼ u2

τk
−1
1 for

1

δ
� k1 <

1

y
, or an equivalent structure function

〈(u′(x+ r, y)− u′(x, y))2〉 ∼ u2
τ ln(r) (Davidson et al., 2006). However, since the shear stress is

an intermittent signal, its �uctuation statistics may also appear in the formulation of the energy

spectra. Following Kolmogorov (1962), to account only for the streamwise scales greater than

a given length r, a �ltered signal u2
∗ can be de�ned by applying the following scale-dependent

�lter to the wall shear stress τx/ρ (see Figure 4.8(a)):

u2
∗ (x, z, r, t) =

1

2r

∫ x+r

x−r
ν
du(x, z, t)

dy

∣∣∣∣
wall

dx . (4.3)

In the previous equation, the exponent 2 just stands for notation, in order to make the di-

mensions of u2
∗ (x, z, r, t) consistent. The �ltering operator does not involve any square power

and the �ltered wall-shear stress �uctuations can take negative values if the value of r is not

su�ciently high.

In Appendix A, we show that the temporal and spatial scales of the wall shear stress τx can

be related by a �ow convection velocity, U+
c ≈ 11, relatively constant for all wave-numbers.

The analysis developed here can therefore be applied indiscriminately to both frequency and

streamwise wavenumber spectra for wavenumbers k1 � 1/δ given that, although the turbulent
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boundary layer is a spatially developing �ow, local homogeneity can be assumed as a good

approximation in a region of size similar to δ. The �ltering operator de�ned in Equation (4.3)

for streamwise spatial separations r can also be written in terms of a time �lter width τ = r/Uc.

Structure functions of velocity can also be formulated in terms of time separations τ which are

equal to the spatial separation r divided by the local convection velocity of the streamwise

velocity �uctuations. This di�erent convection velocity is approximately equal to the local

mean �ow velocity at distances higher than y+ ≈ 40 from the wall (Del Álamo and Jiménez,

2009).

For �ltering times τ or lengths r large enough to neglect the statistical e�ect of negative wall-

shear stress events, the probability distribution function (PDF) of u2
∗ can be assumed to be

log-normal, at least for the low-order moments. Therefore, if we de�ne ξr = ln (u2
∗/u

2
τ ), the

PDF of this variable is taken to be:

P (ξr) =
1√

2πσr
e−(ξr−µr)2/2σ2

r , (4.4)

where µr and σr are the mean and standard deviation (i.e. rms �uctuations) of the log-normal

variable, with µr = σ2
r/2 to satisfy the constraint 〈u2

∗〉 = u2
τ . For small �lter widths, the

PDF of the �ltered wall shear-stress, shown in Figure 4.8(b) for τ = 0.7ν/u2
τ , deviates from

the log-normal distribution because of the small yet non-negligible presence of negative events.

Nevertheless, the negative event contribution becomes smaller as the �lter width increases and

Figure 4.8(b) shows that, for su�ciently high �lter times, the PDF becomes approximately log-

normal, which validates the hypothesis behind Equation (4.4). Still, the log-normal distribution

overestimates the value of the PDF for very high positive events, but these are rare intense

events with a combined probability of occurrence that is less than 1% and which therefore has

little impact on the lower order moments. Also, the probability of extreme positive events may

increase with Reτ , as suggested in Figure 4.3, and, thus, the PDF may become more similar to

the log-normal distribution for increasing Reynolds numbers.

Additionally, we can assume, as Kolmogorov (1962) did, that the standard deviation σ2
r decays

logarithmically with the �lter width δ/r, i.e. σ2
r = A+ µ ln(δ/r) when the �ltering operator is

applied in space, or equivalently σ2
τ = A+µ ln

(
δ

Ucτ

)
when it is applied in time. The parameter

µ is positive and, by hypothesis, constant for di�erent Reynolds numbers and the parameter A

can therefore depend on the macrostructure of the �ow (Kolmogorov, 1962). Given that large
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: a) Time signal of u2
∗ �ltered with di�erent �lter-width τ for a given x, z, at

Reθ = 1420. The �rst line τ < u2
τ/ν represents the un�ltered signal from the simulation.

b) Probability distribution model for the signal at Re = 1420 �ltered over the time-lengths
τ = τ1 = 7.8δν/Uc (τ1 = 0.7ν/u2

τ ) and τ = τ2 = 220δν/Uc (τ2 = 21ν/u2
τ ). Dotted lines represent

the log-normal distributions with the same standard deviation than the previous cases: for τ1,
σ2
τ = 0.152 and for τ2, σ2

τ = 0.114.

eddies are attached and therefore feel the wall, A can depend on the Reynolds number Reτ . The

parameters A and µ which �t the DNS curves at each Reynolds number have been obtained

by minimising the least-square error in the interval 100 < τUc/δν < 1100. Alternatively, a

power-law decay was considered, but the �t of the simulation data was considerably worse.

The optimal value obtained for µ is the same for both Reynolds numbers, suggesting that the

hypothesis of constant µ can be accepted as a good approximation. For the available set of

data at Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470, it turns out that σ2
τ = A+ µ ln

(
δ

Ucτ

)
does not collapse

our data if A does not vary with Reτ . For these moderate Reynolds number conditions, if we

write σ2
τ = A + µ ln (Reτ ) + µ ln

(
δν
Ucτ

)
, which follows directly from the previous expression

and δ/δν = Reτ , then the form σ2
τ = A′ + µ ln

(
δν
Ucτ

)
does �t and collapse the data in the

range 100 < τUc
δ
< 1100 with A′ = 0.331 and µ = 0.041, as seen in Figure 4.9(a). The relation

between A and A′ is therefore given by A = A′ − µ lnReτ . For higher Reynolds numbers,

the scaling for the parameter A is expected to change, since the current one can predict non-

physical negative values of σ2
τ for large values of τUc/δν if the Reynolds number is su�ciently

high. Therefore, the parameter A′ may be in general a function of both inner and outer scales,

δν and δ and vary away from A′ = 0.331 at values of Reθ very di�erent from Reθ = 1090 and

Reθ = 1470.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: (a) Dependence of the variance of the �ltered shear stress �uctuations, σ2
τ , on the

�lter time-length τ . (b) Deviation between the moment 〈(u2
∗)
n〉 and the nth raw moment of a

log-normal distribution with same στ , for several values of n. Reynolds numbers: Reθ = 1090
(dashed line) and Reθ = 1470 (solid line).

The main hypothesis of the current model is a generalisation of the Townsend-Perry attached-

eddy hypothesis as follows: the normalised second order structure function of streamwise veloc-

ity at a position y, 〈(u′(x+ r, y, t)− u′(x, y, t))2〉/〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉, is a function of u2
∗ (x, r, t) /u2

τ ,

at the same separation and �lter scale r as long as y � r � δ.

In the most general way, the dimensionless structure function 〈(u′(x+ r, y, t)− u′(x, y, t))2〉/
〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉 can be expressed as an arbitrary non-dimensional function of all the statisti-

cal moments of the distribution of u2
∗ (x, r, t). However, we assume that low order moments

dominate and, since the probability distribution can be approximately assumed log-normal,

all the moments can be related to each other by an analytical algebraic expressions. The

non-dimensional function f can therefore be simpli�ed to depend only on a single moment n:

〈(u′(x+ r, y, t)− u′(x, y, t))2〉
〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉

= f

(〈[
u2
∗ (x, r, t)

u2
τ

]n〉
, y

)
. (4.5)

The left hand side contains information exclusively on the �uctuating velocity statistics at y

and the right hand side is a function of the �ltered wall shear-stress �uctuations and the wall

distance y only. The time-average operation eliminates the time dependence and, if the �ow

may be considered locally homogeneous in a streamwise distance of the order of δ, then the

dependence on x disappears too. An additional hypothesis is that, in the wall-attached eddy
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range, the explicit dependence of the left-hand side on y can be neglected if the structure

function is scaled with the mean squared �uctuations. This way, the value of the dimensionless

structure function at a given scale r depends exclusively on the contribution of the wall-shear

stress �uctuations, �ltered at the same scale r.

For a spatially developing boundary layer, one could argue that the space dependence of the

Reynolds number Reτ is weak compared to the range of interest y < r � δ, and the equivalence

between time and space averages, using the convection velocity, still holds locally.

Under the assumption of a log-normal distribution for the �ltered wall shear-stress, a simple

integration provides an exact expression for the nth moment of the distribution. If σ2
r =

A + µr ln(δ/r) as previously suggested, with A = A′ − µr lnReτ (where A′ is approximately a

constant), the expression for the moments satis�es the following scaling:〈[
u2
∗ (x, r, t)

u2
τ

]n〉
=

∫ ∞
−∞

ξnP (ξ)dξ = e
n(n−1)

2
σ2
r ∼ (r/δ)−µ

n(n−1)
2 , (4.6)

where the proportionality coe�cient depends on the Reynolds number because A is a function

of Reτ . If the function f in equation (4.5) can be chosen to be a power law with exponent q,

the resulting expression is:

〈(u′(x+ r, y, t)− u′(x, y, t))2〉
〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉

= βs

(〈[
u2
∗ (x, r, t)

u2
τ

]n〉)q
∼
(r
δ

)−µrq n(n−1)
2

. (4.7)

This expression can be written in an equivalent way using the temporal �lter τ , since the

spatial and temporal scales on the left-hand side are related via the convection velocity by

τ = r/Uc(y). This relation for the structure function is di�erent from the relation τ = r/Uc,w

for u2
∗, where Uc,w is the convection velocity at the wall. However, if Equation (4.6) holds, the

di�erence in the convection velocities only a�ects the proportionality coe�cient in Equation

(4.7) without a�ecting the power exponent. Indeed, if the left hand side is written as a function

of τ = r/Uc(y), the value of τ for which the right hand side is evaluated must be scaled

with the factor Uc(y)/Uc,w. In accordance with Equation (4.6), this just introduces a new

factor

(
Uc(y)

Uc,w

)−µrq n(n−1)
2

on the right hand side of the equation which can be absorbed in the

proportionality coe�cient as follows:

〈(u′(x, y, t+ τ)− u′(x, y, t))2〉
〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉

= βt

(〈[
u2
∗ (x, τ, t)

u2
τ

]n〉)q
∼ τ−µrq

n(n−1)
2 , (4.8)
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where βt = βs

(
Uc(y)

Uc,wall

)−µrq n(n−1)
2

. In Equation (4.8), the �ltering operator in the de�nition of

u2
∗ (see Equation (4.3)) is now applied in time, with time �lter width τ . The factor Uc(y)/Uc,wall

is always higher than 1 and reaches a maximum value of Uc(y)/Uc,wall ≈ 2 at δ.

Let's assume there exists a particular pair n = nopt, q = qopt which provides the optimal �t

for relation (4.8). According to Equation (4.7), if the distribution of the �ltered shear-stress

�uctuations is log-normal, other pairs n = n∗, q = q∗ can provide the same optimal prediction

as long they satisfy the relation:

q∗n∗(n∗ − 1) = qoptnopt(nopt − 1) . (4.9)

It is reasonable to choose n to be larger than 1 (which means that q must be strictly negative),

as we expect the powerful events to have more of a say than the weak ones. We cannot

choose n = 1 as

〈
u2
∗
uτ

〉
= 1 1, but we can try n > 1 and q < 0. If the present model holds, the

relation between structure function and �ltered shear-stress signal would modify the slope in the

streamwise energy spectrum in the relevant range of wave-numbers. An inverse relation q = −1,

with n > 1, predicts E11(k1, y) ∼ k
−1−µn(n−1)

2
1 (where 1 + µ

n(n− 1)

2
> 1) for

1

δ
� k1 �

1

y
.

Summarizing, our model is a generalisation of the attached-eddy hypothesis in the form of a

relation between a particular nth moment of the �ltered wall-shear stress �uctuations and the

structure function of �uctuating velocity at a position y, where the �lter width and the structure

function separation length r are equal. Based on simple mathematical assumptions, the model

suggests that the shear stress �uctuations may modify the slope of the energy spectrum pre-

dicted by the Townsend-Perry theory (Townsend, 1976; Perry et al., 1986) in the attached-eddy

range.

4.3.2 Validation of the model

The proposed validity range y < r � δ for the model in the previous subsection's analysis needs

to take into account the fact that the wall structures are highly anisotropic. It is therefore nec-

essary to �nd an appropriate way to compare the streamwise separation scale r = τu(y) and the

wall-normal distance y (Uc(y) ≈ u(y) for y+ > 15, see Del Álamo and Jiménez (2009)) . Fig-

1There is a mistake at this point in Section 5 of Vassilicos et al. (2015).
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ure 4.10(a) shows the temporal cross-correlation function between �uctuating wall shear-stress

and streamwise velocity �uctuations at di�erent y locations and temporal separations τ . The

cross-correlation curves were computed with the time-probe signals described in Section 4.2.1

and the results were averaged over time and the spanwise direction. This cross-correlation

has a well-de�ned peak which is located at an increasing time-lag τ for increasing values of

y. Figure 4.10(b) and previous author's data (Marusic and Heuer, 2007; Mathis et al., 2013)

suggest that the time lag of the correlation maximum, τpeak, scales as y/ū(y). Indeed, the

inclination angle θL = tan−1 [y/ (τpeakū(y))] is found to be approximately constant in our simu-

lation, within the range 12-14 degrees, and was estimated to be about 14.1 degrees by Mathis

et al. (2013). Although θL may or may not represent an actual physical angle of the instan-

taneous organised motions, the factor 1/ tan(θL), in our model, allows to relate wall-normal

distance with the streamwise wavenumber or time frequency, revising the attached-eddy range

to cot(θL)y � τu(y)� cot(θL)δ.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: a) Cross-correlation between the shear stress and the streamwise velocity �uc-
tuations at a distance y from the wall in a turbulent boundary layer at Reθ = 1470. b) Delay
angle θL = tan−1 (y/τpeaku(y)) for di�erent heights and Reynolds numbers.

Figure 4.11 gives evidence that for the straightforward choice q = −1 there exists an op-

timal value of n∗ in 1 < n < ∞ which can produce an approximately constant region for〈[
u2
∗(x, τ, t)

u2
τ

]n〉
〈(u′(x, y, t+τ)−u′(x, y, t))2〉, as per Equation (4.8), over the range cot(θL)y <

τu(y)� cot(θL)δ. The expected range of validity is indicated in Figure 4.11 with vertical dot-

ted lines. The lower bound is located at τu(y)/y = 4 since cot(θL) ≈ 4 for θL ≈ 14 deg. The

validity of the Townsend-Perry hypothesis is expected to fail in the outer region of the �ow,
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which may be assumed to start around y/δ ≈ 0.3−0.4 (Pope, 2000; Jiménez, 2011). Therefore,

the upper bound for the model can be estimated at τu(y)/y = 0.4 cot(θL)δ/y, which takes

di�erent values depending on the y position and Reτ .

The optimal value of the model coe�cient n∗ for each y and Reτ , with �xed q = −1, can be

computed by �nding the best �t for Equation (4.8) in the range of validity described above.

Figure 4.12(a) shows that the exponent n∗ which provides the best �t for the model when using

q = −1 is always between 3 and 3.5 and that it is reasonably constant for several y positions

and the two Reynolds numbers Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470. Such values of n for q = −1

are very close to the one (n = 3) inferred by recent PIV measurements of E11(k1) (Srinath

et al., 2017) and our DNS value µ = 0.041. However, as already mentioned, the statistics of the

�ltered shear-stress �uctuations are approximately log-normal, at least for the lower moments,

meaning that Equation (4.9) is expected to be satis�ed within good approximation. Therefore,

for any other value of q = q∗∗ < 0, the corresponding optimal value of n = n∗∗ is approximately

related to n∗ by n∗∗(n∗∗ − 1) = −n∗(n∗ − 1)/q∗∗ and the model relation (4.8) would remain

equally well satis�ed.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: Structure function multiplied by F = 1 (red) and F =

(〈[
u2
∗ (x, τ, t)

u2
τ

]n〉)−q
(blue), with q = −1 and optimal n (the optimal value of n is given in Figure 4.12(a)). Pro�les
at y+ = 100 (solid line) and y+ = 150 (dotted line), for Reθ = 1090 (left) and Reθ = 1470
(right). The constant region shown by the model suggest a validation of the theory in the
wall-attached range. Vertical lines bound the region between τ = cot(θL)y/u(y) = 4y/u(y) (- -
-) and τ = 0.4 cot(θL)δ/u(y) = 1.6δ/u(y)(�).

The multiplicative factor βt in Equation (4.8) remains approximately constant for the available
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range of y and Reθ, as seen in Figure 4.12(b). For the current results, βt is bounded in the

interval βt ∈ [2.4, 2.6]. The highest values found correspond to the positions y+ = 150 (at

Reθ = 1090) and y+ = 295, both locations where y/δ > 0.35 and where the validity of the

model may consequently not hold. Otherwise, for all the other cases, the value of βt was found

to be within ±4% of βt = 2.45.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: a) Optimum model parameter n for the case q = −1. Values computed for
di�erent y positions and di�erent Reynolds numbers. b) Value of the model parameter βt for
di�erent y positions and di�erent Reynolds numbers when using the previous optimal value of
n∗.

In summary, the constant region produced by the curves in Figure 4.11 suggests that the model

works well over the range 1.2 cot(θL)y < τu(y) < 0.4 cot(θL)δ, consistently with Townsend's

wall-attached eddy range. Furthermore, �xing q∗ = −1, the model parameter n∗ in Equation

(4.8) is found to be approximately constant between 3−3.5 for several wall-normal positions and

two Reynolds numbers, Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470 (see Figure 4.12(a)). Our model implies

that the slope of the energy spectra in the wall-attached eddy range is modi�ed by the shear

stress �uctuations to E11(k1) ∼ k
−1+qµ

n(n−1)
2

1 . In particular, with q = −1 and n ≈ 3, the model

suggests that the energy spectra may take a form close to E11(k1) ∼ k−1.12
1 . It is not realistic to

check this prediction with our DNS data as Reθ is not su�ciently high to have a clearly de�ned

attached-eddy region in our spectra. However, PIV measurements at much higher values of Reθ

do seem to report such spectra in the log-layer region of turbulent boundary layers (Srinath

et al., 2017). These authors have recently found a wavenumber exponent between -1.1 and -1.2

in the energy spectra of boundary layers with Reθ = 8000− 20000.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this article, we have studied and extended the mixed scaling of the wall shear-stress �uctu-

ations and we have investigated the relation between �ltered wall-shear stress �uctuations and

�uctuating velocities inside the boundary layer. As a result, we have proposed a model which

extends the wall-attached eddy theory of Townsend (1976) and Perry et al. (1986) to take into

account the wall shear-stress �uctuations.

The root mean-squared �uctuations of the wall shear-stress streamwise component are in good

agreement with the correlation proposed by Örlü and Schlatter (2011), τx,rms = 0.298 +

0.018 lnReτ . Moreover, the current results do not only support this correlation, but suggest

that it can also be extended to the spanwise component as follows: τz,rms = 0.164+0.018 lnReτ .

These estimations can be combined into an explicit correlation for the wall turbulence dissi-

pation rate ε+
w(Reτ ). This correlation has been found to be in good agreement with extensive

reference data from both turbulent boundary layers and channel �ow. An accurate prediction

of εw, as a function of Reτ , may be very useful in some turbulence models which require the

speci�cation of wall boundary conditions for the turbulence dissipation rate.

The probability distribution function (PDF) of τx and τz suggests that the extreme events of the

wall shear-stress may have higher probability for increasing Reynolds numbers. Also, the PDF

curves collapse better if they are scaled using the standard deviation instead of the mean value.

In our DNS dataset, the occurrence of negative events of τx has a non-negligible probability

which may seem to increase with increasing Reτ , although the current data are not su�cient

to conclude about this trend. When the streamwise wall-shear stress �uctuations are �ltered in

time, the probability of negative values of τx rapidly decreases for increasing �lter times, since

these negative values are associated to very extreme events. The PDF of the �ltered signal

approximates a log-normal distribution in better agreement than the un�ltered one and the

variance of the time-�ltered wall shear-stress �uctuations decays as a logarithmic function of

the �lter width τ .

The angle ψτ formed between the instantaneous wall shear-stress and the streamwise direc-

tion x follows a quasi-normal distribution with high kurtosis. Consequently, it is extremely

unlikely to �nd events with a value of ψτ much higher than 90 degrees. This result indicates

that the instantaneous negative events of τx are essentially associated with high instantaneous
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values of spanwise wall shear-stress. Vortex visualisations using the negative isocontours of

λ2 and instantaneous velocity vector �elds suggest that the high angle events may be related

to occurences of quasi-streamwise vortices passing over the wall. If these vortices are tilted

with respect to the streamwise orientation, they may induce negative values of τx, which could

explain the statistical �ndings.

Finally, a theoretical model following section 5 in Vassilicos et al. (2015) was proposed to relate

�ltered skin friction �uctuations at the wall and �uctuating velocities inside the boundary layer.

This study is inspired by the theoretical analysis of Kolmogorov (1962) and formulated as an

extension of the attached-eddy theory of Townsend (1976) and Perry et al. (1986). In the past

few years, recent studies have also given evidence of the large outer motions in�uence on the

wall shear-stress (Marusic et al., 2011; Mathis et al., 2013). The theoretical model was initially

formulated using spatial correlations and spatial averaging operators. However, the temporal

and spatial wall-shear stress �uctuations can be related by de�ning a convection velocity Uc

(see Appendix A), which was found to be approximately constant for all time-separations. This

way, the model validation could be performed using time averaging and temporal correlations

instead of spatial ones.

The proposed functional model suggests that a particular moment of order n > 1 of the

distribution of �ltered skin friction �uctuations is related to the non-dimensional second or-

der structure function of �uctuating velocities, satisfying
〈(u′(x, y, t+ τ)− u′(x, y, t))2〉

〈(u′(x, y, t))2〉
∼(〈[

u2
∗ (x, τ, t)

u2
τ

]n〉)q
with q < 0 for equal time-�lter scales τ and time separations τ . This

relation is a good approximation in the range 1.2 cot(θL)y < τu(y) < 0.4 cot(θL)δ, where

θL ≈ 12 − 14◦ is a delay angle which relates the wall-normal and streamwise statistic scales

in the near-wall region. The optimal value found for n when q = −1 is constant for several

y positions and two di�erent Reynolds numbers, Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470. For q = −1,

the optimal values of the parameter n are bounded within the range 3 to 3.5 for all values of

y and Reθ examined. The proportionality constant in the model relation, βt ≈ 2.45, is also

approximately constant for the di�erent y and Reτ cases.

As suggested by Vassilicos et al. (2015), the in�uence of the wall-shear stress �uctuations on

the �uctuating velocities of the boundary layer via attached-eddies can modify the slope of the

turbulence energy spectra. In particular, the results found for our range of y ∼ 100− 150 and

Reτ ∼ 1000 − 1500, with µ ≈ 0.04 and n ≈ 0.3, suggest that the streamwise energy spectra
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might scale approximately as E11 ∼ k−1.12
1 (instead of −1) in the wall-attached eddy range,

where k1 is the streamwise wavenumber. The slope −1.12, instead of the slope −1 predicted by

the theory of Townsend (1976) and Perry et al. (1986), agrees with recent PIV experiments of

turbulent boundary layers by Srinath et al. (2017). This experimental study suggests that the

slope of the spectra takes values between −1.1 and −1.2 for Reθ = 8000 − 20000. Therefore,

the intermittency of the wall shear-stress may indeed e�ectively modify the energy spectra of

the velocity �uctuations in the boundary layer.
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Part III

Interaction with Wall-Attached Bodies
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Chapter 5

Direct Numerical Simulation of the

Interaction between a Turbulent

Boundary Layer and a Wall-Attached

Cube

A wall-attached cube immersed in a turbulent boundary layer is studied by means of Direct

Numerical Simulations (DNS) at a Reynolds number ReH = 3000, based on the cube height

H and the free-stream velocity U∞. The main features of the �ow around the cube are in

good agreement with previous experimental and numerical data, even if in those studies

the cube was immersed in a turbulent channel. In the near-�eld, downstream of the cube, a

vortex shedding with a Strouhal number St = 0.14 can be identi�ed in the energy spectra,

which can no longer be detected when moving further downstream. However, far away from

the boundary layer, a low frequency peak with St = 0.05 can be observed at long streamwise

distances from the cube. In order to investigate the origin of this low-frequency peak,

the �ow around a cube immersed in a laminar boundary layer was simulated at di�erent

lower Reynolds numbers, ReH = 500, 600, 750, 1100, 1700. These simulations reveal further

information about the mechanisms of the unsteady �ow structures generated downstream

of the cube.
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5.1 Introduction

The turbulent �ow around a wall-attached solid cube represents an interesting and complex

problem from a fundamental point of view. Additionally, this �ow con�guration is a simple

model for the interaction between a boundary layer and complex bodies immersed in it. For

instance, the wall-mounted cube may represent a typical protuberance on the surface of aerody-

namic vehicles, such as aircraft or vessels. The three-dimensionality of the �ow and the cube's

�nite-length generate distinctive �ow features that have been sketched in Figure 5.1(a) and can

be hinted by visualising the mean�ow streamlines from our simulation in Figure 5.1(b).

During the last few years, there has been extensive research on the turbulent �ow around wall-

mounted circular and square cylinders with high aspect ratiosH/L� 1, whereH is the obstacle

height and L accounts for the base side or diameter. The reader can �nd previous experimental

research on high aspect-ratio cases in Sakamoto and Arie (1983), Kawamura et al. (1984), Park

and Lee (2000), Wang et al. (2006), Wang and Zhou (2009b), Bourgeois et al. (2012), Wang

et al. (2014a) and Li et al. (2014). The experimental studies of McClean and Sumner (2014),

Sumner et al. (2015) and Sumner et al. (2017) investigate the e�ect of the aspect ratio on the

vortex sheddding and the mean �ow �eld around wall-mounted square prisms. For numerical

investigations of these �ows, the reader can refer, for instance, to Dong and Karniadakis (2005),

Ma et al. (2000), Saha (2013), Saeedi et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2014b). More recently,

the DNS of a wall-mounted square cylinder with H/L > 1 and Reynolds number ReH = 11000

by Vinuesa et al. (2015) has shown evidence that the upstream turbulence can have a strong

e�ect on the turbulent wake structure behind the cylinder while keeping the shedding frequency

unchanged.

The �ow around a high aspect-ratio square cylinders is very important for environmental ap-

plications since it can model the air movement around a simpli�ed building. The turbulent

�ow around buildings has been investigated using this approach, for instance, by Corke et al.

(1979), Monnier et al. (2010) and Yoshie et al. (2011), and a review of computational studies

on this topic has been presented by Tominaga and Stathopoulos (2013).

Far less has been written about the fundamental physics of the �ow around a wall-attached

cube with H = L. Castro and Robins (1977) were among the �rst to perform an exhaustive

experimental study of a wall-attached cube with aspect ratio H/L = 1. They compared the
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e�ect of uniform and sheared turbulent incoming streams at di�erent Reynolds numbers. Since

then, this �ow con�guration has been revisited, for instance, by the experimental works of

Martinuzzi and Tropea (1993) at ReH = 40000 and Meinders et al. (1999) at 2750 < ReH <

4970 and by the Direct Numerical Simulation of Yakhot et al. (2006b) at ReH = 1870, based

on the cube height and bulk velocity of the channel (equivalent to ReH = 2200 based on the

maximum mean velocity of the channel). The scalar concentration �eld behind a wall-attached

cube has been studied experimentally by Ogawa et al. (1983), Li and Meroney (1983) and

Mavroidis et al. (2003) at high Reynolds numbers and computationally by Rossi et al. (2010) at

ReH = 5000, using DNS and Reynolds- Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations. Similarly

to the results of Vinuesa et al. (2015), the recent study of a wall-attached cube by Hearst

et al. (2016), at ReH = 1.8× 106, suggests that di�erent in�ow conditions may not modify the

shedding frequency or the mean position of the stagnation and reattachment points, but they

seem to a�ect the length of the turbulent wake behind the cube.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: a) Sketch of the di�erent �ow features around the cube: A) horseshoe vortex, B)
base vortices, C) lateral shedding, D) Tip vortices, E) Top vortex. b) Mean�ow streamlines
around the solid cube from current simulation.

The presence of solid objects immersed in a boundary layer can modify the �ow properties in

a noticeable way, even with a small blockage ratio. Their turbulent wake induces a momentum

loss which results in a rapid increase of the boundary layer thickness. Moreover, despite their

relatively small size, the e�ect of wall-attached bodies on the energy spectra of the �ow can

persist for a long downstream distance. However, there is little fundamental work published

on the in�uence of a wall-attached cube further downstream of its position or the far-�eld
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�uctuations that it generates. On the other hand, the far �eld dynamics generated by circular

and square cylinders are slightly better documented in literature, in particular by the recent

works of Becker et al. (2008), King and P�zenmaier (2009), Porteous et al. (2013) and Moreau

and Doolan (2013). An exhaustive review on the far-�eld dynamics of this �ow has been recently

compiled by Porteous et al. (2014).

This chapter investigates the free-stream signature of a wall-mounted cube, focusing on a low-

frequency peak found in the energy spectra at high distances from the wall and the cube

position. The computational results in the near-�eld of the cube are validated against reference

data, such as the results of Martinuzzi and Tropea (1993) and Yakhot et al. (2006b). After

that, the far-�eld peak is described and its evolution and origin are investigated with several

simulations under laminar in�ow conditions for a wide range of Reynolds numbers.

The results of the present Chapter are also interesting from an engineering point of view. The

far-�eld signature of a wall-attached cube, and presumably of other complex bodies as well,

contains tonal or narrowband peaks which may be undesirable in speci�c applications. A reliable

characterisation of the �ow physics is therefore very important if we want to understand how to

e�ectively a�ect the signature generated by wall-mounted bodies. Are there any possible �ow

con�gurations which, by means of turbulence interaction, could damp or suppress the tonal

peak generated by a wall-attached cube? In Chapter 7, we study two di�erent interaction

mechanisms which might potentially modify the cube far-�eld spectra.

5.2 Computational setup

The DNS presented in this study uses the same computational domain as the simulation studied

in Chapters 3 and 4. A solid cube, of height H, is modelled with an immersed boundary method

(see Chapter 2) and placed at the streamwise position x = 72H from the inlet, where the local

Reynolds number is Reθ = 750. The height of the cube is equal to 0.42δ, where δ is the local

boundary layer thickness, and the Reynolds number based on H is ReH = 3000. The blockage

ratio of the cube, based on the frontal area of the obstacle and the total area occupied by δ, is

σ = 4.2%.

In terms ofH, the computational domain size is equal to 320H×27H×10H. In this chapter, the

coordinate system is shifted in the streamwise position such that x = 0 is located at the front
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plane of the cube. The numerical resolution in Kolmogorov units has been compared against the

results by Yakhot et al. (2006b) at ReH = 2200 (based on H and the mean velocity at the centre

of the channel). These authors suggest that the velocity �eld around the cube, and therefore

u/U∞ and urms/U∞, is approximately Reynolds number independent. Under this assumption,

the Kolmogorov microscale ηK = (ν3/ε)
1/4 scales as ηK ∝ Re−0.5

H . In accordance to the DNS

results of Yakhot et al. (2006b), ηK is maximum on top of the cube (where ηK ≈ 0.0046H

in our simulation) and, in this region, the resolution of the present DNS in the three spatial

directions is: ∆x = 16.9ηK , ∆y ≈ 1.3ηK and ∆z = 8.5ηK . These values are just slightly higher

than in the reference DNS but Incompact3D uses higher order schemes for the discretisation of

the spatial derivatives (6th order compact-schemes versus 2nd order central schemes). Yakhot

et al. (2006b) support the validity of the present resolution based on the overall good agreement

with experimental data and based on the observation by Moser and Moin (1987) which states

that most of the dissipation in turbulent curved channels occurs at scales higher than 15ηK

(but depends on the energy spectrum for each case). As reported by Moin et al. (1998), the

smallest resolved scale is generally required to be of O(ηK), not equal to ηK , and other DNS

results in literature are in very good agreement with experimental data even if the resolution

is locally higher than ηK . In wall-bounded �ow DNS, it is not unusual to �nd ∆x ∼ 15ηK , in

conjunction with spectral or high-order methods.

The statistics presented in this Chapter have been averaged over a time period T = 1000H/U∞

(T+ = 5500), after an initial transient period T ≈ 1350H/U∞. For the computation of the

energy spectra, the time signals were split and averaged over 2 windowed intervals (using a

Hanning window) with 50% overlap.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Mean-�ow features in the near-cube region

The mean �ow features are compared with published experimental and simulation data (Mar-

tinuzzi and Tropea, 1993; Yakhot et al., 2006b). In those studies, the Reynolds number ReH

is similar, but the cube is immersed in a turbulent channel. The mean �ow streamlines in

Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the time averaged structures around the cube. In the centre
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plane z = 0, the stagnation point A is located at y/H = 0.67, the reattachment point E at

x/H = 2.5, the front vortex C has its centre at x/H = 0.48 and the horizontal location of

the rear recirculation centre D is x/H = 1.45. Those spatial positions are in good agreement

with the numerical results in Yakhot et al. (2006b), with di�erences of less than 3%. On the

other hand, the location of the top recirculation bubble B, x/H = 0.65 and y/H = 1.13, and

the vertical position of the rear recirculation D, y/H = 0.87, have a 10-15% relative error with

respect to the values found in Yakhot et al. (2006b). This can be explained by the di�erent

top boundary condition, since the channel con�guration constraints the �ow in the vertical

direction.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: a) Mean velocity streamlines in the spanwise plane z = 0. Coloured contours
by velocity magnitude (from -0.25, blue, to 1.1U∞, red). b) Mean velocity streamlines in the
wall-normal plane y/H = 0.0045. Coloured contours by streamwise velocity (from −0.1U∞,
blue, to 0.2U∞, red).

Periodic boundary conditions in the spanwise direction are modelling an in�nite array of cubes

and one can average the �ow variables over [−Lz/2, Lz/2] in the z direction to estimate the

cube e�ect on the boundary layer statistics. The interaction with the cube increases the span-

averaged momentum thickness by a constant ∆θ, which is re�ected in the Reynolds number,

as shown in Figure 5.3(a). By using the physical meaning of the momentum thickness, D =

U2
∞Lz∆θ, the drag coe�cient of the cube can be related to ∆θ as Cd = 2∆θLz/H

2 = ∆Reθ
ReH

Lz
H
.

Having obtained ∆Reθ = 103 in our simulation, the drag coe�cient can be estimated from

the previous relation as Cd = 0.7, which is in good agreement with the experimental results

reported by Wang et al. (2012). The drag coe�cient can also be estimated directly from the

integration of the forces on the cube surface:

Cd = Cd,pressure + Cd,friction =
2

ρU2
∞H

2

[
−
∫

Σ

pn · i dΣ +

∫
Σ

µ
du

dn
· i dΣ

]
, (5.1)
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where i is the unit vector in the streamwise direction, n is the unit vector normal to the cube

face, n is the face normal direction, Σ is the set of all the cube faces and dΣ is the area element.

In our simulation, the second term of (5.1) is negative (due to the recirculation regions) and

much smaller than the �rst term (Cd,friction = −0.011, around 1.5% of the total). The drag

coe�cient obtained by integrating the surface forces is Cd = 0.72 (the contribution to Cd,pressure

from the front and rear faces is 0.642 and 0.09 respectively), in good agreement with the value

obtained from the momentum thickness increment.

Di�erences in the drag coe�cient with the experiments of Martinuzzi and Havel (2004) (Cd ≈
0.95) can be attributed to the di�erent incoming �ow conditions, which can a�ect the cube

wake characteristics (in their study, a Blasius laminar pro�le with δ/H = 0.07 was prescribed

upstream of the cube). Moving further downstream, the span-averaged velocity pro�les recover

a canonical state for the inner and bu�er regions of the TBL and the in�uence of the cube is

mostly concentrated on the inertial and wake layers. The comparison between the span-averaged

turbulent �uctuation pro�les at Reθ = 1000 (33.4H downstream of the cube), presented in

Figure 5.3(b), shows a signi�cant increment of u+
rms in the cube simulation between y+ ≈ 80

and y+ ≈ 300, while the inner part of boundary layer remains unaltered. Thus, the e�ect of the

immersed cube on the the span-averaged turbulence statistics is mostly concentrated around

its upper edge, located at y+ ≈ 130.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: a) E�ect of the cube on the span- averaged momentum thickness. b) E�ect of
the solid cube in the span-averaged streamwise �uctuations, at Reθ = 1000. This Reynolds
number location can be found at 166.5δ0 in the unperturbed boundary layer simulation and at
142.4δ0 in the cube simulation (22.3H downstream of the cube).
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5.3.2 Energy spectra inside the boundary layer

In the near-�eld �ow around the cube, for y < H, rear and lateral recirculations shed unsteady

vortices, producing a dominant peak in the velocity spectra. Previous studies have reported a

shedding frequency with a Strouhal number St = fH/U∞ = 0.08− 0.15 (Yakhot et al., 2006b;

Porteous et al., 2014; Martinuzzi and Havel, 2004). In our simulation, close to the rear wall of

the obstacle (x = 4.7H, y = 0.73H, z = 0), it is possible to identify a peak in the turbulence

spectra with St = 0.14 as seen in Figure 5.4(a). The peak frequency lies within the range

of values found in the literature and is in good agreement with the empirical correlation of

Wang and Lu (2012), based on experimental results. Further downstream, the peak in the

energy spectra of the streamwise component u is masked by the boundary layer turbulence and

cannot be detected for y < δ (see Figure 5.4(a) for x = 36H). The spectra of the spanwise

component w also presents a peak with St = 0.14 which is shown in �gure 5.4(b), con�rming

that the velocity �uctuations created by the cube are three-dimensional. While the magnitude

of this peak decreases further downstream, it is still noticeable at y/H = 36, as the background

spanwise �uctuations of the boundary layer are less intense than the streamwise ones.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Energy spectra of a) streamwise and b ) spanwise velocities in the near �eld of
the wall-attached cube, at y = 0.73H and z = 0. Comparison at x = 4.7H and x = 36H
downstream of the cube (points P and P ′ in Figure 5.5).
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5.3.3 Energy spectra outside the boundary layer

In the free-stream, away from the boundary layer, an array of virtual probes recorded the

velocity signal as a function of time at di�erent streamwise positions and same distance from

the wall, y/H = 4.7, as sketched in Figure 5.5. In this region, the �ow statistics have small

variations in the spanwise direction and, thus, the frequency spectra have been averaged over

16 equally-spaced spanwise positions to improve statistical convergence. Far away from the

boundary layer (at least y/H = 3 − 4 from the wall), a sharp peak with Strouhal number

St = 0.05 is found in the turbulence spectra for large distances downstream of the cube,

around x/H > 30 (Figure 5.6). The peak magnitude is low since this position is far from the

turbulent region, but it is over 5 times higher than the magnitude obtained in the simulation

with no cube at the exact same spatial locations.

Figure 5.5: Probe positions for
the frequency spectra in the wall-
attached cube simulation. Points
P , P ′: inside boundary layer,
x/H = 4.7, 36, y/H = 0.7. Points
A−D, free-stream far-�eld, y/H =
4.7 and x/H = 20, 28, 36, 45; D′ at
y/H = 6.5, x/H = 45.

Philips (1955) suggested that the boundary layer turbulence propagates to the free-stream as

irrotational �uctuations, whose energy spectra may decay as E11(k, y) = E11(k, δ) exp(−2ky)

out of the turbulent region. In this expression, k is the modulus of the wavenumber vector in

the streamwise and spanwise directions k = (k1, k3). The relation between the wavenumber

spectra based on k and the frequency spectra based on f may not be straightforward, since

the validity of the Taylor hypothesis might not be guaranteed for these irrotational motions.

However, it may possibly explain the broad low-frequency peak of the far-�eld temporal spectra

found in Figure 5.6. In particular, the model of Philips (1955) predicts that the exponential

decay of the energy in the wall-normal direction is stronger for increasing frequencies, which is

consistent with the shift of the energy band to a lower frequency range.

Moreover, the DNS results suggest that the far �eld of an unperturbed boundary layer is quasi

two-dimensional, since the �uctuations of the spanwise velocity component, w′, are very small

by comparison to u′ and v′. Instantaneous contours of �uctuating u′ in the free-stream show

that the largest structures of the �ow are arranged in alternating spanwise bands, which occupy
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Figure 5.6: Span-averaged energy spectra of the streamwise component u. Comparison with
and without cube at x = 36H,y = 4.7H from the cube position (point P in Figure 5.5).

the entire width of the numerical domain, as seen in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Free-stream region of an unperturbed boundary layer: Instantaneous contours
of �uctuating streamwise velocity and planar streamlines, in the X − Z plane y = 6H. The
colourmap of u′ range from −0.05U∞ (blue) to 0.05U∞ (red).

Figure 5.8 shows that, at an equal distance y/H = 4.7 from the wall, the peak magnitude in

the cube simulation's span-averaged streamwise spectra increase with downstream distance, but

the peak frequency does not change. This suggests that the free-stream �uctuations created by

the cube may propagate and possibly amplify downstream and upwards. This e�ect could be

associated with the boundary layer thickness growth, but the value of the energy spectra peak

measured at x = 20H, y = 4.7H, located at 2.3H from the boundary layer edge, is lower than

the peak value measured at x = 45H, y = 6.5H, at 2.9H from the boundary layer edge. The

frequency of the peak is very low and cannot be associated directly with the vortex shedding of

the cube measured closer to the wall. Note that in previous experimental studies of round and

square cylinders by Porteous et al. (2013) and Porteous et al. (2014), a low-frequency peak was

detected in the far-�eld spectra with St = 0.07. The authors associated this peak with the tip
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�ow shedding, di�erent from the main vortex shedding with St ≈ 0.15−0.2. However, this low

frequency peak was only present in the far-�eld spectra of high aspect ratio cylinders (H/D > 9,

where D is the cylinder diameter), which is not the case here. Therefore, it is reasonable to

think that the far-�eld peak in our simulations is not related to the tip �ow shedding but is

instead connected to another physical phenomenon.

Figure 5.8: Span-averaged streamwise spectra, from the cube simulation, measured in the
free-stream at several streamwise positions (points A−D and D′).

Figure 5.9: Instantaneous contours of �uctuating streamwise velocity (colours range−0.01U∞,
blue, to −0.01U∞, red), plotted along planar instantaneous streamlines in the plane z = 0.
Upper �gure: unperturbed boundary layer, lower �gure: cube inmersed in the boundary layer.
Taken at an arbitrary time t0 = 750H/U∞.

Instantaneous velocity contours of the simulation with the cube (Figure 5.9, at an arbitrary

t0 = 750H/U∞) are very similar to those found in the unperturbed ZPG boundary layer.

Then, such visualisations of these planes are not helpful for identifying potential di�erences
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and explain the spectral peak observed in Figure 5.6. However, Figure 5.10(a) shows evident

di�erences in the velocity signal at x = 45H, y = 6H, z = 0 between the two simulated �ows.

The time-signal from the immersed-cube simulation presents higher maxima and minima and

the separation between these peaks is relatively constant over time. This suggests that the

cube is enhancing free-stream �uctuations at a particular frequency, consistent with the peak

location in the energy spectra.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: a) Time signal of the fuctuating streamwise velocity u′, with and without the
cube, at the position x = 45H, y = 6H. b) Probability distribution function of the time lapse
between velocity maxima (conditioned to u′ > 0.002) and minima (conditioned to u′ < −0.002),
at the position x = 45H, y = 6H, z = 0.

To con�rm this, the probability distribution function (PDF) of the time-lapse between maxima

of u′ (conditioned to u′ > 2 · 10−3) was computed at x = 45H, y = 6H. This PDF shows that

the events with time such that ∆t ≈ 20H/U∞, equivalent to the frequency St = 0.05, have

a high probability peak of approximately 8% when the cube is present (Figure 5.10(b)). The

PDF of the time-lapse between local minima (conditioned to u′ < −2 · 10−3) does not show

such high peaks at ∆t ≈ 20H/U∞, supporting existing evidence of high skewness in the velocity

signal at this location.
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5.3.4 Investigation of the origin of the far-�eld peak

Since the frequency of the far �eld peak is very low, there is a possibility that it is related

to potential �ow �uctuations or large coherent structures generated by the cube. If that is

the case, these far-�eld �uctuations should also be detected around the wall-attached cube at

lower Reynolds numbers and immersed in a laminar boundary layer. In order to investigate the

origin of the far-�eld peak, additional simulations were performed to analyse the cube �ow-�eld

under laminar upstream conditions, at Reynolds numbers ReH = 500, 600, 750, 1100 and 1700.

These simulations were performed in a smaller computational domain with physical size equal

to 35H × 15H × 8H. All the simulations were computed with 357 × 129 × 192 nodes, except

the simulation at ReH = 1700, which used 193 nodes in the wall-normal direction in order

to guarantee higher resolution at the wall. In the four �rst simulations, the mesh stretching

function in the wall-normal direction produces minimum and maximum node-spacings equal to

0.02H and 0.68H. In the ReH = 1700 simulation, the minimum and maximum node-spacings

are equal to 0.015H and 0.41H.

The boundary conditions were kept the same as in our turbulent simulation. The only di�erence

is that the boundary layer is laminar (Blasius pro�le) when impacting the immersed cube. The

present study can speci�cally focus on the coherent structures generated by the cube, since

there is no interaction with any incoming turbulent structures. The local thickness of the

boundary layer is δ = H, which guarantees that the ratio between the displacement thickness

and the cube height, δ∗/H = 2.86, is similar to the one of the turbulent simulation, δ∗/H = 2.7.

but the incoming boundary layer was prescribed to be a laminar Blasius pro�le with thickness

δ = H. This way, the study can speci�cally focus on the coherent structures generated by the

cube, since there is no interaction with any incoming turbulent structures. Mean�ow statistics

were averaged over a period around 10000H/U∞. Turbulence energy spectra were computed

from streamwise velocity signals which were probed over the same time-period 10000H/U∞ and

split into 40 windowed intervals of equal time-length and 50% overlap. The energy spectra were

averaged over 9 equally-spaced spanwise positions between z = −1.5H and z = 1.5H from the

cube centre plane.

The main objective here is to understand what �ow structures are present at transitional

Reynolds numbers and determine whether they may be responsible for the dominant peak of

the energy spectra found at ReH = 3000 with an incoming turbulent boundary layer. Further-
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more, the comparison between di�erent values of ReH may help to understand the evolution

of the �ow topology with increasing Reynolds numbers. It is important to note that, accord-

ing to Meinders et al. (1999) and Yakhot et al. (2006b), the �ow topology and dynamics are

presumably Reynolds number independent for ReH > 2000 when the incoming boundary layer

is fully turbulent. Therefore, the results obtained for ReH = 3000 in the previous sections are

expected to be representative of higher Reynolds number cases.

Mean �ow topology

As can be inferred from the parametric studies by Liakos and Malamataris (2014) (Reynolds

numbers in the range 0.01 ≤ ReH ≤ 200), van Dijk and de Lange (2007) (50 < ReH < 250) and

Hwang and Yang (2004) (5 < ReH < 3500), the mean-�ow topology around a wall-mounted

cube in the laminar and transitional regimes is strongly dependent on the Reynolds number.

The positions of the main mean-�ow features are summarised in Table 5.1. The mean-�ow

streamlines behind the cube for our transitional simulations, shown in Figure 5.12, do not create

a closed recirculation region as in the turbulent case at ReH = 3000. However, there exists

a recirculation point (marked as D in Figure 5.12(a)) which is located closer to the cube for

increasing Reynolds numbers. The top recirculation region is still not formed either although the

streamlines are strongly curved on top of the cube due to back�ow in the streamwise direction.

The stagnation point located upstream of the cube (point F in Figure 5.12(b)) moves farther

from the front face with increasing Reynolds numbers for the transitional regime, although its

position seems to be approximately constant when the �ow becomes fully turbulent (Yakhot

et al., 2006b). Hwang and Yang (2004) propose an empirical correlation for the position of this

stagnation point in the range 300 < ReH < 1500, measured on the X − Z plane y = 0.006H,

which reads xsp/H = −0.77 log(ReH) + 0.564. Our simulation results in Table 5.1, measured

at the plane y = 0.025H also follow a logarithmic trend xsp/H = −1.21 log(ReH) + 1.67, but

they di�er by a 10-15% from the correlation prediction of Hwang and Yang (2004). This is

more likely related to the di�erent boundary conditions in the simulations (in Hwang and Yang

(2004) the cube is immersed in a channel with height equal to 2H).

In contrast to the Reynolds number dependence of the topological features discussed in the

previous paragraph, the position of the stagnation point on the cube front face (A in Figure

5.12(a)) is approximately constant for the range ReH = 500 − 1700, at yA = 0.82. However,

the position of this stagnation point is di�erent in the simulation with an turbulent incoming
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Front face. stag. yA Rear stag. xD Rear stag. yD Stag. point xF
Re = 500 0.82 3.48 0.17 -1.6
Re = 600 0.82 3.22 0.21 -1.7
Re = 750 0.82 2.98 0.24 -1.8
Re = 1100 0.82 2.19 0.145 -2.0
Re = 1700 0.81 2.15 0.141 -2.25

Re = 3000 (turb.) 0.67 - - -1.4

Table 5.1: Location of the mean �ow features observed in the transitional regime of a wall-
attached cube. In the last row, we have added, for comparison, the results of the simulation at
ReH = 3000 with incoming turbulent boundary layer.

boundary layer at ReH = 3000, where yA = 0.67. The position of other mean-�ow features in

Table 5.1 for ReH = 3000 also fall out of the expected trend when compared to the results in

the transitional regime at ReH < 1700. This suggests that the �ow topology may dramatically

change possibly due to two potential reasons: a) the mean �ow dynamics are strongly dependent

of the Reynolds number or b) the incoming nature of the boundary layer can signi�cantly modify

the mean �ow-�eld around the cube.

Hwang and Yang (2004) suggest that the �rst of the previous two reasons is important, since

the horseshoe vortex becomes unsteady for su�ciently high Reynolds numbers. In their simu-

lation at ReH = 3500, with laminar uniform in�ow, these authors report a streamwise position

for F equal to xF = −0.79H, which is also out of the trend followed in their simulations

at lower Reynolds numbers. Baker (1979) investigated the horseshoe vortex system around

high-aspect ratio cylinders at di�erent �ow conditions, and suggested that its dynamics depend

mostly on the Reynolds number and the ratio D/δ∗, where D is the cylinder diameter and δ∗

is the boundary layer displacement thickness. Depending on the pair of dimensionless num-

bers {ReD, D/δ∗} (ReD is based on the cylinder diameter), the horseshoe vortex system may

be either stable with 2, 4 or 6 vortices, or unstable following a quasi-periodic behaviour, as

presented in Figure 5.11(a). The di�erent vortex systems can be identi�ed in the streamline

visualisations in Figures 5.12 (stable vortices) and 5.2(a) (unstable vortex, see Baker (1979) for

a more detailed description).

According to Baker (1979), the unstable horseshoe vortex of a wall-attached cylinder generates

two peaks in the energy spectrum, with St = 0.26 and St = 0.4−0.6. Yakhot et al. (2006a) also

identify an unstable horseshoe system in their simulation of a square cylinder at ReH = 3000

(with turbulent in�ow conditions) and report a dominant Strouhal number of St = 0.08 for the
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vertical velocity at the horseshoe vortex location. Interestingly, the results of Ballio et al. (1998)

support the dependence of the stable horseshoe system properties on the in�ow conditions, but

they suggest that the unstable horseshoe system in the fully turbulent regime only depends on

the object geometry, with a minimum instability threshold around ReD = 2800 and D/δ∗ = 13.

They concluded that this stability limit presumably becomes very high for values of D/δ∗ lower

than 5 (in the case of a Blasius pro�le and D ≈ δ, this ratio is around 3).

Figure 5.11(b) shows the position of the stagnation point from our DNS and the work of

Hwang and Yang (2004), indicating the number of steady horseshoe vortices found for each

�ow condition. According to the stability map of Baker (1979) in Figure 5.11(b), the horseshoe

vortex system around wall-attached cylinders would consist of 2 vortices for all the previous

cases with low H/δ∗ and ReH between 500 and 1700. However, in the present considered

simulations of a wall-attached cube, the horseshoe vortex system contains 4 steady vortices

approximately for 300 < ReH < 1000 and 6 vortices for ReH > 1000. This suggests that the

stability limits can be signi�cantly di�erent for wall-attached cylinder and cubes under laminar

�ow conditions.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: a) Dependency of the horseshoe system dynamics on the parameters ReD and
D/δ∗ for the wall-attached cylinder experiments of Baker (1979). The continuous lines indicate
the empirical threshold between the 2-vortex, 4-vortex, 6-vortex and unstable horseshoe sys-
tems obtained by these authors. The triangles represent the pairs ReH and H/δ∗ in our cube
simulations. b) Position of the upstream stagnation point generated by a wall-attached cube
under laminar in�ow conditions. Hwang and Yang (2004) measured it at a distance y = 0.006H
from the wall, while in the current simulation it was measured at y = 0.025H from the wall.
The value nHS indicates the number of steady horseshoe vortex found at each Reynolds number.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Mean �ow streamlines and time-averaged streamwise velocity contours
around a wall-mounted cube at di�erent Reynolds numbers. From top to bottom, ReH =
500, 600, 750, 1100, 1700. a) X−Y plane z = 0 (the colourmap for u ranges from −0.1U∞, dark
blue, to 1.1U∞, dark red) and b) X −Z plane y = 0.025. (colourmap for u from −0.1U∞, dark
blue, to 0.2U∞), dark red.
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Apart from the value of ReH , the �ow condition of the incoming boundary layer is potentially

important as well, both for the unsteadiness limit of the horseshoe vortices and the position

of the stagnation point. This fact can be supported by the 44% di�erence found between the

positions of this stagnation point in the simulation of Hwang and Yang (2004) at ReH = 3500

(uniform laminar in�ow condition) and our DNS at ReH = 3000 with incoming turbulent �ow

condition. Vinuesa et al. (2015) have previously investigated the e�ect of turbulent and laminar

upstream conditions on the �ow around a high aspect-ratio square cylinder and their mean �ow

streamlines and contours also exhibit an important dependence on the in�ow condition. These

authors performed two simulations of a square cylinder with H/L = 4 and ReH = 11000,

immersed in a laminar and a turbulent boundary layer respectively. Their simulation results

suggest that, while the Strouhal number of the main shedding is approximately the same

(St = 0.1), the upstream horseshoe vortex and the downstream wake were di�erent for laminar

and turbulent in�ow conditions.

Finally, it is interesting to notice that the wake behind the cube becomes wider for increasing

Reynolds numbers, as indicated by the mean�ow streamlines. In the lower Reynolds number

simulations, ReH = 500, 600, 750, the streamlines in the cube wake are almost parallel to the

streamwise direction for |z| > 1.4H, x > 6H. This alignment suggests that the wake width at

low Reynolds numbers is approximately constant, with value Wwake = 2.8H.

Dynamic structures

Instantaneous visualisations of vortices from the cube simulations at ReH = 500− 1700, using

the Q criterion de�ned in Chapter 2 (Hunt et al., 1988), are presented in Figure 5.13. These

visualisations suggest that the coherent velocity �uctuations may be associated with the pe-

riodic generation of hairpin vortices at the top of the cube. The two upper side edges induce

vortical motions, which presumably interact with the shear layer created over the cube and this

may lead to �ow instability. This mechanism creates a primary street of symmetric hairpin

vortices, which are detached from the wall. For low Reynolds numbers (ReH = 500 − 750),

vortex generation starts farther downstream of the cube than for higher Reynolds numbers.

At ReH = 500, isocontours of Q = 0.1U2
∞/H

2 did not show any unsteady structure since the

velocity �uctuations are very weak at this Reynolds number. If the threshold for Q is relaxed

down to Q = 0.003U2
∞/H

2 (drawn with low opacity in Figure 5.13), weakly unsteady structures

are revealed, which develop into hairpin vortices at x > 15H. Therefore, this suggests that
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the critical Reynolds number for �ow unsteadiness may be close to ReH = 500. According to

the �ow visualisations, the hairpin vortices might be related to an instability mechanism of the

steady streamwise vortices which are generated at the cube top edges.

The Strouhal number associated with the hairpin vortex structures is St = 0.17, higher than

the shedding frequency reported for the turbulent case. These unsteady structures appear

as a single sharp and intense peak in the energy spectra at ReH = 500, which is shown for

di�erent downstream locations in Figure 5.13. The previous Strouhal number St = 0.17 is in

good agreement with the value obtained by the DNS of Yanaoka et al. (2007) at ReH = 500,

St = 0.159. However, the comparison between both simulations at ReH = 500 suggests that

the early transitional regime is very sensitive to the �ow con�guration. The coherent velocity

�uctuations are signi�cantly stronger in the results of Yanaoka et al. (2007), who used symmetry

conditions in the spanwise direction and a slip condition on the domain top plane, located at

y = 10H from the wall. Yanaoka et al. (2007) reported that the solution at ReH = 450 is stable,

which also suggest that the minimum threshold for unsteady vortices is around ReH = 500.

In our DNS, the magnitude of the peak found in the energy spectra is maximum around

x = 15H, y = H from the cube, after the shear layer becomes unstable. When moving

farther downstream at y = H, the peak intensity is reduced, but it can still be detected up

to the domain outlet, since there is no interaction with boundary layer turbulence. The peak

magnitude in the power spectra reported by Yanaoka et al. (2007) (measured at y = H) also

decreases for increasing x > 6H. Note as well that the magnitude of the peak is very small (in

the order of 10−5U∞H), which supports our previous statement claiming that ReH = 500 may

be close to the critical value for unsteady �ow.

For ReH = 600, the contours of Q suggest that another two streets of hairpin vortices, which

are attached to the wall, are generated on the sides of the primary structures, possibly from a

secondary interaction between the cube �ow structures and the wall. These secondary vortex

streets are symmetrically separated at a distance of approximately 1.2H from the cube centre

plane z = 0. Their generation may be associated with the instabilities caused by the vortical

motion of the horseshoe vortex legs. In particular, the �ow region around a horseshoe vortex is

fundamentally similar to a quasi-streamwise vortex from the near-wall region of turbulent wall-

bounded �ows. Therefore, it might be reasonable to expect similar hairpin-vortex structures

to those discussed by Adrian (2007) for the bu�er and log layers. The Strouhal number of the

primary top vortices, St = 0.19, is slightly increased in comparison to the ReH = 500 case.
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The secondary wall-attached structures are shed at the same frequency, but the interaction

between the di�erent structures seems to result in harmonic peaks at St = 0.38, St = 0.57 and

higher multiples of the main Strouhal number St = 0.19. The interaction with the wall and

between the vortex streets may also be responsible for an ampli�cation of the primary peak in

the energy spectra, since its magnitude keeps increasing in the streamwise direction.

At ReH = 750, stronger �ow interactions between the cube and the wall produce a higher

number of secondary structures and a more produce a higher number of secondary structures

and a more disorganised distribution of them. The Strouhal number of the main shedding

further increases to St = 0.21. The vortex interaction or additional �ow instabilities behind

the cube generate a secondary peak with lower Strouhal number St = 0.1. This peak might

indeed be associated with a new phenomenon since the harmonics found at ReH = 600 all have

higher frequencies than the main peak. The interaction between the new peak at St = 0.1 and

the primary peak at St = 0.21 also generates the harmonic St = 0.1+0.21 = 0.31. Interestingly,

the velocity �uctuations at St = 0.1 for this Reynolds number seem to be less ampli�ed by �ow

interaction than in the ReH = 600 case. At ReH = 750, the primary peak reaches its maximum

magnitude around x = 4H and, after this location, the magnitude of the peak decreases for

increasing values of x/H.

The vortex visualisations presented in Figure 5.14 suggest that, at ReH = 1100, the �ow

structures are much more complex than in the previous case, but it is still possible to distinguish

the vortical structures described before. The primary hairpin vortex street can be found close

to the cube, but after a short downstream distance, the interaction with other �ow structures

becomes very strong and the vortices break down into less organised motions. The secondary

streets of wall-attached hairpin vortices on the sides of the cube can be identi�ed as well.

The near-cube coherent structures are shed with higher frequency than at lower Reynolds

numbers and the Strouhal number of the main peak of the energy spectrum computed at

x = 4H, y = 0.75 is equal to St = 0.32. However, secondary peaks at St = 0.22 and St = 0.12

are also identi�ed in this spectrum, which might be a signature of the coherent �uctuations

found at lower Reynolds numbers. The energy spectra suggest that the �ow interactions at

ReH = 1100 are non-linear and the �ow may become turbulent further downstream of the

cube. At this Reynolds number, the turbulence kinetic energy is distributed in a broad band

range of frequencies and no peaks can be easily identi�ed for x > 20H and y < H. It is

interesting to note that a low frequency peak, with St = 0.05, can be found in the energy
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.13: Laminar simulation of a wall-mounted cube at di�erent Reynolds numbers.
From top to bottom, ReH = 500, 600, 750. a, c, e) Isocontours of Q = 0.1U2

∞/H
2, coloured

by streamwise velocity (from −0.5U∞, in dark blue, to 1.1U∞, in dark red). In sub�gure (a),
the low opacity surface represents the isocontour Q = 0.003U2

∞/H
2. b, d, f) Energy spectra

of the streamwise velocity component u at di�erent positions x, y.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.14: Laminar simulation of a wall-mounted cube at di�erent Reynolds numbers: top,
ReH = 1100; bottom, ReH = 1700. a) Isocontours of Q = 0.2U2

∞/H
2 and c) isocontours of

Q = 0.28U2
∞/H

2, coloured by streamwise velocity (from −0.5U∞, in dark blue, to 1.1U∞, in
dark red). b,d) Energy spectra of the streamwise velocity component u at di�erent positions
x, y.

spectrum at x = 1.5H. It seems that this low frequency peak is only detected inside the

back�ow region behind the cube (see Figure 5.12), suggesting that the �ow dynamics may be

di�erent here than further downstream. The peak with St = 0.05, weak in comparison with

the other ones, is not present in the spectrum at x = 4H, y = 0.75H nor for higher streamwise

positions.

The main peak with St = 0.32 found at ReH = 1100 and x = 4H can also be identi�ed at

ReH = 1700, but its Strouhal number increases to St = 0.37. While the lower frequency peak

with St = 0.22 is not clear, the peak with St = 0.14 has a greater magnitude than the peak
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with St = 0.12 at ReH = 1100. Since the Strouhal number is the same as the one identi�ed

in the turbulent regime in Figure 5.6, the peaks found at St = 0.14 for ReH = 1700 and

ReH = 3000 might possibly be associated with the same �ow dynamics. Hwang and Yang

(2004) state that the mechanism which generates the dominant peak with St ≈ 0.12− 0.14 at

higher Reynolds numbers is not well understood, since the main coherent structures are shed

with higher Strouhal numbers. However, these authors suggest that this peak with St ≈ 0.13

actually dominates the force coe�cient of the total spanwise loading on the cube. While the

horseshoe vortex is still stable at ReH = 1700, the isocontours of Figure 5.13 show a strong

generation of hairpin vortices around its legs. The shedding of hairpin vortices can be related

to a new peak with St = 0.75 found in the energy spectra, since these are the only coherent

structures found to be shed at such high frequencies. For higher downstream distances from

the cube, the energy spectra at St = 1700 does not predict any dominant peak, only broadband

�uctuations.

In summary, the previous transitional simulations have not given conclusive evidence on the

origin of the peak with St = 0.05, which was found in the far-�eld of the cube at ReH = 3000

with turbulent in�ow conditions. The results, however, seem to indicate that the peak is not

related to potential �ow �uctuations, despite its low frequency. Since the low-frequency peak

has not been consistently found at lower Reynolds numbers, its origin is most probably related

to mechanisms involving the turbulence interaction between a turbulent boundary layer and a

cube. As explained before, the two fundamental di�erences that might explain why the peak

is not found in our simulations with a laminar incoming boundary layer at ReH = 500− 1700

are:

• the unsteady dynamics of the front hairpin vortex at high Reynolds numbers

• the interaction of the �ow generated by the cube with the incoming boundary layer

turbulence

It is now clear that the �ow dynamics for this con�guration are strongly sensitive to the

Reynolds number for ReH < 2000, and peaks with di�erent frequencies have been identi�ed

depending on the value of ReH . When the horseshoe vortex system in front of the cube becomes

unsteady, presumably for higher Reynolds numbers or di�erent upstream conditions (Hwang

and Yang, 2004), low frequency �uctuations might be generated. Yakhot et al. (2006b) sug-

gest that the unstable horseshoe vortex has similar dynamics as the inviscid-viscous interaction
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between a vortex and the high-vorticity region near the wall in a junction �ow. The authors

describe the unsteady mechanism as a quasi-periodic regeneration of the horseshoe vortex and

a low-momentum �uid ejection away from the wall. The dominant frequency of this cycle is

reported to be St = 0.08. The ejection of low-momentum �uid at such low frequencies might

be related to the velocity �uctuations at St = 0.05 found in the far �eld of our simulation with

turbulent in�ow.

On the other hand, the turbulent upstream conditions might also be related with the far-�eld

peak. The energy spectra of the incoming boundary layer at y = 4.7H has a broad peak

centred around St = 0.07− 0.1. The interaction with the cube might modulate or amplify the

oscillations at St = 0.05 and this modulation could be responsible for the far-�eld peak, since

the low frequency velocity �uctuations are weakly dissipated by viscous stresses. Finally, it is

worth mentioning that the far-�eld peak has been identi�ed with similar frequency in the LES

described in the next Chapter. In that simulation, the spanwise boundaries are not prescribed

with periodic conditions but with slip walls. This fact implies that the far �eld peak does not

originate from the periodic arrangement of an in�nite array of bodies; it is also produced by a

single cube.

5.4 Conclusions

The interaction between a turbulent boundary layer and a wall-attached cube generates a

low-frequency sharp peak in the far-�eld energy spectra which persists for long downstream

distances with a constant Strouhal number St = 0.05. This peak is not due to numerical e�ects

nor related to the background boundary layer turbulence, since it was not identi�ed in the

unperturbed zero-pressure gradient TBL.

The source of this tonal peak has been further investigated, since the Strouhal number does

not correspond to the vortex shedding detected close to the cube with St = 0.14, and this tonal

peak might be associated with an additional phenomenon. A series of lower Reynolds number

simulations investigated the coherent structures generated by the cube, at ReH = 500− 1700.

The coherent structures are mainly organised in two distinct vortex streets: hairpin vortices

shed from the top of the cube, and wall-attached hairpin vortices generated at both sides of

the cube wake. However, this study could not reveal the origin of the peak at St = 0.05 and
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suggests that there is a strong Reynolds number dependence for the peaks found in the energy

spectra. One important conclusion, however, is that the origin of the low-frequency peak does

not seem to be related to potential �ow �uctuations and turbulence interaction may therefore

be an important agent for its generation. The observations of Yakhot et al. (2006b) regarding

the unstable horseshoe vortex system at ReH = 3000, with characteristic frequency St = 0.08,

suggests that its dynamics might be related with the far-�eld �uctuations. Both phenomena

are presumably only found at high Reynolds numbers when the �ow around the cube is fully

turbulent.

Future work can extend this study to di�erent cube heights to analyse the e�ect of the aspect

ratio on the far-�eld spectra. In Chapter 7, the interaction between two cubes will be investi-

gated, as well as the placement of fractal and regular grids downstream of the cube, as possible

mechanisms to reduce or suppress the low-frequency peak (Laizet et al., 2012).
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Chapter 6

Large Eddy Simulation of the Interaction

between a Turbulent Boundary Layer and

a Wall-Attached Cube

In this chapter, we present Large Eddy Simulations of a ZPG boundary layer and its

interaction with a solid cube. These simulations were run using Flare, a numerical �ow

solver developed by BAE Systems. The main purpose of this chapter is the validation of

LES modelling in simulations of wall-bounded �ows, by comparison to the DNS results

introduced in the previous chapters. The aim is not to increase the Reynolds number in a

great way, but to use a moderate value in the order of magnitude of the Reynolds number

used for DNS. Our LES of a wall-mounted cube has been performed at ReH = 7900

(based on the free-stream velocity and cube height) which is around twice the value of the

Reynolds number in the DNS. The low-frequency free-stream peak found in the energy

spectra of the DNS (see Chapter 5) is also found by using LES and a di�erent numerical

methodology (i.e. unstructured mesh, �nite volume method, compressible �ow solver).

Moreover, the Strouhal number of the peak is the same in both cases. This suggests that

the energy peak has a physical origin and it is not linked to a numerical artefact. Since

this peak is associated to a very low-frequency mechanism, the turbulence modelling is

expected to have a relatively low impact on its dynamics. Before presenting the LES

results, the methods and models employed in the numerical solver are described in detail.
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6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have described the interaction physics between a boundary layer

and a wall-mounted cube. The next main objective of this thesis is the investigation of di�erent

mechanisms to reduce or suppress the far-�eld peak found in the energy spectra. Using DNS for

this purpose can be computationally very expensive and the introduction of some turbulence

modelling could therefore be an interesting option. In particular, the use of Large Eddy Simu-

lations (LES) is especially interesting, since only the smallest �ow scales are modelled. Hence,

the main important �ow physics are captured by simulating most of the large turbulence scales.

This Chapter starts with an introduction of the numerical methodology used for the LES

simulations. The computational �ow solver, Flare, uses �nite-volume methods in unstructured

meshes, which provide good �exibility to accurately characterise industrial and complex �ow

con�gurations. The numerical methods and the turbulence models must be validated against

data relevant to the problem considered here. For this purpose, simulations of a zero pressure

gradient boundary layer will be compared to the DNS results described in Part II and the LES

solver and modelling parameters will be selected accordingly. The Reynolds number of the

simulation, ReH = 7900, has a moderate, but higher value than in the DNS simulation (in

which ReH = 3000). The �ow around a wall-mounted cube is presumably Reynolds number

independent for high Reynolds numbers and turbulent in�ow conditions (Meinders et al., 1999;

Rodi et al., 1997), thus we have therefore considered that matching the ratio H/δ ≈ 0.42 from

the DNS is more important to make the DNS and LES Reynolds numbers comparable to each

other. The parameter δ is the local thickness of the boundary layer at the position of the cube.

A lower ReH in the LES simulation may imply that the conditions of the upstream boundary

layer are not fully-turbulent (in the DNS, ReH = 3000 requires Reθ ≈ 750). This would not

be recommended for the LES since the hypothesis of turbulence model in the near wall region

would not be valid.

The results from our Large Eddy Simulation of a wall-mounted cube immersed in a turbulent

boundary layer are compared against the DNS simulation results presented in Chapter 5. The

use of turbulence modelling can result in some inaccuracies in the �ow solution. Nevertheless,

we expect a good agreement in the main dynamic features of the �ow away from the wall (e.g.

hairpin vortices shed from the top of the cube or the far �eld �uctuations), since the time and

spatial scales associated with them are relatively large. The most important requirement for
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the LES solution is that the far-�eld peak previously found in the energy spectra must also be

present in this simulation, with a Strouhal number in good agreement with the DNS results,

i.e St ' 0.05.

6.2 Computational Method

Flare is a numerical �ow solver developed by the company BAE Systems as part of their in-

house CFD suite. Flare uses 2nd order �nite-volume methods to compute the solution of the

compressible Navier-Stokes equations in unstructured meshes. The mesh generation process is

performed in three stages:

• Firstly, a surface mesh is generated on all the wall boundaries. The cell spacing of the

surface mesh is speci�ed by a global spacing parameter and a number of user-de�ned

volume sources, which apply local spacing constraints to the mesh. Each volume source

can be de�ned using a point, a line segment or a triangle.

• After that, the volume-mesh generation process is performed over the entire computa-

tional domain. In the �rst step, the previously computed surface mesh is propagated

from the wall inside the �uid region according to the speci�ed values of wall-normal spac-

ing and growth ratio. Parallel layers are created until the aspect ratio of the new cells

exceeds a certain threshold. In the next step, a Cartesian cut-cell mesh is generated from

the far-�eld boundaries and �lls the entire computational domain. The Cartesian mesh

also satis�es the spacing requirements dictated by the user-de�ned sources. Finally, the

algorithm connects the mesh layers propagated from the wall and the far-�eld Carte-

sian mesh using a cut-cell approach, in order to prevent any overlapping and guarantee

continuity between cells.

• Finally, another algorithm performs all the mesh pre-processing operations, e.g. wall-

distance computations and boundary de�nitions. Additionally, the mesh is partitioned

according to the number of parallel simulation processes.

As an example, the computational mesh used for a fractal grid simulation performed with Flare

is sketched in Figure 6.1. After the mesh generation and pre-processing operations, the �ow-

solver computes the solution in the numerical domain. Flare uses a �nite-volume method to
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solve the integral form of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in each of the i cell elements:

∫
Vi

∂U

∂t
dV +

∫
Σi

F · dΣ =

∫
Σi

τ · dΣ +

∫
Vi

fdV . (6.1)

Figure 6.1: Example of a computational mesh gen-
erated for an LES of fractal grid simulations. De-
tailed view of the solid body, where the reader can
notice the parallel layers of the mesh in the near-wall
region. Far from the walls, the mesh is Cartesian-
cut.

In the previous equation, Vi is the vol-

ume of the cell and Σi is the set of all

the faces of each cell. The vector U =

[ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw,E] contains the conserva-

tive variables of the �uid: density, mo-

mentum and total energy E = e + 1
2
uiui

(e is the internal energy). The second-

order tensors F and τ are, respectively,

the inviscid and the total viscous �uxes

on the cell faces ( Fij and τij using in-

dex notation). The expression for these

�uxes can be found in any compressible

�ow text-book, e.g. Toro (1997). The

term f includes the volume forces applied to the �uid cell. The closure of the previous system

requires an equation of state for the �uid p = p(ρ, T ), where T is the �uid temperature. For

the present simulations, we selected an ideal gas law, p = ρRT with R being the gas constant

(i.e. standard dry air, R = 287Jkg−1K−1).

Flare allows the user to con�gure a number of aspects of the underlying solver algorithms. The

remainder of this section describes the relevant settings that were used for these simulations.

In the simulations performed in this chapter, the inviscid face �uxes were computed using the

HLLC solver (Harten-Lax-van Leer Contact, developed by Harten et al. (1983)) to approximate

the solution of the Riemann problem for all cell faces at every time-step. The Riemann problem

is the initial value problem in which a system of conservative �ow variables evolve in time

after an initial condition which includes a discontinuity in space. In a numerical mesh, these

discontinuities occur at each cell face since the �ow variables in two adjacent cells do not share

the same value in general. A full description of the Riemann problem and the di�erent Riemann

solvers can be found in the book of Toro (1997). In the HLL/HLLC familiy of methods, the

convective �uxes are estimated from the integral form of the conservation laws, applied on
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both sides of the discontinuity. Another popular choice, the Roe solver, estimates the �uxes

by obtaining the exact solution of the linearised Jacobian matrix for the �uxes. However, the

HLLC solver has the advantage over the Roe solver that the estimation of the eigenvalues does

not require any information about the �ux Jacobians, and that the HLLC solution has excellent

entropy-conservation properties. The advantage of HLLC over the standard HLL solver is that

it can solve contact discontinuities in the Riemann problem, which can be important in high

�delity simulations of turbulent �ows (Toro, 1997).

Before solving the Riemann problem, the left and right �uxes at each cell can be reconstructed

by interpolating from the adjacent cell values, in order to increase numerical accuracy. The

current simulations used a second order reconstruction, along with the van Albada �ux limiter

(van Albada et al., 1982), to prevent spurious oscillations which could otherwise occur in the

presence of discontinuities or strong gradients in the solution. This limiter function was chosen

because it is derivable (smooth), 2nd order and TVD (total variation diminishing), highly

desirable properties for preventing spurious oscillations.

The viscous �uxes are easy to obtain because there is no need to solve a Riemann problem

for them. Since the viscous �uxes include spatial derivatives, centred schemes can be used to

obtain the value at the face between two cells. At the boundaries, ghost cells can be used to

guarantee that the corresponding boundary conditions are satis�ed in the faces of the boundary

cells. For the present simulations, the spatial derivatives were computed using second order

schemes. The dynamic viscosity of the �uid depends on temperature following Sutherland's

law (Sutherland, 1893).

The LES simulations of wall-bounded turbulence aim to reproduce similar �ow conditions as

in the DNS performed with Incompact3D. Therefore, the Mach number Ma of the simulations

needs to be very low to mimic incompressible conditions. Compressible solvers are not suitable

for very low ach number conditions, since the characteristic velocities of the Riemann problem

scale with the speed of sound and the local velocity. This means that the CFL condition for the

simulation time-step, at very low Mach numbers, must be based on the speed of sound, which

makes the time-advancement of the solution very ine�cient. Therefore, compressible solvers

require an e�ective transformation for the time derivative in order to reduce the characteristic

velocities of the solution.

This transformation is known as preconditioning, and the transformation matrix introduces the
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de�nition of a pseudo-time t̃ for iterating the solution. For very high values of the pseudo-time

variable, the solution of the transformed system converges to a stationary value, equal to the

solution of the original Navier-Stokes equations. For unsteady problems, the preconditioned

system is not time-accurate and it requires the use of dual time-stepping. With this, the inner

iterating variable is the pseudo-time t̃, which is not time-accurate, and the outer iteration is

performed in physical time t. The �ow solver Flare has been implemented with the precondi-

tioner proposed by Weiss and Smith (1995), a robust method which can be applied to constant

and variable density �ows.

The inner pseudo-time advancement in the present simulations use an implicit method, in order

to increase the pseudo-time step and converge the solution in the shortest number of iterations

without compromising the numerical stability. The inner CFL condition is de�ned locally,

which allows faster convergence for the regions with low velocity. In the current simulations,

the solution at each time-step is assumed to be converged after 10 inner iterations using CFL =

5, since the residuals were reduced by around three orders of magnitude. The outer time

advancement is performed using a explicit second-order scheme, for which the physical time-

step is de�ned by the user. If the inner iteration loop is stable and well-converged, the physical

time-step does not need to satisfy any stability criteria and can be chosen in accordance to the

�ow dynamics of interest.

6.2.1 Turbulence model

In general, turbulence models add an extra term to the total viscous stresses τij in the �ltered

Navier Stokes equations (in the present methodology, the mesh size implicitly acts as the spatial

�lter length). This term mimics the dissipative e�ect of the small turbulence scales which are

not captured by the resolution of the computational mesh:

τij = θij + τ ′ij . (6.2)

In the previous equation, θij are the components of the stress tensor associated with the molec-

ular momentum di�usion and τ ′ij are the Reynolds stresses associated with the turbulent trans-

port of momentum. The Reynolds stresses are usually modelled using the Boussinesq eddy

viscosity assumption (Pope, 2000). This assumption says that the Reynolds stresses can be

computed by de�ning a turbulent or eddy viscosity µt in a similar fashion to the de�nition of
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the molecular viscosity µ:

τ ′ij = 2µt

(
Sij −

1

3
δijSkk

)
. (6.3)

Here, δij is the Kronecker delta operator and Sij is the strain-rate tensor Sij =

1
2

(∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi). In order to keep a moderate computational cost for the simulations

of wall-bounded �ows, a hybrid-approach has been chosen. This hybrid approach combines the

use of a LES subgrid model far away from the walls and a RANS model used near the walls,

where the computational requirements for well-resolved LES are highly demanding. The hy-

brid formulation which is already implemented in Flare is the model proposed by Peng (2006).

In the near-wall region, Peng's formulation uses an algebraic RANS model based on the wall

distance. In the near-wall RANS model, an uncorrected turbulent viscosity is �rstly computed

by the following algebraic expression:

µ̃t = ρl̃2µ |S| , (6.4)

l̃µ = fµκy fµ = tanh

(
(µ̃t/µ)1/3

2.5

)
. (6.5)

According this algebraic RANS approach, the turbulence length-scale l̃µ is a function of the

wall-normal distance y and the von Karman constant κ = 0.418, and fµ is a damping function

for the near-wall region. Far from the walls, Peng's formulation applies the original LES subgrid

model of Smagorinsky (1963) the �ow equations. The formulation for this model is:

µsgs = ρ(Cs∆)2 |S| . (6.6)

The value for Smagorinsky's constant is Cs = 0.12 and ∆ is an estimate of the cell size,

computed as ∆ =
√

(∆2
max + δV 2/3)/2, where δV is the cell volume and ∆max is the maximum

cell size: ∆max = max(∆x,∆y,∆z). In the interface between near-wall and free-stream regions,

a smooth transition between RANS and LES models must be guaranteed. For this purpose,

the turbulence length and turbulent viscosities of the RANS region used in Equation (6.3) are

corrected as lµ = fsl̃µ and µt = ρl2µ |S|. This correction forces a continuous transition between

the two regions by using the smoothing function fs. Peng (2006) proposes the following formula

for fs:

fs = tanh
1

2

[
exp

(
−(µ̃t/µsgs)

0.75

4.75

)
+ exp

(
−(µ̃t/µsgs)

0.3

2.5

)]
. (6.7)
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After applying the previous correction, the model smoothly transitions between the RANS

formulation (6.4) for l̃µ � ∆ and the LES formulation (6.6) for l̃µ � ∆. The transition interface

is approximately centred at dint ≈ 2.5∆/fµ, with fµ ≤ 1. Therefore, since ∆+ ≈ 50− 100 when

using a typical mesh resolution for LES, the interface is located far out of the bu�er region.

An alternative formulation for the RANS/LES transition, which usually brings the interface

closer to the wall, is given by using the blending functions of the IDDES (Improved Delayed

Detached Eddy Simulation) model proposed by Shur et al. (2008). By using this formulation,

the interface between RANS and LES is usually placed inside the logarithmic layer. However,

since the Reynolds number of the simulations in the current research is kept moderate, the

bu�er region spans an important thickness inside the boundary layer. Therefore, it is intended

to simulate at least the biggest structures located at the end of the bu�er region and it is believed

that the LES model may perform better, since the RANS model may be over-dissipative. For

this purpose, we modi�ed the original formulation of Peng (2006)'s model in order to bring the

interface closer to the wall. The original criterion for the interface location, reading lµ = ∆,

will be substituted by lµ = Cs∆, and the distance of the interface from the wall can be reduced

by a factor around 5− 10.

Another drawback of the original formulation is that the classical Smagorinsky model returns

non-zero eddy viscosity whenever there is non-zero strain rate |S|. This is inconvenient for

laminar regions under shear conditions, such as a laminar boundary layer, where no turbulent

viscosity is needed. In order to avoid this, the LES eddy viscosity can be formulated in an

alternative way by using the Sigma model of Toda et al. (2010), which damps the turbulence

viscosity if the strain rate is not three dimensional. The Smagorinsky model applied to the

LES region was modi�ed into the Sigma-model in order to improve the accuracy of the hybrid

model formulation in the tubulent/non-turbulent interface of the boundary layer.

6.2.2 Random �uctuation generation for the in�ow boundary condi-

tion

In the DNS simulations of previous chapters, a laminar boundary layer was prescribed at

the inlet and the transition into a turbulent state was triggered using the volume forcing

method described by Schlatter and Örlü (2010). However, this method was not implemented
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in Flare because its use for the current LES may be inadequate. Firstly, the introduction

of intense random velocity �uctuations very close to the wall can be inconsistent with the

modelling hypotheses of the RANS turbulent viscosity used in the near-wall region. Secondly,

the in�ow Reynolds number in the LES is much higher than in the DNS (Reθ = 1700 against

Reθ = 270), and the theoretical instability analysis of laminar boundary layers does not predict

a natural turbulence transition at such high Reynolds numbers (see Chapter 2 and Schlichting

and Gersten (2000)). On the other hand, the high order statistics of the baseline �ow in the

LES are not required to be in very good agreement with the canonical boundary layer �ow. All

we require is a turbulent �ow �eld which is consistent with a turbulent boundary layer, so we

can afterwards simulate a solid wall-mounted cube inside the numerical domain.

For these reasons, it is more appropriate to prescribe a synthetic turbulent boundary layer at

the inlet plane. This in�ow condition is computed as the addition of two terms at x = 0: a

mean velocity pro�le based on semi-empirical laws for turbulent boundary layers and a planar

�eld of synthetic velocity �uctuations. These synthetic �uctuations u′ are �rstly initialised

from three random �uctuation �elds which are generated for the three velocity components u.

These random �elds are afterwards low-pass �ltered in order to make sure that the integral

scales of the velocity �uctuations are consistent with the physics of turbulent boundary layers.

The �ltering operation uses a di�usion equation for each �uctuating velocity component u′j,

which reads:
∂u′j

∂t̃
= D0

∂2u′j
∂x2

i

, (6.8)

where D0 is a numerical di�usion parameter and t̃ is de�ned as a non-physical pseudo-time to

iterate the equation solution. The Laplace operator is split into three di�erent equations which

are solved sequentially in order to treat each spatial direction independently. The di�usion

equations are solved in a mesh-less cloud of points following the approach proposed by Seibold

(2008). In practice, the di�usion parameter D0 in Equation 6.8 remains unchanged (e.g. D0 =

1), and we can target di�erent length-scales in the streamwise and cross-stream directions by

selecting a di�erent number of pseudo-time iterations. Kempf et al. (2005) provide the following

relation to target a particular integral length-scale as a function of the iteration number n:

L ≈
√

2πD0n∆t̃, where ∆t̃ is the value of the pseudo-time step.

In wall-bounded �ows, the targeted integral scale of the synthetic �uctuations is chosen equal to

the mixing length lmix of the incoming boundary layer at every y position. The mixing length
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is estimated using the model of Cebeci and Smith (1967), limited in the outer region as:

lmix = max

(
κy

[
1− exp

(
−y+

A+

)]
, 0.1δ

)
, (6.9)

where A+ = 26 is a model parameter, κ = 0.41 is the von-Karman constant of the log region,

y+ = y/δν is made non-dimensional using the wall-viscous length δν = ν/uτ and δ is the

boundary layer thickness. The previous formula can be used without any modi�cation to

prescribe the integral scale in the wall-normal and spanwise directions. However, the velocity

�uctuations computed by the synthetic turbulence method are compressed in the streamwise

direction when they are advected to the domain at x = 0. This compression occurs because

the local mean�ow velocity u(y) inside the boundary layer is smaller than U∞, so the integral

scale is modi�ed as Lx>0 = Lx<0
u(y)

u∞
. The integral scale in the streamwise direction can be

corrected by applying a stretching factor U∞/u(y) to the value targeted by 6.9.

Initially, the three random �uctuating �elds for the velocity components are completely un-

correlated, since they were computed independently. However, in turbulent �ows, the three

components of the velocity �uctuations are statistically correlated and therefore, any compo-

nent of the Reynolds stress tensor u′iu
′
j may be non-zero, depending on the �ow con�guration.

In Flare, the uncorrelated arti�cial turbulent �elds u are transformed into a new �uctuating

�eld v, with targeted cross-correlation coe�cients, by using the linear transformation v = WTu

proposed by Lund et al. (1998). The transformation WT can be obtained, for instance, by es-

timating it from the relation u′iu
′
j =

2

3
WT,ijk in the stress-omega turbulence model by Wilcox

et al. (1998), where k is the mean turbulence kinetic energy. The value of k at each y location

is speci�ed as a subset of the model of Cebeci and Smith (1967).

The arti�cial turbulent �uctuations obtained with the previous method at the inlet are added

to a prescribed mean pro�le for the boundary layer. The boundary layer model of Flare uses

a combination of the velocity pro�le of Spalding (1961), for the inner and bu�er regions, and

a von-Karman type pro�le, for the inertial and outer layers (Young, 1989). Both pro�les are

blended, guaranteeing a smooth transition in the logarithmic layer, by using the expression:

y+ = u+ + exp(−κB) exp

(
κfu sin3

(
πy+

2δ+

))(
exp(κu+)− 1− κu+ − (κu+)

2

2
− (κu+)

3

6

)
. (6.10)

In the previous pro�le, κ = 0.41 is the von Karman constant, B = 5.0 is the intercept constant,
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δ+ is the boundary layer thickness in plus units and the outer region blend function fu is

evaluated as fu = −1

κ
log(δ+) − B + U+

∞. The skin friction value used for the scaling in wall-

units is estimated from empirical correlations.

6.3 Numerical setup

6.3.1 Boundary conditions and computational domain

The computational domain is chosen to be similar in all the wall-bounded �ow simulations

performed with the LES solver. The near-wall and free-stream resolutions of the computational

mesh are the same for all the LES simulations, based on the requirements of zero-pressure

gradient (ZPG) boundary layer simulations. In the cases which simulate wall-attached objects

inside in the numerical domain, the mesh was �tted and re�ned around the solid bodies using

volume source constraints.

On the in�ow plane plane, we prescribe a semi-empirical velocity pro�le of a turbulent boundary

layer. Synthetic turbulence �uctuations can be either added on top of it, by using the method

described in Section 6.2.2. At the outlet, a standard out�ow condition is used, imposing zero-

di�usion �uxes at the boundary. This is similar to solve a convective equation on the outlet

plane

At the top of the domain, located far away from the wall, a far-�eld boundary condition

is imposed. This is a non-re�ective boundary condition, which computes the correspondent

values for the �ow variables based on the Riemann invariants (characteristic variables) of the

�ow and the prescription of the values of velocity, density and pressure at the in�nity.

In the spanwise direction, symmetry conditions were speci�ed at the boundaries because pe-

riodic conditions were not yet available in the code. The symmetry boundary conditions may

create a region close to the symmetry plane where the solution is not accurate and must be

discarded (see Figure 6.2). However, the solution is valid in most extent of the numerical do-

main, su�ciently far from the boundaries. This is a con�guration similar to experiments, since

the �ow inside a wind tunnel is constrained by solid wall boundaries in the spanwise direction.

The numerical box in the simulations has a size of Lx×Ly×Lz = 80δ0×40δ0×10.5δ0, where δ0
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is the thickness of the boundary layer at the inlet. The mesh resolution in the near-wall region

was chosen to guarantee the requirements suggested by Chapman (1979) and Choi and Moin

(2012). The previous references recommend ∆x+ ≈ 100, ∆z+ ≈ 20 and the use of 10 cell points

in the wall-normal direction inside δ. However, since the region inside the boundary layer is

particularly important for the present study, the near-wall resolution of the current LES was

chosen to be ∆x+ = 60, ∆y+
wall = 1.5, ∆z+ = 20, �ner than the previous criterion. The mesh

spacing in the y direction was kept the same for the 4 �rst cells from the wall, and a growth

rate of 1.2 was applied to following cells. This mesh resolution in the y direction guarantees,

at least, 20 cells inside the boundary layer.

Figure 6.2: Detailed view of the contaminated
region near the spanwise boundaries. Contours of
instantaneous streamwise velocity in an arbitrary
Z − Y plane cut at x = 0.5Lx. Colourmap ranges
from 0 (red) to U∞ (violet).

In the far-�eld region, the cartesian-cut

mesh has a maximum cell size around

2δ0. The total cell count of the numeri-

cal domain is approximately 4.5 million.

Due to the �ow preconditioning, the sim-

ulation requires a dual-time stepping to

obtain a time-accurate solution. The

inner-loop uses 8 implicit pseudo-time it-

erations per physical time-step, with lo-

cal CFL = 5. The physical time =-step

for the outer loop does not directly a�ect

the stability of the solution and its value

is ∆t = 0.03δ0/U∞. This con�guration

of the time-advancement parameters guarantees that the solution residuals decays two orders

of magnitude at each physical time-step, which is su�ciently small to capture the �ow struc-

tures (∆tU∞/∆x = 0.23). The �ow statistics were collected over a total time period of around

T = 2500H/U∞, in order to guarantee statistical convergence.

In all the present LES, The Reynolds number of the incoming boundary layer was Reθ = 1700,

based on the momentum thickness. In the case of the baseline boundary layer, the local

Reynolds number reached a value around Reθ = 2580 at the end of the domain. The free-stream

Mach number of the simulation was kept low, Ma = 0.09, making the results comparable to

an incompressible simulation but still ensuring accuracy and e�ciency for the compressible

solution using preconditioning.
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6.3.2 Baseline boundary layer solution

The computational setup described in the previous section is �rstly used to simulate a ZPG

turbulent boundary layer, which will be the baseline con�guration to simulate the �ow around

a wall-attached cube. The turbulence transition can develop naturally even if no perturbation

is applied to the in�ow velocity pro�le, since the numerical error can trigger �ow instabilities

further downstream. However, the prescription of synthetic turbulent �uctuations following the

method described in the Section 6.2.2 can reduce the length of the transition region.

The previous two cases were simulated using LES and, in both simulations, the �ow becomes

turbulent after a relatively short transition region. Comparison between Figure 6.3 and Figure

6.4 shows that the transition region length, Ltrans, is indeed shorter if the synthetic �uctuation

method is applied to the in�ow plane: Ltrans ≈ 12δ0 instead of Ltrans ≈ 20δ0 in the natural

transition case. It is interesting to note that the natural transition seems to start from Tollmien-

Schlichting instabilities, as suggested by the alternating bands in Figure 6.3). These quasi

two-dimensional instabilities develop into a turbulent velocity �eld further downstream, in a

similar way to the natural instability mechanisms of boundary layers described by Schlichting

and Gersten (2000).

Figure 6.3: Streamwise velocity (top) and (bottom) pressure on the plane y/δ = 0.1, no
trip mechanism is used. Transition occurs around x/δ = 20. Tollmien-Schlichting waves are
noticed in the transition region of pressure contours. Contour ranges, from red to violet, are:
u ∈ [0, U∞] and p ∈ [−0.05ρU2

∞, 0.05ρU2
∞].

The integral scale of the arti�cial in�ow �uctuations, estimated via the mixing length model

of Cebeci and Smith (1967), is not an accurate representation of canonical boundary layer

turbulence. In particular, it does not take in account the strong anisotropy of the turbulence

structures in the streamwise direction: the value prescribed for the streamwise integral scale
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Figure 6.4: Streamwise velocity (top) and (bottom) pressure on the plane y/δ = 0.1, using
synthetic inlet �uctuations. Transition occurs around x/δ = 12. Tollmien-Schlichting waves
are noticed in the transition region of pressure contours. Contour ranges, from red to violet,
are: u ∈ [0, U∞] and p ∈ [−0.05ρU2

∞, 0.05ρU2
∞].

using Equation 6.9 is signi�cantly lower than the value found in canonical boundary layers.

The study in Appendix B, in accordance with the DNS results by Sillero et al. (2014), suggests

that the value of the streamwise integral scale is much higher than the estimation of the mixing

length `m, computed using either the model of Cebeci and Smith (1967) or the actual bound-

ary layer statistics. Nevertheless, despite the inaccurate streamwise scales of the prescribed

arti�cial �uctuations, the near-wall structures expected in canonical turbulent boundary layers

are present further downstream in our simulations (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4): the streamwise

velocity component is organised in very long streaks of alternating low and high magnitude.

The mean velocity pro�le u and the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity �uctua-

tions urms are plotted in Figure 6.5. These pro�les have been averaged over a time period of

T = 2500δ0/U∞ at the streamwise location x = 0.5Lx = 40δ0 and spanwise location z = 0 (suf-

�ciently far away from the symmetry boundaries). At this location, the local Reynolds number

based on the momentum thickness is Reθ = 2135. The local Reynolds number based on the

skin friction coe�cient uτ and the boundary layer thickness δ is Reτ = 535. If the relation

between Reτ and Reθ is compared against the empirical relation suggested in 3.2 for canoni-

cal boundary layers, one can notice an important disagreement, around 35% (i.e. we expect

Reτ ≈ 718 for Reθ = 2135). This disagreement is caused by the inaccurate value of uτ obtained

with LES. For this reason, we should not use inner variables in the non-dimensionalisation and

the comparison against DNS data will use outer variable scaling, y/δ and u/U∞.

The LES pro�les in Figure 6.5 do not match the reference DNS pro�les at Reθ ≈ 2135 (Schlatter

et al., 2010; Jiménez et al., 2010) in satisfactory agreement. However, if the LES pro�les are
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Figure 6.5: Mean velocity pro�le and time-averaged �uctuations of the streamwise component.
Reference data from Schlatter et al. (2010).

compared against reference DNS data at Reθ = 1470 (including our DNS results of Chapter 3),

the mean velocity pro�le u/U∞ is in good agreement for y > 0.08δ (end of bu�er region) and

urms/U∞ is in good agreement in the inertial and outer regions. E�ectively, for a given Reynolds

number, based on the local momentum thickness θ (or boundary layer thickness δ), the LES

pro�le of u(y/δ)/U∞ matches the mean velocity pro�le of a canonical boundary layer at a lower

Reynolds number. This apparently unexpected behaviour comes from the fact that the value of

the skin friction coe�cient is not accurate in LES, and the the relation Reτ = Reτ (Reθ) from

canonical boundary layers is not satis�ed in the LES data.

A possible explanation for this problem can be summarised as follows. Inside the boundary

layer, the LES subgrid model adds turbulent viscosity to the total momentum di�usivity (as

in Equation (6.3)) and the �ow therefore "sees" higher viscous stresses in the near wall region.

Therefore, since the total or apparent viscosity is νeff = ν + νt, the e�ective Reynolds number

of the boundary layer may be reduced by a factor Reθ|eff = ν
ν+νt

Reθ and this modi�es the mean

�ow statistics accordingly. In our LES, the turbulence viscosity ratio at the wall has a mean

value approximately equal to νt/ν = 0.3. At the same time, the increased momentum di�usivity

in the near-wall region may be responsible for the reduced value of the friction velocity with

respect to the canonical relation Reτ = Reτ (Reθ). As the Reynolds number increases, it is

very important to try to guarantee ν+νt
ν
≈ 1 in the near-wall region of the boundary layer.

Otherwise, the obtained results may correspond to a lower Reynolds number that the one we

intended to simulate.
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Whereas the Reynolds number of the present simulation is only moderate, the original formula-

tion of the turbulence model introduced in Section 6.2.1 is designed for high Reynolds-number

�ow. Therefore, the use of this turbulence model con�guration may not be appropriate for our

�ow conditions. If we want to simulate the �uctuations inside the bu�er and intertial regions,

the RANS formulation of the hybrid model may probably be over-dissipative for this purpose.

Since the simulation domain has overall good spatial and temporal resolution, we would ideally

like to apply the LES turbulence model in most regions of the �ow, and use RANS only in the

inner and early bu�er regions. As explained before, in order to bring the interface closer to the

wall, we modi�ed Peng's turbulence model in two alternative ways: A) by changing the default

parameters in the original formulation of Peng (2006) and B) by using the IDDES formula-

tion of Shur et al. (2008) to de�ne the LES/RANS interface. For comparison purposes, the

mean velocity pro�le and the averaged �uctuations have been plotted using both formulations

in Figure 6.5. These results suggest that the option A captures a higher level of �uctuations

around the inner peak and therefore represents the physics of the bu�er layer more accurately.

In the inertial and outer regions, both options provide an accurate estimation of the mean �ow

statistics.

In summary, the turbulence model and the �ow con�guration have been satisfactorily validated

for the purpose of this investigation. The boundary layer physics are well captured in the inertial

and outer regions, and only the inner region (and therefore the scaling in wall viscous units) is

a�ected by the LES modelling inaccuracies. It is important to keep in mind that the numerical

viscosity introduced by the subgrid model will reduce the e�ective Reynolds number of the

boundary layer. This may make the current formulation unsuitable for the fundamental study

of boundary layer turbulence, but it is not important for simulating the �ow �eld around a wall-

mounted cube. Among the two possible formulations for the RANS/LES interface, we chose for

our simulations the original Peng (2006)'s model with a custom value for the turbulence length-

scale parameter, say lµ = Cs∆. With this modi�cation, the simulations captured a higher level

of streamwise �uctuations around the inner energy peak, closer to the value obtained using

DNS.
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6.4 LES of a Wall-bounded cube

The previous turbulent boundary layer simulation can be used as the baseline �ow con�guration

to investigate the �ow around a wall-attached cube using LES. This means that all the boundary

conditions and the near-wall mesh resolution will be kept the same but the new computational

mesh is, additionally, �tted and re�ned around the solid cube. The turbulence subgrid model

corresponds with the original formulation of Peng (2006), but the length-scale parameter lµ,

associated to the interface between RANS and LES regions near solid walls, has been modi�ed

to lµ = Cs∆ (being Cs = 0.12 the Smagorinsky constant). As explained in the previous section,

this allows using the LES subgrid formulation closer to the wall and capture a higher level of

velocity �uctuations in the bu�er region of boundary layers.

The cube has size H = 0.5δ0 and it is located at a streamwise distance ∆x = 60H from the

inlet (∆x = 100H from the outlet). The cube height is H = 0.43δ based on the local boundary

layer thickness, which is similar to the value used in the DNS ( H = 0.42δ). Local mesh-

re�nement volume sources guarantee a higher mesh resolution in the region around the cube.

The mesh spacing in the wall parallel directions of the cube faces is limited to a maximum

value of ∆z = 0.05H (∆z = 0.021δ). However, the mesh is further re�ned around all the sharp

edges of the cube, as shown in Figure 6.6, which guarantees having a wall-parallel mesh spacing

lower than ∆z = 0.01H near the edges and a smooth spacing transition towards the centre of

the faces. The mesh-re�nement volume sources are extended to cover the �ow region around

and behind the cube, in order to guarantee that the vortex structures generated by the cube

are satisfactorily captured.

The mesh spacing in the normal directions from the cube faces is equal to the mesh spacing in

the normal direction from the �at plate wall, being ∆ = 0.003H for the �rst cell (approximately

equivalent to ∆y+ = 1.5). A sketch view of the re�ned mesh region around the solid cube can be

seen in Figure 6.6. The total number of cells is 6.8 million. Unfortunately, the mesh generation

algorithm does not guarantee that the mesh is symmetric even if we provide a symmetric

geometry and a symmetric distribution of re�nement volume sources, as observed in Figure

6.6. This can happen because the computational mesh is propagated independently from each

solid surface, satisfying the maximum cell size requirements imposed by the re�nement sources.

The propagated cells can therefore meet irregularly in the free-stream interface, leading to

asymmetries in their spatial distribution.
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The Reynolds number of the LES simulation, based on the cube height and free-stream velocity,

is equal to ReH = 7900. The boundary layer at the cube position has a local Reynolds number

Reθ = 2040. As explained in the introduction of this Chapter, this Reynolds number is higher

than the Reynolds number of the DNS in Chapter 5, which is ReH = 3000. If the ratio H/δ is

kept around 0.42-0.43 in the two simulations, the Reynolds number condition ReH = 3000 would

require a local Reθ approximately equal to 750. A boundary layer with this value for Reθ might

not be considered fully-turbulent and this �ow condition may therefore be not appropriate for

LES modelling. Since the �ow around a wall-mounted cube immersed in a turbulent boundary

layer is presumably Reynolds independent for ReH > 2000 (Meinders et al., 1999; Rodi et al.,

1997; Yakhot et al., 2006b), we selected the same ratio H/δ than in the DNS, but the Reynolds

number has been increased to a more adequate value for LES.

Figure 6.6: Computational mesh for the LES of the wall-attached cube.

Due to the mesh re�nement around the cube and the presence of stronger velocity gradients

in comparison with the baseline case, the inner-loop time-step of the simulation needs to be

reduced by the �ow solver (see Section 6.2 for details) in order to guarantee the same CFL

condition of the boundary layer simulation, CFL = 5.0. We set the simulation to perform 10

inner-loop implicit iterations per each physical time-step, ∆t = 0.03δ0/U∞, which produces a

stable solution with satisfactorily converged residuals at the end of each inner-iteration loop.

The outer loop of the dual time-stepping, corresponding to the physical time advancement, also

uses an implicit method. The time statistics and the frequency spectra were averaged over a

total time period of T = 3000δ0/U∞.

As in the previous Chapter, the validation of the simulation is performed by comparison of the
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di�erent mean �ow structures around the solid cube, in this case against our DNS study. All

the coherent structures found in the DNS solution are also found in the LES, and their spatial

location is, in general, in good agreement. Figure 6.7(a) shows the mean velocity streamlines

and mean streamwise velocity contours in the X−Y plane z = 0. The DNS mean�ow contours

have been reproduced again in Figure 6.8 in order to simplify the comparison. The location of

the front stagnation point A, at y/H = 0.70, is in particularly good agreement with the DNS,

being less than 10 % higher. Also, the x-size of the rear recirculation is also consistent with

the DNS and the reattachment point E is approximately found at the exact same location,

x/H = 2.5. In this LES, the turbulence viscosity ratio is maximum inside the vortex structures

shed from the cube and it can reach instantaneous values of νt/ν ≈ 0.7.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Mean streamwise velocity contours and streamlines around the wall-attached cube
from the LES, computed with Flare. a) Spanwise X − Y plane z = 0. Contours from blue to
red in the range u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞]. b) Wall-normal X −Z plane y/H = 0.0045. Contours
from blue to red in the range u ∈ [−0.1U∞, 0.2U∞].

On the other hand, the features B, C and D in Figure 6.7(a) are not captured by the LES with

such good accuracy. The front recirculation centre C is located at y/H = 0.11 and x/H = −0.78

from the front face of the cube, while this point is found at y/H = 0.25 and x/H = −0.48 in

the DNS. The centre of the top vortex B in the LES is located at x/H = 0.54 at y/H = 1.11

instead of x/H = 0.65, y/H = 1.13. Finally, the location of the rear recirculation centre D

is x/H = 1.51, y/H = 0.90 in the LES and x/H = 1.4, y/H = 0.85 in the DNS. While the

error in this last position is actually not high, the shape of the streamlines around this point is

signi�cantly di�erent in the two simulations, being more elongated in the streamwise direction

in the LES.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Mean streamwise velocity contours and streamlines around the wall-attached cube
from the DNS of Chapter 5, computed with Incompact3D. a) Spanwise X − Y plane z = 0.
Contours from blue to red in the range u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞]. b) Wall-normal X − Z plane
y/H = 0.0045. Contours from blue to red in the range u ∈ [−0.1U∞, 0.2U∞].

Figure 6.7(b) shows the mean streamwise velocity contours and streamlines in the X−Z plane

y = 0.003H (the DNS equivalent is in Figure 5.2(b)). As in the DNS simulation, the point

A is revealed to be a saddle point located in front of the horseshoe vortex around the cube.

The minimum leg separation of the horseshoe vortex occurs at x/H = 2.6, where the distance

between legs is ∆zlegs = 1.9. The di�erences from the DNS solution, in which x/H = 2.2 and

∆zlegs = 1.4, may be partially attributed to the di�erent Reynolds number conditions, since

these mean-�ow features are especially sensitive to the �ow con�guration.

Similarly, the error in the locations of B and D in the XY plane z = 0 can be related not

only to resolution issues inherent to the LES formulation, but also to the di�erences in the

�ow physics. As described in Section 5.3, di�erences in the �ow con�guration (e.g. turbulent

channels against boundary layers, di�erent ratio H/δ) can have a strong impact on the vertical

position of these mean�ow features. The Reynolds number ReH in the LES simulation, based

on H and U∞, is 2.3 times ReH in the DNS. The di�erence in Reynolds number may have a

noticeable in�uence on the �nal solution.

In last place, the DNS and LES contours of urms in Figures 6.9 and 6.9 show that the maximum

streamwise velocity �uctuations are concentrated, on average, in the region above the wall-

attached cube. The high levels of turbulence �uctuations are associated to the unstable shear

layer over the mean recirculation region. The region with high urms is more elongated in

the LES, which may be a consequence of the higher Reynolds number or be associated with

turbulence modelling errors. The maximum value, located right on top of the cube, is higher in
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6.4. LES of a Wall-bounded cube

Figure 6.9: Contours of the r.m.s. streamwise velocity �uctuations, urms, in the X − Y plane
z = 0. Data from: a) DNS using Incompact3D, b) LES using Flare. Contours from blue to
red in the range urms ∈ [0U∞, 0.33U∞]. Axis unit is equal to H.

the LES. Since the �ow is locally highly unsteady, and the mean velocity gradients are strong

and anisotropic, we may expect the LES solution to be less accurate in this region. The front

recirculation C, associated with the central location of the horseshoe vortex, also present high

values of the rms. Note that this location is further away from the cube in the LES, which is also

observed in the mean�ow streamlines. The urms contours in the rear recirculation region also

present noticeable di�erences between LES and DNS, probably due to turbulence modelling

e�ects. At the location of the rear stagnation point E, the LES contours have higher values

locally, which is not noticed in the case of the DNS. Finally, the background level of urms

around the cube is considerably higher in the DNS, because the smallest turbulence scales are

modelled in the case of the LES.

E�ect on the span-averaged statistics

The computational domain in the cube LES consists of an unstructured mesh �tted around the

solid body. It is not recommendable to apply the span-average operator directly on the mesh

cells, since their spatial distribution is not homogeneous and the results could be a�ected by

the change of resolution in di�erent parts of the domain. For this reason, the solution on the

�ow-�eld cells should better be interpolated to a structured cloud of points with high resolution

in the three spatial directions. This high resolution allows representing features of the �ow in

regions where the unstructured mesh has been highly re�ned. The chosen interpolation method

guarantees continuity and derivability (C1 continuity).
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As we explained in Section 6.3.1, the �ow region near the spanwise boundaries must be discarded

due to the spurious e�ect of the symmetry boundary conditions. The cloud of interpolation

points is therefore trimmed to an spanwise interval equal to z ∈ [−0.43Lz, 0.43Lz]. In this

trimmed domain, the blockage ratio of the cube with respect to the total frontal area of the

local boundary layer is σ = 0.03. The post-processing tools of the �ow solver Flare can extract

the �ow variables on a given plane with constant x, y or z. The time-averaged solution of

the cube LES was extracted on 12 Y − Z planes at di�erent x locations and, afterwards, the

solution on the Y − Z plane was interpolated to the structured cloud of points and averaged

in the spanwise direction.

The mean velocity and root-mean squared �uctuation pro�les are plotted in �gure 6.10, where

they are compared to the unperturbed boundary layer pro�le of Figure 6.5 (modi�ed Peng's

turbulence model). The local Reynolds number of the reference boundary layer pro�le is Reθ =

2550. In the cube simulation, this �ow condition is approximately reached at the location

x = 20H (measured from the cube upstream face). As in the DNS, the mean velocity pro�les

downstream of the cube do not deviate importantly from the canonical boundary layer solution.

It is interesting to note how the velocity pro�les evolve from the pro�le prescribed at the inlet

and how they experience a sudden change in the region near the solid obstacle. The comparison

of the urms pro�les in Figure 6.10(b) suggests that the e�ect of the cube mostly concentrates

between y = 0.3H and y = H, as also noticed in the DNS. The cube induces an important

increment of urms, which vanishes as we move further downstream from the cube. At the

location x = 20H (where Reθ ≈ 2550), this increment is ∆urms = 0.01U∞ (around 15%

higher).

In the DNS of Chapter 5, the cube has a negligible e�ect on the span-averaged statistics of

the boundary layer inner region. However, the LES results show some disagreement in this

region between the boundary layer and cube simulations. The di�erences are possibly due to

numerical e�ects, since the near-wall resolution is higher in the vicinity of the cube and the

turbulence model can a�ect the solution if the cube induces high �uctuations near the wall. Note

that the magnitude of the inner urms peak, scaled with U∞, increases for increasing Reynolds

numbers, while this value is expected to decrease in canonical boundary layers (urms/uτ remains

constant).

The boundary layer thickness δ and the momentum thickness θ of the cube simulation have

been computed according to the de�nitions in Section 2.4.1 and plotted in Figure 6.11(b) and
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: E�ect of the cube on the span-averaged statistics of the boundary layer: a)
Mean velocity pro�les. b) Root mean-squared �uctuation pro�les. The legend BL2550 refers to
the velocity pro�les at Reθ = 2550 from the unperturbed boundary layer simulation.

6.11(a). For comparison purposes, the momentum and boundary layer thickness of the baseline

boundary layer simulation have been also computed. The time-averaged solution of the baseline

�ow is presumably constant in the spanwise direction and the span-averaging operation is not

required if the statistical time convergence is su�cient. The results were extracted on the

central X − Y plane (z = 0) and interpolated to the structured cloud of points described

before, in order to allow the integration of the boundary layer pro�les in the y direction.

The boundary layer thickness δ (based on 0.99U∞) decreases abruptly at the cube location,

due to the strong �ow acceleration over the solid body. Shortly downstream, δ is recovered

and its value becomes higher than in the baseline case for x > 30H. The momentum thickness

increases at a fast rate in the near-cube region and for x > 15H the evolution curves of Reθ

in the two �ow con�gurations become approximately parallel. As in the DNS of Chapter 5,

the constant displacement between the Reθ curves can be related to the drag coe�cient of the

solid cube. In the LES, the increment of the Reynolds number is equal to ∆Reθ = 220, which

estimates the drag coe�cient as Cd = 2
∆Reθ
ReH

Lz
H

= 0.78. This value of Cd is 12% higher than

the one found in DNS.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: E�ect of the cube on the span-averaged thickness of the boundary layer: a)
E�ect on Reθ. b) E�ect on Reδ.

Far-�eld spectra

The most important �ow feature that we must validate in the LES results is the far-�eld peak

found in the energy spectra, as it is the main focus of our investigation. To compute the

temporal energy spectra of the streamwise velocity, we perform the Fourier transform of time

signals recorded in several streamwise and wall-normal positions, at z/H = 0. Each time

signal was split and averaged over 24 sub-periods with 50% overlap, which are widowed using

a Hanning function. In accordance to the Nyquist criterion, the maximum frequency is fmax =

16.6U∞/H and the frequency resolution is ∆f = 0.006H/U∞. The power spectral density (PSD)

has been made non-dimensional by dividing it by U∞H. Figure 6.12(a) shows the streamwise

energy spectra probed in the free-stream, for 5 di�erent streamwise positions and y = 4H.

The spectra shows a clear peak, whose frequency is associated to a �xed Strouhal number

St = 0.05. This frequency is in very good agreement with the one found in the DNS results.

Figure 6.12(b) show that, as in the DNS, the temporal �uctuations of the far-�eld velocity are

regularly spaced, with a time-lapse between peaks in the order of ∆tpeaksU∞/H ≈ 1/St ≈ 20.

When moving farther away from the wall (from y = 3H to y = 5H), the small-scale �uctuations

are �ltered out, and the quasi-equidistant peaks, approximately separated by 20H/U∞, become

more evident. Instantaneous contours of the free-stream velocity �uctuations, shown in Figure

6.13, suggest that the u′(t) �eld is regularly organised in large regions alternating between

positive and negative values, which is also consistent with the DNS results.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: a) Streamwise velocity energy spectra at y = 4H from the wall. The far-�eld
peak is present at streamwise distances from the cube equal or higher than 4H. b) Time signal
of the velocity �uctuations at x = 30H from the cube and at several distances from the wall.

The magnitude of the peak increases for increasing values of x, in the range x/H ∈ [4, 40], which

was also observed in the DNS. However, the magnitude of the peak is approximately 5 times

smaller than the value obtained in the DNS. Although the reason for this is not completely

clear, the lower magnitude of the energy spectra in the LES might be due to numerical reasons

or the di�erent choice of boundary conditions in the spanwise direction. One may notice in

Figure 6.6 that the mesh resolution changes abruptly in the free-stream (by a factor two),

in accordance to the formulation of the mesh generation algorithm for the Cartesian cell-cut

mesh. The �rst e�ect of the mesh resolution discontinuities is that the magnitude of the total

turbulence kinetic energy is reduced due to a low-pass �ltering e�ect. This might not have

a direct e�ect on the low frequency mode related with the far-�eld peak, but the resolution

change may �lter out higher frequency �uctuations generated on the near-wall region which

may also contribute to the peak energy.

Secondly, the subgrid turbulence model used in the LES formulation explicitly depends on the

local mesh size. The turbulent viscosity therefore experiences a sudden increase at the interface

between regions with di�erent resolution, which may have an intense dissipative e�ect on the

velocity �uctuations. The numerical investigations of Piomelli et al. (2006) and Vanella et al.

(2008) report a reduction of the resolved Reynolds stresses in regions where the mesh resolution

has been coarsened at a sharp interface.
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Finally, we would like to remark that the LES �ow solution has been obtained with a com-

pressible solver in combination with preconditioning method. This formulation is completely

di�erent from the incompressible methods used for the DNS, and the far-�eld energy may dis-

sipate at a di�erent rate in the two formulations. In the following chapter, which studies more

complex cases (e.g. interaction with a fractal or solid grid), we always compare our results

against the LES solution. Since the frequency of the free-stream peak captured by the LES

is in good agreement with the DNS results, the LES investigation is still a reliable model for

researching potential ways to suppress or damp the free-stream signature of the cube.

Figure 6.13: Instantaneous contours of the streamwise velocity �uctuations generated by a
wall-attached cube. Streamlines are also computed from the �uctuating velocities, u′(t) and
w′(t). Contours range from −0.01U∞ (blue) to 0.01U∞ (red).
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6.5 Conclusion

The LES simulations of turbulent boundary layers that computed with the current methodol-

ogy present some limitations when compared against reference DNS data. In particular, the

turbulent viscosity in the near-wall region can modify the skin friction coe�cient. Due to this,

the e�ective local Reynolds number of the boundary layer, the actual value of Reθ or Reτ is

lower than expected, since the e�ective viscosity is increased by the e�ect of the modelled tur-

bulent viscosity, νeff = ν + νt. However, the agreement in the inertial and outer region of the

boundary layer is satisfactory. Since this investigation mainly focuses on the free-stream peak

and the turbulent features around the solid cube, we have considered that the errors found in

the inner region of the boundary layer are acceptable.

The mean �ow features around a solid-cube cube are in overall good agreement with the DNS

results, although the location of some of them is not completely accurate. Since the Reynolds

number of the two simulations is not the same (due to reasons explained earlier in this Chapter),

some of these di�erences can be attributed to the di�erent �ow condition, but some others are

inevitably related to the LES formulation.

Nevertheless, the far-�eld peak found in the DNS is also present in the LES solution and the

Strouhal number is the same in both formulations. This is the most important validation in this

Chapter, since it proves that the LES formulation is, at least, able to capture the large-scale �ow

dynamics which are associated with the free-stream peak. Therefore, the fact that we obtained

the same frequency for the far-�eld peak justi�es the use of LES in the next Chapter, which

investigates the modi�cation of this peak using multiscale �ow con�gurations. The magnitude

of the peak found in the LES solution is lower than in the DNS by a factor approximately

equal to 5. This might be caused by the extra dissipation introduced by the subgrid model, the

lower mesh resolution in the free-stream or the di�erent boundary conditions in the spanwise

direction.
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Chapter 7

Turbulence interaction between

wall-attached obstacles

The DNS and LES results from the previous two Chapters focused on the low-frequency

peak found in the far-�eld turbulence energy-spectra generated by a wall-mounted cube.

This �ow signature, which can potentially be generated by other complex wall-attached

objects as well, may be undesirable from an engineering point of view. In this Chapter,

we investigate two potential �ow mechanisms which could reduce or suppress the far-�eld

peak of the energy spectra. First, we investigate the �ow around two solid cubes mounted

in parallel on the wall, based on the premise that their interaction might modify the free-

stream turbulence energy spectra. However, the obtained LES results, using three di�erent

spanwise distances between the cubes, suggest that this �ow interaction does not suppress

the free-stream peak and, furthermore, the magnitude of this peak measured between the

cubes may even increase for decreasing cube separations. This result may evidence that

the free-stream peak is not generated by a lateral shedding (e.g von Karman shedding

behind an in�nite square cylinder). Secondly, we study the �ow interaction between the

wall-mounted cube and regular and multiscale grids. While the grids do not remove the

signature peak in the free-stream, they seem to modify the peak frequency from a Strouhal

number St = 0.05 to a lower value St ≈ 0.012. The LES results therefore suggest that it

is possible to directly interact with the physical mechanism which generates the far-�eld

peak.
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7.1 Introduction

A wall-mounted cube immersed in a boundary layer generates a primary street of hairpin-like

structures aligned with the cube top-surface and two symmetric secondary vortex streets which

are attached to the wall. In Chapters 5 and 6, we suggested that the interaction between these

structures and the incoming turbulent boundary layer may be responsible for the free-stream

peak which has been found in the energy spectra of DNS and LES simulations. While this

e�ect has been investigated in a simple �ow, i.e a solid cube immersed in a canonical boundary

layer at moderate-Reynolds numbers, the energy spectrum peak is also expected to be found

in more complex con�gurations related to real engineering applications.

A wall-mounted cube can be seen as a simple representation of complex protuberances and

objects attached to the surface of maritime and air vehicles. The low frequency �uctuations

generated by these wall-attached bodies can propagate far away and could potentially be de-

tected at long far-�eld distances, despite the low magnitude of the �uctuations. For speci�c

engineering applications, the existence of such �uctuations is undesirable and it would be prefer-

able to have them masked or suppressed. For this reason, it is very interesting to investigate

�ow con�gurations which can potentially modify the �ow structure and interact with the low-

frequency �uctuations responsible for the far-�eld peak.

In the last few years, the study of multiscale and fractal-generated turbulence has provided

a better understanding of the interaction mechanisms between wakes and jets behind solid

simple bodies and grids; see, for instance, Hurst and Vassilicos (2007), Mazellier and Vassilicos

(2010), Valente and Vassilicos (2011a), Valente and Vassilicos (2014), Obligado et al. (2016),

Gomes-Fernandes et al. (2015), Melina et al. (2016a). Furthermore, in relation with the current

investigation, Rodríguez-López et al. (2017) have studied the �ow behind regular and fractal

grids immersed in a turbulent boundary layer. Laizet et al. (2012) and Gomes-Fernandes et al.

(2012) proposed a space-scale unfolding mechanism for fractal grids, based on the interaction

between the wakes generated by bars of di�erent sizes, which may explain the enhanced mixing

of fractal grids in comparison to regular grids with same blockage ratio.

Inspired by the mechanism proposed Laizet et al. (2012), we investigate the wake interaction

between two solid cubes mounted in parallel (i.e same streamwise position). In Figure 7.1,

we present a simpli�ed sketch of this �ow-�eld where we de�ne ∆ as the separation distance
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between the two cubes. The main hypothesis reads as follows: for su�ciently small distances

∆, the vortex streets generated by the cubes interact with each other and this interaction

mechanism may suppress or modify the low-frequency peak observed in the simulations of a

single wall-attached cube. It is believed that this interaction would be optimal if it occurs at

equal or lower distances from the cubes than the location where the �rst vortices behind the

cubes are generated. In order to estimate the critical separation ∆∗, below which this optimal

interaction occurs, we can compute the relation:

∆∗ = δw

(
H

St
, y

)
, (7.1)

where δw(x) is the local wake-width as a function of the streamwise distance x from the cubes

and the wall-normal distance. The vortex shedding generated by the cube has a Strouhal

number St ≈ 0.14 (see Chapter 5). The wake-width function in the near-wall region can be

estimated, in �rst approximation, from the location of the horseshoe vortex legs. In our estima-

tion of δw, we evaluate the wake-width function very close to the wall, δw,wall(x) = lim
y→0

δw(x, y),

and this way we eliminate its dependence on the wall-normal distance. By using the mean�ow

streamlines (see Figure 5.2(b) and 6.7(b)), which in the LES simulation is approximately �tted

by the expression δw,wall(x)/H = 2.99+0.0368
(
x−xcube

H

)0.5
for x−xcube > 4H (where xcube is the

location of the cube front face). The combination of the previous expression with (7.1) suggest

that the critical distance ∆∗ between the cubes should be approximately ∆∗ ≈ 3H.

Figure 7.1: Sketch of the wake interaction between two wall-mounted cubes.

Alternatively, the �ow interaction mechanisms found behind multiscale and regular grids could

also a�ect the low frequency peak generated by the cube. For example, let us assume that

the far-�eld peak is associated with �ow structures of size proportional to H/St. If the �ow

interacts with a grid whose mesh size is smaller than the previous value, the grid bars could

potentially break the �ow structures into smaller vortices and therefore modify their signature
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in the free-stream region. To design those grids, we refer to the parameters de�ned in Hurst

and Vassilicos (2007), Mazellier and Vassilicos (2010), Gomes-Fernandes et al. (2012).

An e�ective mesh size is de�ned in order to compare between regular and fractal or multiscale

grids, Meff =
T 2
g

Pg

√
1− σ2. In the previous expression, Pg is the total perimeter of multiscale

grid, σ is the blockage ratio and Tg is the tunnel cross section of the grid Tg = Hg ×Wg, being

Hg and Wg its total height and width. The e�ective mesh size is equal to the actual mesh

size M when computed for a regular grid. The wake interaction length x∗ is de�ned as the

streamwise distance from the grid at which the wakes of the di�erent bars meet with each other

(Mazellier and Vassilicos, 2010). In fractal grids under homogeneous in�ow conditions, x∗ is

the streamwise location from the grid at which the turbulence kinetic energy along the centre

line reaches a maximum and decays further downstream.

7.2 Interaction between two cubes mounted in parallel

The interaction between two parallel cubes has been studied by using three LES simulations

with di�erent separations between the cubes. In the �rst of them, the cube separation is ∆ =

5H, higher than the maximum value which produces an optimal interaction ∆∗ ≈ 3. In the other

two simulations, the cube separation is lower than ∆∗, say ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H. The Reynolds

number of the simulations, based on the cube height, is the same one used for the single-cube

LES in the previous Chapter, ReH = 7900. The spatial mesh resolution around the cubes

and near the wall satis�es the exact same criteria that we used before and the computational

domain size is the same than in the previous simulations. Since the mesh now needs to be �tted

around two bodies, the total cell count increased up to 8.5 million. The mean�ow statistics

and spectra are collected, using the same simulation time-step ∆t = 0.03H/U∞ as before (and

same CFL = 5.0 for the inner loop), over a time period of T = 3000δ0/U∞. The frequency

spectra has been averaged by splitting the time-signal into 25 windowed periods, with 50%

overlap between them.

Figure 7.2(a) shows the instantaneous contours of streamwise velocity in the X − Z plane

located at y = 0.5H from the wall. The �ow visualisations suggest the presence of low velocity

regions behind each cube, i.e. wakes, and also regions with higher velocity, i.e jets. On its own,

each cube generates two turbulent wakes and a jet region between the wakes. The jet region is
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produced by the recirculation downwash behind the cube, which introduces high velocity �uid

inside the boundary layer. In the case ∆ = 5H, the wakes of the two cubes are approximately

distinguishable from each other in most of the �ow domain and the jets can be clearly identi�ed

as separate regions. This is a direct consequence of the choice ∆ > ∆∗, since the cube wakes

meet at a downstream position located far away from the cubes.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: Instantaneous contours of a) streamwise velocity in the X − Z plane y = 0.5H
and b) pressure in the X − Z plane y = 2H, for several dual-cube separations. From top to
bottom, ∆ = 5H, ∆ = 2H, ∆ = H. Contour ranges, from red to violet, are u = [0, 1.2U∞]
and p − p∞ = [−0.05U2

∞, 0.05U2
∞]. The plane view spans from x = −H to x = 70H and from

z = −10H to z = 10H.

In the other two simulations, with ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H, the wakes meet at a short distance

from the cubes and merge into a single region. After this position, the central region of the

computational domain is dominated by a single jet structure, surrounded by two wakes, instead

of two separate wake-jet-wake structures. This introduces a new �ow scale, because the separa-

tion distance between the turbulent wakes in these two cases is larger than the wake separation

found behind a single cube (or in the case with ∆ = 5H).

Figure 7.2(b) presents the instantaneous contours of pressure �uctuations in the plane y = 2H,

for the three di�erent simulations. Red areas represent regions with low-pressure, which are

potentially associated with passing vortices. It is interesting to note a relatively di�erent

behaviour in the case ∆ = 5H > ∆∗ in comparison with the other two cases with ∆ < ∆∗. In

the �rst case, the red areas representing vortices are not aligned nor show any distinguishable
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pattern. However, in the other two cases, the wake interaction produces an alignment of the

vortex street with the plane z = 0. For distances up to 40H, the vortices travel in a symmetric

pattern, with respect to the centre plane z = 0. This fact further supports that there exists a

change in behaviour when the distance between the cubes is smaller than the critical value ∆∗.

In the near �ow�eld around the cubes, the large pressure oscillations seem to become stronger

for decreasing values of ∆, especially on the laterals of the two-cube system (see Figure 7.2(b)).

Figures 7.3 to 7.5 show the mean �ow streamlines (on top of the mean streamwise velocity

contours) in the plane y = 0.003H and the turbulence energy spectra for the three test cases.

Due to the symmetry of the �ow con�guration, the mean �ow streamlines in the X − Y plane

z = 0 are constrained to remain in this plane. Therefore, this plane e�ectively acts as a virtual

slip-wall between the mean �ow structures generated by each one of the cubes. In the case

∆ = 5H, Figure 7.3(a) show little interaction between the wakes, since the outer and inner legs

of the horseshoe vortices are very similar to each other. Each of the two symmetry halves of the

mean �ow �eld is not very di�erent from the �ow solution produced by a single wall-mounted

cube. However, in the case ∆ = 2H (see Figure 7.4(a)), the inner legs of the two horseshoe

vortices are merged into one and the streamlines around the two-cube system forms a single

horseshoe vortex. This is even more evident for the case ∆ = H, as seen in Figure 7.5(a),

where the single horseshoe vortex can be clearly identi�ed. For ∆ ≥ 2H, the large recirculation

region behind each of the cubes seems to be separate from the other, while that these regions

are nevertheless partially merged in the case ∆ = H.

The turbulence energy spectra of the case ∆ = 5H (see Figure 7.3(b)) shows a far-�eld peak at

y = 4H for streamwise distances higher than x = 20H from the cubes. The Strouhal number

of this peak is around St = 0.04 − 0.05, similar to the result obtained for a single cube. For

a single cube, the energy spectra at y = 4H in Chapter 6 showed a similar peak from small

downstream distances x ∼ 4H, but this does not happen until x ∼ 20H for the two-cube case.

However, this important di�erence might be related to the di�erent relative spanwise position

of the velocity probes with respect to the cube. In both simulations, the probes have all been

placed in the symmetry plane of the computational domain z = 0. For a single cube, the probes

collect the velocity signal just behind the cube (jet region). In the the present simulations of

two parallel cubes, the probes are located on the symmetry plane between the two cubes (wake

region). The magnitude of the far-�eld peak in the two-cube simulation is higher than in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: Wall-mounted cube separation ∆ = 5H: a) Mean velocity streamlines with
contours of streamwise velocity on the plane y = 0.003H (contour range from blue to red is
u = [−0.05, 0.2U∞]). b) Turbulence energy spectra of streamwise velocity measured at y = 4H
and z = 0.

single cube case. In particular, the magnitude of the energy spectra at St = 0.05, x = 40H

and y = 4H for ∆ = 5H is approximately 3 times higher than in the previous chapter. In

this �rst case with ∆ > ∆∗, the wake interaction between the cubes does not have a bene�cial

e�ect on the free-stream peak: the frequency is approximately the same and the magnitude has

increased by a factor of almost 3.

The situation is not much di�erent in the case of smaller separations. The far-�eld peak is also

present for ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H at x > 20H, as suggested by Figures 7.4(b) and 7.5(b). For

decreasing distances, the magnitude of the peak in the centre plane z = 0 increases greatly:

there is a factor greater than 2 between the cases ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H. However, in these two

cases with ∆ < ∆∗, the frequency of the peak is reduced to a value around St = 0.025− 0.03.

As expected, the wake interaction between the two cubes has a noticeable e�ect on the dynamics

of the low-frequency peak found in the free-stream. However, the modi�cation of the peak

frequency may not be su�ciently high to justify the greatly increased magnitude of the energy

spectra. If the low Reynolds-number �ow analysis of Chapter 5 is correct, the low frequency

peak may be a result of the interaction between primary structures generated at the top of

the cube and secondary structures associated with the unstable horseshoe vortex. Therefore,

the small modi�cation of the peak frequency might be related to the modi�cation of the two

horseshoe vortices which merged, in the cases ∆ = H and ∆ = 2H, into a single, wider vortex.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Wall-mounted cube separation ∆ = 2H: a) Mean velocity streamlines with
contours of streamwise velocity on the plane y = 0.003H (contour range from blue to red is
u = [−0.05, 0.2U∞]). b) Turbulence energy spectra of streamwise velocity measured at y = 4H
and z = 0.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5: Wall-mounted cube separation ∆ = H: a) Mean velocity streamlines with con-
tours of streamwise velocity on the plane y = 0.003H (contour range from blue to red is
u = [−0.05, 0.2U∞]). b) Turbulence energy spectra of streamwise velocity measured at y = 4H
and z = 0.

Indeed, the wider leg separation is conceptually consistent with a lower value of the Strouhal

number.

Nevertheless, the proposed con�guration is not an interesting solution from a practical point

of view because: a) the only control parameter, ∆, has a very limited range of e�ective values

0 < ∆ < 3H and b) the interaction e�ect on the far-�eld peak frequency is not very strong and
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does not justify the high increment of the peak magnitude. Due to the poor e�ectiveness of

the dual-cube interaction, the study of regular and multiscale grids in the next section becomes

mandatory.

7.3 E�ect of regular and multiscale grids on a turbulent

boundary layer

7.3.1 Grid design speci�cations

Multiscale and regular grids can introduce turbulent �uctuations into the �ow domain at con-

trolled di�erent scales. Consequently, the interaction between grid turbulence and the �ow�eld

generated by a wall-mounted cube may result in the modi�cation of the low-frequency peak

detected in the free-stream. In order to compare the performances of regular and multiscale

grids, we designed a test-case from each family of grids and de�ned several design parameters,

which should be equal in both cases to make them comparable. Since there is no literature

available for this �ow problem, an optimal grid design would require a parametric study over

many con�gurations in order to understand the solution dependence on the di�erent design

parameters. Within Multisolve project (see details in Chapter 1), there is a parallel experi-

mental investigation of solid grids immersed in a boundary layer, but the grid design in this

experimental study was not oriented to modify the far-�eld signature of wall-mounted obstacles.

The computational cost of regular and multiscale grid simulations become very high because

the mesh resolution around the grid bars needs to be very high to capture the �ow separation

physics and the vortex formation accurately. Due to this high computational cost, it was not

possible to perform a parametric study of the problem. Alternatively, the �ow con�guration

was speci�ed according to several hypothesis:

• The grid is located downstream of the solid cube because we assume that in this con-

�guration the grid can interact more strongly with the �ow structures generated by the

cube. The grid is placed close to the cube but su�ciently far to ensure that it does not

lie inside the rear recirculation region. We preferably want to minimise the e�ect of the

grid on the mean�ow structures and the recirculation region is the most characteristic

feature of the mean velocity �eld. In accordance with this criterion, the grid downstream
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location measured from the cube front face is xg = 3H.

• The grid must have a �nite size if we intend to model a realistic �ow con�guration.

The grid cross-section should be su�ciently large to cover the entire cube wake at the

downstream position xg. Based on the mean�ow streamline visualisations of Chapter 6,

the grid height and width are designed as Hg = 1.875H and Wg = 4.5H.

• The mesh spacing is designed to be smaller than the cube height, in order to guarantee

that the �ow structures of size H do not go through the grids without interacting with

any bar. However, the mesh spacing cannot be too small (particularly in the multiscale

case) due to the high computational cost of the associated LES. The mesh size of the

regular grid is chosen as M = 0.375H (a compromise between 1/2 and 1/3).

• The grids were design to have the same blockage ratio σ, which was chose arbitrarily to

be 20%. We argue that this value is high enough to produce an e�ective interaction, but

not too high to have a serious negative impact on the drag characteristics. In the case

of the regular grid, σ = 0.2 implies that the bar thickness in the cross-section must be

tb = 0.1M , or equivalently tb = 0.0375H.

• To simplify the design, we set the bar thickness in the streamwise direction tx, for both

regular and multiscale grids, to be equal to tb , say tx = tb = 0.0375H.

The design of multiscale grids can be performed in many di�erent ways and adds more con-

trol parameters to the previous set. Since the size of the grid may depend on the problem

con�guration and can be independent of the multiscale pattern design, we require the mesh

pattern to be space-�lling. This is a criterion not satis�ed by the original design of fractal

squared grids. For this purpose, and in order to simplify the grid speci�cation, we designed our

multiscale grid pattern as a staggered distribution of squares with equal size, but two di�erent

bar thickness. The design is technically non-fractal, but there are holes and bars with di�erent

dimensions which can generate turbulence �uctuations at di�erent scales, in resemblance to

fractal grid designs. The staggered grid will be named as �multiscale grid� since the word �frac-

tal� is not accurate in this case. This grid was designed to have the same e�ective mesh ratio

Meff =
T 2
g

Pg

√
1− σ2 than the regular grid, Meff = 0.375H. Moreover, in order to simplify the

design, the thickness ratio between the thin and thick bars is r = 0.5, and the blockage ratio is

the same for both regular and multiscale grids, σ = 20%. The last two criteria require the size
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of the grid squares to be M0 = 1.7Meff = 0.6375H and the largest bars to have a thickness of

t0 = 0.0658H.

The computational meshes of the simulations were carefully re�ned around the regular and

multiscale grids. We guarantee that there are, at least, 4 to 5 cells over the thickness of the

smallest grid bars. With this requirement, the total cell count in the regular and multiscale

grid simulations increased to 9.6 million and 13.2 million respectively. Figure 7.6 and 7.7 shows

the plane Z − Y at x = xg of the simulation domain and a detailed view of the computational

mesh, for both regular and multiscale cases. The simulation time-step is required to have a

lower value than in any of our previous LES, ∆t = 0.025H/U∞, due to the increased resolution

near the solid grids, and the CFL needed to be reduced to CFL = 4.0, in order to guarantee

numerical stability. The mean�ow statistics and spectra were collected over a time period of

T = 3500δ0/U∞ to converge the low frequencies, which made this simulations computationally

more expensive. The frequency spectra has been averaged by splitting the time-signal into 20

windowed periods, with 50% overlap between them.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Computational mesh for the interaction between a solid cube and a regular grid,
view projected on the Z − Y plane: a) Surface mesh; b) Detail of the volume mesh, plane cut
at the streamwise position of the grid.

7.3.2 Simulation results

Before studying the turbulence interaction between the grids and the wall-attached cube, we

analysed the �ow dynamics generated by the regular and multiscale grids on their own. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Computational mesh for the interaction between a solid cube and a multiscale
grid, view projected on the Z−Y plane: a) Surface mesh; b) Detail of the volume mesh, plane
cut at the streamwise position of the grid.

Reynolds number of the in�ow boundary layer is the same as in the previous simulations,

Reθ = 1700. Under these conditions, the Reynolds number of the grid, based on its e�ective

mesh size, is ReM = 2590. The Reynolds number based on the thickness of the largest bars is

Ret = 259 for the regular grid and Ret = 454 for the multiscale grid. In order to be consistent

with the wall-attached cube results of Chapter 6, the streamwise origin x = 0 is placed at the

location where the cube front face would be. This means that the regular and multiscale grids

are located at x = 4H.

Mean�ow contours

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the mean�ow contours and streamlines in the X −Y plane z = 0 and

the X − Z plane y = 0.003H. The most interesting feature is the small recirculation bubble

which is formed at the wall just behind the grid. In the case of the regular grid, the velocity

streamlines suggest that there is one single recirculation region which covers the entire spanwise

extent of the grid. In the case of the multiscale grid, the streamlines suggest the presence of

several adjacent recirculation bubbles, maybe due to the di�erent separations between bars.

Figure 7.10 presents the mean contours of u for several streamwise locations, which give an

idea of the streamwise evolution of the mean �ow. At x = 10H from the cube, the signature

of the regular and multiscale grids is still evident, suggesting that the mean�ow structures of

size approximately equal to M = 0.375H require distances longer than 10H to be dissipated.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: Mean�ow streamlines around a a) regular grid or b) multiscale grid, on the plane
z = 0. The colourmap range is, from blue to red, u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞].

At x = 20H, the mesh pattern in the regular grid case is no longer noticeable, and only the

signature of the grid frontal area remains. However, in the multiscale grid contours at x = 20H,

the large structures of size similar to M0 = 0.6375H still have a clear signature, which weakly

persists even at x = 50H.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.9: Mean�ow streamlines around a a) regular grid or b) multiscale grid, on the plane
y = 0.003H. The colourmap range is, from blue to red, u ∈ [−0.05U∞, 0.2U∞].

Span-averaged statistics

As in Chapter 6, the velocity �eld was interpolated to a structured cloud of points in the range

z ∈ [−0.43Lz, 0.43Lz], in order to compute the span-averaged pro�les with no in�uence from

the spanwise boundaries. In the cube DNS and LES simulations of previous chapters, the

span-averaged velocity pro�les were still in good agreement with the baseline boundary layer

solution if the pro�les were compared at the same Reθ. However, the span-averaged pro�les
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(i) (j)

Figure 7.10: Mean velocity contours of the �ow generated by a wall-attached a) regular grid
or b) multiscale grid, at di�erent x locations. The streamwise origin x = 0 is at 4H upstream
of the grid (where the cube front face would be located). The colourmap range is, from blue
to red, u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞].
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behind the grids, shown in Figure 7.11, suggest that the grid e�ectively reduces the mean�ow

velocity inside the boundary layer. Indeed, the reference LES pro�le of the wall-attached cube

in Figure 7.10, measured at x = 40H, does not match any velocity pro�le behind the regular or

multiscale grid. Even when comparing pro�les at the same Reynolds number location (x = 40H

in the cube simulation is approximately equivalent to x = 10H behind the grids, both with

Reθ ≈ 2630), the di�erences are signi�cant.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.11: Span-averaged mean velocity pro�les of the �ow behind a wall-attached a)
regular grid or b) multiscale grid. The dashed line, included for reference, is from the solid
cube (SC) baseline case (see Chapter 6).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.12: Span-averaged rms velocity pro�les of the �ow behind a wall-attached a) regular
grid or b) multiscale grid. The dashed line, included for reference, is from the solid cube (SC)
baseline case (see Chapter 6).
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Additionally, the velocity �uctuations generated by the cube are signi�cantly stronger than in

the case of the grids. The lower magnitude of the rms pro�les of the grids might be associated

with the lower values of span-averaged velocities, since the turbulent production is proportional

to the mean velocity gradients. Interestingly, the pro�les at x = 40H and x = 50H suggest

that, su�ciently far downstream from the cube, the velocity �uctuations generated by the

regular grid are statistically stronger than those generated by the multiscale grid.

Finally, the e�ect of the grids on the boundary layer thickness is shown in Figure 7.13 and

compared with the cube LES for reference. The value of Reδ, proportional to the boundary

layer thickness, exhibits a sudden increment after the position of the grid. Since this de�nition

of δ is based on the location of u = 0.99U∞, the higher value of Reδ is mainly caused by

the defect of velocity introduced by the grid, which is re�ected on the span-averaged velocity

pro�les in Figure 7.11. Due to this arti�cial e�ect on δ, the boundary layer thickness behind

the grids increases at a much slower rate than in the baseline boundary layer approximately

from x = 10H to x = 40H. The momentum thickness, as in the cube LES, jumps to a higher

value right after the position of the grids and, further downstream, it grows at the same rate

as in the ZPG boundary layer.

As explained in the previous chapter, the constant shift ∆Reθ has a physical meaning since it

can be directly related to the drag coe�cient of the body, according to the de�nitions of θ and

Cd. In the case of the grids, the drag coe�cient can be computed as Cd = 2
∆Reθ
ReH

LzHA
−1
0 ,

where A0 is the reference area in the de�nition of Cd from the drag force D, which reads

D =
1

2
ρU2
∞A0Cd. The values of Cd for the regular and multiscale grid are approximately

Cd = 0.19 and Cd = 0.18 respectively if the drag coe�cient is based on the total cross section

(A0 = Tg). Alternatively, we obtain Cd = 0.95 and Cd = 0.9 for the regular and multiscale

grids respectively if Cd is based in the solid frontal area of the grid (A0 = Tgσ) and Cd = 1.60

and Cd = 1.52 if the drag is made non-dimensional with the cube frontal area (A0 = H2).

Energy spectra

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show di�erent energy spectra of the regular and multiscale grid at dis-

tances y = 3H and y = 4H from the wall. The regular grid presents an intense peak at

St = 0.05 at streamwise distances higher than x = 30H and the curves suggest a secondary

peak at St = 0.03, with lower magnitude. The physical mechanism behind this double peak
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.13: E�ect of wall-attached grids (RG and MG) on the span-averaged Reynolds
number of the boundary layer: a) E�ect on Reδ. b) E�ect on Reθ. The boundary layer (BL)
and the solid cube simulations from Chapter 5 have been included for reference, as well as the
empirical �t to a 1/7 power-law.

is not completely clear since the ratio between the Strouhal numbers does not correspond to

any geometrical relation of the grid (e.g, Wg/Hg or Hg/M). At y = 4H, the peak at St = 0.05

becomes much smaller, almost unnoticed even at the highest x/H, and the dominant peak at

the positions x = 30H, 40H, 50H is generated at a lower frequency St = 0.025−0.03. Since the

lower frequencies are dissipated at a lower rate as the distance from the turbulence source in-

creases, the peak at y = 4H may correspond to the secondary peak hinted at y = 3H, meaning

that the energy at St = 0.05 has been dissipated in a greater way.

On the other hand, the energy spectra of multiscale grids shows several peaks at di�erent

Strouhal numbers, which may possibly correspond to dynamic structures generated by the

di�erent scales of the grid. At y = 3H, there is a dominant peak at St = 0.03, which can be

detected for distances higher than x = 20H. At x = 40H, we can identify up to three additional

peaks, at St ≈ 0.05, St ≈ 0.06 and St ≈ 0.08, which are less clear (but still noticeable) at the

other streamwise positions. Additionally, a lower frequency peak might be hinted approximately

at St = 0.015. If the time signal is split in a smaller number of windows, we con�rmed that this

peak becomes clearer even if the medium and high frequency regions of the spectra become very

noisy. However, the power density of the spectra at frequencies near the resolution minimum

∆f = 1/T is very high and the spectra do not converge to a small value for f → 0, which

should be expected in the free-stream the boundary layer. This problem might suggest that
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.14: Turbulence energy spectra of the �ow generated behind a wall-attached a)
regular grid or b) multiscale grid. Signal probed at y = 3H, z = 0 and several streawise
positions.

there exist one or several extremely low-frequency peaks that have not been captured by the

current energy spectra resolution. Even by dividing the number of windows by 2 or 4, it was

not possible to detect a peak nor reduce the energy level of the left hand side of the spectra in

a signi�cant way. This suggests that either there is a peak may with very low frequency (with

St potentially lower than 0.005), which sounds relatively unusual, or the non-linear interaction

between the multiple peaks in the spectra may generate velocity �uctuations at a broadband

range of very low frequencies.

The aforementioned problem becomes more evident at y = 4H, where the amount of energy not

captured by the resolution energy spectra seems to be considerably high. We tried to analyse

this by using a smaller number of windows but the results are equally unclear, very noisy and

they do not help in the analysis. Again, the main hypothesis is that the non-linear interaction

between the di�erent scales of the grid may generate extremely low-frequency �uctuations of

which we do not have su�cient information.

In summary, the main conclusion from the LES results is that the regular grid generates far-

�eld velocity �uctuations at mainly two frequencies, St = 0.03 and St = 0.05, of which the

former prevails at y = 4H. On the other hand, the data suggest that the multiscale grid

generate velocity �uctuations at di�erent scales which might strongly interact and result in

far-�eld velocity �uctuations at extremely low frequencies. On one side, the broadband spectra

of the multiscale grid may be inconvenient on its own for some applications, because the low-
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.15: Turbulence energy spectra of the �ow generated behind a wall-attached a)
regular grid or b) multiscale grid. Signal probed at y = 4H, z = 0 and several streawise
positions.

frequency �uctuations can persist at further distances from the grid. On the other hand, from a

turbulence interaction point of view, it is indeed very interesting because the energy is contained

at multiple scales which may e�ectively interact with the turbulence structures generated by

other bodies.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.16: Time signal of the free-stream velocity �uctuations generated by a wall-attached
a) regular grid or b) multiscale grid. Signal probed at x = 30H, z = 0 and several wall-normal
positions.

The previous analysis is completed by presenting, in Figure 7.16, di�erent time signals for the

grids at x = 30H and at three wall-normal positions. The velocity �uctuations of the regular

grid at y = 3H actually suggest that the separation between maximum or minimum peaks is
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in the order of ∆t = 20H/U∞, which would correspond to the observed peak in the spectra

at St = 0.05. At y = 4H, the stronger peaks of the time signal are smoothed and, with

that, the separation between the peaks is e�ectively increased, which may correspond to the

lower frequency peak observed in the spectra at this location. In the multiscale case, since

the energy of the velocity �uctuations spreads into a wider range of frequencies, the peaks of

the time signal are smaller than those generated by the regular grid. Interestingly, at y = 4H

the �uctuations at higher frequencies are very weak and the low frequency �uctuations become

dominant, which may explain the high values of the PSD magnitude on the left hand side of

the energy spectra.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the peak magnitude of the energy spectra at y = 4H in the

regular and multiscale grid simulations is lower than in the wall-attached cube simulation of

Chapter 6. This suggest that the solid cube may generate a stronger far-�eld signature, despite

generating less total drag than the solid grids.

7.4 Interaction between solid grids and a wall-attached

cube

In the next simulations, a wall-attached cube and either a regular or multiscale grid are both

placed inside the computational domain. The grid and cube parameters, the computational

box size and the numerical resolution are the same which have been used before. The total cell

count in the current simulations is 9.8 million and 13.7 million for the regular and multiscale

cases respectively, which are only slightly higher values than in grid simulations of the previous

section. The Reynolds number, ReH = 7900 or ReM = 2590, the simulation time-step, ∆t =

0.025H/U∞, and the time period for collecting the statistics, T = 3500δ0/U∞, are the same

ones used in the previous section.

7.4.1 Simulation results

The instantaneous visualisations in Figure 7.17 suggest that the solid grids do not completely

change the structure of the �ow far downstream from the cube in a signi�cant way. For both

regular and multiscale grids, the cube wakes are strongly present and there is a central region
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with higher velocity, as in a turbulent jet. The regular grid might introduce a higher momentum

mixing in the streamwise direction, since the jet region in this simulation seems to be less evident

than in the multiscale grid case.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.17: Instantaneous contours of streamwise velocity in the XZ plane y = 0.5H for
the interaction �ow between a solid cube and a) a regular grid, b) a multiscale grid. Velocity
contours from red to violet in u ∈ [0.5U∞, 1.2U∞]. The plane view spans from x = −H to
x = 70H and from z = −20H to z = 20H.

In the near �eld region, Figures 7.18 and 7.19 suggest that the mean�ow structures around

the cube are very similar to those found without the solid grids. As speci�ed by the design,

the grids weakly interact with the rear recirculation bubble of the cube, and the length and

width of this �ow structure are under a 10% di�erence with respect to the values found in

the single cube simulation. Additionally, the rear stagnation point behind the cube also lies

in the same approximate position as in the baseline case, x = 2.4H. On the other hand, the

horseshoe vortex is considerably modi�ed since the near-wall �ow needs to adapt to the new

obstacle, which has higher spanwise width than the solid cube. For these grid designs, the

minimum separation between the horseshoe vortex legs on the X − Z plane at y = 0.003H

approximately increases by a 40% (located at around x = 4H). This may have a great impact

on the �ow dynamics according to the discussion in 7.2. By comparing Figures 7.18(a) and

7.18(b), one might note that the di�erent scales in the multiscale grid seem to introduce higher

inhomogeneity in the mean spatial distribution of the wake and jets.

Figure 7.20 shows the evolution of the mean streamwise velocity behind the cube for di�erent

streamwise locations. As in the previous section, the �ow pattern imprinted by the multiscale

grids seems to persist for longer downstream distances. The velocity contours suggest that the

signature of cube on the mean velocity contours at x = 10H is still formed by two symmetric

wakes separated by a jet-like region, and it is merged with the �ow pattern of the grid further

downstream.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.18: Mean�ow streamlines of the interaction between a solid cube and a) a reg-
ular grid or b) a multiscale grid. Plane z = 0, mean streamwise velocity contours in
u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞] (from blue to red).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.19: Mean�ow streamlines of the interaction between a solid cube and a) a regular
grid or b) a multiscale grid: Plane y = 0.003H, u ∈ [−0.05U∞, 0.2U∞] (from blue to red).

The contours of urms in Figure 7.21 show a large area with high intensity velocity �uctuations

on top the cube. This is not di�erent from the non-interaction case in Chapter 6 and suggests

that the instability mechanism responsible for the primary vortex shedding from the cube is

still present and, therefore, the solid grid does not suppress the generation of vortices. However,

the grid is expected to interact with those turbulent structures and potentially modify their

dynamic properties. Figure 7.21 suggests that the grids introduce highly localised regions of

turbulence kinetic energy, which may have an important e�ect on the �ow statistics further

downstream. Furthermore, the presence of the grids seems to have a noticeable e�ect on the

magnitude of urms at the centre location of the horseshoe vortex (approximately at x = −H,

y = 0.1 − 0.2H, z = 0). Therefore, the results suggest that the grids may not only a�ect the

mean leg separation of the horseshoe vortex, but also the intensity of the velocity �uctuations

associated with this �ow feature.
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(i) (j)

Figure 7.20: Mean velocity contours of the interaction between a solid cube and a) a regular
grid or b) a multiscale grid, at di�erent x locations. The streamwise origin x = 0 is located in
the cube front face. The colourmap range, from blue to red, is u ∈ [−0.25U∞, 1.1U∞].
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.21: Contours of urms in the �ow interaction between a solid cube and a) a regular
grid or b) a multiscale grid: Plane z = 0. Contours from blue to red in the range urms ∈
[0U∞, 0.33U∞].

E�ect on the span-averaged statistics

Figures 7.22 and 7.22 show the span-averaged pro�les of mean velocities and rms velocity

�uctuations. As in the previous section, the grid introduces an important velocity de�cit along

the entire boundary layer, which can be noticed when comparing the pro�les of the interacting

�ows with the reference pro�le from the cube simulation. Figure 7.22 suggests that, for the

most downstream position x = 50H, the pro�les of the multiscale grid case may be slightly

closer to the reference curve than the pro�les of the regular grid case. The rms pro�les in Figure

7.22 suggest that the interaction with the grids may increase the value of urms in a signi�cant

way at wall-normal distances approximately higher than y = 0.5H.

Perhaps, the most useful information is given by the evolution of the span-averaged Reynolds

number of the �ow. The local value of Reδ suddenly increases at the location of the grid, as

expected, but instead of remaining approximately constant as in Figure 7.13, the interaction

with the cube may induce δ to continue growing. As before, the constant displacement in the

curves of Reθ can be related to the drag coe�cient, which in this case combines the e�ect of

both the cube and the grid. In both regular and multiscale grid interaction cases, the drag

coe�cient calculated at x = 50H takes a very similar value. This drag coe�cient, computed

from ∆Reθ as Cd = 2
∆Reθ
ReH

LzHA
−1
0 , is equal to Cd = 0.23 if scaled with respect to the grid

cross section (A0 = Tg) and Cd = 1.96 if scaled with the cube height (A0 = H2). The drag

generated by the interaction between the cube and the grids is smaller than the sum of the

drag forces which are generated by each of the bodies on their own. In particular, if we base all

the drag coe�cients (on their own) on the same reference area A0 = H2, the sum of the cube
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.22: Span-averaged mean velocity pro�les of the �ow interaction between a wall-
attached cube and a) a regular grid or b) a multiscale grid.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.23: Span-averaged rms velocity pro�les of the �ow interaction between a wall-
attached cube and a) a regular grid or b) a multiscale grid.

and the grid drag coe�cients is approximately equal to 2.3, which is a 21% higher than the

interaction value predicted by the simulations. The generation of a lower drag can be related

to the blockage e�ect that the front body (in this case, the cube) creates over the rear one (the

grids).
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.24: E�ect of the interaction between a solid cube and a wall-attached grid on the
span-averaged Reynolds number of the boundary layer: a) E�ect on Reδ. b) E�ect on Reθ.

E�ect on the energy spectra

The turbulence energy spectra in Figures 7.25 and 7.26 suggest that the �ow interaction with

grid has indeed an important e�ect on the low frequency peak found in the free-stream. In the

baseline case of Chapters 5 and 6, with no grid interaction, the peak generated by the cube

has a Strouhal number equal to St = 0.05, based on the cube height H. In the investigation

of the previous section, the interaction between two cubes mounted in parallel can modify the

peak Strouhal number to a value around St ≈ 0.025 − 0.03. However, the interaction with

the regular and multiscale grids reduces the Strouhal number of the free-stream peak almost

by a factor 5, to St ≈ 0.012. In comparison, this �ow con�guration is much more e�ective on

modifying the peak frequency than the interaction between two cubes. The Strouhal number

of the peak is approximately the same for the regular and multiscale grid, but the magnitude

of this peak at y = 4H and x > 30H is around 40-50% higher in the case of the multiscale

grid. In comparison to the baseline case of a single cube, the peak magnitude has increased by

a factor 3, but the background turbulence energy levels are also higher.

In particular, the power spectral density at the smallest frequencies captured by the simulation

energy spectra (around St ≈ 0.005) is approximately 5 to 10 times higher in the grid-interaction

cases than in the baseline simulation. It is important to take in account that the boundary

layer thickness increases behind the solid grids, which partly explains the higher magnitude

of the energy spectra at y = 4H. Moreover, the peak in the energy spectra generated by
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.25: Turbulence energy spectra of the �ow interaction between a wall-mounted cube
and a) a regular grid or b) a multiscale grid. Signal probed at y = 4H, z = 0 and several
streawise positions.

the grid-interaction has lower magnitude than the far-�eld peak generated by the interaction

between two cubes separated by a small distance ∆. The peak magnitude in the grid-interaction

simulations is indeed comparable to the case ∆ = 5H of the previous section. In that case, the

frequency of the far-�eld peak was not modi�ed e�ectively. The peak magnitudes in the cases

∆ = 2H and ∆ = H are considerably higher than in the cube-grid interaction case, by factors

2 and 5 respectively.

In summary, the grids reduce the far-�eld peak frequency but introduce more energy in the

low frequency region of the free-stream energy spectra. Most interestingly, for the multiscale

grid case, Figure 7.26 suggests that the peak is not evident at y = 5H for streamwise distances

smaller than x = 30H. At the same time, the low frequency region of the spectra at y = 4H and

y = 5H has approximately the same power spectral density. This result might suggest that the

signature of a cube which interacts with a multiscale grid becomes masked by the low frequency

�uctuations when y/δ is su�ciently high. From an applied point of view, the placement of a

multiscale grid behind wall-mounted object may increase the background turbulent �uctuations

but may e�ectively modify the peak generated by the object for moderate y/δ and possibly

mask the peak for high y/δ.

The shift in the free-stream peak frequency noticed in Figure 7.26 may be related with the wider

separation between the horseshoe vortex legs. The position of the mean�ow streamlines of this

structure indicates the approximate location of the secondary vortex streets (as suggested by
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.26: Turbulence energy spectra of the �ow interaction between a wall-mounted cube
and a) a regular grid or b) a multiscale grid. Signal probed at y = 5H, z = 0 and several
streawise positions.

the baseline case in Chapter 5). As this separation is higher than in the baseline case, the

interaction between primary and secondary vortices in the cube-grid interaction simulations

would potentially generate a low-frequency peak with a lower Strouhal number.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.27: Time signal of the free-stream velocity �uctuations generated by the interaction
between a wall-mounted cube and a a) regular grid or b) a multiscale grid. Signal probed at
x = 30H, z = 0 and several wall-normal positions.

The time-signal of the far-�eld velocity �uctuations, for di�erent wall-normal distances and

x = 40H, is shown in Figure 7.27. The magnitude of the local minima and maxima is higher

in the signal correspondent to the regular grid, and in that simulation the spacing between the

peaks seems to be, in average, smaller than in the multiscale grid case. The peaks found in
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the energy spectra of the regular grid between St = 0.02 and St = 0.03 may correspond to the

stronger peaks detected in the time signal at y = 3H. The separation between peaks in this

time signal is in the order of 40H, which is consistent with those values of Strouhal number.

7.5 Conclusion

The present LES investigation has revealed that the interaction between the �ow generated by

a wall-mounted cube and another solid object potentially has very interesting properties. In

the �rst part of this chapter, we studied the �ow around two solid cubes mounted in parallel to

the wall, which may strongly interact with each other if the separation between them is smaller

than a critical distance ∆∗ = 3H. For values of ∆ < 3H, the wakes generated by the cube can

merge into each other and this interaction modi�es the spatial distribution of the mean �ow

and the turbulent �uctuations far downstream of the cube. For cube separations ∆ < 3H, the

free-stream peak in the energy spectra has a lower frequency than in the baseline single-cube

case. The new Strouhal number is St ≈ 0.025 − 0.03, but the magnitude of this peak greatly

increases in these simulations.

Another important drawback of this �ow con�guration design is the limitation in the �ow

control: the only parameter that can be changed is the cube separation ∆ and it only take

e�ective values between 0 < ∆ < 3H. Moreover, for very small separations the interaction is

presumed to be weak, since the two cubes are comparable to a single obstacle whose width is

equal to 2H. This means that we should probably expect a maximum modi�cation in the peak

frequency for cases with ∆ ≈ H, for which St ≈ 0.025. This reduction in the Strouhal number

will nevertheless always be followed by a high increment in the peak magnitude.

In the second study, we designed a regular and a multiscale grid based on preliminary design

speci�cations for the grids. The design of the grids could be improved in future research.

The grids were placed at a distance from the cube front surface of around x = 4H, which is

su�ciently high to have a minimum impact on the near-�eld structures of the cube (e.g. rear

recirculation bubble and shear layer) but short enough to produce a strong interaction with

the vortices generated by the cube. The main interaction e�ect on the mean velocity �eld is

a strong spanwise de�ection of the streamlines at the location of the grids and near the wall.

This de�ection seems to increase the mean leg separation of the horseshoe vortex by around a
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40% at x = 4H.

The span-averaged pro�les show that the grids introduce an important defect of velocity in

the mean streamwise pro�les, which seems to persist for long downstream distances. Even at

x = 50H, the shape of the pro�les generated by the �ow interaction is noticeably di�erent than

in the baseline simulation. The interaction with the grid also increases the value of the span-

averaged urms, mainly in the range y = 0.5H to y = H. The increment in the span-averaged

momentum thickness θ can be related to the drag coe�cient of the cube-grid interaction, which

is then approximately equal to Cd = 0.23. Our simulations suggest that the drag generated in

the �ow interaction case is lower than the sum of the drags generated by the two separate solid

bodies in non-interacting conditions.

The peak frequency of the far-�eld energy spectra, St = 0.012, is greatly reduced in comparison

to the cube baseline case (factor around 5). The magnitude of the far-�eld peak is signi�cantly

lower than the one obtained for the two cube interaction with ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H. Addition-

ally, the �ow interaction with the solid grid generates higher turbulence �uctuations in a wide

range of low frequencies. These �uctuations may mask the far-�eld peak at su�ciently large

distances y/δ from the wall (possibly around y/δ ≈ 2− 2.5).

The �ow mechanism which reduces the free-stream peak frequency in the grid-interaction cases

may be possibly related with the wider leg separation of the horseshoe vortex, de�ected by the

grid. Results in the Chapter 5 suggests that the low frequency peak detected in the free-stream

of a solid cube can possibly be caused by the interaction between the hairpin vortex streets

generated by the cube an the unsteady �uctuations of the horseshoe vortex system.

Summarising, the two con�gurations studied in this Chapter have a noticeable e�ect on the

frequency and magnitude of the far-�eld peak. However, the interaction of the cube with regular

and multiscale grids is much more e�ective than the interaction between two cubes, since the

former produces a higher modi�cation of the peak frequency and a lower increase of the peak

magnitude. Moreover, the wall-attached solid grids can be further optimised for this speci�c

application since there are many geometric parameters that could be modi�ed in their design,

especially in the case of the multiscale grid. Further investigation is required to learn more

about the physics of this problem and to better understand the e�ect of the grid design on

the �ow characteristics. That second stage of the research would ideally include a parametric

experimental or CFD study on di�erent grid designs and con�gurations.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Summary of �ndings

The achievements of the present PhD investigation can be divided into two thematic blocks.

Part II compiles the results obtained in the �eld of turbulence layer theory, strongly focused

on the fundamental study of turbulence. Part III focuses on the interaction between wall-

attached objects and boundary layer turbulence. While the investigation in this topic also has

a fundamental character, its underlying motivation is the potential application of the results

to industrial �ows with a similar con�guration.

Chapter 3, the �rst of two the Chapters in boundary layer theory, reviews the currently

available scalings for the intermediate region in boundary layers and proposes some interesting

corrections based on our DNS up to Reθ ≈ 2100 and reference DNS data. The intermediate

layer (also known as mesolayer (Long and Chen, 1981)) is the boundary layer region where

some Reynolds number dependencies are important and the well-known scalings associated to

the inertial region may not be satis�ed (i.e the logarithmic laws of the mean velocity pro�le

and turbulence kinetic energy). An intermediate layer is often associated with the location of

the Reynolds shear stress peak, yRSmax, since this peak can only be predicted if the viscous

terms of the mean momentum balance equation are not neglected.

In turbulent channels, yRSmax can be predicted from the theory and the resulting scaling,

proportional to Re0.5
τ , is in very good agreement with the available DNS data for Reτ ≥ 2000.

However, as we pointed out in Chapter 3, the physics of the total shear streess in boundary layers
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are signi�cantly di�erent and the scaling of yRSmax may di�er from the previous prediction.

Indeed, DNS data of turbulent boundary layers at moderate Reynolds numbers suggests that

this is the case, and the semi-empirical formulation for u′v′ proposed by Panton (2005) does

not improve the agreement between predictions and simulation data either. In this research,

we propose an empirical power-law �t for the total shear stress, which e�ectively corrects the

scaling of yRSmax and provides a more accurate estimation for the location and magnitude of

the Reynolds shear stress peak.

It is important to remark that, in turbulent boundary layers, this quantity is di�cult to obtain

experimentally since it cannot be derived from the mean momentum balance equation, and there

are only few publications with reliable experimental data for u′v′ and yRSmax (e.g. Fernholz and

Finley (1996)). The prediction of our model, based on DNS data, estimates yRSmax as being

proportional to Re0.6
τ , which is consistent with the experimental results of Fernholz and Finley

(1996).

Another evidence of an intermediate region with mixed variable scaling is the outer peak found

for the streamwise turbulence kinetic energy pro�les, u′2, at very high Reynolds numbers (see

Vassilicos et al. (2015)). The Reynolds number conditions of the published DNS data are not

su�cient to �nd this peak in the pro�les of u′2, but we analysed other �ow statistics that might

be related to u′2 and therefore give more information about the peak. In particular, if the

dissipation scaling depends on the local value of the turbulence kinetic energy k (e.g. ε = k/τε,

where τε is de�ned as the eddy turn-over time) and the �ow is approximately in turbulence

equilibrium (i.e ε = P), the scaling of u′2 may be re�ected on the scaling of the production rate

P .

We compared the classical dissipation scaling of the inertial region, ε =
u3
τκ

y
, which does not

depend on the value of the energy, with two alternative scalings based on the form ε = k/τε:

ε ∝ uτk

y
(which assumes τε ∼ y/uτ as suggested by Vassilicos et al. (2015)) and ε ∝ k

du

dy

(which assumes τε ∼
(
du

dy

)−1

or, equivalently, a constant mean shear-rate). Neither of the

three scalings stood out as the best potential candidate, but the prediction of the last two

seemed to lie under moderate agreement for a larger range of y values. Therefore, the interesting

consequence is that, according to the DNS data, the dissipation rate may be indeed related to

the streamwise turbulence kinetic energy and therefore, the production and energy outer peaks

may be found at the same location.
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If the previous hypothesis is true and the Reynolds shear stress appears in the de�nition of P ,
the energy peak location might scale as yRSmax. This would imply that the two intermediate

layers discussed above, which have been predicted by di�erent means, are actually referring to

the same physical region of boundary layers and channels. However, it is extremely important

not to confuse the intermediate region peak with the strong outer peaks found in the pro�les

of y
du

dy
, Py or P/ε from turbulent boundary layers. These peaks, located in the outer layer,

are associated with the law-of-the-wake of the mean velocity pro�le and their position scales

proportionally to the boundary layer thickness, approximately as y ∼ 0.6δ−0.8δ. Since the wake

layer is exclusive to boundary layers and the outer region has di�erent dynamics in turbulent

channel �ow, the DNS pro�les obtained in turbulent channels are presumably not a�ected by

this outer peak.

In Chapter 4, we study the mixed scaling of the shear stress �uctuations and its relation

to the outer velocity �uctuations, being Townsend's hypothesis (Townsend, 1976) the main

starting point of the investigation. The rms of the streamwise wall shear-stress component

scales logarithmically and is in good agreement with the correlation proposed by Örlü and

Schlatter (2011). Furthermore, we were able to formulate a similar correlation for the spanwise

component, which just di�ered from the previous one by a constant value. By combining these

two expressions, we can predict the dependence of the wall dissipation rate on the Reynolds

number with an explicit formula ε+
w = (0.298 + 0.018 lnReτ )

2 + (0.164 + 0.018 lnReτ )
2, which

�ts DNS data from di�erent reference turbulent boundary layer and channel simulations up to

Reτ = 4000 within a ±5% error.

The higher order statistics of τx and τz also suggest a mixed-variable dependence, at least for the

limited Reτ range of our DNS data. The high kurtosis of τz and the log-normal distribution of τx

may be associated with the characteristic properties of intermittent signals. This intermittent

behaviour is also re�ected on the existence of rare but non-negligible back�ow events, for which

τx takes a negative value. The PDF of the yaw angle ψτ formed by the wall shear-stress vector

τ = [τx, τz] and the streamwise direction suggests that the negative events of τx are associated

with extreme angle events in which ψτ is higher than 90 deg. Vortex visualisations suggest that

these extreme angles may be caused by passing quasi-streamwise vortices, slightly tilted with

respect to the streamwise direction. As previously pointed out by Lenaers et al. (2012), these

vortices could therefore dominate the near-wall region dynamics of turbulent boundary layers.

In the second part of Chapter 4, we propose a functional model to relate the �ltered �uctuations
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of the wall shear-stress and the �uctuating streamwise velocities inside the boundary layer. This

model can be seen as a generalisation of the theory of Townsend (1976) and Perry et al. (1986),

for which we use a similar approach to the one used by Kolmogorov (1962) for the dissipation

rate in homogeneous �ows. The model is formulated as follows: the structure function of the

velocity �uctuations in the range δν � y � δ, at a given separation distance r, is related with

the statistical moments of the �ltered �uctuations of the wall shear stress, for a �lter-width

also equal to r.

This model can either be formulated in space or time in an equivalent way because we have

been able to de�ne a convection velocity Uc,w for the wall shear-stress statistics. This convection

velocity is approximately constant for all wavenumbers and temporal frequencies and seems to

scale in inner variables, i.e. Uc,wall ≈ 11uτ for di�erent Reτ . The model prediction is in good

agreement with the DNS data in the wall-attached eddy range and the model parameters are

approximately constant for several wall-normal positions and two di�erent Reynolds numbers,

Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470. The validity of this model would imply that the slope of the

turbulence energy spectra in the wall-attached eddy range can be modi�ed by the intermittency

of the wall shear-stress �uctuations. A theoretical analysis of the model, using the results from

the DNS, predict that the energy spectra might scale as E11 ∼ k−1.12 instead of −1. This

observation may have been con�rmed by PIV data at high Reynolds numbers (Srinath et al.,

2017).

Chapter 5, the �rst one of the second thematic block, presents the results from a DNS sim-

ulation of a wall-attached cube at ReH = 3000, immersed in the turbulent boundary layer of

the previous Chapters. The main �ow structures around the cube are in good agreement with

the results found in previous experiments (Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993; Martinuzzi and Havel,

2004) and simulations (Yakhot et al., 2006b). The main e�ect of the cube on the span-averaged

pro�les further downstream is a constant increment of the boundary layer momentum thick-

ness. The increment in Reθ can be related to value of the cube's drag coe�cient, Cd ≈ 0.7,

which is in good agreement with published reference data (Wang et al., 2012). In the near-�eld

of the cube (x/H = 4 from the cube front face and y/H = 0.7 from the wall), a peak with

St = 0.14 can be identi�ed in the energy spectra. This peak has been reported by other studies

for wall-attached cubes and prisms with di�erent aspect ratios (see the review of Porteous et al.

(2014)) and is usually associated with the main vortex sheding, presumably generated from the

lateral walls of the cube. However, instantaneous vortex visualisations of this �ow con�guration
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hardly reveal much information about the coherent structures generated by the cube, since the

background turbulent structures of the baseline boundary layer are equally strong.

For this reason, we presented a parametric study of wall-attached cube simulations under lam-

inar in�ow conditions, at lower Reynolds numbers ReH = 500, 600, 750, 1100 and 1700. Iso-

contours of Q in the lower Reynolds number simulations suggest that the main �ow structure

shed by the cube is a street of haipin vortices, which are regularly separated by a stream-

wise distance approximately equal to H/St, with di�erent Strouhal number depending on the

Reynolds number. These visualisations also predict the existence of two secondary streets of

hairpin vortices, aligned with the legs of a horseshoe vortex on the sides of the cube. These

vortex streets are shed with the same characteristic frequency as the primary vortices and may

be generated by the interaction between the primary vortex street and the wall. At Reynolds

numbers ReH ≤ 750, the �ow is unsteady but non-turbulent: the �ow structures shed by the

cube remain coherent and their Strouhal number, St ≈ 0.2, is higher than in the turbulent

case. In the simulations at 1000 ≤ ReH ≤ 1700, the �ow behind the cube becomes turbulent

but the aforementioned structures can still be identi�ed, although their shedding frequency is

signi�cantly di�erent. Therefore, it is believed that these coherent motions are also present in

the turbulent simulation at ReH = 3000 and they may be responsible for the peaks identi�ed

in the energy spectra.

The main �nding in this Chapter is the identi�cation of a low-frequency peak in the turbulence

energy spectra when the velocity signal is probed in the far-�eld of the wall-attached cube and

outside the boundary layer region. The Strouhal number of this peak is St = 0.05, which

remains constant for several streamwise positions. The magnitude of the peak, measured at a

constant distance from the wall y = 4H, increases as we move further downstream and it can

be clearly identi�ed even at downstream distances from the cube as high as x = 45H. This

result suggests that the signature of the cube is very persistent in the far-�eld, which can be

partly attributed to the very low frequency of the associated velocity �uctuations. The previous

�ndings con�rm the initial hypothesis of this PhD project and represent the main motivation

of the following Chapters: a wall-attached cube imprints a strong signature on the incoming

turbulent boundary layer. This signature has a particular characteristic frequency, which might

be undesired or detrimental in certain engineering applications. Since the far-�eld peak cannot

be systematically identi�ed in the low Reynolds number simulations, it might not be caused by

potential �ow �uctuations. This peak could otherwise be related to the turbulence interaction
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between the �ow structures generated by the cube and the turbulent boundary layer.

In Chapter 6, the �ow con�guration of a wall-attached cube is revisited by using LES. The

Reynolds number of this simulation, ReH = 7900, was higher than in the previous DNS in order

to be more consistent with the turbulence modelling hypothesis assumed by the LES methods.

However, the objective of this simulation was not reaching high Reynolds number conditions.

The use of LES was motivated by the interest in simulating more complex �ow con�gurations

which can highlight potential ways to mask or suppress the �ow signature generated by the

wall-attached cube. In comparison to DNS, the study of di�erent con�gurations of multiscale

interaction with LES is presumably cheaper and allowed us to test di�erent options in this PhD

project. These multiscale con�gurations are investigated in Chapter 7.

The LES results of a wall-attached cube are in moderately good agreement with the DNS of

the previous chapter and all the main features of the �ow can be accurately represented by the

mean�ow streamlines. Moreover, the drag coe�cient of the cube, Cd ≈ 0.78 estimated from the

increment in Reθ, is only 12% di�erent than the value obtained in the DNS. Most importantly,

the low-frequency peak is also found in the far-�eld region of the LES and its frequency is in

good agreement with the DNS results. This analysis validates the LES of the wall-atached cube

at ReH = 7900 which can therefore be used as the baseline �ow in the interaction studies which

follow.

In Chapter 7, the multiscale interaction with the �ow behind a wall-attached cube is inves-

tigated in two di�erent ways. Firstly, we study the interaction between two cubes mounted in

parallel on the wall. This design is based on the wake-interaction hypothesis formulated by

Laizet et al. (2012) and Gomes-Fernandes et al. (2012) in the context of fractal grids. Three

di�erent spanwise separations between the cubes were tested: ∆ = 5H, ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H.

The interaction between the parallel cubes has a strong e�ect on the mean velocity �eld and

for ∆ = 2H and ∆ = H the wakes generated by the cube merge into one single structure.

However, this interaction only has a moderate e�ect on the far �eld peak of the energy spectra:

its peak Strouhal number is just modi�ed from St = 0.05 to St ≈ 0.025.

On the other hand, in comparison with the single cube case, the magnitude of the peak in

the X − Y symmetry plane z = 0 is greatly increased, by up to a factor 15 for ∆ = H,

possibly due to the strong acceleration of the �ow between the two parallel cubes. Apart from

this important drawback, the only design parameter in this �ow con�guration is the spanwise
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distance between the wall-attached cubes, and the �ow interaction may only be e�ective for

0 < ∆ < 3H according to our analysis. Furthermore, for values of ∆ close to zero, the state

of the �ow would not be di�erent from having a single body of spanwise width equal to 2H,

which does not result in any wake interaction. Due to the high increment of the far-�eld

peak magnitude produced by the two-cube interaction and the little �exibility of the control

parameter ∆, alternative multiscale designs can probably o�er a better solution.

Based on the ideas of Hurst and Vassilicos (2007), later developed at Imperial College London

over the last few years, we investigated the �ow interaction between the wall-attached cube and

regular and multiscale grids. The grid design parameters were not optimised due to the high cost

of the computational simulations associated with the corresponding parametric study. Only one

regular grid design and one multiscale grid design are studied. The most important mean-�ow

feature shown by the cube-grid interaction is the increased separation of the horseshoe vortex

legs, which may have an important e�ect on the dynamics of the problem. The grids, placed at

x = 4H from the cube front face, did not modify the recirculation region behind the cube in an

important way, and the rear stagnation point is found at the same location x = 2.4H. The grids

nevertheless modify the slope of the mean�ow streamlines over the recirculation region and the

width of the cube wake further downstream,as well as the location of the front stagnation point,

associated with the most upstream location of the horseshoe vortex.

The grids introduce higher drag to the �ow and the combined drag coe�cient of the interaction

case (i.e cube+grid) is Cd = 1.96, based on the cube height H. This value of Cd is quite high

when compared to the drag coe�cient of the cube on its own, which is Cd = 0.78 in the LES.

However, the grids could be optimised to have a lower blockage ratio and therefore, lower drag

characteristics. The simulation pro�les suggest that the main e�ect of the drag coe�cient on

the span-averaged boundary layer statistics is a constant increment of the local Reθ for all

downstream locations.

The interaction between the cube and the regular and multiscale grids has a dramatic e�ect

on the turbulence energy spectra: the Strouhal number of the far-�eld peak is reduced by

a factor greater than 4 to approximately St = 0.012. Interestingly, the peak is narrower in

the multiscale grid case even if the range of scales introduced by this grid is higher than in

the regular grid case. Since the peak energy of the multiscale grid case is concentrated on a

narrower range of frequencies, the magnitude of the peak is also higher on this case. While

both regular and multiscale grids introduce a peak with higher PSD magnitude that the single
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solid cube (at y = 4H, PSD/(U∞H) is equal to 8 × 10−4 and 1.2 × 10−4 in the interaction

�ows and 4× 10−4 in the single cube �ow, this magnitude is only increased by a factor 2 to 3,

which is much smaller than in the case of two interacting cubes mounted in parallel. Therefore,

these promising results suggest that wall-attached grids can modify the far-�eld signature of

the cube e�ectively and, furthermore, the design of this �ow allows the modi�cation of several

parameters of their con�guration, such as their blockage ratio or the e�ective mesh size.

8.2 Applications

The PhD research described in Part II has focused on fundamental aspects of wall-bounded

turbulence. Therefore, its main motivation is the physical understanding of the �ow and it is

di�cult to describe any direct application of the research �ndings. However, the correlation

found in Chapter 4 for the wall dissipation rate εw can be of great interest in the �eld of tur-

bulence modelling. Some turbulence models for RANS, such as the well-known k − ε model,

require prescribing a boundary condition value for the dissipation rate. Up to date, the value

of εw has been estimated based on assumptions that can be proven to be inaccurate against

recent DNS results (e.g. see Appendix B for some discussion on the mixing length hypothesis).

Our proposed correlation can provide an estimation of ε as an explicit function of the Reynolds

number, which might improve the performance of available RANS models. Moreover, the dissi-

pation rate cannot be easily obtained in experiments, which means that there are not accurate

predictions of εw for wall-bounded �ows at high Reynolds numbers. Our correlation, in good

agreement with DNS boundary layer and channel data up to Reτ = 4000, once extrapolated

towards higher Reτ , might possibly be the best available estimation of the wall dissipation rate

at a given Reynolds number.

While the research in Chapters 5 and 6 have a strong fundamental character, the outcomes

of those chapters can have an important potential for engineering. A wall-attached solid cube

can be seen as a simpli�ed model of more complex �ow con�gurations which are present in

many industrial and aerospace applications. For instance, the wall-attached cube can represent

a small protuberance on the smooth surface of an aerodynamic vehicle. It can also characterise

a complex object attached to the surface of a maritime vehicle, which may interact with the

turbulent incoming �ow. The far-�eld peak found in the energy spectra from our DNS and LES

may suggest that other complex con�gurations in industrial �ows also have a strong signature
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which can persist far away from the solid body which generated it.

Finally, Chapter 7 describes the most applied part of the project. The most important outcome

is that regular and multiscale grids may indeed modify the frequency of the peak found in the

far-�eld energy spectra. In many engineering applications, placing a solid grid behind an object

of similar dimensions should not represent a problem from a manufacturing or structural point

of view. Therefore, this con�guration can be a potentially e�ective solution for modifying the

far-�eld signature of wall-attached objects if the application requires so. However, the grids of

our simulations generate a higher drag than the wall-attached body. If the drag characteristics

of the �ow are important for a particular engineering problem, the grids could still be a potential

solution if they are designed with lower blockage ratios, but further research is required on this

topic.

8.3 Future Work

The fundamental study of turbulent wall bounded �ows is a very important topic in Fluid

Dynamics and, therefore, there are many research opportunities following this work, which

may include further development of the theories and hypothesis proposed in Chapters 3 and

4. For instance, future research on the functional model of Chapter 4 for the �ltered wall-

shear stress �uctuations would be very interesting. In particular, the model could bene�t from

additional validation at higher Reynolds numbers, at which the implications of the model in

the scaling of the energy spectra could be tested. The experimental research of Srinath et al.

(2017) on high Reynolds-number boundary layers has already provided some evidence which

supports our model predictions for the turbulence energy spectra.

Although there are several relevant fundamental studies of the turbulent �ow around a wall-

attached cube (see Introduction in Chapter 5), there is little research about the far-�eld �uc-

tuations in this �ow con�guration. The exhaustive literature review of Porteous et al. (2014)

reveals that, while there have been some recent important �ndings regarding the far-�eld sig-

nature of high-aspect ratio cylinders and prisms, there is not so much of this published for

a solid cube with aspect ratio equal to 1. According to this study, the aspect ratio plays a

fundamental role on the far-�eld �ow physics and therefore it is also important to gain a better

understanding of the �ow around wall-attached bodies with low aspect ratio. Further research
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could include a parametric study of the far-�eld �uctuations of low aspect ratio cylinders and

cubes, which would complete the available literature in this topic. It would be very interesting

to see if future DNS and experiments can also identify the low frequency peak found in our

DNS and LES, since this peak has not been reported in any experiment before.

Future work should also investigate the origin of the far-�eld peak. Our numerical simulations

at low Reynolds numbers revealed that it is not related to potential �ow e�ects, despite its low

frequency. Therefore, this peak is most probably related to turbulence interaction between the

cube and the incoming turbulent �ow. Nevertheless, our results did not provide a conclusive

explanation for the origin of the far-�eld peak. Recent experimental studies of high aspect ratio

cylinders (Porteous et al., 2013) identi�ed a peak in the far-�eld signature with St = 0.06, but

the authors relate it to a "tip �ow noise" which, according to them, is not present in cylinders

with low aspect ratio. Future studies should investigate if this peak and the one found in

our cube simulations are related to the same physics. Other important �eld of study is the

transitional regime of the cube at moderate Reynolds numbers ReH < 3000. There are only few

parametric studies regarding the �ow evolution as the Reynolds number increases (see Liakos

and Malamataris (2014) and van Dijk and de Lange (2007)), and they just focus on a range of

very low Reynolds numbers, ReH < 250. The present investigation suggests that the dynamics

of this �ow con�guration are very di�erent between ReH = 1700 and ReH = 750, and further

investigations on this range of Reynolds numbers would therefore be of great interest.

Finally, our potential �ndings about the interaction between a wall-attached cube and regular

or multiscale grids opens up a wide range of research opportunities. First of all, an exper-

imental and DNS validation of our LES results would be very bene�cial, since the scope of

this project has not allowed to validate this speci�c problem against alternative approaches.

Not only the study of this interaction �ow would be interesting, but also the turbulent �ow

around wall-attached grids on their own is a complex problem that needs to be further inves-

tigated. The most useful information required from future research is a parametric study on

how the di�erent design parameters of the grid can a�ect the turbulent �ow generated by a

wall-attached cube. The grid design used in our current investigation was chosen without any

prior information about the �ow solution, and it is therefore not optimised for the �nal applica-

tion. Understanding the dependence of the �ow properties on the grid design could potentially

make the interaction with the solid cube more e�ective and possible gain more control over the

frequency and magnitude of the far-�eld signature.
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Appendix A

Convection velocity of the wall shear

stress

According to the Taylor-hypothesis of frozen-turbulence (Taylor, 1938; Lin, 1953; Lumley,

1965), the spatial and temporal evolution of the turbulent structures are correlated due to

the mean-�ow convection. This way, the frequency variable ω can be related to a spatial wave-

number in the streamwise direction kx by using a convection velocity Uc = ω/kx, presumably

constant for all wave-numbers and frequencies. Since the velocity at the wall is identically

zero, Taylor's hypothesis is not valid in a rigorous sense, and the existence of a convection

velocity for the wall shear-stress must be further investigated. The convection velocity can be

computed as the ratio between spatial separations rx and temporal lapses rt which maximises

the two-dimensional cross-correlation function ρ(rx, rt):

r∗x = Ucrt −→ ρ(r∗x, rt) =
u′(x+ r∗x, t+ rt)u′(x, t)

u′(x, t)u′(x, t)
is maximum for a given rt (A.1)

Alternatively, it can be computed as the ratio between ω and kx which maximises the power

spectral density in the 2-D cross-spectra E(kx, ω). DNS data of Del Álamo and Jiménez (2009)

suggest that, while the convection velocity of the small scales is similar to the mean velocity

above y+ ≈ 10− 15, the convection velocity of the big scales is close to the free-stream velocity

even in the near-wall region and this results in a non-zero value for the averaged convection
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velocity at the wall. Jeon et al. (1999) and Choi and Moin (1990) used space-time autocorre-

lations and 2-D spectra in a turbulent channel at Reτ = 180 to con�rm the validity of Taylor's

hypothesis, and show that τx is convected with Uc,wall = 0.53U∞.

In our DNS simulation of Chapters 3 and 4, the convection velocity for the streamwise compo-

nent of the wall shear-stress was computed using Equation A.1. The instantaneous value of τx

was probed at the whole wall plane over a period T = 1120δ99,0/U∞, with temporal resolution

equal to ∆t = 0.35δ99,0/U∞. The averaging operator de�ned in Equation A.1 can be applied

over the total time-period but special caution must be taken when averaging over space, since

the boundary layer is a spatially developing �ow. The results included here were averaged over

time, over the spanwise width and over an interval x+ ≈ ±1000 around every Reynolds number

position. The analysis was limited to the region Reθ = 800 − 1800: lower Reynolds number

locations are still a�ected by the turbulence transition and the statistics of higher Reynolds

numbers positions are a�ected by the outlet. The convection velocity was only computed for the

streamwise shear stress component because, in the current simulation, τx was the only variable

collected simultaneously over time and space in the whole plane y = 0. However, Jeon et al.

(1999) obtained similar convection velocities for the spanwise and streamwise components of

the shear-stress: Uc,wall|τz = 0.57U∞ and Uc,wall|τx = 0.53U∞.

(a) (b)

Figure A.1: (a) 2-D space-time autocorrelation of the streamwise component of the wall-shear
stress, at Reθ = 1500. (b) Convection velocity Uc,wall as a function of the temporal separation
rt, for di�erent Reynolds numbers.

Figure A.1(a) shows 2-D contours of the space-time autocorrelation at Reθ = 1490, indicating

a clear trend for the maximum position r∗+x (r+
t ). While the maxima are not exactly following
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a straight line, the hypothesis of constant convection velocity for the wall-shear stress seems

to be a good approximation. The convection velocity at the wall, de�ned as Uc,wall = r∗x/rt

for every rt, is shown for di�erent Reynolds numbers in Figure A.1(b), made non-dimensional

using outer and inner velocities. For all the curves, there is a global minimum at r+
t = 12

(r+
x around 138), which may indicate that, in the inner region, these are the turbulence scales

advected at the lowest speed. Above r+
t > 12, the convection velocity monotonically increases,

at least up to r+
t ≈ 70 − 80. This is consistent to the evidence reported by Del Álamo and

Jiménez (2009), who suggested that the large scales in the inner region were advected with a Uc

similar to the free-stream velocity. Figure A.1(b) suggests that the collapse of the convection

velocity curves for di�erent Reynolds number collapse better using the inner velocity uτ instead

of the free-stream velocity U∞. However, the collapse is not satisfactory and a clear decreasing

trend with the Reynolds number is noticeable. A mean convection velocity can be de�ned for

every Reθ as the average over all the separation scales, and this averaged convection velocity

slowly decreases with Reynolds numbers, approximately as U
+

c,wall = 12.18−5×10−4Reθ in our

limited range of Reθ.
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Appendix B

Characteristic scales in turbulent

boundary layers

This appendix analyses di�erent de�nitions for the time scale and the streamwise length scale

of the turbulent �uctuations, in order to estimate the size the �ow structures in a turbulent

boundary layer and investigate the relations between the di�erent de�nitions. The results here

have been obtained from the DNS simulation used in Chapters 3 and 4.

The Taylor microscale and the integral scale of the �ow can be de�ned from the autocor-

relation function of the velocity components. The Taylor microscale λ can be de�ned as

λ = limr→0 |ρ′′uiui(r)|
0.5, where ρ′′uiui(r) is the second derivative of the autocorrelation func-

tion ρuiui(r) and r is the streamwise scale separation. The Taylor microscale can be related to

the coherence of small scale �uctuations, at which viscosity signi�cantly a�ects the dynamics

of turbulent eddies. In Reynolds number �ow, the Taylor scale is typically much larger than

the Kolmogorov scale η (for instance, λ/η ∼ Re0.25 in isotropic homogeneous turbulence) and

the wall viscous length δν , but much smaller that the large �ow scales (e.g. δ in wall-bounded

�ows).

The integral scale L is computed as the integral of the autocorrelation function over all the

streamwise separations r between zero and in�nity. The value of the integral scale therefore

depends on the shape of the whole correlation curve. The tail of autocorrelation curves can be

very long, and it may sometimes present an oscillatory behaviour before converging to zero. In

order to improve the estimation of L, the tail of the autocorrelation function of most turbulent
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�ows can be �tted by a negative exponential function (except if they are dominated by periodic

coherent motions), since its integral has an analytical expression. The integral scale is larger

than the Taylor microscale if the autocorrelation function decays exponentially with r, but

this is not necessarily true for other functional dependencies. As an extreme example, if the

autocorrelation function �ts a parabolic pro�le, the integral scale equals L/λ = 2/3.

In this Appendix, we show data correspondent to two Reynolds number positions from our DNS,

Reθ = 1090 and Reθ = 1470. The range of Reynolds numbers covered in this study is limited

and probably still in�uenced by transitional e�ects, but it is enough to show interesting results,

which could be extrapolated to higher values of Reθ. The autocorrelation functions is originally

de�ned with respect to the time variable, so the Taylor and integral scales will be respectively

called λT and T . However, their correspondent spatial length-scales in the streamwise direction
can e obtained via Taylor hypothesis by using the local convection velocity Uc(y):

λL = Uc(y)λT L = Uc(y)T (B.1)

The data shown in Appendix A for the value of Uc(y) at the wall and the results by Del Álamo

and Jiménez (2009) suggest that the convection velocity can be approximately estimated as

Uc(y) = max(11uτ , u(y)), where u(y) is the local mean value of the streamwise velocity.

Figures B.1 and B.3 show that both Taylor and integral scales collapse very well in the inner

region up to a distance around y+ = 20. For larger distances from the wall, the collapse of

the Taylor microscale using inner variables is still relatively good. Despite not being perfect,

it is clearly better than the collapse in outer variables, shown in Figure B.2. Then, the results

suggest that the Taylor microscale may scale in inner variables with a weak dependence on

Reτ . The Taylor time and length scales, λT and λL, present a peak for the three components

of velocity very close to the wall, close to the turbulence production peak. Above this peak,

the Taylor microscale decreases until y+ ≈ 80 − 100, where it starts to slowly increase up to

y ≈ δ. Therefore, the Taylor scale presumably follows an increasing trend over most part of

the inertial and outer layers.

The integral scale of the spanwise and wall-normal velocity components may scale in mixed

variables, since the collapse of L when using inner or outer variables seems to be equally

inaccurate. On the other hand, the integral scale of the streamwise component seem to scale

better in outer variables, but only for distances higher than y+ ≈ 20 − 30 (Figure B.4). The
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Figure B.1: Taylor timescale and lengthscale for the three velocity components in inner
variales. Solid line: Reθ = 1090, Dashed line: Reθ = 1470.

Figure B.2: Taylor timescale and lengthscale for the three velocity components in outer
variables. Solid line: Reθ = 1090, Dashed line: Reθ = 1470.

Figure B.3: Integral timescale and lengthscale for the three velocity components in inner
variables. Solid line: Reθ = 1090, Dashed line: Reθ = 1470.
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Figure B.4: Integral timescale and lengthscale for the three velocity components in outer
variables. Solid line: Reθ = 1090, Dashed line: Reθ = 1470.

integral scale in the streamwise direction takes very high values, even at the wall, since the u′

�uctuations are dominated by the long meandering, streaked coherent structures which exist

in the inner and bu�er layers. For y+ < 20, the integral scale of u′ scales with inner variables.

For y+ > 20 the integral time-scale of u′ decreases as the in�uence of the wall streaks becomes

weaker. The spatial integral scale L stays approximately constant in logarithmic layer outer

layers, and its value approximately scales as 0.45-0.5 δ for both Reynolds numbers.

The ratio between integral and Taylor scales L/λL moves between 2 and 4 for the streamwise

velocity component u′ and it takes a value around 1.5 for v′ and w′. The integral time scale is

10-20 times higher than the dissipation time-scale τε computed in Chapter 3. The high ratio

between dissipation time and integral scale indicates that the turbulent eddies are fundamen-

tally advected with the �ow, being dissipated only after long big distances. This can be seen

as another validation of the convection velocity hypothesis for wall-bounded �ows.

It is important to repeat that, in this analysis, the turbulence scales have been de�ned in the

streamwise direction. Sillero et al. (2014) shows that the integral scale of u′ in the spanwise

direction is actually much shorter. The value of the integral scale at the wall is related to the

average separation between near-wall streaks or vortices, in the order of 100ν/uτ . de Giovanetti

et al. (2016) point out that, according to literature DNS data, the spanwise integral scale

is proportional to the wall distance and suggest a relation to the attached-eddy mechanism

proposed by Townsend (1976).

Prandtl (1925) de�ned the mixing length `m as an statistical average length of the turbulent

interactions within a �uid, in a way that the expression of the Reynolds shear stress can be
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modelled as a turbulent di�usion equation:

u′v′ = `2
m

∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣ dudy (B.2)

Although its physical meaning is not very clear, this hypothesis has been broadly used in turbu-

lence modelling. If the mixing length model is accurate within a turbulent boundary layer, this

mixing length might possibly be related to the Taylor or integral scales of the �ow. In fact, the

in�ow synthetic �uctuation method of Chapter 6 assumes that the integral scale of the velocity

components can be approximated by the value of `m. In order to validate this assumption,

Figure B.5 shows the quotient L/`m and λL/`m for the three velocity components. The mixing

length was computed by applying the de�nition (B.2) to our boundary layer statistics. The

quotients λL/`m and L/`m are relatively close to 1 for the wall-normal or spanwise components

v′ and w′. However, the integral scale of the streamwise component is over 5 times higher

than the mixing length lm and the ratio L/`m is not either constant nor Reynolds-independent.

Therefore, the data suggest that the mixing length is a very poor estimation of the streamwise

integral scale of the u′ �uctuations, which should be taken in consideration for future review

of the synthetic �uctuation model. On the other hand, the mixing length provides a fair es-

timation of the integral scale of the v′ and w′ components for y+ > 80 (by a constant factor

approximately equal to 1.5) and it would only need to be corrected (if required) in the inner

region.

(a) (b)

Figure B.5: a) Ratio between Taylor scale and mixing length. b) Ratio between integral
scale and mixing length. Solid line: Reθ = 1090, Dashed line: Reθ = 1470.
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If one assumes the traditional scaling of the inertial layer (i.e. logarithmic mean pro�le), the

energy balance equation for turbulent channel �ow predicts a linear and Reynolds independent

trend for the mixing length in the inertial layer, `m = κy. However, our results and other

reference DNS suggest that the derivative of `m/y is actually not constant. The pro�les shown

in Figure B.6 and B.7 may indicate that the hypothetical constant region of the d`m/dy ≈ κ

reduces just to a peak. The peak value of d`m/dy approximately matches the theoretical

prediction (indicated with a solid horizontal line in Figure B.6 ) but this value is not Reynolds

number independent in the considered range of Reθ.

(a) (b)

Figure B.6: a) Mixing length `+
m for di�erent Reynolds numbers. b) `m/y, checking the

possible linear dependence along y: solid black line is the constant κ, according to traditional
scaling; dashed grey line represents the classical van Driest pro�le. Data from Schlatter and
Örlü (2010), Jiménez et al. (2010) and Sillero et al. (2013).

In the inner region of a boundary layer, the previous scaling for lm is not accurate, since u scales

with y for y → 0 and −u′v′ scales with y3 (see Pope (2000)). The empirical estimation of the

mixing length proposed by van Driest (1956), `+
m = κy+ (1− exp(−y+/A+)) (with A+ = 26),

is very popular in turbulence modelling, but it does not either represent accurately the trend

shown by the data (see dashed line in Figure B.6).

In the outer layer, the mixing length `m of turbulent boundary layers remain approximately

constant (see Figure B.6). The outer region value of `+
m increases for increasing Reynolds

numbers, approximately as `+
m,outer = 5.25 + 0.08Reτ . This linear dependence on Reτ means

that `m scales with the boundary layer thickness for high Reynolds numbers, `m,wake ≈ 0.08δ.

The correction introduced by Cebeci and Smith (1967) in the outer region, which limits the
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value of lm to 0.1δ, is therefore consistent with the previous result. This scaling is potentially

associated with the wake layer scaling of turbulent boundary layers, which does not exist in

channels/pipe �ow. Indeed, the results from turbulent channels plotted in Figure B.7 suggest

that the mixing length is actually not constant in the outer region. By comparing the value

`m for boundary layers and channels at similar Reynolds numbers, the results suggest that the

mixing length is consistently higher in turbulent channels along the entire outer layer.

(a) (b)

Figure B.7: a) Mixing length `+
m for di�erent Reynolds numbers in channel �ow. b) `m/y,

checking the possible linearity dependence of the mixing length with y: solid black line is the
constant κ. We add the boundary layer curve at Reθ = 6500 (Reτ = 2000) for comparison.
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